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ABSTRACT
The pervasive deficit lens of multilingual language learners (MLLs) in U.S. education
dehumanizes and fragments students in ways that disconnect them from their cultural and
linguistic identities (CLI). MLLs are first and foremost humans with rich linguistic heritages,
complex cultural backgrounds, and multiple and non-mainstream knowledges and ways of
knowing (de los Ríos & Molina, 2020; Kasun, 2016). The deficit lens is a legacy of colonization
that persists in our schools. Colonial education saw Black, Indigenous, and people of color
(BIPOC) transnationals as savage and backwards with cultures and languages that needed to be
erased in order for them to assimilate into dominant, mainstream U.S. culture. These colonial
legacies persist in our schools today. The intent of this critical ethnographic, arts-based, youth
participatory action research (YPAR) study was to explore the experiences of MLLs as they
learned about and made sense of their CLI in the context of a critical multimodal, multiliteracies,
ethnic studies, arts-based summer collaborative called Nuestra Escuelita. The study was framed
overall by a decolonizing framework through which the researcher sought to address the
persisting colonial legacies in schools and their fragmenting and dehumanizing effects on MLL

students. The participants were fourteen high school, bilingual, Latinx MLLs. The overarching
assertion is that the students experienced a decolonial journey towards healing, wholeness, and
humanity. Specifically, this journey is reflected in the four findings: 1) feeling connections of
community and care; 2) reweaving the tapestries of their identities and heritage; 3) activating
critical consciousness through historical learnings, shadow work and shifts toward power; and 4)
feeling inspiration for change and imagining a decolonial vision for new educational futures.
These findings represent the students’ experiences, and their journey mirrored the seven stages of
Anzaldúa’s (2015) conocimiento. Implications include centering MLLs’ CLI in curriculum and
the need for implementing ethnic studies programs for the New Latinx/Global South youth.
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1 THE PROBLEM
Beloved community is formed not by the eradication of difference but by its affirmation,
by each of us claiming the identities and cultural legacies that shape who we are and how
we live in the world.
– bell hooks, Killing Rage, Ending Racism
The pervasive deficit lens of multilingual language learners (MLLs) in U.S. education
dehumanizes and fragments students in ways that disconnect them from their cultural and
linguistic identities (CLI) (de los Ríos, 2017a; Flores et al., 2015; Paris, 2012; Valenzuela, 1999).
The deficit lens refers to the erroneous view long held by many educators that Black, Indigenous,
and people of color (BIPOC) students, transnational students, and other marginalized youth do
not care about their education nor care about performing well academically; yet these same
educators ignore the limitations and failures within education and teacher preparation programs
that contribute towards a system that fails these same youth (de los Ríos, 2017a; Flores et al.,
2015; Paris, 2012; Valenzuela, 1999). The deficit lens of MLLs stems out of the colonial legacy
upon which the U.S. education system was founded (de los Ríos, 2017a; Mohanty, 2003; Patel,
2015). Because of the colonial legacy and the deficit lens, MLLs often do not feel like they
belong in our schools and classrooms, nor do they feel authentically cared for, and as a result,
their academic achievement is not supported (Bondy, 2016; D’warte, 2014; de los Ríos, 2017b;
Valenzuela, 1999). Angela Valenzuela (1999) explained the negative effects the deficit lens and
its lack of authentic care often have on students when she wrote, “The feeling that ‘no one cares’
is pervasive – and corrosive. Real learning is difficult to sustain in an atmosphere rife with
mistrust” (p. 5). Part of creating an atmosphere of authentic care and trust includes connecting to
and including students’ CLI in the classroom, curriculum, and lessons.
Further, MLLs are one of the fastest growing groups of students in our schools (Bialik et
al., 2018), and most teachers are not prepared to successfully work with them, especially if the
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teachers’ identities are in conflict with their MLL students’ identities, such as white teachers
teaching predominantly MLL BIPOC students (Coleman, 2018; de los Ríos & Molina, 2020).
Educators of MLLs and subsequently their students would benefit from understanding the
colonial deficit legacy inherent in our education system. In addition, educators and curriculum
designers could enhance their students’ educational experiences by learning how to thoughtfully
incorporate curriculum that centers MLLs’ CLI. One important way to learn what is best for
MLLs is by hearing directly from those who have had the opportunity to work with curriculum in
which their identities are centered, the purpose of the research conducted in this dissertation. In
this chapter I first lay out the context of who MLLs are followed by an illustration of what their
experiences are in schools to serve as a backdrop for my study. I conclude this chapter by
presenting the purpose and significance of the study and my research questions, my positionality
and personal motivation for designing such a study, and an overview of chapters two through
five.
Who are Multilingual Language Learners
Multilingual language learners (MLLs) are first and foremost humans with rich linguistic
heritages, complex cultural backgrounds, and multiple and non-mainstream knowledges and
ways of knowing (Coleman, 2018; de los Ríos & Molina, 2020; Flores et al., 2015; Kasun,
2016). They bring their linguistic, cultural, and epistemological repertoires from their lived
experiences, from the languages spoken in their homes and communities, and from the multiple
cultures within which they live. MLLs are students in our schools who were born in or have
moved to a new country or a country different from their parents and are learning one or more
new languages in addition to the primary language(s) of their family. For example, many U.S.
MLLs come from families whose parents moved from Mexico to the United States to leave
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behind severe economic hardships fueled by NAFTA and other free-market trade policies in
search of a life with more economic and educational opportunities for their children (Bigelow,
2006). Other MLLs may be fleeing violent situations in their countries of origin (Suarez-Orozco
& Suarez-Orozco, 2015).
For the purposes of this study, MLLs are the children of transnationals whose families’
heritage language is not English and who are living in the U.S., where the dominant language is
English. Transnational is a term that is proposed for use in lieu of immigrant to highlight the
figurative and literal linguistic and cultural connections maintained across borders with the
family’s home country and culture (Kasun & Saavedra, 2014). Transnational also pushes back
against the connotations associated with the term immigrant that suggest that immigrants should
leave their culture and language behind while assimilating to the dominant culture and language
(Kasun & Saavedra, 2014; Pandya et al., 2015). MLLs are often transnational themselves,
whether born in the U.S. or having moved here at a young age (Dabach & Fones, 2016). Lastly,
the majority of MLLs in the U.S. are Latinx and speak Spanish (Bialik et al., 2018). Latinx is
used instead of Latina or Latino or even the plural Latinos to offer gender inclusivity and to
include those whose identities fall outside the gender binaries. I choose to use Latinx because it
is in alignment with my values of inclusion and to honor all identities that fall outside the
binaries. I also will use Latine when I am speaking Spanish.
Multilingual Language Learners School Experience: The Problem
Schools are spaces within which MLLs’ identities, heritages and backgrounds are often
invisible and issues of racism, colonial legacies, and oppression are ignored or attended to at a
superficial level (Cuauhtin et al., 2019; González et al., 2005; Ladson-Billings, 2014). Mohanty
(2003) explained that education has been complicit and interconnected with the “processes of
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racialization and sexualization in the production of knowledge conducive to colonial rule” (p.
76). Based on Mohanty’s explanation, it is important to trace and understand the colonial
legacies still current in and upon which modern day research and education were formed
particularly in regard to language practices in education (Mohanty, 2003; Patel, 2015, Smith,
2012). In the U.S., there has also been a long history of forced or heavily coerced assimilation
for people who are not from the dominant culture or who have moved here from another country
(Bondy, 2015; Dabach & Fones, 2016; Mackinney, 2017). Forced assimilation began at the onset
of chattel slavery and colonization and continued with the Indian Boarding schools. Enslaved
African doctors, teachers, entrepreneurs, artists, mothers, fathers, by nature of being stolen from
their homes and forcibly brought to the U.S., were brutally forced into a life of slavery where
they were forbidden and punished for speaking their rich languages or engaging in their cultural
practices. Many times, they were surrounded by Africans from tribes or ethnic groups different
from their own which meant their only common language became English, and yet they were
forbidden from gaining English print literacy skills (Royster, 2000). Of course, the enslaved
Africans resisted in creative and powerful ways, but nonetheless, there was an attempt to force
assimilation into a role of a slave which inevitably created new cultural practices influence by
their experiences being in this country. Further, first nations children were forcibly removed
from their families and taken to abusive, Western, European based boarding schools (Brayboy,
2005; Love, 2019; Paris, 2012; Patel, 2015). The Indian boarding schools had the explicit
mission to “kill the Indian” to “save the man” by stealing Indigenous children from their homes
and tribes, prohibiting the practice of their cultures or speaking of their languages (Brayboy,
2005, p. 430). These were punitive spaces in which the children were punished if they spoke
their languages or engaged in their cultural practices. As such, an expectation of assimilation into
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dominant linguistic and cultural practices, or at best, an understanding of one’s place in within
those practices, was created as a result of slavery and colonization.
Coerced assimilation in the U.S. also existed among the early European waves of
immigration when many of these early immigrants received messaging that they should become
“American” and disconnect from their heritage culture (Birman & Addae, 2015; Schwartz et al.,
2015). Ultimately, the children of early European immigrants assimilated and whitened into the
dominant, settler culture of the U.S., something that their whiteness and distancing from their
“othered” cultural and linguistic practices afforded them. This process is also expected of Black
and Brown transnationals who are typically held to higher standards and yet are never truly seen
as “American” enough often due to “perpetual foreigner syndrome,” where it is assumed based
on their physical attributes that they are not from the U.S. (Schwartz et al., 2015). For many
Black and Brown transnationals and citizens, there is a cognitive dissonance that occurs from the
mixed messages within the dominant narrative that claim assimilation to be the correct and
desired path, while also never fully accepting them as “American” enough. It is important to note
that assimilation is not beneficial to MLLs and expected assimilation is in fact damaging and
disorienting for their language learning and identity formation (Birman & Addae, 2015);
assimilation is also a part of the U.S.’s historic and whitened amnesia allowing continued
oppressions of people of color (Leonardo, 2010; 2013).
MLLs are most often coerced into assimilation through the use of monolingual
educational policies that prohibit the full expression of their cultural and linguistic backgrounds
and often forbid the use of their heritage languages (García, 2009b; Paris, 2012). Schools have
historically been sites for attempting to “civilize” and “assimilate” Indigenous, Black and Brown,
and MLL students (Brayboy, 2005; Love, 2019; Paris, 2012; Patel, 2015). MLL students are
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typically forced to leave behind their languages and cultural practices and have generally been
punished if caught speaking their home languages or practicing their cultural traditions (Alarcón
et al., 2011; Arreguín-Anderson & Ruiz-Escalante, 2013; Cammarota & Aguilera, 2012). These
colonial legacies continue to be present in our schools. For example, many times, MLLs are told
directly by teachers to not speak their home languages while in their classrooms. It is important
that we not only recognize MLLs’ CLI but that we also actively center and engage their CLI
within the education system because of the fact that they have been historically removed from
schools.
MLLs are also often labeled in a myriad of ways to indicate their level of English
proficiency, a standard practice in schools framed through a deficit lens (Garcia, 2009b; Flores et
al., 2015; Paris, 2012; Valenzuela, 1999). This practice of labeling is founded on racist,
ideological, and monolingual understandings and policies of language (de Jong, 2011; García &
Kleifgen, 2015, Kubota & Lin, 2009; Motha, 2014). The labels include but are not limited to
English to Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL), English Language Learner (ELL), English
Learner (EL), Limited English Proficient (LEP), Long Term Limited English Proficient
(LTLEP), etc. These deficit-oriented labels foreground a perceived deficiency in English versus
focusing on MLLs’ full (multi)linguistic repertoire (D’warte, 2014; de Jong, 2009; de los Ríos,
2017a; Flores et al., 2015; García & Wei, 2015). My choice to emphasize the students’ position
as MLLs, regardless of their current or previous labels, highlights their existing linguistic
repertoire and frames their existing or emerging multilingualism as an asset (de Jong, 2009; de
los Ríos, 2016; 2017b; Flores et al., 2015; Flores & Rosa, 2015).
MLLs in the U.S. are acutely aware of how their language use is interpreted by the
dominant monolingual, monocultural discourses and the messaging perpetuated about whether
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they speak their languages “correctly” (Flores & Rosa, 2015; Rosa, 2019). For example, Latinx
students growing up in the U.S. may be subject to criticism by members of their family on the
quality of their Spanish (García & Leiva, 2014; Rosa, 2019; Smith & Murillo, 2015) or they
likely receive messages at school judging their English usage based on how close it is to standard
English (Flores & Rosa, 2015; Poza, 2018, Rosa, 2019). Standard English is an ideologically
based notion of “correct English” that emerged when English was standardized in the early 19 th
century (Alim, 2016; Flores, 2016). In fact, it was the fear and oppression of non-English
language practices that inspired the standardization of English. Flores (2016) explained that
English was standardized out of fear of the multilingual, transnational urban East coast areas
such as New York City whose English was seen as being “polluted” by transnational languages
(p. 16). As a move to form an American bourgeoisie that distinguished itself from the “racialized
other” living in those “polluted” east coast cities, the language practices of midwestern, white,
middle-class educated people in the U.S. became the standard (Flores, 2016). This means that
what is considered Standard English today resulted out of 19th century xenophobia yet persists
because of present day xenophobia (Flores, 2016). That midwestern variety of the English
language became the one viewed as correct and better than other varieties.
These notions of language correctness also have their roots in colonization, slavery, and
systemic racism when languages were codified and placed on hierarchies of civilized-ness and
their speakers painted as inferior (Alim, 2016; de Jong, 2011; Kubota & Lin, 2009; Pennycook &
Makoni, 2020). As discussed above, enslaved Africans were forbidden to speak their African
languages and were forced onto plantations where there often were no others with their shared
languages. As such, they were forced to learn English, which mixed with their African linguistic
practices and other non-standard varieties of English on the plantation, ultimately resulting in
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what became African American Vernacular English (AAVE), Tutenes, and Gullah Geechee
(Baugh, 1999; 2007). The use of AAVE continues to be seen as speaking English incorrectly
versus speaking a beautiful, distinct language in and of itself. The combination of racism and
mistaking AAVE as incorrect English results in deeming AAVE as inferior. Indigenous children
forced into boarding schools were punished if heard speaking their languages and often lost their
languages entirely. Their languages, and cultures were seen as inferior and to be removed. Even
now, transnationals are pressured to learn English and not maintain their heritage languages and
often acquire non-standard varieties of English, such as AAVE. The oppression of linguistic
practices was a common theme during the times of slavery and colonization and continue today
in our schools. And yet, there exist diverse variations of the English language and in how MLLs
incorporate their full linguistic repertoires, languages and language uses that need to be honored
and centered in education.
Languages also connect us to our cultures and families. Through our languages we are
able to express ourselves while also feeling a connection to our heritage. There is an emotional
quality to our language practices. González (2001) wrote:
Language is at the heart, literally and metaphorically, of who we are, how we present
ourselves, and how others see us. The ineffable link of language to emotion, to the very
core of our being, is one of the ties that bind children to a sense of heritage. (p. xix)
Language and culture connect us to a sense of who we are and where we come from. When
MLLs feel and see their languages honored in sanctioned school spaces, they may feel safe to
bring their whole selves into that space, benefitting not only their academic experience but also
their sense of belonging both in schools and at home (Valenzuela, 1999). This means that it is of
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great importance to provide as many opportunities as possible for MLL students to engage with,
use, and make sense of their CLI in schools and in classrooms.
Multilingual Language Learners: The Way Forward
As discussed above, much of the classroom experiences for MLLs tends to be framed by
a deficit and colonial lens that positions students’ linguistic and cultural identities as problems to
be overcome thereby excluding them from the classroom and curriculum. Many prominent
literacy and language scholars such as Ladson-Billings (1995; 2014), González et al. (2005),
Valenzuela (1999), Paris (2012), Motha (2014), Kubota and Lin (2009). Muhammad (2020) and
others have researched and found that resource pedagogies and critical multiliteracies coupled
with a recognition of the colonial legacies and racism in education can flip the script on the
deficit approach and can highlight students’ languages and cultural practices as assets. While the
groundbreaking research of these scholars has provided a solid foundation for asset-based
teaching and learning, the integration of CLI continues to be minimal on a broad scale, is often
superficially addressed with minimal or no criticality (Cuauhtin, 2019a; Paris, 2012), or
continues to be restricted by the standards and policies of schools (Flint & Fisher-Ari, 2014;
Flores & Rosa, 2015; López, 2016). A way forward involves looking back in time to understand
the historical context and colonial legacies that persist today through an exploration of
postcolonial theory and Chicana and transnational feminist frameworks. We can also look to the
foundation laid by critical resource pedagogy and multiliteracy scholars who ask that we
maintain our criticality as we engage with students’ linguistic and cultural assets. In the
following section I trace theoretical approaches that can guide our look to the past to construct
new educational possibilities for MLLs.
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Theoretical Approaches for Multilingual Language Learners
Theory provides an explanation for what is happening around us. bell hooks (1991)
wrote:
I found a place of sanctuary in “theorizing,” in making sense out of what was happening.
I found a place where I could imagine possible futures, a place where life could be lived
differently. This “lived” experience of critical thinking, of reflection and analysis,
became a place where I worked at explaining the hurt and making it go away.
Fundamentally, I learned from this experience that theory could be a healing place. (p. 2)
Theories can be based on lived experiences, and they can come from our flesh (Moraga &
Anzaldúa, 2015). We are able to better understand the “why” behind an experience, a situation,
or a phenomenon through theory. We can also use theory in education to understand who our
students are, what their experiences are, and to become aware of our own assumptions, beliefs,
and biases. Decolonizing theories provide a critical and supportive framework when working
with MLLs. Practical applications of decolonizing theories in education can support educators
and their work towards undoing the deficit lens while foregrounding students’ wholeness, their
humanity, and their assets. Decolonizing theories include, but are not limited to, postcolonial
theories (Fanon, 2008; Gandhi, 2019), Chicana feminist theories (Anzaldúa, 2012; 2015; Moraga
& Anzaldúa, 2015) and transnational feminist theories (Mohanty, 2003). These theoretical
frameworks work together to frame the current experiences in schools for MLLs. Whereas
postcolonial theory provides a historical, a psychological understanding, and background,
Chicana and transnational feminist theories offer ways to heal, find hope and reimagine. In the
next three sections, I give an overview of the theories, highlighting the aspects of the theories
that can be used to frame teaching and learning for the benefit of MLLs. I also discuss the ways
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in which the theories are interconnected and how they are used in this study. I conclude this
section with a list of six decolonizing criteria that can be used towards decolonizing formal
education for MLL students.
Colonization and Fragmentation
In this section I trace postcolonial theory, Frantz Fanon’s (2008) experiences with the
psychological effects of colonization, and Linda Tuhiwai Smith’s (2012) idea of fragmentation
to the current experiences of MLLs in our schools. Postcolonial theory refers to the theoretical
project found within literary and cultural studies that attends to conditions that began at the
beginning of colonialism and the implications of those conditions (Gandhi, 2019). Gandhi
explained that “the unbroken term ‘postcolonialism’ [versus post-colonial] is sensitive to the
long history of colonial consequences…on the grounds that the postcolonial condition is
inaugurated with the onset rather than the end of colonial occupation” (p. 3). This means that
postcolonial theory addresses colonial consequences from the beginning of colonization,
including the experiences lived during colonization, and the effects left on colonized people as
they worked (and continue working) to make sense of their lived experiences after the political
colonial rule was disbanded.
Postcolonial theory recognizes at least two main forms of colonization. One form was the
horrific and unimaginable physical conquest of territories and land, and the physical control and
brutality towards Indigenous people or towards enslaved Africans brought to a land being
colonized (Gandhi, 2019; Mohanty, 2003; Smith, 2012). Tuck and Yang (2012) explained the
inextricable connection between land and colonization and that any talks of undoing of
colonization through processes of decolonization must include the return of stolen land and the
development of an authentic care and connection to the land by all people living on any given
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land. The other form of colonization was a cultural, psychological colonization that involved the
“conquest and occupation of minds, selves, cultures…pioneered by rationalists, modernists and
liberals who argued that imperialism was really the messianic harbinger of civilizations to the
uncivilized world” (Gandhi, 2019, p. 15). In this sense, colonization involved the oppression and
dehumanization of colonized people and viewing the colonized as a savage other who needed to
be civilized (Fanon, 2008; Gandhi, 2019; Mohanty 2003; 2013; Patel, 2015; Smith, 2012). Born
from the “civilizing” mission of colonization and the brutal chattel slave trade were intellectual,
racial, cultural, and social hierarchies that foregrounded the culture and knowledge systems of
the colonizer while oppressing and dehumanizing, if not completely erasing, the culture and
knowledge of the colonized and enslaved (Patel, 2015; Mohanty, 2003; Smith, 2012).
Fanon (2008) wrote about his personal experience with the psychological colonial legacy
as a Black Antillean man who spoke Creole, learned French in school, and studied higher
education in France. Fanon explained that even though Black men and women were socialized to
have aspirations to be French by virtue of growing up and living in French colonized Martinique,
they would never truly be seen as French, particularly by the French colonizer. Fanon grappled
with his difficult return to Martinique as he attempted to perform his new French identity. He
explained:
The black man entering France changes… [as a] returnee [to Martinique], as soon as he
sets foot on the island…he answers only in French and often no longer understands
Creole…he talks of the Opera House, which he has probably only seen from a distance;
but most of all he assumes a critical attitude towards his fellow islanders. (p. 7)
These words from Fanon illustrate the complicated psychological and cultural consequences of
colonization, an internalized cultural shame projected onto his fellow islanders and formed out of
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attempts to assimilate. European colonizers, by forcing their language and culture onto the
colonized, created a dysfunctional dynamic that often coerced or forced the colonized into
situations where they sought to assimilate to the European ways and would reject or feel
ashamed of their African and Indigenous cultures and languages. Often times, a refusal to
assimilate led to further oppression, dehumanization, separation from others, and an inability to
access social and cultural capital (Fanon, 2008; Yosso, 2005). Fanon, a Black Antillean man, as
with other colonized peoples, experienced postcolonial fragmentation as he straddled at least two
worlds of which he was a part, the Antillean and the French, yet did not feel able and often was
not “permitted” to be his whole self in either world.
Fragmentation from internalized colonization occurs from having been scrutinized and
oppressed because our cultures and languages were deemed savage and backwards, and from
feeling the need to choose between the conflicting cultures and worlds within which we live
(Gandhi, 2019; Mohanty 2003; Pérez, 1999; Smith, 2012). Smith (2012) explained that
“Fragmentation is not a phenomenon of postmodernism as many might claim. For Indigenous
peoples, fragmentation has been the consequence of imperialism,” and colonization (p. 29). The
legacy of internalized colonization and fragmentation carries on in the experience of MLLs in the
education system. Most often, MLLs are restricted from and at times punished for speaking their
heritage languages while their cultures are rarely represented in the curriculum which can lead to
a sense of conflict and fragmentation (Arreguín-Anderson & Ruiz-Escalante, 2013; Flores et al.,
2015; Irizarry, 2007).
Re-Membering, Conocimiento & Imagining
In this section I begin by discussing the postcolonial ideas of remembering and remembering. Next, I connect Chicana feminist, Gloria Anzaldúa’s (2015) concepts of
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conocimiento, new tribalism, and tree of life with re-membering and with transnational feminist,
Chandra Mohanty’s (2003) idea of imagined communities. I make this connection to show how
we can decolonize education for MLLs.
Postcolonial scholar Leela Gandhi (2019) explained that postcolonial remembering is
“the necessary and sometimes hazardous bridge between colonialism and cultural identity” (p.
9). The idea is that we must look back into the past and look inward into our inner selves in an
attempt to make sense of who we are, what our position is in the world, and how we want to
engage with it. Homi Bhabha (2008) discussed this process of remembering explaining that it “is
never a quiet act of introspection or retrospection,” but is “a painful re-membering, a putting
together of the dismembered past to make sense of the trauma of the present” (p. 90). What this
means is that our remembering, or reflecting and thinking through of the past, is actually a
process of re-membering ourselves, or putting ourselves back together into wholeness, from the
fragmentation of colonization. It involves remembering - looking back into the past to
understand where we have come from and re-membering – a return to wholeness from
understanding our identities in the context of pre-colonial, colonial, post-colonial, and present
moment realities.
Gloria Anzaldúa (2015) also talked about re-membering ourselves in her seven stages of
conocimiento. Conocimiento is a path of “inner work and public acts” (Anzaldúa, 2015, p. 117).
The Spanish word conocimiento stems from the verb conocer, which literally translates as “to
know” in English. Yet the meaning of “know” that conocer signifies in Spanish is more than just
knowledge or information, it is a knowing in terms of familiarity, feelings, and intuition. As
such, Anzaldúa’s conocimiento is a personal process of self-reflection, transformation, and
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storying – a deep sense of knowing oneself – that leads to what she called spiritual activism, a
collective push against systems of power, injustice, and oppression.
I will briefly outline the seven stages of conocimiento. The first stage, el arrebato is a
jolting event, experience, or moment that ruptures our realities creating fragments within our
world and/or identities (Anzaldúa, 2015, p. 124). Anzaldua explained that this jolt is most often
traumatic but can also be joyous. The jolt launches us into the second stage, nepantla in which
we enter an uncomfortable, liminal space. In nepantla, recent or historic ruptures in our reality
cause us to feel torn between the way we felt before the jolt and the often-uncomfortable feelings
that occur as a result of the jolt. Yet, we also gain a new ability, or facultad, while in nepantla
through which we can see from two or more perspectives. Anzaldúa wrote:
In nepantla you are exposed, open to other perspectives, more readily able to access
knowledge derived from inner feelings, imaginal states, and outer events, and to “see
through” them with a mindful, holistic awareness. (p.122)
This new awareness can be overwhelming, which moves us into the third stage, the Coatlicue
state, which represents the cost of knowing or the cost of having a holistic awareness that can see
from the vantage of two or more points of view. In this stage, we must face our dark, shadow
selves and the shadows of the world around us. However, through this difficult work processing
the darkness, we experience a call, or a moment in which we begin to feel ourselves emerging
into the light. This call is the fourth stage and involves the beginning of the conversion from the
dark, fragments of nepantla and the Coatlicue state into a new inner reality. This fourth stage is
one in which we become aware of how we can be different as a result of the jolt. From the fourth
stage, we move into the fifth, preparing to create newness in ourselves and the world.
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The fifth stage of conocimiento is illustrated by the Mexican, Indigenous story of the
Moon Goddess Coyolxauhqui (Co-yol-SHAUW-key) when the goddess had to find and put her
fragmented self back together after her body was dismembered and spread around the world. As
discussed above, colonized selves are fragmented, spread around the world, and in need of being
able to put themselves back together in new form, much like Coyolxauhqui. Putting ourselves
back together, re-membering, requires deep, sometimes uncomfortable, reflection and
challenges, though it can also be a path through which transformation can occur and new realities
can be created (Anzaldúa, 2015). Putting ourselves back together is a process of creating
something new after being broken apart and recovering the fragments of our reality. It can be the
undoing and letting go of the old, as well as stitching together something new. The new realities
we create are new stories and understandings of who we are and our place within the world.
When we emerge anew from the fifth Coyolxauqui stage, our new personal stories do not
always merge with the old ones we have of ourselves. In this way, our new story or identity we
create may clash with other realities and stories within and around us. The clash between stories
represents entering into the sixth stage of conocimiento, the “blow-up…a clash of realities”
(Anzaldúa, 2015, p. 143). However, because of the nepantla experience of being able to see from
multiple perspectives, we begin to increase our tolerance for internal identity contradictions and
are able to dwell in a state that allows for conflicting realities to exist. Dwelling among these
internal and external contradictions, moves us into the seventh stage of conocimiento, “shifting
realities…acting out the vision or spiritual traditions,” in which we begin to feel a sense of
transformation and action emerge as we recognize our personal healing (Anzaldúa, 2015, p.
149). Our personal healing occurs when we see ourselves for our wholeness and our shared
humanity. We can allow for contradicting parts of ourselves to coexist, and accept non-abusive,
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non-oppressive differences in others. We are emerging with a new reality of self and of the world
through which we want to connect more deeply with others and make change in our external
world. We also emerge ready to engage in outward acts of transformation, something Anzaldúa
called spiritual activism, with a desire to heal the world from its colonized past. Out of spiritual
activism come new realities.
New realities for Anzaldúa (2015) are part of her idea of new tribalism – communities of
difference created to provide mutual support and activism. New tribalism is a third, inclusive
option in lieu of the choices between assimilation or separation. Many MLLs are often faced
with having to choose between assimilating to mainstream American culture and rejecting their
heritage culture and language, much like Fanon’s experience described above, or they face
feeling separated or marginalized, potentially without the opportunity to make meaningful
connections in community (de los Ríos, 2016; Mackinney, 2017; Nguyen & Hale, 2017). Having
an option like the one offered by new tribalism, within which MLLs can simultaneously hold
onto their cultural and linguistic heritages while creating new affinity groups of connection, is a
decolonial option.
New tribalism grows out of “el Árbol de la Vida/the Tree of Life” (Anzaldúa, 2015). The
roots of the Árbol represent our connections to our “ancestral/racial origins and biological
attributes” (p.67). Anzaldúa (2015) explained that the trunk of the tree represents our
interconnectedness with the ecological and human world around us and embodies a shift in
perspective from looking inward at our individual processes to looking out into the world around
us. The branches and leaves symbolize all the communities and cultures outside of our ancestral
culture with which we connect. She explained that these communities and cultures represented
by the leaves and branches of our tree of life are our affinity groups, our chosen families. The
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tree of life is a framework that encompasses the process of becoming whole and human again. A
process of looking back to our roots, our histories, cultural heritage, and ancestors,
acknowledging our connections to others and to the earth while forming new connections with
people and communities that differ from us. As a result, we experience what Anzaldúa called
new tribalism – affinities and connections across difference.
New tribalism parallels transnational feminist ideas of imagined communities (Mohanty,
2003). Transnational imagined communities are decolonial solidarities of Third World women,
women of color, and their differences. Transnational feminist imagined communities differ from
Anderson’s (2016) imagined communities where Anderson’s project was to explore the histories
of nationalism and the creation of nation-states through the development of imagined
communities with people only loosely connected. Within transnational feminist imagined
communities, alliances are created among people who are not dependent on a biological or
cultural basis, exist across difference, and are linked by their common interests and desires for
personal and political transformation (Mohanty, 2003). An imagined community is “imagined”
not because it is not “real” but because it suggests “potential alliances and collaborations across
divisive boundaries” (Mohanty, 2003, p. 46). That is to say, there is great potential for
connection and community-building across seemingly divisive differences through the creation
of imagined communities.
In terms of working with MLLs, I conceptualize these spaces – New Tribalism and
imagined communities – as decolonial, meaning-making spaces within which MLL students can
re-member themselves and make sense of their identities through learning about their ancestors,
roots, and histories, engaging in contemplative and reflective activities and by imagining their
futures. Cynthia Dillard (2011) stated:
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And if we assume, as I do, that the knowledge, wisdom, and ways of our ancestors are a
central and present part of everything that has existed, is existing, and will exist in the
future, then teaching and research must also undertake an often unnamed, unrecognized,
unarticulated, and forgotten task that is important for individuals who yearn to understand
ways of being and knowing that have been marginalized in the world and in formal
education. Simply put, we must learn to re-member the things that we’ve learned to
forget. (p. 230)
As Dillard states, teaching must embrace the knowledge and ways of knowing that have been
marginalized. This could include providing opportunities for MLLs to explore their identities in
ways that break the restrictive, Eurocentric traditions of formal education. In doing so, we can
offer students ways that connect them more deeply to themselves and each other. It is within
these decolonial spaces that MLLs from diverse backgrounds can come together, remember, and
put themselves back together, while pushing back against colonization, oppression, and racism
(Anzaldúa, 2015). El Ashmawi et al. (2018) explained the following:
Writing and talking about issues “like race, class, gender, and solidarity…takes them out
of the shadow world and into the light of day, so students can understand why things are
fair or unfair and how to change them.” Writing allows students to communicate things
they may not be comfortable saying aloud. (p. 74)
Many times, topics related to race, class, and gender are silenced in education, but these are just
the topics that can guide students into remembering, re-membering, and building decolonial
meaning-making spaces (Hunter & Colón, 2020).
Theoretical Criteria to Decolonize Education
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In summary, educators can use the aforementioned theories to build postcolonial,
feminist imagined communities to center MLLs so they can make sense of their different worlds,
cultures, and identities as part of a process of decolonizing the psychological effects of
colonization while embracing their whole selves. Based on the theoretical literature reviewed
above, I posit that decolonizing educations systems for MLLs can include the following criteria:
1) view students as whole beings to allow for healing of the fragmenting colonial legacy; 2)
encourage students to look deeply within themselves, their families and their communities to
remember their roots, to re-member their fragmented identities, and to embrace contradictions
and ambiguities; 3) recognize and facilitate the creation of imagined, new tribalism communities;
4) facilitate mutual authentic connection; 5) provide opportunities for taking action towards
personal and social transformation by pushing back against power, injustice, and oppression; and
6) imagine decolonial communities and futures that include re-membered hybrid identities and
non-dominant ways of knowing, languages and cultures (See also Figure 1 below). Henceforth, I
will refer to these criteria as the decolonizing criteria. I have organized the six criteria in the
graphic below and given them each a label ranging from D1-D6. These labels illustrate which of
these six criteria informed the four-pronged decolonial framework discussed below.
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Figure 1. The Six Decolonizing Criteria for Healing Colonial Legacies

I refer to these criteria in chapter 2 in conjunction with a review of resource pedagogies,
multiliteracies, and empirical literature to illustrate the ways in which we can disrupt the colonial
deficit lens so often applied in education for MLLs. I found in my analysis of the literature that
there were four primary ways in which the theories and pedagogies can work together to center
students’ cultural and linguistic resources while also offering guidance for integrating criticality
and hope. I summarize these four approaches into what I call the four-pronged decolonizing
framework, which is the conceptual framework in which I situate my study, because I see this
approach as providing guidance towards decolonizing education for MLLs. This framework can
guide the following: 1) open student-centered spaces for exploration; 2) facilitate identity
healing; 3) open opportunities for decolonial awakening; 4) inspire authentic decolonial
connection and imagining. The development of the four-pronged framework is detailed in
chapter 2. In the next section I share my positionality to give another layer of detail into the lens
from which I approach this work.
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Researcher’s Positionality
As the child of a white woman from small-town Montana and a dark-skinned Brown man
from India, as a woman who never learned her Indian heritage language, I know from my own
lived experience the importance of knowing or not knowing one’s heritage language. I always
felt there was a hole in my heart and soul where Kannada, my father’s language, should be.
Growing up as a Brown little girl in Georgia during the late 1970s, 80s, and early 90s, I have
lived immersed in cultural difference since I took my first breath. At a time when Atlanta was
still primarily Black and white, I was one of a few Brown-skinned children in my mostly white
neighborhood and my half-Black and half-white high school. I almost always felt different and
for many years believed that I needed to erase my differences, believing that if I succeeded in
doing so, I would be able to truly connect to the communities around me. This belief that I
needed to erase my cultural differences was a result of the colonial legacies of forced
assimilation. Often, I would chameleon myself to try to be like those around me, trying to blend
in, in ways that mainstream, mostly white America, expected of me.
Further, because I was different, I was constantly asked “What are you?” a terrible and
dehumanizing question. When I answered that I was Indian, there were times when I was asked,
“well are you a ‘red-dot Indian’ or a ‘feathers and ‘ow-wow-wow’ Indian (making a derogatory,
stereotypical impersonation of native tribal songs with their hand on their mouth)?” This line of
questioning was hurtful, not only to me but also to the Indigenous everywhere in the world. I did
not know very much about native Americans when I was young because of the lack of
representation in public education history classes. However, my parents did as good a job as they
could, when we would travel to the North Georgia mountains as kids, educating us about the trail
of tears and the Cherokee from that area who were forcibly removed from their land. Because I
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was often mistaken for being Indigenous growing up when I told people I was Indian, I often
found myself wanting to learn more about the experiences of the Indigenous people who had
once resided on the stolen land where I was living. I found that by learning about their histories, I
was able to find ways to learn about the histories of my own culture both here in the U.S. and in
India. Further, because I did not grow up connected to my Indian culture, I often found safety in
learning about cultures other than my own. I simultaneously longed to know more and felt
ashamed of not knowing enough about my own culture. My not knowing the language also
contributed towards that feeling of not being Indian ‘enough.’ I also felt waves of insecurity
because I was so different from the predominant white and Black communities around me. As
such, I found myself most connected to the very few other children of transnationals whose
families also moved into our predominantly white neighborhood.
In school during my K-12 education, I was very disengaged. I almost never fully read any
of the literature from the all-white-European canon of literature that we were assigned. I did not
see myself in the stories. I could not connect. I also struggled greatly with undiagnosed ADHD
and potentially undiagnosed mild dyslexia, which made schooling very challenging for me. I
come from a very educated family, and I never performed to their standards. The feeling of not
being smart or a “good student” stayed with me for my entire K-12 schooling and into college. I
felt this way until I began to make a conscious effort to connect to my South Asian/Indian
cultural heritage, acknowledge the colonial legacy in my whiteness, and heal through authentic
relationships with people different from me. My third year in college, I traveled abroad to
Mexico, and it was not until I graduated from college and began exploring art and dance and
other creative forms of expression that I truly could immerse myself in a love for learning. In
Mexico, I also had the experience of being surrounded by Brown people. I blended in, until I
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opened my mouth to speak Spanish. However, learning about Mexican artists, Mexican
Indigenous cultures and learning Spanish filled a void in me that I never thought possible. Of
course, I never pretended to be anyone other than who I am – a Brown skinned, multicultural
Indian and white woman from Georgia – but it was healing to feel a linguistic and cultural void
begin to fill. In addition, by living in authentic relationships with people of color from other
cultures I was able to gain confidence and understanding of myself as a Brown, bicultural
woman of color. After college I furthered my connection into my own identities through an
inward journey of yoga and mindfulness as well as through embodied, cultural experiences
learning West-African Dance, Bharatanatyam Classical Indian Dance, and Salsa and Merengue. I
began drawing and painting and found that I came alive when I engaged in creative activities. I
found that my creative education connected me back to my own cultural heritage.
After graduating college, I began teaching English to recent arrival transnationals, first in
North Carolina and later in Georgia and California. I found a love for language education, but I
was always riddled with the coloniality in English language education (Canagarajah, 2005;
Kubota & Lin, 2009; Motha, 2014;). I also began grappling with the coloniality of the white side
of my family who were among the most recent colonizers in the U.S. – Mormons who “explored
and settled” the western U.S. As a result, I developed a complicated and complex understanding
of who I am in this country and the world more broadly with my educated family, my “model
minority” transnational and white settler ancestors, and my privilege as a result. I am aware that
my lived experience affords me insights into the experiences of MLLs, but I am also very aware
of my limitations as well. I recognize I will never have to worry about my immigration status and
that my education, fluency in Standard English, and my socio-economic status afford me a place
of privilege. I often remind myself of the importance of humility, of listening, of knowing when I
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do not know, of asking questions, and of acknowledging my limitations with myself, with my
participants, and in my research.
My path has also been one that led me towards personal healing that included recognizing
the uniqueness of who I am in the context of the U.S. and the world. This personal path was my
process of “claiming the identities and cultural legacies that shape who [I am] and how [I] live in
the world” according to hooks’ (1996) ideas of creating a beloved community of difference;
knowing who I am and becoming comfortable with my and others’ differences. It is because of
my personal journey of healing and making sense of my identities, a journey that continues into
the present day, that I wanted to provide a space for MLLs to explore their own identities.
Purpose and Significance of the Study
The intent of this critical ethnographic, arts-based, youth participatory action research
(YPAR) study was to explore how bilingual, Latinx, MLL high school youth made sense of their
CLI in the context of the Nuestra Escuelita collaborative. The primary objective for this study
was to observe the students and inquire directly with them about their experiences contributing
towards the program structure; exploring and learning more about their CLI; representing
themselves in the various artifacts they created; and having their CLI and historical contexts
centered. Using a decolonial lens, I view CLI as the fluid, dynamic, improvisational, and agentic
expressions of cultural and linguistic heritages (Anzaldúa, 2012; 2015; Holland et al., 2001;
Moya & Hames-García, 2000). Our cultural heritages may constitute the cultural practices of our
parents and ancestors who are from other countries, and they may also be comprised of the
cultural influences of the country within which we currently live. Our linguistic heritages are
comprised of our language repertoires coupled with our expression of our language use,
including the standard expression of the language as well as the vernaculars, slang,
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translanguaging, and other non-standard language practices (Flores & Rosa, 2015). My own life
journey, together with a desire to contribute towards decolonizing language education, inspired
me to co-facilitate the Nuestra Escuelita collaborative with three local Latinx educators. The
Nuestra Escuelita collaborative is discussed in detail in chapter three. In brief it was a two-week,
out-of-school, critical multimodal, multiliteracies, art based, ethnic studies summer collaborative.
Many times, MLLs hear messages in school to leave their cultures and languages checked
at the door when they enter classrooms while research tells us centering their CLI will in fact
enhance their learning (González et al., 2005; Ladson-Billings, 2009; 2014; Paris, 2012).
Because of this erasure of MLLs’ CLI, I focused my inquiry on the students’ experiences making
meaning of their CLI as they learned about their historical contexts in the U.S. We aimed for the
Nuestra Escuelita collaborative to provide students opportunities to connect to their identities and
situated histories to support the youth in deepening their understanding of themselves, society,
and the world. The participants were high school, bilingual, Latinx MLLs. Methods of inquiry
included the decolonial centering of students’ experiences and their voices through a critical
ethnographic, arts-based participatory action research project with pedagogical strategies that
explicitly and purposefully intended to disrupt the traditional ways in which we teach MLL
students. Specifically, my data collection methods included participant observation, student
created artifacts and documents, audio recordings of class sessions, written reflections, and semistructured individual interviews.
Research Questions
The study was guided by the following research question and its three sub-questions that
seek to explore and observe students’ experiences:
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What are the experiences of MLLs during and in response to Nuestra Escuelita? How do
MLLs talk about and describe these experiences?
a) How do MLLs explore, represent, and express their CLI generally, through creative
artefacts, and other assignments/activities during Nuestra Escuelita Collaborative?
b) What is the experience MLLs have in contributing to the Nuestra Escuelita
collaborative topics and guidelines? How do MLLs talk about and describe these
experiences?
c) How do MLLs theorize about their experiences in the Nuestra Escuelita
collaborative?
Significance of Study
This study’s questions and methodologies alongside the data and insight gained from
their exploration provided a significant understanding of MLLs’ educational experiences. The
findings from this research in turn can offer ideas for how best to support their learning. The
topics of inquiry are significant because, broadly speaking, curriculum in our education system is
void of students’ CLI or includes their CLI with superficial, non-critical explorations (LadsonBillings, 2009, 2014; López, 2016; Ntelioglou et al., 2014; Saavedra, 2011; Valenzuela, 1999).
Educators have often been prepared in ways that view MLL students’ heritage languages and
cultures as deficits to be overcome in the pursuit of learning English and becoming “American”
(Paris, 2012). Furthermore, consistently marginalized bodies that come from colonized and
enslaved legacies are often coerced if not forced to assimilate and ascribe to mainstream culture
while simultaneously being objectified, stereotyped, and culturally and linguistically erased
(Bondy, 2016; Flores et al., 2015). MLLs also typically do not have access to critical, creative,
and culturally and linguistically supportive curriculum. The literature shows that students thrive,
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and their experiences are enhanced when they are able to engage in identity exploration,
especially when this work is also connected to both critical content and multiple modalities
(Bucholtz, 2015; Harman & Varga-Dobai, 2012; Ntelioglou et al., 2014). Lastly, because of the
deficit-oriented, assimilation-focused environment typical of many schools, students often do not
feel safe to bring their whole selves into the classroom (Coleman, 2018; de los Ríos, 2013;
D’warte, 2014). As such, this research, and the participants with whom it was conducted, offer
further insight into how and why constructing a student-centered and student-created space is not
only beneficial for MLLs but more importantly why it is necessary.
Chapters Overview
In chapter two, I discuss theoretical and empirical literature to make a case for the
importance of inquiry into MLLs’ educational experiences and the ways in which they make
sense of their CLI. I begin with an explanation of cultural and linguistic identities, followed by a
review of language ideologies and educational programming for MLLs. I continue with a journey
through pedagogical conceptual and empirical literature and find six overlapping themes within
resource pedagogies and critical multiliteracies that couple with the six decolonizing criteria
introduced above in chapter one. I merge the decolonizing criteria with the pedagogical themes
to create a four-pronged decolonizing framework that not only guided the creation of the Nuestra
Escuelita collaborative and framework, but also serves as the primary conceptual framework for
the research study.
In chapter three, I discuss my research design, which included critical ethnographic, artsbased and youth participatory action methodologies. I also present the research context and
provide an introduction to the participants. Within the discussion of the methodologies used, I
discuss the importance of a YPAR approach in allowing for critical literacies pedagogical entry
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points while also allowing for an empirical focus on student voices and perspectives. I then
highlight the critical ethnographic approach as guiding the inquiry into the students’ CLI and the
arts-based approach as guiding both pedagogical and analytical methods. I explain the ways in
which the arts-based methodological approach opened the research process to creative forms of
inquiry, analysis, and representation.
Following the description of the methodologies is a detailed explanation of the Nuestra
Escuelita conceptual framework, foundational elements, curriculum, and plan. The conceptual
framework for Nuestra Escuelita merged the four-pronged decolonial framework I
conceptualized in chapter two with two Indigenous frameworks: Graveline’s (1998) Model-InUse interpretation of the sacred, Indigenous Medicine Wheel and Four Arrow’s (2013)
peoplehood matrix. The foundational elements of Nuestra Escuelita were that it was an out-ofschool, summer program with a critical, multimodal, multiliteracies, arts, and ethnic studies
based curriculum. In the last sections of chapter three, I detail the methods of data collection and
analysis including the four phases of analysis that incorporated initial, holistic, and structural
deductive coding, descriptive, in vivo, concept, and emotion inductive coding, and inductive and
theoretical categorizing and theming of the data (Saldaña, 2021). The four phases of the analysis
process led to the conceptualization of the final four findings and my overarching assertion.
In chapter four, I present the four primary findings with support from the data. After four
phases of analysis, I assert that the youth in our program had experiences that reflected an
overarching decolonial journey of wholeness and humanity that involved a process much like
Anzaldúa’s (2015) seven stages of conocimiento. This journey is reflected in the four primary
findings: 1) feeling connections of community and care; 2) reweaving the tapestries of their
identities and heritage; 3) activating critical consciousness through historical learnings, shadow
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work and personal shifts; and 4) feeling inspiration for change and imagining a decolonial vision
for new educational futures.
In chapter five, I discuss the overarching assertion that the youth experienced a
decolonial journey of wholeness and humanity that mirrored Anzaldúa’s stages of conocimiento
by tracing each stage and illustrating its connection to the students’ experiences through the
findings and data. I then discuss the implications of the findings through an understanding of
Anzaldúa’s Coyolxauhqui imperative. The imperative is that as educators, we must construct
new educational futures for MLLs that center their CLI, subjugated histories, their wholeness,
and their humanity in ways that allow for them to be active creators and contributors towards
their education. I also discuss the ways in which striving for this type of education follows
Anzaldúa’s call for spiritual activism – a call that centers connecting to our collective wholeness
and humanity, healing from colonial wounds, and working towards transforming our worlds.
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2 REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

If you know your history, then you would know where ya coming from, then you
wouldn’t have to ask me, who the heck do I think I am
– Bob Marley, Buffalo Soldier
When educators base their instruction on theories that foreground their MLL students’
histories and lived experiences, use pedagogies that highlight students’ resources, and engage
students in non-traditional, non-conventional ways of learning they can counter the deficit lens
that is prolific in MLLs’ education (de los Ríos, 2017a; Flores et al., 2015; Paris, 2012;
Valenzuela, 1999). The theories and pedagogies that I discuss in this chapter support uplifting
and centering students’ cultural and linguistic identities (CLI). I first review and discuss identity
theories to lay a foundation for CLI and to make a case for the importance of focusing on MLLs’
identities. Next is a review of the history, language ideologies, programs and methods related
specifically to the education of MLLs for added context. Then, I review resource and
multiliteracies pedagogies to exemplify the pedagogical foundation that educators can build upon
to challenge the deficit approaches in schools. Finally, I discuss how I synthesized the
decolonizing criteria presented in chapter 1 with the pedagogical literature to create a fourpronged decolonizing framework. It is within the view of this four-pronged framework that I
reviewed empirical literature, in which I illustrate how educators have used these pedagogies and
theories. I conclude the chapter discussing how my study will build upon and expand the
previous work in nuanced ways that I suggest also contribute to decolonizing the education for
MLLs. The review of literature suggests that following the four-pronged decolonial framework
and including resource and critical multiliteracies can work towards decolonizing education for
MLLs in ways that counter the colonial deficit lens often found in education.
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In Defense of Cultural and Linguistic Identities
There have been debates on the theoretical and pragmatic “validity” of identity and
whether there is adequate evidence supporting its political, academic, and personal use
(Anzaldúa, 2015; Holland, et al., 2001; Moya & Hames-García, 2000; Mohanty, 2003; Norton,
2000). Postmodernists and post-structuralists, in their work towards deconstructing static and
unitary theories of identity, have problematized identity in an attempt to free us from being
essentialized, negatively stereotyped, or feeling stuck with identities we have not chosen for
ourselves (Holland, et al., 2001; Moya & Hames-García, 2000; Mohanty, 2003; Norton, 2000).
Other poststructuralists have deconstructed identity to the point of recommending the complete
abandonment of the concept (Holland, et al., 2001; Moya & Hames-García, 2000). Meanwhile,
postcolonial theorists, transnational and Chicana feminists, and postpositivist realists, many of
whom advocate for a decolonial project, have made a strong case for reclaiming identities and
conceptualize them as fluid, dynamic, plural, and relational while also being part of one’s lived
experiences, relationships and relational activities (Anzaldúa, 2012; 2015; Gandhi, 2019;
Holland, et al., 2001; Kubota & Lin, 2009; Mohanty, 2003 Moya & Hames-García, 2000;
Pennycook & Makoni, 2020). For the purposes of this study, I focus on cultural and linguistic
identities (CLI), which I will discussed in detail below. However, I use these terms with caution
because I am concerned with how they have been used historically to essentialize and dominate.
Also, I am cautious because the act of choosing one term to encompass fluid and dynamic
concepts such as identities can be interpreted as essentializing. I am also aware that separating
language and culture in a written discussion could be seen as hardening the boundaries between
the ideas of CLI, yet I aim to emphasize that our languages, cultures, and identities actually
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dance together in an improvisational chorography within our minds, bodies, spirits, and
communities.
Culture, Race & Ethnicity
In the following sections I explore the dance between CLI from a decolonial lens. By
looking at identity from a decolonial lens means that I agree with postcolonial and transnational
and Chicana feminists in their understandings of identity as dynamic, fluid, plural and relational.
Culture
The use and “definition” of the concept of culture has a long and fraught history ranging
from being used to describe aspects of elite life, like art and culture, to being used to create the
myth of biologically racialized hierarchies among groups of people (González, et al., 2005;
Kubota & Lin, 2009). As part of the colonial project, culture was used by the self-described
“civilized” colonizers to discredit and mark as inferior the ways of being and knowing of the
colonized and deem the colonized as the Other (Said, 1978), as backwards, and as savage
(Anzaldúa, 2012; 2015; Cuauhtin, et al., 2019; Kubota & Lin, 2009; Mohanty, 2003; Pennycook
& Makoni, 2020). In terms of the formation of our identities, culture often refers to our family’s
and community’s histories, discourses, and practices and ways of knowing, including the culture
of the nation-states within which we live (Anzaldúa, 2012; 2015; Cuauhtin, 2019b; Kasun,
2016).
Race & Ethnicity
Kubota and Lin (2009) explained how many people’s everyday ideas of race bring to
mind “phenotypical features such as skin color, eye shape, hair texture, facial features, and so
on,” yet they emphasized, as do many scholars in the social sciences and in education, that the
biological basis for race is a myth (p. 2). Both Kubota and Lin (2009) and Alim (2016) discuss
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how the terms ethnicity, culture and identity are often used as euphemisms for race. They each
explore how using the terms ethnicity, culture, and identity without the inclusion of a discussion
on race or racism threatens to silence conversations about the racist history of our country (Alim,
2016; Kubota & Lin, 2009). The biological constructs of race were often used in early biology
and anthropology to rationalize the brutal treatment of Indigenous and enslaved peoples
(Mohanty, 2003; Patel, 2014). These constructs, coupled with the institutions of slavery,
colonization, and imperialism, undergird the systemic racism, hegemony, and oppression that are
an integral part of the U.S. history and whose legacies continue today (Alim, 2016; González et
al., 2005; Gandhi, 2019; Kubota & Lin, 2009; Mohanty, 2003; Patel, 2014). What this means is
that all major institutions that founded the U.S. were built upon the idea that European descended
Americans were superior and were/are entitled to greater power, protection, and prosperity while
Americans and transnationals of color who come to live here are not.
More often, when those in the social sciences refer to race, we are in actuality referring to
the sociocultural concept of race (Kubota & Lin, 2009). The sociocultural concept of race
overlaps with and is connected to the fluid ideas of ethnicity, culture, and identities whereby
people negotiate their affiliations with themselves and the members of their multiple
communities (Ahearn, 2017; Alim, 2016; Paris, 2012). That being said, I recognize that race,
albeit a social construct, has very real and material consequences that are based on the erroneous
biological ideas that some races are inferior to others and that often result in discrimination,
racism and oppression and even death. Race cannot be separated from discussions of culture,
language, and identity (Flores & Rosa, 2019; Kubota & Lin, 2009).
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Cultural Identities
Gloria Anzaldúa (2015) wrote, "Identity, as consciously and unconsciously created, is
always in process – self interacting with different communities and worlds” (p. 69). Our cultural
identities are in process and at times we may be conscious of that process while at other times it
slips through us and around us without our awareness. Cultural identities are the layered and
fluid intertwinings of our culture, race and ethnicity (Anzaldúa, 2012, 2015; Gandhi, 2019,
Mohanty, 2003; Holland et al., 2001). They are our lived experiences, a theory of the flesh
(Moraga & Anzaldúa, 2015), that have real and material experiences and consequences
(Anzaldúa, 2012, 2015; Gandhi, 2019, Mohanty, 2003). Moraga (2015) wrote that a theory of the
flesh “makes sense of the seeming paradoxes of our lives; that complex confluence of identities –
race, class, gender, sexuality” (p. xix). Moraga and Anzaldúa (2015) explained further that these
“physical realities of our lives – our skin color, the land or concrete we grew up on…all fuse together
to create a politic born out of necessity” (p. 19). There is a need to attend to the realities of our lives
as a means to understand and explain our identities. The stories and narratives that we inherit from

our ancestors and from our family’s social and historical location work together to create the
cultural identities we maintain (Ahearn, 2017; Anzaldúa, 2012, 2015; Gandhi, 2019, Mohanty,
2003).
We also build and co-create our cultural identities within all our affinity groups and
communities and express them through performances of how we believe we should act, all the
while influenced by the larger discourses within which we participate (Anzaldúa, 2015; Holland,
et al., 2001; Moya & Hames-García, 2000; Norton, 2000). What this means is that we engage
with varying groups and communities based on our understandings of our positioning within
those groups. It also means that the larger discourses within those affinity groups influence how
we are perceived by other members within those same groups (Holland et al., 2001; Moya &
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Hames-García, 2000). Systemic racism and monolingual mentalities are examples of discourses
and structures that impose narratives about our identities and influence the stories, practices, and
performances that we embody in our everyday lived experiences (Kubota & Lin, 2009; García &
Kleifgen, 2015).
Cultural identities are also formed through internal processes of meaning making and can
be a felt sense within us that is connected to subtle components of our culture, for example, a
typical food, an article of “traditional” clothing or a spiritual practice. This layer of culture, albeit
a surface layer, ignites inside of us an emotional and narrative response, which might lead to a
performance of identities. Anzaldúa (2012) wrote that “There are more subtle ways that we
internalize identification, especially in the forms of images and emotions. For me food and
certain smells are tied to my identity, to my homeland” (p.83). In this quote, Anzaldúa illustrates
how something surface level like food, or a smell ignites a sense of connection to her identities
and to her family’s heritage, culture, and land. Connecting to our cultural identities gives us
opportunities to represent ourselves, particularly when we do not feel seen in the dominant
culture and society. We are also in constant negotiation and reevaluation of our identities as we
dance in and out and among our various social worlds (Anzaldúa, 2015; Holland, et al., 2001;
Moya & Hames-García, 2000; Norton, 2000). Our cultural identities are not fixed, nor
essentialized but rather fluid, changing, performed and storied.
What this means for MLLs is that their cultural identities are always in process, never
fixed or meant to be essentialized. They co-create their identities through self-exploration and
through their interactions with members of their various affinity groups. MLLs, like most, will
have emotional connections multiple representations of their culture, which can give them a
sense of pride, sadness, frustration, and joy. MLLs, like most people are able to negotiate and
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reinvent their identities in ways consistent with how they see themselves and their position in the
world. Lastly, MLLs have an agentic authority over their identities even if society tries to force
identities of its own onto them.
Linguistic Identities
“Identity is twin skin to linguistic identity - I am my language” (Gloria Anzaldúa, 2012,
p. 81). Languages are a portal into cultures and identities and are one of the dominant mediums
through which we express and engage with our sociocultural worlds (Alim, 2016; Anzaldúa,
2012; de Jong, 2011; González, 2001; Norton, 2000). Through the learning and use of language,
we express ourselves and our cultural identities (Alim, 2016; González, 2001). Various language
varieties are attached to differing identity interpretations, which means that how we use language
often influences how others categorize our identities (Alim, 2016; Anzaldúa, 2012; de Jong,
2011; González, 2001; Norton, 2000; Rosa, 2019). Samy Alim (2016) asserted that when we
speak, we are raced by others based on societal expectations and the racialization of how we
speak. This means that people use the way we speak to inform their interpretation of who we are
racially, culturally, ethnically, and even socioeconomically. Yet, on the flip side, we may choose
to speak in a particular way as a means to reflect differing aspects of our identities. Oftentimes,
the interpretations people make on language usage are based on the myth of the “correct” way to
speak English, which is often referred to as Standard American English and is rooted in racism
and colonization (Flores & Rosa, 2015; Rosa, 2019). English was standardized through print
media, and educated, White, U.S. English became the preferred standard (Alim, 2016;
Canagarajah, 2005; Flores & Rosa, 2015; Irizarry, 2007; Rosa, 2019). Yet, speakers of nonstandard varieties of English, such as African American Vernacular English (AAVE) or English
from the Indian Subcontinent can use their proficiency in those Englishes to create and reinforce
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cultural and identity affiliations (Alim, 2016). Alim explained, “We can now view linguistic
resources as being employed by speakers as they shape and engage in processes and projects of
identification…as one of the most important cultural means that we have for distinguishing
ourselves from others” (p. 2). In this sense, our language and how we use it is a powerful tool
that we use to explore and represent our identities to those around us, to align ourselves with
particular affinity groups, or distance ourselves from others, all the while being interpreted by
others as they attempt to make sense of who we are.
While language is one of the primary mediums through which we express our cultural
identities, it is also a primary medium we use to connect to ourselves on a personal level and to
others in our communities. Our language is embodied in its expression, and there is drama and
performance in language practice (Alim, 2016; Anzaldúa, 2012; de Jong, 2011; González, 2001;
Norton, 2000; Pennycook & Makoni, 2020). Pennycook and Makoni (2020) wrote, “language is
something felt, experienced, embodied, practised, and related to the environment in complex
ways” (p. 66). We feel and embody our languages, we use languages to express and understand
our cultural identities, and through language we are able to transform our identities and imagine
new ones (Anzaldúa, 2012; González, 2001; Pennycook & Makoni, 2020). Language, culture,
and identities swirl together to create a beautiful dance. For MLLs, their linguistic identities are
ways in which they can express the multiple layers of the cultural identities and how the see
themselves.
MLL Cultural and Linguistic Identities
MLLs draw from the cultural heritages and the languages of their families. They have
agentic authority over their CLI and how they choose to represent themselves. Their CLI are
fluid, dynamic, multiple, improvised, agentic, ascribed, and relational. They are comprised of
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and are an integral part of their lived experiences, relationships and relational activities, and their
varying communities. MLLs’ CLI are deeply meaningful for how they connect to themselves, to
others, and to the world around them in ever changing ways.
Education and Multilingual Language Learners
Historically, education for MLLs has been fraught with colonial legacies, restrictive
language ideologies, and has been heavily influenced by the Civil Rights movement and
restrictive language policies. In this section, I trace the history of educational programs for MLLs
coupled with the interconnections with language ideologies and policies.
Language Ideologies
Within the larger, general discourse on education there has been a long history of
language policies and ideologies pushing for English as the primary medium of U.S. education.
However, there has also been a history of differing language ideologies within the discourse on
education for MLLs. García (2009a) explains that the bilingual programs for MLLs of the 20th
century were a response to a “monoglossic belief which assumes that legitimate linguistic
practices are only those enacted by monolinguals” (p. 115). The monoglossic framework views
languages as separate entities and sees bilingualism as proficiency in two, completely separate
languages neatly tucked away from each other. García (2009a) discussed a heteroglossic
theoretical framework for bilingual education based on Bakhtin’s (1981) original concept of
heteroglossia. Bakhtin’s idea of heteroglossia explained that there is a diversity of languages
existing simultaneously within a language, or a variety of voice or viewpoints that can be
expressed in a given text. García (2009a) posited that the heteroglossic theoretical framework for
bilingual education embraces “multiple co-existing norms which characterize bilingual speech”
(p. 118). Bilingualism then, and therefore multilingualism, is not the knowing and speaking of
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two or more separate, pure languages but is the embodiment of a fluid, holistic language
repertoire within which two or more languages coexist (García, 2009a). It is from this holistic
language repertoire that bilingual speakers can choose to communicate in multiple, varying, and
differing ways that may not fit into a neat, standardized box or set of boxes. The heteroglossic
framework traverses the borders of languages and of nation-states, embodies the students’
contexts, and views the students and their languages as whole. Understanding that MLL
students’ linguistic practices pull from a fluid repertoire of linguistic representations can support
students and educators in opportunities for students to bring their full language repertoire into
educational settings. The heteroglossic framework is also the foundation to García and Wei’s
(2015) theory of translanguaging, discussed in detail below in the Methods for MLLs section.
History of Educational Programs for MLLs
Education for MLLs has been fraught with tensions throughout its history in the U.S.
García (2009a) discussed in detail the history of MLL education, which she refers to by its more
common name, bilingual education, which I summarize in this section. During the early years of
bilingual education in the late eighteenth and nineteenth century, as part of settler colonization,
the support for students’ heritage languages was exclusively for white European immigrants,
while the support for the languages of enslaved Africans, the Indigenous peoples already here,
the Mexican Americans of the Southwest, and other colonized people was nonexistent (García &
Kleyn, 2016). In fact, the cultures and languages of the non-white people in the U.S. were
conquered and then brutally and forcefully suppressed (Calderón, 2014; de los Ríos, 2017a;
Patel, 2014). García (2009a) explained how these discrepancies in treatment of heritage
languages marked some of the earliest formations of class and language ideology, privileging
some languages, for example specific European languages, over others.
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In the early part of the 20th century, assimilation and Americanization were pushed as
public education’s goals. What this means is that during the early waves of European
immigration to the U.S., the immigrants and subsequently their children and grandchildren were
pushed to assimilate and were ultimately accepted and whitened into mainstream U.S. culture,
often at the expense of their heritage language (Birman & Addae, 2015; Schwartz et al., 2015).
Bilingual programs existed for early European immigrants during these times as support towards
the ultimate goal of learning English and assimilation (García, 2009a).
During the Civil Rights era, communities around the country – the Chicanx community in
the Southwest, the Puerto Rican community in the Northeast, and the Cuban American
community in Miami – fought for the creation of developmental maintenance bilingual education
programs as a civil right. As a result of the civil rights era struggle for bilingual education, in
1968 the Bilingual Education Act was passed, which brought funding sources for schools with
high percentages of MLL students. Yet even with the emergence of bilingual programs as a civil
right with the passing of the Bilingual Education Act, bilingual programs were contested again
during the Raegan era in the 1980s because of the looming English-only ideology that persisted
in education.
No Child Left Behind (NCLB) passed in 2002, ending the Bilingual Education Act and
bringing forth Title III, Language Instruction for Limited English Proficient and Immigrant
Students, with the goal of students reaching English proficiency, often through an English-only
or transitional education model. As a result of NCLB, high-stakes testing has become the
measure of accountability and performance for students, teachers, and schools, including for
MLLs and their English proficiency. And yet the bilingualism of MLLs, more specifically, their
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heritage languages and cultures continue to be ignored despite the increasing multilingualism of
the country (García & Kleyn, 2016).
Types of Educational Programs for MLLs
Bilingual programs in the U.S. created for MLLs often fall under two overarching
linguistic ideologies – a monolingual vs. heteroglossic ideology (García 2009a). Monolingual
ideologies view languages from a bounded, separate perspective and heteroglossic ideologies
understand languages as existing in a unified yet fluid and dynamic repertoire within the
language speaker that is not neatly separated. A heteroglossic ideology is one that is more
inclusive of the multiple and fluid language practices of MLLs. In this section I discuss, per
García (2009a), the specific educational models that emerge from a heteroglossic ideology
because this is the ideology that is best suited for understanding the multilingualism in MLLs.
García (2009a) explained that heteroglossic bilingual education programs are immersion
revitalization bilingual programs, developmental bilingual programs, poly-directional or twoway (dual language) programs and content and language integrated learning (CLIL and CLILtype) programs. Immersion revitalization programs revive minority languages among
ethnolinguistic minorities who were often forced to shift away from their home language for
acquiring the dominant language. Developmental programs evolved out of the monoglossic
maintenance programs into a heteroglossic program when it became apparent that heritage
language loss was still occurring and was recognized as language oppression. Poly-directional or
two-way (dual language) in the U.S., is often called dual language mostly to avert the politically
and ideologically charged meaning behind the term bilingual. Most of the dual language
programs in the U.S. consist of an equal mix of speakers of English and speakers of the nonEnglish language. CLIL and CLIL-type programs are found primarily outside of the United States
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where one or two subjects are taught in an additional language. Multiple multilingual programs
are those with at least three languages and groups whose multilingualism creates and situates
students on different points of a bilingual continuum. These programs are found in societies like
India where the linguistic complexity calls for all citizens to engage in some form of bilingual
education. In the United States, many programs for immigrants or speakers of minoritized
languages are not bilingual in policy, curriculum, or instruction and specifically work towards
English proficiency with no support for or from the home language. These are typically
considered English as a second language (ESL), English to Speakers of Other Languages
(ESOL) or English as a new language classes (ENL). These programs can be modeled where the
ESL/ENL services are pushed into mainstream classrooms, pulled out where students needed
services are removed for short periods of time from their mainstream classes, or entire
classrooms can be devoted to ESL/ENL in sheltered instruction or content based instruction.
Methods of Instruction Specifically Used with MLLs in Public Schools
Methods used with MLLs in schools draw from second language acquisition (SLA)
theories. SLA theories can be categorized into cognitive and sociocultural approaches (Wright,
2019). Cognitive approaches are concerned with the processes of the brain when learning a
second language whereas sociocultural perspectives not only consider what occurs in the brain
but additionally, and perhaps more importantly, the sociocultural context that contributes to
language learning. Some of the most prominent and successful approaches and methods
currently used with MLLs are those that incorporate communicative language teaching, contentbased instruction, and translanguaging (Berriz et al., 2018; Canagarajah, 2011; García & Wei,
2015; Wright, 2019).
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Communicative language teaching methods engage students in authentic communicationbased activities with a focus on fluency, varying language skills, trial and error, and creativity
(Wright, 2019). While there is a focus on grammatical forms, the grammar is incorporated into
the particular communicative context of the class or subject matter. Communicative language
teaching emphasizes creating opportunities for students to use language for communication and
meaning making. It is important to note that communicative language teaching and SLA in
general are not critical. However, there are scholars in the field of SLA who highlight the
importance of incorporating a critical stance within communicative language teaching, and into
SLA overall, to account for issues of power, race, racism, colonization and imperialism (Kubota
& Lin, 2009; Motha, 2014; Norton, 2000).
Content-based instruction teaches second language acquisition through a specific content
area. The methods in this approach include integrating sheltered instruction or specially designed
academic instruction in English (SDAIE) in which the specific language needs for the particular
students in a given class are attended (Berriz et al., 2018; Wright, 2019). Sheltered instruction
and SDAIE are generally the same approaches in which content and language are taught
simultaneously to MLLs either by a content-area teacher with additional professional
development for working with MLLs or by an ESOL teacher with professional development in
the specific content area. One highly used protocol to guide sheltered instruction is the Sheltered
Instruction Observation Protocol (SIOP) that focuses on “eight key components of effective
sheltered instruction: preparation, building background, comprehensible input, strategies,
interaction, practice and application, lesson delivery and review, and assessment” (Wright, 2019,
p. 97). While there is wide use of SIOP to guide instruction for MLLs, there are critiques on the
protocol as a rigid, step by step, one-size-fits-all process that we still know little about (Crawford
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& Reyes, 2015). Further, there is minimal evidence about whether SIOP is actually enhancing
teaching and learning for MLLs (Crawford & Reyes, 2015). In summary, the overarching goal of
content-based instruction includes both a language objective and the content-area objectives.
Translanguaging
The term translanguaging originates from the Welsh word trawysieithu (García & Leiva,
2014) and was first used by Cen Williams “to refer to a practice of deliberately changing the
language of input and the language of output” (García & Wei, 2015, p. 224). García (2009a)
expanded on this Welsh notion of trawysieithu so that translanguaging refers to the “multiple
discursive practices in which bilinguals engage in order to make sense of the world” (p. 45,
emphasis in original). García (2017) explained “translanguaging starts by acknowledging
language users’ languaging and the potential of coordinating their meaning-making actions in
ways that successfully generate their contexto social” (p. 257). There is a focus on what MLLs
do with language, therefore language is seen more as a verb, hence “languaging.” Further, there
is an emphasis on the variety and infinite possibilities of what they do when they language. The
task for educators is to expand our views beyond the standard monolingual lenses that are often
used when considering language use and to open up to what MMLs are actually doing with their
language repertoires.
Further, García (2017) emphasized the need to understand the difference between secondorder language phenomena, that which is formalized by linguists and educational authorities, and
first-order language phenomena, which refer to the actual languaging practices of MLLs in their
sense-making processes. García explained that second order phenomena are bounded within “the
named entities we call English, Chinese, Spanish, Russian, etc.,” entities that linguists and
educational authorities have “rationalized, stabilized and codified” as accepted languaging (p.
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257). “First order language,” according to García “is much more complex and includes multiple
linguistic and non-linguistic resources” (p. 258, emphasis in original). It is first order languaging
with which MLLs engage when pulling from their full linguistic repertoires. This languaging
does not always fit into the codified second order languaging that educational authorities have
deemed to be the standards in schools. In fact, García explained, translanguaging is a “transsemiotizing act, a first order reality that acknowledges that speakers use their languaging, bodies,
multimodal resources, tools and artifacts in dynamically entangled, interconnected and
coordinated ways to make meaning” (p. 258). That is to say, what MLLs do with language is
often quite different than what standard, monolingual ideologies tell us they “should” do and that
our jobs as educators is to understand MLLs’ social contexts and their languaging in ways that
support them and embrace their linguistic talents while also pushing back against the deficit lens
held by standard language ideologies.
García and Wei (2015) also support the shift from the perspective of second order
language phenomena to first order language perspectives and explained the need to make an
epistemological shift in understanding languaging. This shift moves from an external
perspective, for example that of society looking at MLLs’ language use from an outsider’s point
of view to an internal, student perspective, looking out into the world. In order to make this
epistemological shift, educators will need to break from monolingual perspectives to understand
that boundaries do not exist between languages in the mind of MLLs, but rather that there is a
full repertoire from which their students draw when speaking, writing, reading, etc. This means
that for a Spanish speaking student learning English, her work might include Spanish words
because those are the best words to be called upon for a concept or idea when writing. Another
part of the epistemological shift that is part of translanguaging is the notion that for MLL
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students, there is nothing inherent about a particular word that makes it of one or another
language. The words chosen are not English or Spanish, they are just the right words to express
the meaning and sense-making of the student in that moment and related to the content being
covered. Translanguaging “refers to the deployment of a speaker’s full linguistic repertoire,
which does not in any way correspond to the socially and politically defined boundaries of
named languages” (García & Kleyn, 2016, p. 14). MLLs simply use the linguistic resources they
have to make meaning and sense of the world.
García and Wei (2015) explained that within MLLs exists a unified, yet dynamic and
fluid linguistic repertoire from which they can draw to make meaning and to communicate.
Educators are asked to see languaging from the perspective of their MLL students, which
includes supporting them in drawing from their full repertoire and guiding them to make sense of
their world and the socially constructed boundaries that separate their repertoire into two
languages. The prefix, trans in translanguaging refers to going beyond boundaries of how MLLs
engage with the features of their linguistic repertoires (García & Wei, 2015). García and Kleyn
(2016) explained that there are three primary tenets of translanguaging:
1. Bilingual children develop a single complex language repertoire, a unitary language
system, and a single identity as bilinguals;
2. Bilingual children are capable of communicating and acting with only certain features
of their repertoire, those that respond to socially named languages;
3. To deepen the bilingual child’s performances in socially named languages, it is
important to first recognize and leverage their entire language repertoire.
As such, educators and their MLL students would benefit from integrating translanguaging into
their teaching practices as a way to draw from their students’ full linguistic repertoires. García
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and Wei (2015) explained that Williams’ translanguaging invites students to read in one
language and write about what they read in the other language or discuss in one language and
read in another. García (2009a) called for broadening translanguaging so that we could honor all
of the discursive practices MLLs choose to use. García (2017) also makes the case that
translanguaging liberates multilingualism because it allows MLLs to connect back into their CLI
while reaching towards their creative linguistic potential. Educators can tap into students’ current
linguistic features and their unique abilities in using them as a starting point to connect more
deeply with what their students know in a way that views their linguistic repertoire as resources
that support their learning.
Pedagogies for Multilingual Language Learners
As a result of unexamined colonial legacies, the ramifications of slavery and subsequent
systemic racism, the current pedagogies in schools often employ teaching practices that are
framed by a deficit approach. These pedagogies and practices are based on white, Eurocentric,
middle class culture, language, and norms that are void of consistently marginalized students’
languages and cultural identities (Ladson-Billings, 2009, 2014; Paris, 2012; Saavedra, 2011;
Valenzuela, 1999). In the foreword to Angela Valenzuela’s (1999) book Subtractive Schooling,
Christine Sleeter wrote, “Schools are an instrument of the maintenance of colonial relationships
in that they constitute an arm of the state through which belief systems and cultural relationships
are taught” (p. xvii). That is to say that schools often perpetuate colonial relationships through
dominant mainstream beliefs and values. Further, deficit approaches view the cultural and
linguistic practices, knowledge, and ways of knowing of non-white, culturally diverse students as
problems to be removed and overcome and that these students should assimilate to the culture,
language, and norms of the dominant class (Ladson-Billings, 2009). Pedagogies that educators
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can use to acknowledge students’ cultures, languages, and ways of knowing as assets while also
actively countering colonial deficit approaches include resource pedagogies (Gay, 2002;
González et al., 2005; Ladson-Billings, 2009, Paris, 2012; Muhammad, 2020), and
multiliteracies (Cope & Kalantzis, 2000). For resource pedagogies, I have grouped together
culturally relevant (Ladson-Billings, 2009), culturally responsive (Gay, 2002), culturally
sustaining (Paris, 2012), and culturally and historically responsive (Muhammad, 2020)
pedagogies and the funds of knowledge project (González et al., 2005). In the following two
sections I provide an overview of the pedagogies and discuss how they offer guidance for
educators who work with MLLs. Following the discussion of these pedagogies is a review of
literature illustrating their use.
Resource Pedagogies
Gloria Ladson-Billings (2009) in her pivotal work The Dream Keepers found that
teachers successfully working with African American students were honoring and incorporating
the students’ linguistic, cultural, and literacy practices into the classroom as resources that would
support their academic success, cultural competence and raise their sociopolitical consciousness.
Subsequent scholars have built upon Ladson-Billings work to expand her original ideas, so that
experiences in education are not only relevant to students’ CLI but are also responsive to
students’ cultures and languages (Gay, 2002), and work to sustain students’ cultural and
linguistic connections (Paris, 2012). The practical applications of resource pedagogies indicate
that educators would benefit from learning about the historical context of consistently
marginalized communities. These pedagogies support educators in connecting to and
maintaining students’ diverse and dynamic cultures and identities while preparing them for
academic success and developing a critical consciousness on macro and micro levels. Scholars
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working with resource pedagogies are clear in their understanding of culture as one that disrupts
the historical static and essentializing ideas of culture and identity and view culture as dynamic,
layered, hybrid, fluid, and changing (Ladson-Billings, 2009; Paris, 2012). Paris (2012)
explained:
In thinking about sustaining and extending the cultural practices and ways of knowing of
students marginalized by systemic inequalities based on race, ethnicity, and language, it
is important that we do not essentialize and are not over deterministic in our linkages of
language and other cultural practices to certain racial and ethnic groups in approaching
what it is we are seeking to sustain. A recent line of inquiry has sought to both solidify
and disrupt traditional assumptions about linguistic and cultural ownership and practice,
looking at how young people importantly both rehearse traditional versions of ethnic and
linguistic difference and offer new visions of ethnic and linguistic difference. (p. 95)
Students’ identities and practices should not be essentialized, and educators must pay attention to
how students are negotiating the varying versions of their cultures and languages in spaces where
difference abounds. When using resource pedagogies with MLLs, educators not only learn about
their students’ CLI but are able to incorporate the hybridity of identities into the curriculum
(Bondy, 2015; Irizarry, 2007; Feinauer & Cutri, 2012; Ibrahim, 2016; Poza, 2018).
The funds of knowledge (FoK) teaching project, also under the umbrella of resource
pedagogies, acknowledged how U.S. schools consistently offer reduced and intellectually
inferior curriculum for historically marginalized communities, particularly Latinx communities,
and that educational practices are “always intricately related to broader issues of social class,
ideology and power” (González et al., 2005, p. 276). The project sought to highlight the
communities’ strategic and cultural background knowledge for the purposes of maintaining the
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well-being of these same communities (Moll, 2015; Velez-Ibañez & Greenberg, 1992).
However, the project cautioned against static and stereotypical ideas of culture and instead
focused on local contexts, histories, and particular family practices as part of their cultural
knowledge. González et al. (2011) elaborated, “We have interrogated many of the assumptions
of a shared culture, and have chosen instead to focus on ‘practice,’ that is, what it is that people
do, and what they say about what they do” (p. 40). The funds of knowledge approach includes
educators learning about the “processes of everyday life” of their students and understands that
these processes are not static but rather are “dynamic, emergent, and interactional” (p. 41).
Educators can learn about their students’ FoK through home visits and observations and can then
connect students’ FoK to the curriculum, thereby offering strengths-based opportunities for
students. González et al. (2005) found that students who identified with topics in the curriculum
had more interest and motivation to participate and engage in learning.
Multiliteracies
Cope and Kalantzis (2000), part of The New London Group (NLG), proposed the
multiliteracy pedagogy, one that accounts for the culturally and linguistically diverse, globalized
world within which we live and for the multiple forms of texts available around us (textual,
visual, audio, spatial, gestural, etc.). This means that teaching and learning should pull from the
various cultural, textual, visual, audio and gestural literacies in which students are immersed and
engaged.
A focal point in the multiliteracies pedagogy is meaning making and its six design
elements: linguistic meaning, visual meaning, audio meaning, gestural meaning, spatial meaning
and multimodal; with multimodal encompassing various overlaps and interconnections of the
first five modes of meaning). Meaning making according to the NLG is a dynamic process of
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Design (with an intentional capital ‘D’) where students are active creators of their
understandings, their worlds and of their selves (Cope & Kalantzis, 2000). Design refers to both
the internal creative process of designing and making meaning through our use of language and
multiple texts as well as to the final product that comes out of the design process. If teachers
incorporate into academic content multiple design elements based on their MLLs’ cultural and
linguistic resources, the students not only are able to create or recreate meaning academically but
they can also create or recreate themselves. The NLG explained that it is through these creative
processes of design, meaning making, and renegotiation of identity that current and near social
futures – our new realities – can be created and transformed thus offering a parallel to new
tribalism and imagined communities (Anzaldúa, 2015; Mohanty, 2003). As such, when a
learning environment honors and integrates students’ resources and multiple literacies, not only
do students have more opportunities for meaningful learning, but they are also able create the
social future of their own doing.
Believing that the mind is “embodied, situated and social,” the NLG proposed that a
multiliteracies pedagogy include the following four, non-hierarchical, non-linear factors:
Situated practice, Overt instruction, Critical Framing, and Transformed Practice (Cope &
Kalantzis, 2000). Educators working with MLLs can integrate these four factors so that their
students are immersed in experiences of situated practice based on the students’ lived
experiences and that include scaffolded, overt instruction, thus guiding them in a learning
process versus pushing information onto them through drills and rote memorization. The
immersion and scaffolding allow students to critically frame their understandings in the context
of the “historical, social, cultural, political, ideological and value-centered relations of particular
systems of knowledge and social practice” (Cope & Kalantzis, 2000, p. 34). As they critically
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frame their understandings, students are able to juxtapose, integrate and sit with tensions among
the varying discourses and new Designs of meaning in ways that connect to the students’ needs
and unique educational and personal purposes. As such, multiliteracies and multimodality can
support how educators draw from and integrate students’ resources, assets, and funds of
knowledge. In the next section, I discuss how these three pedagogies together with decolonizing
theories support MLLs through a review of literature.
The aforementioned pedagogies – resource and multiliteracies – pair nicely with the
critical postcolonial and feminist theories as well as the decolonizing criteria discussed above.
However, I do note that the pedagogies, especially multiliteracies, are not inherently
decolonizing nor critical, and if not coupled with a critical theoretical framework like the
decolonizing criteria, can perpetuate the deficit lens and continue damaging students. Yet if used
within a critical, decolonizing framework, they can be used to counter the deficit approach and
make teaching and learning uplifting.
Decolonizing Education: The Empirical Literature Review
When synergized together, decolonizing theories, resource pedagogies, and critical
multiliteracies provide guidance on how we can begin to decolonize formal education for MLLs.
In this literature review, I aim to illustrate the ways in which a decolonial lens coupled with
critical pedagogies and classroom practices, work towards these decolonial goals. I reviewed 86
studies as part of this review of literature. I searched for studies on Google Scholar, EBSCO, and
in Georgia State University’s library’s general search page. The search terms used are listed in
Table 1. When selecting the decolonizing studies, I included those that had as participants MLLs,
children of transnationals, or BIPOC students, and one of the following was true: they explicitly
framed their study using a decolonizing framework, their findings had explicitly named
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decolonial implications, or their pedagogies or findings fit one or more of the six decolonial
criteria listed above. Therefore, if a study did not explicitly frame their work as decolonizing, I
still included it in this category if they fit at least one of the six decolonizing criteria. I also
included studies with non-MLL, BIPOC participants if other aspects of the study were highly
relevant (i.e., their pedagogy or theoretical framework). The pedagogically focused studies were
chosen if their participants were as described above and if there was a focus on one or both of the
pedagogies from above.
Table 1. Literature Review Search Terms
Participant
Terms

Pedagogy Terms

Theory, Research
Topics &
Conceptual Terms
Identity

Collaborative
Terms

Context
Terms

ESOL Students

Culturally
Relevant
Pedagogy

Collaboratives

K-12

English Second
Language

Funds of
Knowledge

Culture

Writing
Collaboratives

Middle
School

English
Language
Learner

Multiliteracies

Language

Literacy Clubs High School

Emerging
Bilinguals

Multimodal/
Multimodalities

Decolonizing

Writing Clubs

Latino Students

Embodied
Learning

Postcolonial

Summer
Camps

Second
Language
Learners

Drama Pedagogy

Chicana Feminism

After School
Programs

Multilingual
Language
Learners

Arts-Based
Learning

Bilingual Latinx
Students

Third space

Out-of-School
Program
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I coded all the studies in this review using NVivo coding software for the following: their
theoretical positioning, the theoretical significance of their findings, their topics of research, their
participants, their pedagogies, examples of how the study engaged the pedagogy, and how the
pedagogies or implications benefited and supported MLLs. As I reviewed the pedagogical
studies, I noted that the uses and implications of the pedagogies overlapped in the following six
ways 1) to counter deficit lenses and highlight student resources and assets; 2) to engage students
in a creative process; 3) to center – place importance on and connect to – students’ language,
identity, culture, history; 4) to have a pluralistic view on ways of knowing, literacies, meaningmaking, and knowledge; 5) to provide the space for personal reflection and sociopolitical critique
and action; and 6) to plan for active student participation, input, and collaboration. I organized
these pedagogical themes in the graphic below in Figure 2 and labeled them P1-P6. The P1-P6
labels show us how each pedagogical theme contributes to the four-pronged decolonial
framework discussed below (See Figure 3 below).
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Figure 2. The Six Pedagogical Themes

Subsequently, as I continued my coding and reading of the articles, I noticed that the pedagogical
themes intersected with the six decolonizing criteria discussed in the theory section in chapter
one. Upon making this observation, I analyzed these intersections and the related studies more
closely, coded them further, and the following four themes emerged for how decolonizing
theories, resource pedagogies, and critical multiliteracies work together to support education for
MLLs: 1) open student-centered spaces for exploration; 2) facilitate identity healing; 3) open
opportunities for decolonial awakening; 4) inspire authentic decolonial connection and imagining
(See also Figure 3 below). I conceptualize these four themes as a four-pronged decolonizing
framework that is guided by an overarching goal of moving towards wholeness and humanity.
Each of the four prongs in this framework was informed by the decolonizing criteria, which
pulled from the postcolonial, Chicana and transnational feminist theories discussed in chapter
one, and by the pedagogical themes reviewed above. In Figure 3, you will see the name for the
decolonizing framework prong followed by the labels for the pedagogical themes (P1-P6) and
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decolonizing criteria (D1-D6) that informed that particular prong. For example, the fifth and
sixth decolonizing criteria (D5 & D6) and the second through fifth pedagogical themes (P2-P5)
fused together to create the third prong, “open opportunities for decolonial awakening” in the
framework. In the next four sections, using evidence from the literature, I illustrate how the fourpronged decolonial framework supports education for MLLs.
Figure 3. The Four-Pronged Decolonial Framework

Opening Student-Centered Spaces for Exploration
Creating student-centered spaces for exploration is one of the foundational ways the
literature illustrated decolonizing formal education for MLLs. These spaces occurred when
educators countered the deficit approach by highlighting students’ assets (Assaf, 2014; DeNicolo
et al., 2015; Flint & Fisher-Ari, 2015; Hughes & Morrison, 2014; Lee, 2019); and by honoring
student participation, dialogue, and collaboration (Ajayi, 2008; Buelow, 2016; Coleman, 2018;
Hill et al., 2018; Hudson, 2016).
Highlighting Students’ Assets to Counter the Deficit Lens
Highlighting students’ assets to counter the deficit lens was seen in Flint and Fisher-Ari
(2015) when they found that writing workshops “enabled students to share more about their
lives, beliefs, and interests,” and that the teachers themselves began to see “their [students’]
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cognitive, linguistic, cultural, and familial resources [as] invaluable to the individual’s learning
process, as well as contributing to the learning of others in the classroom community” (p. 638).
Specifically, they found that the teachers in their study were able to highlight their students’
assets by using writer’s notebooks, conferring sessions, and author celebrations. In the writer’s
notebooks, students gathered their ideas and interests based on their daily lived experiences such
as long-time friendships, time spent with parents, and going to their cultural place of worship.
Conferring sessions focused on the students’ voices and writing goals and not on technical
components such as grammar and spelling with the intent of building student confidence as a
writer. Finally, the author celebrations were a special time in which students shared their final
drafts with their classmates, teachers, and families. The students were able to share about
themselves and their personal lives while the teachers were able to recognize the greater
importance of the students’ lived experiences and their world outside of school as it impacted
their writing. Overall, these writing workshop practices opened the space for students to explore
varying writing styles and topics, receive positive feedback and guidance on their voice and
interests in their writing, and be celebrated as authors. But more importantly, the educators’
practices highlighted the students’ experiences as assets and as a result the students and their
interests and skills were centered and used as a foundation to grow.
Safe Student Participation, Dialogue and Collaboration
Safe student participation was encouraged when Coleman (2018) used a testimonio
curriculum and pedagogy coupled with poetry workshops to create what she described as a safe
space within which her students could engage in dialogue about their lived experiences.
Testimonio is a Latin American genre using personal stories to show histories of surviving
oppression, illustrating how entire groups have persisted through individual and collective
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narratives (Saavedra, 2011). Explaining the connection between testimonio and safe spaces,
Coleman (2018) explained, “With my students, teaching counter-narratives that challenge
dominate [sic] power structures and encouraging discussions of these social systems created a
third space within a traditional classroom setting” (p. 7). In Coleman’s class, she explained the
students felt safe to share their personal testimonios, even those who typically did not share their
work. She explained, “These poetry workshops provided a space for students to share, and there
was safety in numbers, so that students who rarely speak in class stood up and read their work”
(p. 10). Coleman dedicated time during each class period to “informal discussion, which
provided students with a consistent space to share their opinions,” particularly around topics such
as the students’ lives, their heritage, and more generally about racism, class, history, societal
power structures, and overarching social systems (p. 8). She modeled for them by sharing about
her own life and included literature (such as poetry, essays, novels, movies, and Civil Rights
Movement speeches). Students wrote poetry, engaged in active discussions, and analyzed texts in
their essay-based final exams as ways to participate in safe dialogue, creating a decolonial,
student-centered space in the classroom.
As evidenced by the literature, foregrounding students’ resources as assets, and providing
them opportunities to reflect, discuss, and share about their lived experiences opened spaces that
were centered around the students. Once student-centered spaces are established, students can
then begin to engage more deeply in identity healing, as I discuss in the next section.
Facilitating Identity Healing
Identity healing is an integral part of decolonizing education for MLLs. Identity healing
involves students probing their CLI as a means to learn about or remember their histories, reflect
on their varying identities, and to begin to make sense of their complex selves. In the process of
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exploring their CLI, MLLs may begin to experience identity healing and a sense of wholeness
and humanity (Cervantes-Soon, 2012; Coleman, 2016; Delgado Bernal et al., 2012; Huber &
Cueva, 2012). In the literature, students had opportunities to explore, engage and enact their
languages, identities, cultures and histories which in turn brought their voices and stories into
the classroom (Cervantes-Soon, 2012; Coleman, 2016; Danzak, 2011; de los Ríos & Seltzer,
2017; Giampapa, 2010); and they were given opportunities to re-member their fragmented selves
towards wholeness and humanity (Coleman, 2016; 2018; de los Ríos, 2013; López, 2016;
Ntelioglou, 2012). I propose that these are ways in which identity healing can be incorporated
into education as part of a decolonizing approach to working with MLLs.
Student Identities, Voices, and Stories for Healing
Testimonio, as well as student narratives and identity work, are ways to center students’
identities, voices and stories for healing. Cervantes-Soon (2012) found that the testimonios of
two high school Latinx students illustrated their “identity formation” and included a “language of
hope and insight…to promote healing, critical consciousness, and agency” (p. 373). Coleman
(2016) explained that “healing is recognizing who your students are by understanding their
collective histories; both on the levels of family life and heritage” and that this kind of healing
can be achieved through testimonio (p.9). Both Cervantes-Soon and Coleman found that
testimonios were ways in which students could experience healing as they explored their
identities and lived experiences which often included painful experiences of oppression and
marginalization as well as their ideas of hope and change.
Through analysis of student narratives, Ibrahim (2016) found that students “search for
coherence and a synthesis of their multiple cultures, selves, and lives;” their identities were
composed of a “complex interplay of identity positions [,]…were overlapping and hybrid…[and]
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became an integral part of their existence” (p. 85). The students “took on aspects of different
experiences, languages and cultures,” as they explored their contradicting selves (p. 85). This
means that students actively engaged in exploring the opposing cultural threads of their lives and
worked to make sense of them. The students engaged their identities through drawings with and
without written narrative reflections and through artifacts brought from the child’s home and
meant to be representations of their lived cultural and linguistic experiences. The students’
experiences exploring their identities facilitated their making sense of their position in their
social worlds and illustrated their wanting to be seen and to belong – which I propose were
experiences of identity healing.
Giampapa (2010) found that providing students with the opportunity to engage actively in
explicit “identity work” not only gave them the opportunity to make meaning about their
identities but it also had positive academic benefits. Giampapa explained that identity work
involved activities that explicitly focused on students exploring their identities, language, and
culture. Identity work allowed for students to express in multimodal forms “what it [means] to be
multilingual and multicultural, and racially and religiously diverse” (p. 420). One example
included having the students create pieces of art that represented their concepts of self and
identity followed by identity-focused discussions and multimodal writing opportunities. Students
then compiled the various multimodal projects they created in class into dual language identity
texts. As a result of their experiences and having a compilation of their identity-related creative
work, students’ identities were affirmed in ways not typically seen in classrooms. Having
identities acknowledged, represented, and affirmed in this way shows students that their
identities matter and that they are seen. Identities that matter and that are seen are healed and
restored.
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Similarly, Danzak (2011) found that providing the opportunity for MLLs to share their
stories in the form of their self-made, multimodal graphic novel-stories “[afforded] a voice to
students who are frequently silenced in the traditional, monolingual, English-speaking classroom
[which]…ultimately… [empowered them] to simultaneously express their identities and advance
confidently in their language and literacy abilities” (pp. 195-196). Students read an immigration
story graphic novel in class, used graphic organizers to compile and structure their ideas for their
own graphic novel, and they were encouraged to draw explicitly on their story of coming to the
U.S. Students interviewed parents, gathered pictures from home and magazines, and
incorporated the information and visuals gathered into digitally created graphic novels telling
their own personal immigration story. The authors provided a word of caution that often times
these stories of immigration are traumatic and students may not wish to discuss them. The
teachers in Danzak’s study offered students other options for their graphic novel topic such as a
story highlighting the differences between their home country and the U.S.
Re-membering Their Fragmented Selves Towards Wholeness and Humanity
de los Ríos (2013) illustrated that ethnic studies classes foreground silenced voices and
are spaces where “re-humanization is cultivated, and where curriculum and pedagogy affirm,
fully, who students are as human beings,” thereby affirming their wholeness and humanity (p.
71). She continued by explaining that the ethnic studies sitios (spaces) y lenguas (discourses) are
created for the goal of “acceptance, decolonization, and agency” (p. 71). That is to say that the
space created, and the discourses engaged, opened opportunities for students to feel their
identities recognized, affirmed, and centered. The students in de los Ríos’ class used the sitios y
lenguas to “find themselves” and “to assemble fragmented identities” (p. 68). One student in
particular explained that reading the banned-in-Arizona poetry of Gloria Anzaldúa “allowed him
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to ‘feel humanized’ and ‘connect with someone else who ‘gets it” (p. 68). Another student in her
class who self-identified as “Blaxican” (his mother is of Mexican descent and his father is Black)
explained that reading texts like The Autobiography of Malcom X or Yo Soy Joaquín allowed him
to heal the fragmentation he often felt regarding not feeling “Black enough for the Black folks or
Mexican enough for the Mexicans” (p. 66). He continued by saying “I realized I don’t have to
choose one, ‘cause I’m both. I’ll always be…and that’s real. My veins carry both Africa and
México” (p. 66, [emphasis in original]).
In these examples, student identity healing occurred in the form of drawing on student
identities, languages, and voices in a way that centered and humanized their experiences and
lives. When students can voice their stories and heal their fragmentation, they gain a foundation
on which they can begin to critically explore their own positioning in the United States and begin
to awaken to and push back against the dominant narratives and structures that continue to
oppress and marginalize them.
Opening Opportunities for Decolonial Awakening
Decolonial awakening was encouraged in the classrooms and manifested in the form
students and educators engaging in sociopolitical critique and taking action against issues of
power, oppression, and oppressive discourses and ideologies (de los Ríos & Seltzer, 2017; Ghiso
& Low, 2013; Pellegrino et al., 2013; Salinas & Alarcón, 2016), and in using conflict as a site
for transformation (Assaf, 2014; Bucholtz, 2015; DeNicolo et al., 2015; Harman &
Smagorinsky, 2014; Lee, 2019).
Sociopolitical Critique and Action
Critiquing oppressive discourses and ideologies was one way in which educators and
students were decolonizing formal education. U.S. education functions under common
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monolingual ideologies that tend to privilege English while silencing students’ heritage
languages (de los Ríos & Seltzer, 2017; Flores & Schissel, 2014; García, 2009a, Kubota & Lin,
2009, Motha, 2016). Further, the monolingual ideologies that privilege standard English
contribute to the oppressive language discourses that perpetuate narratives that MLLs are not
smart and are language-challenged because they do not always speak standard English or
because they choose to honor and continue speaking their heritage languages (Alim, 2016;
Canagarajah, 2005; Flores & Rosa, 2015; Irizarry, 2007; Kubota & Lin, 2009; Motha, 2014;
Rosa, 2019). When students are encouraged to include their full linguistic repertoires in
educational settings, they are speaking back against these ideologies and discourses.
In their work with multilingual language learner Latinx students, de los Ríos and Seltzer
(2017) found that encouraging students to incorporate their languages and identities through
translanguaging countered monolingual discourses and colonial English-only legacies.
Translanguaging is when multilingual students draw upon and fluidly incorporate their full,
multilinguistic repertoire into their spoken and written communication (de los Ríos & Seltzer,
2017; García & Wei, 2015). In one lesson, de los Ríos and Seltzer (2017) explained how the
students watched bilingual spoken word pieces and then, incorporating their full linguistic
repertoire through translanguaging, wrote and performed their own bilingual pieces, which
afforded them the opportunity to reflect on language practices, identity, and language ideologies.
They illustrated how their work is part of decolonial awakening and critique when they wrote,
“Bilingual/multilingual students must be made aware that their ability to translanguage is integral
both to their academic success and to their positioning as border thinkers who have the power to
critique their English-medium learning spaces” (p. 70). In this way, giving students the
opportunity to explore and use their full linguistic repertoire pushes back against the colonial
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legacies of monolingualism and standard English in a way that also continues the centering of
student voices and the healing of identities while maintaining a safe space as well (Flores &
Rosa, 2015).
In the review of literature, students engaged in multiple modalities and literacy activities
to critique and push against anti-immigrant injustices (Ajayi, 2008), assimilation and the myth of
a one-way immigration story (Ghiso & Low, 2013), sexism and gender inequality (de los Ríos,
2013; Salinas & Alarcón, 2016), language ideologies (de los Ríos & Seltzer, 2017; DeNicolo et
al., 2015; Giampapa, 2010), questions of citizenship, land and the nation-state (Coleman, 2018;
Dabach & Fones, 2016; Pellegrino et al., 2013; Salinas & Alarcón, 2016), social inequality and
dominant power structures (Ajayi, 2015; Coleman, 2018; DeNicolo et al., 2015), stereotypes and
labels (Coleman, 2018), and systemic racism (Coleman, 2018; Salinas & Alarcón, 2016).
Conflict as a Site for Transformation
Decolonial awakening also showed up when conflict facilitated transformation. Gutiérrez
(2008) asserted that “transformation is anything but harmonious, and it is the inherent
continuities and discontinuities among individual and environment and the larger system that, in
part,…account for…Third Space” (p. 152). In this sense, conflict – the discontinuities – in a
space, among individuals and larger systems can bring about transformation. In their work using
Critical Performance Pedagogy with MLLs, Harman and Smagorinsky (2014) observed students
transform their classroom and their learning by “interpreting, using and embodying”
sociopolitical conflict related to immigration injustices through “a critical use of performance
and its interrelated literacy events” (p. 159). The students engaged in storytelling, drama,
research, poetry writing, and staged performances. They noted how the students processed and
embodied real-life conflict through the performative elements of the class and in turn were
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inspired to write an informational newsletter to distribute to the local community and politicians.
Transformation for the students was not only personal but also societal. Educators can frame
their work with MLLs using decolonizing theories and pedagogies so that MLLs can be agents of
their learning, of their positioning, and of social action.
Inspiring Authentic Decolonial Connection and Imagining
Decolonial connection and imagining in the literature reviewed were inspired by
authentic connection (Choi, 2013; Flint & Fisher-Ari, 2014; Irizarry, 2007; Yoon, 2007) by
engaging students in creative processes (Castañeda et al., 2018; de los Ríos, 2017a; Lau, 2013;
Ntelioglou et al, 2014; Stille & Prasad, 2015) and by the imagining and reimagining of selves,
education, communities and of social futures (Ajayi, 2008; Coleman, 2018; de los Ríos, 2013;
Gutiérrez, 2008; Harman & Varga-Dobai, 2012).
Authentic Connection
Irizarry (2007) found that authentic connection, which he called cultural connectedness,
was cultivated by profound respect and inclusion of students’ whole beings, hybrid identities,
and lived experiences. Irizarry noted that an important component of being culturally connected
“requires teachers to go out into various cultural communities as opposed to just waiting for the
students to ‘bring their cultures’ to class” (p. 26). This means that educators must actively seek
out that which is important and culturally connected to their students versus expecting students to
voluntarily share or educate the teacher. Irizarry noted that Mr. Talbert, the teacher in his study,
openly shared school-appropriate stories from his personal life to create a “community
connection” with the students in the classroom (p. 24). Mr. Talbert also laid the foundation for
cultural connectedness by maintaining openness to the students’ hybrid identities that
encompassed “urban youth culture or pop culture” and to their use of non-English languages and
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non-standard varieties of English (Irizarry, 2007, p. 26). For example, Mr. Talbert did not
penalize one student for writing his work in “tag” (a creative form of writing used by graffiti
artists), but rather accepted it and graded his work along with the other students’ work. Mr.
Talbert also incorporated rap music into classroom practices by having students present
themselves and share their goals for their future in the form of a rap. These actions by Mr.
Talbert might seem small but they were significant to the students in his classroom and allowed
for a deeper connection between teacher and student.
Creative Processes
Engaging students in creative process was another way in which educators and students
were inspired to cultivate decolonial imaginings. In the review of literature, 41 studies engaged
students in creative process including painting, sculpting, drama/performance, creative writing,
interpreting, and writing music, creating personal graphic novels, photographs and photovoice,
and digital stories. Creative processes disrupt traditional and restrictive practices and open space
for imagining decolonized education. Castañeda et al. (2018) used digital storytelling to guide
MLLs in creating their own digital stories that were “personal, emotional, and enhanced by
pictures and music” (p. 6). de los Ríos (2017b) used photovoice to document “the social and
political dimensions of their lives via photographs and accompanying written narratives for the
purpose of social transformation” (p. 15). The creative process in these and other studies allow
for students to grow personally, engage with learning in new and exciting ways, and to represent
their understandings and learning in non-traditional, anticolonial ways.
Imagining and Reimagining of Selves, Education, Communities and of Social Futures
Through creating a student-centered space, and by encouraging identity healing,
decolonial awakenings, authentic connection, and engaging creative process, students along with
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their teachers, can imagine decolonial selves, communities, and futures. Gutiérrez (2008) shared
how the students participating in a Migrant Student Leadership Institute (MSLI) who were MLLs
engaged in social dreaming, a Freirean-based activity that is part of decolonial imagining.
Gutiérrez reported that the MSLI students were able to imagine how to create a more just world
through embodied experiences like teatro del oprimido (theatre of the oppressed) (Boal, 2013).
Coleman (2018) found that students in her class could reimagine what learning looks like
through the use of testimonio, a pedagogical and curricular tool discussed above, that breaks the
norms of activities typical of the classroom. de los Ríos (2017b) shared that her students felt their
Chicana/o-Latina/o Studies class was where they felt accepted, where they cultivated self-love
and could “just be real” (p. 69). The students in de los Ríos’ class could envision new
possibilities in themselves and in their education. Allowing for students to dream individually
and collectively is part of inspiring decolonial imagining.
In Table 2 below I synthesized the four-pronged decolonial framework, its subthemes,
and the examples from the literature discussed above.
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Table 2. Four-pronged Decolonial Framework, Sub-Themes, & Examples
Decolonial Prong

Sub-Theme

Examples from the Literature

Open Student-Centered Spaces for
Exploration

Highlighting students’ assets

Writing workshops to share about
lived experiences and their out-ofschool lives
Writer’s notebooks, conferring
sessions, author celebrations
Creating safe spaces
Testimonio – Latin American
personal stories genre of surviving
oppression, inspiring connectivity
Poetry workshops
Testimonio
Student narratives
Identity work
Ethnic studies
Humanization and connection
Reading texts with representation and
relatable content
Voice experiences
Critiquing oppressive discourses &
ideologies
Monolingual ideologies
Standard English ideologies
Anti-immigrant discourses
Assimilation
Translanguaging
Real-life immigration injustice from
personal experience transformed
through Critical Performance
Pedagogy
Storytelling, research, poetry
writing, drama, & Staged
Performances

Student participation, dialogue, &
collaboration

Facilitate Identity Healing

Students’ Identities, Voices, &
Stories for Healing
Re-membering Fragmented Selves

Open Opportunities for Decolonial
Awakening

Sociopolitical critique & action

Conflict as a Site for Transformation

Authentic Decolonial Connection &
Imagining

Authentic Connection

Creative Process

Imagining & Reimagining: Selves,
Education, Communities, & Social
Futures

Respect & Inclusion of students’
identities & lived experiences
Reach out to students actively to seek
what is important to them
Share appropriate personal life stories
Urban youth culture & Pop Culture
Music as a source of connection
Painting
Sculpting
Drama/performance
Creative Writing/Poetry
Music
Graphic Novels
Photovoice
Digital Stories
Teatro del Oprimido
Testimonio
Ethnic Studies
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Conclusion
In this chapter, I reviewed the concepts of CLI and made the case for research into the
exploration of these identities with MLLs. I discussed identity theories, programs for MLLs
coupled with resource and critical multiliteracies pedagogies to illustrate the importance of
supporting MLL students in their exploration of their CLI. Further, I suggested that the
combination of theories and pedagogies, as evidenced in the literature, can support decolonizing
formal education for MLLs. Previous research has established there is a pervasive deficit lens in
regard to the teaching of MLLs (de los Ríos, 2017a; Flores et al., 2015; Motha, 2006). While
there have been many studies that have attempted to counter the deficit lens, as reviewed in this
chapter, there is room to expand inquiry, particularly with an explicit decolonial lens and in an
out-of-school program. In the next chapter, I present the research design, the Nuestra Escuelita
collaborative, and methods of data collection and analysis.
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3 METHODOLOGY
Research is a fundamentally relational project – relational to the ways of knowing, who
can know, and to place. It has, for centuries, been situated within and animated settler
colonial logics. The logics of property and ownership are undergirded by colonial needs
for stratification and categorical divides but are not inherent to educational research or
research writ large…In fact, regarding research as fundamentally a relational endeavor of
seeking and communicating knowledge opens up materially transformative inquiries into
the coordinates used…This stance productively destabilizes overly linear
conceptualizations of cause, effect, objectivity, and implications while also not shirking
responsibility.
– Leigh Patel, Decolonizing Educational Research
The intent of this critical ethnographic, arts-based, youth participatory action research
(YPAR) study was to explore the experiences of bilingual, Latinx, MLLs as they learned about
and made sense of their CLI in the context of a critical multimodal, multiliteracies, ethnic
studies, arts-based collaborative called Nuestra Escuelita [Our School]. My primary objective of
this study was to observe the students, and inquire directly with them about their experiences, as
they explored their CLI, represented themselves in and through the creation of various art-based
and other artifacts, and contributed towards the guidelines and curricular topics. The study was
framed overall by a decolonizing framework through which I sought to address the persisting
colonial legacies in schools and their fragmenting and dehumanizing effects on MLL students.
This framework also prioritized the humanity of participants and guided an attempt to untangle
the coloniality inherent in the research process. The participants were high school, bilingual,
Latinx MLLs. This study’s methodology was based on youth participatory action research
(YPAR) coupled with critical ethnographic and arts-based research and analytic approaches. The
Nuestra Escuelita collaborative was a two-week, out-of-school, summer program during which
students participated actively in writing community guidelines and in learning about their
subjugated cultural and historical context in the U.S. while also producing arts-based artifacts as
part of the YPAR pedagogical design. YPAR, critical ethnographic, arts-based, and general
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qualitative methods of data collection and analysis were used. In this chapter I discuss in detail
the research methodologies, context, and participants; the Nuestra Escuelita conceptual
framework, foundational elements, curriculum, and plan; and the methods of data collection and
analysis.
Research Questions
The study is guided by the following research question and its three sub-questions that
seek to explore and observe students’ experiences:
What are the experiences of MLLs during and in response to Nuestra Escuelita? How do
MLLs talk about and describe these experiences?
a. How do MLLs explore, represent, and express their CLI generally, through
creative artefacts, and other assignments/activities during Nuestra Escuelita
Collaborative?
b. What is the experience MLLs have contributing to the Nuestra Escuelita
collaborative topics and guidelines? How do MLLs talk about and describe these
experiences?
c. How do MLLs theorize about their experiences in the Nuestra Escuelita
collaborative?
Research Design
For my methodology, I conducted a critical ethnographic, youth participatory action
research (YPAR) study exploring MLL students’ experiences as they engaged with their CLI in
the context of an ethnic studies summer program called “Nuestra Escuelita.” Specifically, this
study investigated the ways in which participants expressed and represented themselves in and
through the exposure to and creation of various art-based artifacts. Further, the inquiry focused
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on the dynamic process in which participants collectively generated the activity topics,
guidelines for ownership of the collaborative experience, and theorized on how school could be
improved for students like them. Together, with three co-facilitators, we used a decolonial lens
and Indigenous knowledge-based framework to guide the facilitation of the two-week
collaborative for students to explore their CLI and their situated histories. Cultural and linguistic
identities are fluid, dynamic, improvisational, and agentic expressions of our cultural and
linguistic heritages and may constitute the languages and cultural practices of our parents and
ancestors who are not originally from the United States (Anzaldúa, 2012; Holland et al., 2001;
Moya & Hames-García, 2001). Yet these identities are also influenced by and consist of the
cultural and linguistic influences of the country within which we currently live, in this case, the
United States. Linguistic identities are comprised of our language repertoires and our expression
of our language use including the standard expression of the language as well as the vernaculars,
slang, translanguaging, and other non-standard language practices (Alim, 2016; Flores & Rosa,
2015; Rosa, 2019). This project intends to create a space within which bilingual, Latinx, MLL
students can explore, illustrate, and narrate their personal understandings of their identities and
of their experiences living in the U.S. as children of immigrants while gaining concrete
knowledge of their community’s histories. The construction of a space like the Nuestra Escuelita
collaborative allowed me to observe students’ explorations into their CLI, to see how they
represented themselves in the various artifacts they created, and to inquire directly with them
about their experience exploring their CLI. In the next three sections, I describe the three
methodologies from which I drew to design this study.
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Youth Participatory Action Research
One of the foundational aspects of my research design is that it was grounded in youth
participatory action both as a pedagogical and methodological guide. In this section I lay out the
ways in which our pedagogical approach and my methodological approach were guided by
YPAR. Pedagogically, we used Caraballo et al.’s (2017) explanation of pedagogical entry points
for YPAR projects, Morrell’s (2010) explanation of social identity development leading to social
action, and Camarota and Fines’ (2008) connection of YPAR with Freire’s idea of critical
reflection leading to praxis.
Caraballo et al. (2017) explain that part of YPAR’s foundation is a critical pedagogical
“conception of teaching and learning through collaborative and transformative inquiry” (p. 313).
Further, they noted that YPAR scholars use multiple pedagogical entry points into YPAR, such
as engaging with students’ cultural knowledge to “[provide] a framework through which heritage
and identity can be reclaimed through youth studying themselves and the contexts of their
environment” (p. 320). In this way, the Nuestra Escuelita curriculum, with its focus on identity
exploration and critical historical knowledge, served as pedagogical entry points through which
the youth could explore their identities and their historical contexts. Morrell (2010) explained
that one of the goals of YPAR is youth development, including what he termed the development
of their social identities. In their YPAR study, Tintiangco-Cubales et al. (2016) noted that the
students in an ethnic studies course gained an awareness on how their identities were shaped by
learning about their histories. In this way, YPAR coupled with multiple points of entry like
poetry, films, videos, or other multimodal texts with a focus on critical history and literacies, like
those in Nuestra Escuelita, can be ripe with opportunities for students to explore their lives and
CLI. In our program, we incorporated multiple YPAR pedagogical entry points that focused on
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history, heritage, identities, and CLI focused multiliteracies. For example, the students learned
about African American, Chicanx, Mexican American, and other social movement histories, and
made culture posters, completed an identity flower, and wrote a name poem.
Caraballo et al. (2017) discussed the need for this kind of initial scaffolding and
facilitator-led entry points because many times marginalized youth have been “confined to a
curriculum with less opportunity for creativity and critical discussion” (p. 328). They continued
by relaying that slowly introducing students to the kind of collaborative inquiry that is
characteristic of YPAR allows for a “deschooling” process to occur, which in turns creates a
“more democratic context for critical participation” (p. 329). As such, much of the first few days
of Nuestra Escuelita was focused on this kind of deschooling process in which we invited
students to contribute towards the community guidelines, curricular content topics, and the
program structure. In many ways, the entire program was an experience of deschooling.
Cammarota and Fine (2008) explained that YPAR also draws from Paolo Freire’s (2018) idea of
“praxis” which encompasses both critical reflection and action. Using the idea of critical
reflection as a guide, we invited students to continuously reflect on the critical literacy topics we
covered as part of their written reflections and our discussions.
Morrell (2010) explained that one of the three principals that guide most participatory
action research projects is “the desire to take individual and/or collective action to deal with the
stated problem” (p. 157). YPAR pedagogical entry points can support students shifting towards
the kind of critical consciousness necessary for inspiring youth to make personal and/or
collective change on issues important to them. While the students in Nuestra Escuelita were
neither overtly instructed by me nor my co-facilitators towards taking actions due to the short
timing of the program, the content of the program, however, was focused on unearthing
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historical injustices and teaching about the subsequent social movements created in response. As
a result, the students did in fact demonstrate, as detailed in the findings, a desire to take
individual action towards issues of which they became aware.
The voices of students who are bureaucratically categorized (Valdes, 1997), like ELLs in
our schools, as well as bilingual Latinx students, are often silenced by the colonized education
system and its deficit framed practices. Even further, many research methodologies often do not
include student perspectives. Caraballo et al. (2017) wrote:
As a methodology centered on inquiries designed, conducted, reported, and acted on by
those who are closest to the issue of interest, YPAR is especially significant for
historically marginalized populations whose experiences, identities, and literacies are
frequently overlooked in mainstream educational environments. (p.325)
In this way, YPAR is one of the best options for inclusion of bilingual, Latinx, MLL voices.
Further, the methodology was an appropriate choice to ground my study in focusing on the
youth’s identities and literacies, particularly because the summer collaborative in which they
participated was heavily focused on the youth’s identity exploration and highlighting their
existing literacy practices. In terms of research methodology, the tenets of YPAR shaped my
overarching approach to creating the research questions and interview protocol, co-designing
Nuestra Escuelita logistics and curriculum, building relationships with the youth, conducting
interviews, and analyzing the data. What this means is that I aimed to focus on and highlight the
youth as central to the research and foreground their experiences in every applicable aspect of
the research design. A YPAR lens also informed my decision to do member checks. Checking in
with the youth to verify if my understandings and representation of their experiences resonated
with them was an attempt, albeit a small one, to include them in the research process. The
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interview protocol was also guided by the YPAR lens in that the questions were designed to
elicit the students’ opinions, thoughts, and reflections on the critical literacy experiences in the
program. While I was the sole official researcher, I strove to create questions through which they
could express their thoughts, opinions, and personal experiences.
I recognize that the ultimate goal of most YPAR studies is to move towards social or
political action led by the youth in terms of topic, design, and methods. However, I also note that
most YPAR projects that reach the point of including direct action of some kind are typically
longer than the time we had with the youth in Nuestra Escuelita (Cammarota & Fine, 2008;
Caraballo et al., 2017; Morrell, 2010). While my original plan was to run a program on my own
for four weeks with more intentional youth-led YPAR components, I had to make shifts because
of Covid-19, complications recruiting participants, and finding a site to run the program (See the
section below on Programmatic and Methodological Shifts). As such, YPAR was primarily
integrated into my research as a pedagogical entry point to lay the foundation for the potential of
a more fully developed youth-led YPAR project. My belief is that the shifts I did see in the youth
suggest that had we had more time with them we would have had the opportunity to generate full
participation from the youth in a research project. I also see YPAR serving as a foundation to our
approach in building relationships with youth. Our curricular moves were undergirded by an
intent for the students to gain subjugated knowledge about their histories while allowing them to
explore their identities. Methodologically, I aimed to explore what their experiences were as a
result. The findings of this study indicate that the students developed their critical consciousness,
which inspired them to have a desire to make personal or social change and to have the vision for
different and more equitable educational futures. I suggest that if we had more time with the
youth, based on their enhanced criticality, we could have collaborated with them to design
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projects tailored to their desired actions. I do not want to romanticize YPAR or the experiences
of the students in this study as entirely life changing, extraordinarily transformative, or that we
created a perfectly democratic space. Yet we did make purposeful and concerted efforts to create
a space for the students in which their CLI and histories were centered and through which they
could explore their own situated identities and engage with critical literacies.
A description of the curriculum, lessons, and pedagogical plan for the Nuestra Escuelita
collaborative can be found in the “Nuestra Escuelita ELA Curriculum” section below. In brief,
the collaborative was founded on critical multimodal, multiliteracies, arts-based, and ethnic
studies elements, all of which have connections to YPAR. Caraballo et al. (2017) noted that
many YPAR studies they reviewed involved using critical multiliteracies as a means to draw
upon the cultural ways of knowing and identities of youth. Further, they found that “YPAR
scholars have used art for outreach as a powerful medium to provoke public awareness and
action [and] to make sense of social issues through ways of knowing that they would not
otherwise be able to articulate” (p. 324). Cammarota and Fine explained that YPAR has
“extensive potential for ‘art and imagination’” (p. 7). Del Vecchio et al. (2017) used the
approach of photovoice as a creative exploration of students’ lived experiences and to draw upon
their participation. Tintiangco-Cubales et al. (2016) integrated critical performance pedagogy in
their ethnic studies course to draw upon students’ understandings of their neighborhoods and the
connection to power and oppression. Caraballo et al. (2017) explained that Latinx/Chicanx
Studies (which is related to ethnic studies) are important entry points into YPAR and positions
YPAR as “an all-encompassing framework for educational justice” (p. 320-321). TintiangcoCubales et al. (2015) discuss key components of ethnic studies as developing and growing
students’ critical consciousness, agency, and identity so as to become transformative leaders.
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With the backing of great scholars, we humbly attempted to create a collaborative and space
within which students could explore their CLI through critical multiliteracies, creative activities,
and ethnic studies with the intent for the students to gain more information and understandings of
self and society as a result. As a researcher, my intent was to learn from the students what their
experiences were as they made sense of their CLI and what kinds of ideas, topics, and activities
they believed would make their education better
Ultimately, Cammarota and Fine (2008) state that YPAR humanizes everyone involved,
especially the youth. The YPAR humanizing element connects with my study’s overarching
decolonial lens, which seeks to recognize and foreground historically colonized people’s
humanity. That being said, in an effort to be transparent, I would like to reflect on who benefits
from this study. I benefited by obtaining rich data created by the students, which allowed me to
complete my dissertation as well as publish future articles, thus enhancing my professional
career. I also benefitted personally because, as is often the case, I reflected on and deepened my
personal understandings of my CLI through listening to the youth share their experiences.
However, as the data have indicated, I believe that the students also benefited, not only through
gaining more nuanced understandings of themselves, their families, and their histories but also
through contributing to foundational components of the program, activating their critical
consciousness, and imagining new educational futures. Morrell (2010) explained that “YPAR
also offers a powerful model of youth engagement,” through which they could become “agents
of change” (p. 183). YPAR opens the space for students to develop personally, through identity
exploration; academically, through a focus on critical literacies, and socio-politically, through a
focus on social, political, and historical knowledge. I believe their participation in Nuestra
Escuelita planted a seed and positioned the youth for becoming agents of change.
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The Critical Ethnographic Approach
Another component of my research design is that it includes a critical ethnographic
approach which draws aspects from critical ethnography. According to Madison (2020) critical
ethnography “adheres to a cross section of methods” that integrate critical theory with traditional
fieldwork methods and/or more general qualitative methods (p. 3). She wrote the following:
Whether you are taking up one or both, ethnography as qualitative research and/or
ethnography as field research, there are fundamental principles they both share: First,
methods are multidisciplinary yet distinctive, open-ended yet precise, contingent yet
resilient. Second, methods are deeply grounded in the substance of critical theory…Third,
this means that ethnography becomes more than just a set of procedural rules for
collecting data…because the inter-animating symbols, actions, values, embodiments,
meanings, power hierarchies, spontaneous moments of life in the field, and so forth,
exceed categories. (p. 4, [emphasis in original])
With this understanding of critical ethnography in mind, I designed my study grounded in critical
theory, couching issues of identity within the larger context of colonial legacies, racism, power,
and oppression. I have included multiple methods of inquiry including having the students create
documents, conducting interviews and observations, and generating class audio recordings.
Traditional ethnography is typically the long-term participation and observation of a culturalsharing group in their own context (Merriam, 2009). Often ethnographies look to understand the
cultural and linguistic practices of the group with whom the researcher works. Ethnographies
also observe and document events, processes, practices as they unfold during the course of the
study. Many qualitative studies draw upon ethnographic methods and techniques to implement
an ethnographic approach paired with other methodologies. Madison (2020) indicated that the
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borrowing of ethnographic approaches by general qualitative researchers constitutes a form of
ethnography. As such, the ethnographic approach in my proposed study includes my interest in
understanding how the students made sense of their CLI coupled with my intent to see what
happens when we opened a space up for MLLs to explore their identities through scheduled artsbased, critical multiliteracies, and ethnic studies-related activities. Further, the ethnographic
methods that I used to collect data – observation, interviews, and documents – discussed in the
Data Collection section below, allow for multiple layers of understanding the students’
experiences and crystalized insights into meaning making processes.
Arts-based Research
Arts-based research is an extension of qualitative research within which researchers
engage the “tenets of the creative arts in order to address social research questions in holistic and
engaged ways,” integrating creative writing, photography, paintings, music, videos, films, and
more (Leavy, 2015, p. ix). Arts-based research works towards exploring and deepening our
understandings, opening new perspectives, and integrating various ways of knowing beyond
discursive communication (Barone & Eisner, 2012). Barone and Eisner wrote, “the arts in
general teach us to see, to feel, and indeed to know” (p. 5). We incorporated art-based
pedagogical methods as an element of the Nuestra Escuelita collaborative curriculum, discussed
below in the Nuestra Escuelita section, as a process for students to learn, feel, and know more
about themselves and the world within which they lived. Leavy (2015) explained that “arts-based
practices are often useful in studies involving identity work,” which is the reason for including it
as one of the collaborative’s foundational pedagogical elements through which the students could
explore their CLI (p. 24). Arts-based pedagogical methods were also included as a method for
the generation of art-based data, such as the photovoice, poems, culture posters, and abstract
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portraits. However, Barone and Eisner (2012) also noted that “arts-based research is a means
through which we seek new portraits of people and places…it is the conscious pursuit of
expressive form in the service of understanding” (p. 5). Leavy (2015)explained that arts-based
practices can be integrated into all phases of the research process. This means arts-based
methods can be used in data collection, analysis, and interpretation. Barone and Eisner (2012)
confirm the integration of the arts and arts-based practices when they wrote:
Arts-based researchers also employ design elements in both the inquiry process and in the
composition of the research text. Moreover, we see these two dimensions of an arts-based
project (the manner of inquiry and the aesthetic qualities in the “product”) as interrelated,
synergistic, mutually reinforcing. (p. 20)
As such, my methods for collecting data include arts-based methods with the arts inspired
activities in the Nuestra Escuelita collaborative, but I used arts-based methods in the analysis and
representation of the data. In this way, an arts-based approach to analysis allowed me to see
expressive forms of understanding the youth’s experiences through a creative interpretation of
the data. Leavy (2015) discussed in detail the following strengths of arts-based research, from
which I aimed to pull: arts-based research can bring new insights and learning; it supports
researchers in describing, exploring, discovering and problem-solving; arts-based research forges
micro-macro connections; it is holistic, evocative and provocative; I can be used to create critical
consciousness, to raise awareness, and to cultivate empathy; arts-based research unsettles
stereotypes, challenges dominant ideologies, and includes marginalized voices and perspectives;
and they are participatory, promote dialogue, and seek multiple meanings and meaning-making
experiences. Figure 4 illustrates the three methodologies upon which my study is grounded.
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Figure 4. Methodological Frameworks

Context
The context of this study was the Nuestra Escuelita summer collaborative housed at
Somos Unidos, a local, Latinx-serving non-profit. All names of people and places are
pseudonyms. The name Nuestra Escuelita is the actual name of our program but was not the
official name of the program as advertised through Somos Unidos nor was it officially connected
to any promotional material for the program. Nuestra Escuelita was a two-week, summer
collaborative designed by me and my three Latinx co-facilitators. We facilitated the collaborative
Monday through Friday during the summer of 2021 from July 12 - 23. As a non-profit, Somos
Unidos aims to strengthen, revitalize, and equip Latinx youth, couples, parents, and families
through educational programs. They offer support groups, couple’s workshops, counseling
services, youth programming, and advocacy and cultural programs at their four locations in the
metro area.
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The summer program was advertised by Somos Unidos to their families via social media
platforms and word of mouth. It was described as an educational program to help with summer
learning loss. Staff at Somos Unidos registered students during the month of June and the
program was free for participants. I present a detailed description of the Nuestra Escuelita
conceptual framework, schedule, curriculum, and other logistics below in the Nuestra Escuelita
Collaborative section.
Participants
The participants for the research study were recruited from students enrolled in the
summer program. Fifteen bilingual Latinx youth registered for the summer program: nine in the
morning session, six in the afternoon session. From the 15 students enrolled in both groups of the
summer collaborative, 14 agreed to participate in the research study after parental permissions
were obtained. Oral permissions were obtained from all the parents/guardians. For the first two
days of the program, during pick-up, I met individually with the parent or guardian of the
students, reviewing the oral permission form and answering their questions about the study. I
explained the study procedures and requirements for participation and gave them a copy of the
oral permission form to take home and review. On the next day of the program, after having
given the parent/guardian a copy of the permission form, I asked them whether they gave their
permission for their child to participate in the study. All of the parents/guardians gave their oral
permission. I then asked each student individually if they wanted to provide their assent into the
study. All but one assented into the program. Two students, Isabela and Reina, had to stop
attending the program after the first week because of transportation issues. I decided to keep
them as participants because their participation in the first week of the program was substantial
and significant within the scope of the research questions. Reina declined to participate in the
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interviews. Data generated by all 14 of the participants who assented into the study were
included, such as artefacts, participant observation, and recorded class audio. Of the 14 assented
participants, 13 agreed to be interviewed. Of the 13 who agreed to be interviewed, I successfully
scheduled the first interview with 12 of the participants. For the second interview, I successfully
scheduled with 10.
The student participants were current or rising high school, bilingual Latinx MLLs. All
but five of them were previously bureaucratically categorized (Valdés, 1997) as ELL in schools,
one of them was currently in her school’s ESOL program, and four of them either could not
remember or believed they were never categorized as ELLs or placed in ESOL programs. I was
unable to confirm whether this was the case. Below is a brief introduction to the participants in
the study followed by a chart with biographical data, grade level, and self-reported cultural and
linguistic identities.
Ana
Ana moved to the United States in December of 2019 from Guatemala. She was 14 years old at
the time of the summer program and was a rising ninth grader. She was actively enrolled in her
high school’s ESOL program. When completing the Power Flower on identity, Ana self-reported
that she is an emerging bilingual, her cultural identity is Guatemalan, and her color/race is
Brown. She loved playing the game Ninja and making yarn bracelets.
Araceli
Araceli was 15 years old at the time of the summer program and was a rising tenth grader. Her
family’s country of origin is Mexico. She self-reported that she was never in an ESOL program.
When completing the Power Flower on identity, Araceli self-reported that she is bilingual, her
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cultural identity is Chicana and Mexican, and Brown for her color/race. She liked talking with us
on breaks and started wearing her glasses for the first time in a long time during the program.
Benicio
Benicio was 13 at the time of the program and was a rising ninth grader. His family’s country of
origin is Mexico. He self-reported that he was in ESOL programs from kindergarten to third
grade. For his Power Flower on identity, Benicio self-reported that he is bilingual, his cultural
identity is Mexican American, and Brown for his color/race. He was soft spoken and really
engaged in all the creative aspects of the program.
Diana
Diana was 16 at the time of the summer program and was a rising tenth grader. Her family’s
country of origin is Mexico. She self-reported that she was in ESOL programs from second to
fifth grade. On her identity Power Flower, Diana self-reported that she is bilingual, her cultural
identity is Mexican American, and did not report a race or color. Diana loved playing soccer with
everyone.
Eduardo
Eduardo was 15 at the time of the summer program and was a rising ninth grader. His family’s
country of origin is Mexico. He self-reported that he was in ESOL programs from kindergarten
to third grade. On his identity Power Flower, Eduardo self-reported that he is bilingual, his
cultural identity is Mexican American, and did not report his race or color. Eduardo loved
playing soccer and making jokes.
Isabela
Isabela was 16 at the time of the summer program and was a rising eleventh grader. Her family’s
country of origin is Mexico. She self-reported that she was in ESOL programs from kindergarten
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to first grade. On her identity Power Flower, Isabela self-reported that she is bilingual, her
cultural identity is Mexican American, and her color/race is Brown. Isabela loved engaging with
the content she was learning.
Leo
Leo was 14 at the time of the summer program and was a rising ninth grader. His family’s
country of origin is Mexico. He self-reported that he was never in an ESOL program. On his
identity Power Flower, Leo self-reported that he is bilingual, his cultural identity is Mexican
American, and his color/race is Brown/White. Leo loved being able to wear his favorite hat.
Linda
Linda was 14 at the time of the summer program and was a rising ninth grader. Her family’s
countries of origin are Argentina and Honduras. She self-reported that she was never in an ESOL
program. On her identity Power Flower, Linda self-reported that she is bilingual, her cultural
identity is Latina, and her color/race is “tanned color.” However, in her interview and during
other activities, she also identified as Afro Latina. Linda always had thoughtful and on point
comments and reflections.
Luz
Luz was 14 at the time of the summer program and was a rising ninth grader. Her family’s
country of origin is Mexico. She self-reported that she was in an ESOL program from
kindergarten to first grade. On her identity Power Flower, Luz self-reported that she is bilingual,
her cultural identities are Mexican American and Latina/Hispanic, and she did not report a
color/race. Luz loved playing soccer during the breaks.
Miguel
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Miguel was 14 at the time of the summer program and was a rising ninth grader. His family’s
country of origin is Mexico. He self-reported that he was in an ESOL until fifth grade. On his
Power Flower, Miguel self-reported that he is an emerging multilingual, his cultural identities are
Mexican, and his color/race is Brown/Light Brown. Miguel loved having deep discussions with
his classmates and the facilitators.
Nelson
Nelson was 15 at the time of the summer program and a rising tenth grader. His family’s
countries of origin are Mexico and the United States. He self-reported that he was in an ESOL
program from kindergarten to third grade. Nelson was not present the day we did the Power
Flower, however during his interviews, he self-reported as bilingual but noted “I don’t speak
fluent Spanish, but it’s conversational.” He also referred to himself as “multicultural.” Nelson
loved that we played a range of music during the program because of his passion for music.
Noe
Noe was 15 at the time of the summer program and a rising ninth grader. His family’s country of
origin is Mexico. He self-reported that he was never in an ESOL program. On his identity Power
Flower, Noe self-reported that he is bilingual, his cultural identity is Mexican American, and his
color/race is Brown. Noe also loved playing soccer during the breaks and loved joking around.
Omar
Omar was 15 at the time of the summer program and a rising tenth grader. His family’s country
of origin is Mexico. He self-reported that he was in an ESOL program more than five years ago
but did not specify what grades. On his identity Power Flower, he self-reported that he is
bilingual, his cultural identity is Mexican American, and did not report a color or race. Omar was
very quiet but loved playing soccer as well and making new friends.
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Reina
Reina was 15 at the time of the summer program and a rising ninth grader. Her family’s country
of origin is Mexico. She did not report whether she was in an ESOL program ever. On her
identity Power Flower, she self-reported that she is bilingual, her cultural identity is Mexican
American, she did not report a color or race. Reina loved to crochet.
Below is a participant table of the fourteen students who participated in the study.
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Table 3. Participant Details
Name

Age

Grade

Families’
Country of
Origin

ESOL
Status

Linguistic
Identity

Cultural
Identity

Color/Race

Ana

14

9th

Guatemala

Current

Emerging
Bilingual

Guatemalan

Brown

Araceli

15

10th

Mexico

Never

Bilingual

Chicana &
Mexican

Brown

Benicio

13

9th

Mexico

K-3

Bilingual

Mexican
American

Brown

Diana

16

10th

Mexico

2-5

Bilingual

Mexican
American

Not reported

Eduardo

15

9th

Mexico

K-3

Bilingual

Mexican
American

Not reported

Isabela

16

11th

Mexico

K-1

Bilingual

Mexican
American

Brown

Leo

14

9th

Mexico

Never

Bilingual

Mexican
American

Brown/
white

Linda

14

9th

Argentina &
Honduras

Never

Bilingual
(almost
trilingual)

Tanned color
Latina

Luz

14

9th

Mexico

K-1

Bilingual

Mexican
American
Latina/
Hispanic

Not reported

Miguel

14

9th

Mexico

K-5

Emerging
Multilingual

Mexican

Brown/Light
Brown

Nelson

15

10th

Mexico &
U.S.A.

K-3

Bilingual,
not fluent in
Spanish

Not reported
Multicultural

Noe

15

9th

Mexico

Never

Bilingual

Mexican
American

Brown

Omar

15

10th

Mexico

Yes,
grade
level not
reported,
more
than 5
years ago

Bilingual

Mexican
American &
Latino

Not reported

Reina

14

9th

Mexico

Not
reported

Bilingual

Mexican
American

Not reported
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Programmatic and Methodological Shifts
My original plan had been to recruit students from professional contacts I have with local
school districts and to run my own program at a nearby community center or park. During the
design phase of my study, I was not sure if groups of students would be able to meet in person
and indoors due to the Covid-19 pandemic. By the time my IRB was approved, and I sent my
recruitment flyer to my district contacts there was not enough time to recruit from the schools
because there was a need to obtain district level approval. At this point in my study and the time
of year, I was faced with question of where, when, and with whom to run my program. I began
considering finding an existing program at a local organization because the alternatives would
have been to wait a full year to try to seek district approval for the following summer, or to adapt
my program to be an after-school program to run during the academic school year. I did not want
to delay for a year, nor did I want to shift the program into an afterschool program. Therefore,
when I was introduced to Neftali Alvarez, a mutual colleague who works with bilingual, Latinx
youth and he invited me to work with him for the program at Somos Unidos, I immediately
decided to move forward combining our programs and running them together.
Nuestra Escuelita Collaborative
The name Nuestra Escuelita comes from Neftali’s previous work running summer
programs both for Somos Unidos and for his own co-founded, grassroots mutual-aid
organization, El Pueblo, that he runs with other local activists and educators in a largely
transnational neighborhood. I met Neftali when I began volunteering for El Pueblo. El Pueblo
has offered Escuelitas, or Latinx Freedom Schools, to local Latinx youth focusing on homework
tutoring, ethnic studies workshops, and political education. When Neftali was contracted by
Somos Unidos in 2020, he adapted his previous Escuelitas curriculum for their summer program.
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Neftali and I worked together in May and June of 2021 to merge our respective curriculums to
create the 2021 Nuestra Escuelita program. A detailed description of the curriculum can be found
in the Nuestra Escuelita ELA Curriculum section below. Neftali also contracted Alma Cifuentes
and Romeo Sanchez to co-facilitate the program, specifically to run the STEM portion of the
program.
Generally, Nuestra Escuelita was grounded in a conceptual framework that I call the
Decolonial Wheel of Wholeness and Humanity framework. The Decolonial Wheel of Wholeness
and Humanity is a decolonial, collaborative, participatory philosophy that focuses on wholeness
and humanity while following the needs, wants, interests, and requests of its student participants.
The next section details this framework.
Nuestra Escuelita Conceptual Framework
The Nuestra Escuelita collaborative was guided by two decolonizing, Indigenous
knowledge frameworks coupled with the four-pronged decolonizing framework presented in
Chapter Two. The four-pronged decolonizing framework supports the goal of transforming the
fragmentation of colonized selves towards wholeness and humanity through the following ways:
1) open student-centered spaces for exploration; 2) facilitate identity healing; 3) open
opportunities for decolonial awakening 4) inspire authentic decolonial connection and imagining.
This four-pronged framework for creating wholeness and humanity can also be overlayed on
Graveline’s (1998) sacred teaching Medicine Wheel and Four Arrow’s (2013) Peoplehood
Matrix, which I discuss next.
Graveline (1998) described how she used the Medicine Wheel, a sacred symbol of the
Plains people, as an organizing framework for her teaching. The medicine wheel is “the
relationship between the earth and the cosmos, it is a circular movement, a process of healing, a
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ceremony, a teaching” (Peat, 2006, p. 15). Graveline’s (1998) “Medicine Wheel Sacred
Teaching” framework, which I have adapted in Figure 5 below, is a circle, divided into four
quadrants by two intersecting lines (p. 14). The cardinal directions – North, South, East and West
– are represented by the intersecting lines. In the center of this wheel is a globe, representative of
humanity.
Figure 5. Decolonial Wheel of Wholeness & Humanity

Each quadrant of the framework is also associated with an energy, a concept, and is
guided by questions and a pedagogical tool. The northeast quadrant represents our mental
energies, which are also connected to our identities and voice. The northeast is also associated
with the element of air, and correlates to the season spring and time of day at dawn. In the
northeast, the guiding questions are “What do we need to know?” and “Who am I?” (Graveline,
1998, p. 70). The concept is consciousness, and the tool is First Voice. Graveline suggested that
consciousness can be raised, and First Voice cultivated through an “unveiling” of “imperialism,
colonialism, Eurocentrism, hegemony, appropriation and authenticity” and by reflecting on one’s
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identity and place within that particular historical context (p. 18). The quadrant guides educators
to support students in using their voices and reflecting on who they are. In running the program
this quadrant guided our youth to contribute towards the community guidelines and incorporating
multiple, multi- and critical literacies activities for them to reflect on their CLI.
Moving clockwise to the southeast, this quadrant is connected to our spiritual energies,
our purpose, and our histories. Its element is fire, its season summer, and its time noon. This
quadrant’s concept is culture, its pedagogical tool is Talking Circle, and its guiding question is
“Whose will, whose culture guides your life, your work?” and the topic “revitalize traditional
worldview” (Graveline, 1998, p. 70). With this quadrant’s guidance there is a centering of
culture coupled with a resistance to hegemony. Guided by this quadrant, educators support
students to re-member their CLI. In Nuestra Escuelita, this included the activities and lessons on
critical histories exploring colonization, racism, and social movements coupled with
opportunities for the youth to explore and reflect on their CLI.
The southwest portion of the medicine wheel intertwines with our emotional energies,
our souls, and our stories. Its element is water, and it connects to autumn and dusk. The
southwest quadrant’s question is “How do you express yourself, your self-in-relation?” and is
guided by the concept of community and the tool of storytelling (Graveline, 1998, p. 70). This
quadrant guides educators into a healing role for students by building on their interconnectedness
and humanity through sharing stories and cultivating the space to reconnect to their First Voice
and community’s culture. This kind of sharing and connecting to self and culture has the
potential to alter classroom relations and rebuild community. In Nuestra Escuelita, guided by this
quadrant, we incorporated intentional community building activities, incorporated culturally and
historically relevant mentor texts for storying, and invited the youth to create their own name
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poem to express and story themselves. This quadrant also guided our intentional incorporating of
their CLI into every aspect of their curriculum.
Lastly, returning to the north, the northwest part of the circle represents our physical
energies, the body, and the spaces in which we exist. Its element is earth, and it parallels winter
and night. In this quadrant, guided by concept of change and the pedagogical tool of activism,
the question is “What to do, Grandmothers? Do more than say” (Graveline, 1998, p. 70). This
quadrant illuminates the importance of embracing the First Voice cultivated in the other
quadrants and the stories shared, to fuel personal and community transformation. This quadrant
also guided how we built our community with the youth during the program as well as our intent
to develop their critical consciousness by addressing issue of colonization, racism, and social
movements. Due to time restrictions, we did not actively engage in activism, but the youth
learned about direct action through history lessons and films.
Four Arrows’ (2013) Peoplehood matrix also synergizes well with the four-pronged
decolonial framework and Graveline’s Medicine Wheel. Four Arrows’ Peoplehood matrix
attends to the historical trauma experienced by Indigenous communities as a result of the
colonial legacy. He visualized the matrix as four intersecting circles. Each circle represents one
of the following aspects of reconnecting to Indigenous culture as part of healing colonial trauma:
Language, Land, Ceremony, and History. Placed at the center of the intersecting circles is the
word “Peoplehood” – the interconnection of the many different Indigenous people of the world –
representing our unifying humanity. The ideas within the Peoplehood matrix, specifically those
connected to language, land, ceremony, and history can be used for the benefit of MLLs because
while their experiences are not necessarily those of the Indigenous people of the Americas, many
of them may in fact have Indigenous heritage in the land from which they have come.
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Furthermore, MLLs are navigating their relationship to their family’s language and the language
of the U.S., they have lived in or are connected to multiple geographic areas or lands, and they
have histories and ceremonies that differ from the mainstream Eurocentric U.S. culture (Motha,
2014). I have chosen to integrate Four Arrows Peoplehood matrix into the conceptual framework
for Nuestra Escuelita because supporting MLLs in connecting to the language, history,
ceremony, and land of their families and their new home, can support their process of making
meaning of their lived experiences and of their CLI.
The circles in Four Arrows (2013) Peoplehood matrix can be correlated to the four
quadrants in Graveline’s (1998) sacred teaching medicine wheel (see Figure 5) with Land in the
northwest quadrant, Language linked to the northeast quadrant, Ceremony in the southeast
section, and History intertwined with the southwest portion. Finally, I lay the four-pronged
decolonizing framework over the medicine wheel with prong 1 (open student-centered spaces for
exploration) connecting to body/land/physical/earth in the NW quadrant; prong 2 (facilitate
identity healing) connecting to mind/mental/air in the NE quadrant, prong 3 (open opportunities
for decolonial awakening) synergizing with spirit/purpose/fire/ceremony in the SE section, and
prong 4 (inspiring authentic decolonial connection and imagining) intertwines with
soul/emotion/water/seed in the SW portion. These three frameworks – Graveline’s Medicine
Wheel, Four Arrows Peoplehood Matrix and the four-pronged decolonial framework – synergize
together to inform the elements and pedagogical plan for the Nuestra Escuelita collaborative. See
Figure 5 above for an illustration of the layering of the four-pronged framework onto these two
Indigenous educational frameworks. I call this three layered, circle framework the Decolonial
Wheel of Wholeness and Humanity to recognize all its layers and components. This framework
not only guided the Escuelita curricular choices, but it also served as a foundation for how we
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approached our relationship building with each other and with the students. In the next section, I
discuss the foundational pedagogical elements of the Nuestra Escuelita collaborative.
Nuestra Escuelita Foundational Elements
The Nuestra Escuelita collaborative was an out-of-school, summer program based on
participatory action research pedagogical entry points (Caraballo et al., 2017) that were artsbased, critical multimodal, multiliteracies, and ethnic studies based. In this section I discuss in
detail these foundational elements of the collaborative.
Out-of-School Programming
One of the primary elements of the Nuestra Escuelita collaborative is that it was an outof-school, summer program for MLLs. Many out-of-school programs exist to enhance and
support student learning during their time out of school or to provide opportunities that are not
available in formal education settings. Out-of-school programs serve youth in a variety of ways
ranging from supporting them in explicit academic areas such as literacy, critical literacy, stem,
and writing (Castañeda et al., 2018; Choi, 2009; Hooks & Cruzado-Guerrero, 2020; Lopez et al.,
2019; Muhammad, 2015) to engaging them in critical consciousness raising, activism, civic
engagement, social justice learning and healing from historical trauma (Carey, et al., 2020;
Gutiérrez, 2008; Hill et al., 2018; Hunter & Colón, 2020; Mayorga & Rosales, 2019). In this
section, I discuss, through a review of literature, the contexts, and reasons from which out-ofschool programs are created. Next, I review the various program goals and I list the primary
benefits mentioned in the literature that emerged from student participation in out-of-school
programs.
Reasons for Out-of-School Programs
Academic Reasons
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Academic needs fueled the creation of out-of-school programs in the literature reviewed.
Specifically, programs were created to prevent summer learning loss and bridge summer gaps
(Castañeda et al., 2018; Hooks & Cruzado-Guerrero, 2020; López et al., 2019) and to fill gaps
from unmet literacy needs that exist in schools (Lee, 2019), in particular, students were given
opportunities to engage in critical literacy (Goodman & Cocca, 2014; Gutiérrez, 2008; Hill et al.,
2018; Hunter & Colón, 2019; Lee, 2019). Castañeda et al. (2018) found that their digital
storytelling workshop embedded in a larger summer literacy program, supported MLLs by
engaging them in meaningful, communicative activities that supported their English language
acquisition. Hooks & Cruzado-Guerrero (2020) also discussed a summer literacy program for
MLL students that incorporated student book clubs with journaling, writing workshops and art
projects with the goal of decreasing summer learning loss. They found that the out-of-school
atmosphere coupled with student choice and creative projects enhanced student writing and
motivation. Unmet needs in schools leave gaps that are consistently ignored and left to be filled
by out-of-school programs. Lee (2019) found that a local community-based organization in New
York was responsible for filling in the literacy needs for African MLL students because there
were gaps in the school’s literacy approaches. She found that the organization used dialogic and
critical literacy methods that allowed the community to express their needs and address them
accordingly.
Providing opportunities for critical literacy development were discussed in several studies
reviewed in which out-of-school programs provided opportunities for youth to enhance their
crucial literacy skills. Goodman and Cocca (2014) wrote “by definition, a praxis of critical
literacy integrates action with critical analysis, and it is often a public action outside of the
classroom” (p. 212). They explained that successful critical literacy opportunities need to be
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understood within the “cultural and social context in which it is practiced, rather than as an
individual, decontextualized, psychological process” (p. 212). Goodman and Cocca (2014)
studied two different out-of-school programs that engaged youth, one in a rural setting and the
other in an urban setting, in which the youth worked “at the intersection of art, civic journalism,
and activism” making “profound changes in the students’ knowledge, participation and identity”
(p. 213). They found that the students were able to produce journalistic videos documenting
issues important to them and their communities while “forming agentive and critical literate
identities” through the process (Goodman & Cocca, 2014, p. 222). The authors concluded that
the students’ videos were art-based, counter-narratives that “challenge the neoliberal dominant
narrative that impose market values and rationality on all institutions and activities” (Goodman
& Cocca, 2014, p. 223).
Constraints in Schools
School constraints were also mentioned in the literature for why out-of-school programs
are needed. The constraints discussed were related to curricular restrictions (Kendrick et al.,
2019), over emphasis on test preparation/lack of time due to neoliberal policies (Carey, et al.,
2020; Clay, 2018; Mayorga & Rosales, 2019), a lack of comfort/permission to discuss
“sensitive” topics (Choi & Tinker Sachs, 2017; Hunter & Colón, 2020), a need for freedom from
the oppressive and marginalizing school climate (Clay, 2018; Hunter & Colón, 2020; Lopez et
al., 2019; Mayorga & Rosales, 2019), gaps left by unmet academic needs for historically
marginalized students (Lee, 2019), and damaging deficit based practices (Carey et al., 2020; Hill
et al., 2018; Kirshner & Ginwright, 2012; López et al., 2019).
Kendrick et al. (2019) found that the teacher in their study was frustrated with the
“Standard English curriculum and the lack of time for writing,” so he created an afterschool
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journalism club in which the students could have freedom to incorporate their full linguistic
repertoires and their investigations into their lived experiences to produce out-of-school,
multimodal, journalistic artefacts that ultimately supported their in-class learning (p. 126). Carey
at al. (2020) and Clay (2018) discussed the impact that neoliberal policies have on the amount of
time educators must spend on preparing students for high stakes testing thereby limiting the time
they have to incorporate non-testing related lessons and curriculum. They explained that
neoliberal policies – policies that are geared towards market and economic benefits – are behind
the increase in high stakes testing and other prioritized achievement outcomes. Mayorga and
Rosales (2019) discussed how students felt the need to outperform each other on AP exams and
other testing as a means to prove their dedication to school and obtain access to the limited
resources in the school. The overemphasis on testing and competition left students feeling
overwhelmed and discouraged. This type of competitive, over-testing climate was cited by
Mayorga and Rosales as an underlying reason for the creation of their healing-focused out-ofschool program, discussed further below.
Hunter and Colón (2020) discussed how students felt restricted in school to speak about
“sensitive” topics – such as misrepresentation in the school curriculum, the school’s role in the
surveillance of Black and Brown bodies, the police’s role in neighborhood violence, and “whitebased terrorism towards families and communities” (p. 28). Yet the authors noted that in their
out-of-school poetry workshops, the students expressed their comfort and ease in discussing
these topics. The historically marginalizing and oppressive climate in schools was illustrated in
the literature as an undercurrent for the need for out-of-school programs. Mayorga and Rosales
(2019) shared that the historical economic and educational “crises” that the Latinx community
has faced has led to a century of individual and collective trauma experienced by the community.
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López et al. (2019) noted that restrictive language policies in schools limited the incorporation of
MLLs heritage languages where the out-of-school program encouraged the students use of their
full linguistic repertoire thereby creating a “less stressful and positive learning environment,
where students [felt] valuable” (p. 95).
Counter Deficit Damage & Heal from Oppressive, Collective Trauma
The deficit-based climate and pervasive marginalization and oppression in education is
restrictive and damaging and has created the need for many out-of-school programs (de los Ríos,
2017a; Flores et al., 2015; Paris, 2012; Valenzuela, 1999). In fact, out-of-school programs served
to counter the deficit lens through asset-based approaches (Carey et al., 2020; Kirshner &
Ginwright, 2012; López et al., 2019), by honoring and highlighting the cultural capital of Black
and Brown students (Hill, et al., 2018) and they worked towards healing trauma by attending to
the psychological empowerment and non-therapeutic educational healing with students (Carey et
al., 2020; Kirshner & Ginwright, 2012; Mayorga & Rosales, 2019). López et al. (2019) reviewed
a summer academy geared towards providing MLL students culturally responsive pedagogies
and found that the academy centered the MLL students’ needs, maintained strong district and
community connections, viewed students’ cultures and bilingualism as assets, and were
responsive to the students’ “socio-emotional needs” (p. 96). Hill et al. (2018) engaged students in
a Writer’s Club situated in a reflective space in which the students explored their lived
experiences in relation to concepts of economic and social capital. They explained, “writing and
dialogue…began with shared texts and experiences in shared activities situated in participants’
social worlds and promoted reflection on their perspectives about community sustainability
grounded in economic and social capital (p. 150). The students were able to foreground their
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social worlds and lived experiences in ways that leveraged their cultural capital and strengthened
their voices, identities and writing.
The pervasive deficit lens (de los Ríos, 2017a; Flores et al., 2015; Paris, 2012;
Valenzuela, 1999), marginalization and erasure of MLL students’ identities from education
contributes toward trauma in MLL youth and in their communities (Brave Heart, 1998;
Goodman & West-Olatunji, 2010; Love, 2019; Mayorga & Rosales, 2019; Valenzuela, 2017;
Villanueva, 2013). Out-of-school programs often serve as “non-therapeutic” spaces that provide
opportunities for healing from this kind of collective trauma (Mayorga & Rosales, 2019, p. 560).
Mayorga and Rosales (2019) created a non-therapeutic educational program for Latinx youth
based on a PAR EntreMundos (Ayala et al., 2018) framework and a curriculum grounded in
Anzaldúa’s (2015) conocimiento. PAR EntreMundos, Mayorga and Rosales (2019) explained is
a participatory action research methodology and approach to relating to each other that is “rooted
in the theories, politics and imaginaries of ‘las Américas’ where entremundos translates to
“between worlds” which is often a strong feeling among Latinx and MLL youth (p. 560). The
program centered students in a space where they could engage in conocimiento (reflect on their
self-knowing/be with themselves) and with fellow participants while developing their critical
consciousness related Latinx histories and political struggles. Drawing from multicultural mental
health paradigm, the authors shared that trauma in historically marginalized communities is not
viewed exclusively as an individual experience but also as a collective experience, particularly
when exploring the historical trauma of a group of people that spanned generations. The students
expressed their experiences of healing through art. The authors also noted that the youth healed
through the caring relationships they built as part of their mentoring program and through
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sharing power and taking on leadership roles in the program, as part of the participatory nature of
their framework.
Cultivate Critical Consciousness, Civic Identities & Youth Organizing
Out-of-school programs are also spaces in which students cultivated their critical
consciousness (Carey et al., 2020; Roy et al., 2019; Watts & Hipolito-Delgado, 2015), developed
their civic identities (Anyiwo et al., 2018; Kirshner, 2009; Watts & Finangan, 2007; Youniss et
al., 2002), and became youth organizers (Carey et al., 2020; Kirshner & Ginwright, 2012). In
their research on multiple out-of-school programs, Carey et al. (2020) explored what youth
learned when explicit attention was devoted to cultivating critical consciousness in “youth
marginalized by the impacts of oppressive forces like patriarchy, racism, heterosexism, and
cisgenderism” (p. 6). Paolo Freire (1968/2018) defined critical consciousness – conscientização
– as “learning to perceive social, political, and economic contradictions, and to take action
against the oppressive elements of reality” (p. 35). For Freire, developing critical consciousness
involves dialogue, reflection, and action. Carey et al. (2020) found through focus groups guided
by the question “How did young people develop critical consciousness?” that the youth
developed critical consciousness in the form of self-awareness, social-awareness, and globalawareness in addition to technical skills, interpersonal skills, and skills applicable to school
studies (p. 9). The youth developed self-awareness by “learning the important language, naming
conventions, and historical foundations related to their own specific identity group and
community” (Carey et al., 2020, p. 14). Their social-awareness was cultivated when they learned
“about the power structures that prevent members of their communities (e.g., identity affinity
groups, locales) from securing equitable outcomes (e.g., underrepresentation of women in
politics, impacts of the prison industrial complex on Black communities)” (Carey et al., 2020, p.
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15). And lastly, youth developed their global awareness when they learned about the historical
context of current oppressive forces and by relating this historical learning to global issues.
Developing civic identities often results from the cultivation of critical consciousness.
Kirshner (2009) explained that a long-standing view of the formation of civic identities in youth
traditionally have been understood as an overlap between civic and moral identities. As such,
Kirshner (2009) explained that these civic/moral identities are formed when youth “transcend
narrow self-interest” and are able to recognize and participate in phenomena that are larger and
beyond their personal lived experiences (p. 415). However, he noted that understanding civic
identities as intertwined with the moral understanding of transcending self-interest is more
typical of how civic identities can be understood amongst more privileged, white youth. He
expanded that for historically marginalized youth, civic identities are often a mix of working
towards a community need that also serves the benefit of youth at a personal, individual level. He
explained:
Such an effort signals a distinctive brand of civic identity – one that is generative,
because it works to contribute to a public good, but is also self-interested, because it
seeks to improve one’s lot. The ability to organize others and advocate for shared
interests is especially important in social context where youth lack resources that more
privileged youth take for granted, such as well-maintained school facilities or subsidized
transportation to school. (p. 415)
Youth in his study who participated in an out-of-school program called Youth Rising illustrated a
complex journey toggling between what Kirshner (2009) called “atomism” to collective agency.
Atomism referred to students’ view of society as individualistic and their skeptical attitudes
towards “the idea that people would work together for a common good” (p. 425). However, after
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months of working together collectively, he noted students developing what he referred to as
collective agency in which the youth saw meaning in and results from their organizing.
Kirshner and Ginwright (2012) wrote that “youth organizing is a form of civic
engagement in which young people identify common interests, mobilize their peers, and work
collectively to address quality-of-life and human rights issues in their schools and communities”
(p. 288). They explained that youth organizing is rooted in the Civil Rights movement during
which Black and Latinx youth organized sit-ins and walkouts in demand for justice and civil
rights. Organizing amongst youth is inspired when they enhance their critical consciousness and
civic identities (Kirshner & Ginwright, 2012). In their review of multiple youth organizing
projects, Kirshner and Ginwright (2012) found that youth who engage in organizing experienced
individual development, contributed to community development and improvements, and had an
influence on the larger society and greater social movements.
Out-of-school programs serve youth in multiple and expansive ways ranging from
supporting their academic achievement, their personal and emotional development and healing,
and engaging them in work that develops their civic identities and inspires their organizing
abilities in ways that contributes to the good of their communities. It is my belief that the
findings in this study with the Nuestra Escuelita collaborative builds upon this work by giving
MLLs an opportunity to reflect on their own experiences, gain a deeper sense of their own and
their community’s history in the U.S., while offering them a space to for collaboration and
agency towards exploring the topics and issues that are important to them. I see the Nuestra
Escuelita collaborative building upon the work discussed above related to supporting students’
critical literacy, guiding them in experiences that they may find healing, while also inspiring
their civic identities or youth organizing.
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Types of Out-of-School Programs
I found two primary program-type themes among the programs that I reviewed. The
programs either had explicit academic intensions or explicit youth organizing and activism
intensions. However, the lines blurred among the program-type themes where those with a
primarily academic focus often emerged with the students having newly found sociopolitical
awareness or inspiration for action or those programs with explicit organizing and activism goals
also provided students with academic benefits. Among those with an academic intension, the
programs focused on critical literacy development (Goodman & Cocca, 2014; Gutiérrez, 2008;
Lee, 2019), developing student voice through writing (Hunter & Colón, 2020; Kendrick et al.,
2019), digital storytelling (Angay-Crowder et al., 2013; Castañeda et al., 2018), English
language support for MLLs (López et al., 2019), identity development (Choi, 2009; Hill et al.,
2018), religious dialogues (Choi & Tinker Sachs, 2017), engagement in multimodal literacies
(Castañeda et al., 2018; Hill et al., 2018; Hunter & Colón, 2020; Kendrick et al., 2019), summer
learning loss prevention (Hooks & Cruzado-Guerrero, 2020), and reading and writing (Choi,
2009; López et al., 2019).
The programs with youth organizing and activism as their primary intension had
campaigns that focused on a variety of issues. Kirshner and Ginwright (2012) reviewed programs
that organized around issues of school improvement, community violence, district level policy
change, and national immigration reform. Carey et al. (2020) reviewed multiple out-of-school
programs advocating for safe spaces for LGBTQIA+ youth, sex education in schools,
dismantling the prison industrial complex, inspiring political engagement, educational reform
and justice focused on Black student unions and Black history, and fighting for reproductive
justice for Black girls and women. Mayorga and Rosales observed a PAR program with Latinx
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youth that included the youth researching the roots of mental health issues and inspiring support
for wellness in Latinx communities.
Program Benefits
The researchers found that out-of-school programs served as a bridge between low stake
academic experiences in the programs and higher stakes experiences in-school (Kendrick et al.,
2019. They also found that students gained academic skills (Castañeda et al., 2018; Hill et al.,
2018; Kirshner & Ginwright, 2012), new or stronger civic identities (Kirshner, 2009), developed
their critical consciousness and critical literacy abilities (Carey et al., 2020; Lee, 2019), gained
access to often out-of-reach cultural capital (Hill et al., 2018), they developed personally and
could heal from historic community trauma (Goodman & Cocca, 2014; Mayorga & Rosales,
2019), and they developed trust among each other and with the adult facilitators (Mayorga &
Rosales, 2019). Nuestra Escuelita as an out-of-school program primarily had an underlying goal
for students to gain critical literacy skills through an exploration of their CLI while also learning
about their subjugated histories. They did this through an engagement with critical multimodal,
multiliteracies, arts and ethnic studies based curriculum. In the next three sections I detail these
additional elements for the program.
Multimodal, Multiliteracies Foundational Element
The next foundational element of the Nuestra Escuelita collaborative is the critical
multimodal, multiliteracies approach. Generally, much of the focus in teaching and learning,
particularly of language and literacy, has been heavily focused on text-based literacies and the
mind-intellect/cognitive processes (Johnson & Kontovourki, 2016; Siegel, 2016; Wong &
Batacharya, 2018). Of course, the social turn in literacy research broke us free from the confines
of the cognitive framing of language education, yet even with the inclusion of sociocultural
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factors of learning and the inclusion of critical framings, there is still a primary albeit important
focus on traditional text-based literacy (Johnson & Kontovourki, 2016; Siegel, 2016; Wong &
Batacharya, 2018).
The work by the New London Group (NLG) (2000) on Multiliteracies inspired a muchneeded shift from traditional cognitive focused, text-based literacies towards a multiple,
multimodal conceptualization of literacies (linguistic, audio, visual, gestural, spatial). Kress
(2000) pointed out that there are cultural subjectivities connected to various modes and that,
culturally, the U.S. educational system has privileged the written word and printed word texts
coupled with a focus on cognitive processes and abilities. What is at play with multiliteracies is
that texts are more than mere words on paper and when we include other forms or modes of
texts, which are often those that are foregrounded in cultures other than white, middle class U.S.
culture, all of our senses can be involved in learning and differing literacy practices can be
represented and engaged with.
In this sense, the Nuestra Escuelita collaborative had an emphasis on multiliteracies and
multimodalities that also included traditional texts-based literacies. In the Nuestra Escuelita, the
on-the-ground manifestation of the varying multiliteracies and multimodalities included mentor
texts such as music, spoken word videos, Latinx films, and Latinx poetry. Students engaged with
these multiliteracies texts and created some of their own. They analyzed a reprint of a Chicanx
painting and created their own name poem and culture poster.
Arts-based Foundational Element
Arts-based pedagogy is interconnected with a critical multimodal, multiliteracies
approaches to teaching and learning. It also echoes the Indigenous idea of creative participation –
a fundamental aspect of all life and living (Cajete, 2000). Creative participation encapsulates the
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idea that Indigenous living, all its mundane and profound aspects, is an act of creative process
that includes art, story, dance and more. Cajete explained that creative participation also includes
“tuning in” to ourselves. He wrote that when one tunes into themselves:
He or she sees, hears, smells, and tastes the natural world with greater acuity. The body
feels the subtle forces of nature with a heightened sensitivity. The mind perceives the
subtle qualities of a creative natural world with great breadth and awareness. (p. 20)
What this means is that tuning in is an elemental part of connecting to ourselves, our bodies, and
the natural world, and is part of our meaning-making process. Tuning in can grow our abilities of
awareness through a connection to our senses. Engaging in the creative process is a path through
which we can tune in to ourselves and be mindful of our sensory experiences. Eisner (2002)
wrote:
As for sensibility, the arts invite us to attend to the qualities of sound, sight, taste, and
touch so that we experience them; what we are after in the arts is the ability to perceive
things, not merely to recognize them. We are given permission to slow down perception,
to look hard, to savor the qualities that we try, under normal conditions, to treat so
efficiently that we hardly notice they are there. (p. 5)
He continued by writing that “[W]ork in the arts enables us…to direct our attention inward to
what we believe or feel. In this sense, the arts help us discover the contours of our emotional
selves” (Eisner, 2002, p. 10-11). Experiencing art and the process of making art taps into our
body-spirit in ways that traditional literacies cannot. We are able to connect to our senses in
lingering ways that deepen our perceptions and slow us down which offers us the opportunity to
tune in more deeply, to reflect, and to allow meanings that maybe have otherwise been
overlooked to emerge. As part of the creative process, tuning in inspires us to gain insight into
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who we are and our place in the world and universe. Making art or tapping into the creative
process is one way we can ignite tuning in to ourselves. Cajete (2000) explained:
The ceremony of art touches the deepest realms of the psyche and the sacred dimension
of the artistic creative process. The sacred level of art not only transforms something into
art, but also transforms the artist at the very core of his or her being. (p. 46)
That is to say that creating art is a transformative process that allows the creator of the art to
connect more deeply with his or herself. Creating art and engaging in creative process also
allows us to contribute towards a greater good for our community and the Earth. Cajete (1994)
confirmed the connection between creating art and transforming selves and community when he
wrote “the song, dance, artifact, model, or anything we create from our vision changes not only
our lives, but those of others as well. This is the ripple effect that characterizes the action of
connected rings of relationship” (p. 72). Eisner (2000) also explained that art is in and of itself a
way of knowing the world around us, of knowing ourselves and of affecting societal
transformation. He wrote:
The arts provide a way of knowing…promoting aspects of the world we had not
experienced consciously before, the arts provide permission to engage the imagination as
a means for exploring new possibilities. The arts liberate us from the literal; they enable
us to step into the shoes of others and to experience vicariously what we have not
experienced directly. Cultural development depends upon such capacities, and the arts
play an extraordinarily important role in their contribution to such an aim. (p. 10)
Connecting into art and expressing ourselves through art allows others to gain insight into our
experiences and through their art, we gain insight into others’ experiences. This deeper insight
into ourselves and others can lead to an imagination of possibilities that otherwise may not have
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been inspired. New possibilities can lead to new futures and social change. When we engage in
creative participation, specifically in creative expression through making art, we are able to tune
in and make sense of ourselves, our worlds, and our identities with the potential of contributing
towards transformation of our futures.
Art and creative participation are inherent in Indigenous education and can also have a
profound influence on language learning for MLLs. Cajete (1994) explained that “art allows us
to symbolize knowledge, understanding, and feeling through image, thus making it possible to
transcend a finite time and culture. Art becomes a primary source of teaching since it integrates
and documents an internal process of learning” (p. 40). Using art as a way for MLLs to express
themselves connects with communicative elements of language learning and literacies (Ajayi,
2015; Coleman, 2018; Ghiso & Low, 2013). Eisner discussed how art is a fundamental form for
communicating our ideas, feelings, stories, experiences, and understandings. Students can
express all of these internal experiences through their art. In their book Art as a Way of Talking
for Emergent Bilingual Youth, Berriz et al. (2018) emphasized that “the arts are more than an
added benefit in any educational context; they are foundational literacies that engage participants
in the process of observing, connecting, finding solutions, making meaning, and communicating
and expressing” (p. 12). They also explained how art used with MLLs offers them the
opportunity to “draw from and contribute their cultural knowledge and linguistic background as
they enhance their communication skills” (Berriz et al., 2018, p.11). Art connects students’
bodies with their minds as they explore their internal and external worlds, communicate their
meanings, and imagine new possibilities. As part of both the arts-based element and mentioned
above as part of the multimodal, multiliteracies element of the Nuestra Escuelita collaborative,
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students created a culture poster, a name poem, and an abstract self-portrait. They also analyzed
a reprint of a Chicanx painting.
Ethnic Studies, Meaning-making and Identities Foundational Element
Tintiangco et al. (2019) explained that ethnic studies is a pedagogy and is also the name
for curricular programs situated mostly in higher education institutions but also found in some,
but not many, k-12 settings. As a pedagogy, they explained, ethnic studies seeks to integrate and
foreground humanity and criticality into learning environments, is focused on tracing the
colonial and racist histories of the U.S., and opens safe spaces for all students, particularly,
Black, Indigenous and people of color (BIPOC) students so they can gain critical sociocultural
and historical knowledge of their ancestral roots. Foregrounding humanity means that students
are seen for their whole selves and honored and respected. Integrating criticality means weaving
investigations of power and oppression into the curriculum and activities. Cuauhtin (2019a)
explained that ethnic studies pedagogy has often been equated with Culturally Relevant
Pedagogy and other resource pedagogies because of commonalities that they have with a focus
on student identities and resources. He elaborated that there is a parallel between ethnic studies
and CRP but when either one is only superficially integrated into the classroom, which often
occurs, the inclusion of deeper ideas of culture as well as a critical investigation of power and
oppression are often missing. Deeper ideas of culture refer to aspects of culture related to
identities, belief systems, concepts of self and kinship, and non-mainstream ways of knowing.
Critical investigations of power and oppression include addressing issues of indigeneity and
cultural roots, and coloniality, racism and dehumanization, while inspiring a decolonial
reimagination (Cuauhtin, 2019a). de los Ríos (2019) explained that the type of teaching and
learning in an ethnic studies pedagogy is reciprocal and “students and teachers learn from one
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another. Rather than bearers of knowledge, teachers of ethnic studies are primarily ‘organizers’
of the learning process” (p. 60). In this regard, the collaborative nature of the Nuestra Escuelita
parallels ethnic studies pedagogy. Even though it is not a semester or year-long course, the
Nuestra Escuelita collaborative can be considered ethnic studies because it “situated students’
cultural, racial and sociopolitical worlds, fostered empowered identity development, engaged
culturally responsive teaching, [and] was interdisciplinary” (C. V. de los Ríos, personal
communication, November 7, 2020).
Within programs based on an ethnic studies pedagogy, students have the opportunity and
guidance to reflect on themselves, their identities and their experiences living in a hegemonic
and structurally racist society (Tintiangco-Cubales, et al., 2019). That is to say, they are given
opportunities to make meaning of their identities within the contexts of their own personal
histories and within the context of the colonial and slavery based U.S. history. Cajete (1994)
explained that “through story we explain and come to understand ourselves. Story – in creative
combination with encounters, experiences, image making, ritual, play imagination, dream and
modeling – forms the basic foundation of all human learning and teaching” (p. 68). For ethnic
studies based learning, within the context of the Nuestra Escuelita collaborative, students
viewed, read, reflected on and discussed videos, interactive maps, and traditional texts related to
the following topics: identities, slavery, imperialism, systemic racism, hegemony, war and
activism, and abolition, decolonization and reimagination. Students were invited to share from
their personal stories and were supported to connect their individual stories to regional, national
and global narratives. They had meaning-making experiences that guided them to explore their
identities through a critical yet humanity based lens.
Nuestra Escuelita Elements in the Literature
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In the literature with bilingual, emerging bilingual, transnational, MLL participants,
studies on collaboratives, arts-based/multimodal literacies, and ethnic studies have included
similar elements as the ones listed above. For example, educators and researchers have
investigated the ways in which graphic novels and comics (Danzak, 2011; Ghiso & Low, 2013),
video game design (Buelow, 2016), digital stories (Burke & Hardware, 2015; Castañeda et al,
2018), hip-hop and spoken word (Hill et al., 2018; Kajee, 2011), painting and sculptures (Stille
& Prasad, 2015), performance and drama (Bucholtz, 2015; Harman & Smagorinsky, 2014;
Harman & Varga-Dobai, 2012), photovoice/photostories (de los Ríos, 2017b; Hudson, 2016),
and testimonios (Coleman, 2018; Garza, 2018) have influenced students’ meaning-making
experiences as well as their engagement with language learning and literacies. de los Ríos
(2017b) found that the students in her study were able to express how their ethnic studies course
supported them academically and in affirming their identities through the use of photovoice.
Burke & Hardware (2015) found that students had “a transformative learning experience”
through their creation of the digital photo story that was guided by a multiliteracies framework.
Castañeda et al. (2018) had similar findings with their students’ digital story creations. Harman
& Varga-Dobai (2012) used dramatic performance as a tool to elicit student reflections on a
personal conflict and then invited them to create their own dramatic presentation of their own
experiences. They found that the students’ dramatic interpretation fueled their desire to engage in
social action towards the betterment of their community. Coleman’s (2018) use of testimonio as
pedagogy combined with a poetry workshop created a third space within which her students
could question society, share their stories and engage in meaningful dialogue with each other,
even students who normally did not participate. While not with MLLs, Zoss et al., (2007) used
an arts-based mask-making project in an English/Language Arts class and found that their
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participants were able to “explore and develop their personal and socially-situated
identities…[using] the mask-making composition as an occasion for inscribing [their]
experiences, beliefs, and emotions into the text” (p. 2).
The review of literature shows that the elements in Nuestra Escuelita are successful in
providing rich, meaning-making experiences for MLL students. The Nuestra Escuelita aimed to
emphasize critical multimodal, multiliteracies experiences for MLLs to explore their CLI
through traditional art, as well as visual, digital, and oral modalities. Overall, the review of
literature, shows that the Nuestra Escuelita elements have the capacity to provide a studentcentered space in which they can connect and make-meaning of their own lives with the potential
to inspire critical action. This study builds upon the work of previous scholars who have worked
with MLL students in an out-of-school program, in particular those who have included
multimodal, arts-based, and ethnic studies lessons and activities.
Nuestra Escuelita ELA Curriculum
I collaborated with Neftali who had previously run programs at Somos Unidos with other
co-facilitators during the summer of 2020 and June of 2021 for middle school students. The
session of the program that is the focus for this study was the first one run specifically for current
and rising high school students. Neftali and I both had previous curriculums that we merged to
create the curriculum for the Nuestra Escuelita Collaborative. Neftali and I met twice for a total
of five hours prior to the start of the program to review and discuss our curriculums and to
determine how best to combine them to come up with the daily lesson plans for the two weeks.
We also adjusted the daily lesson plans as needed throughout the two weeks as we progressed
through the program.
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The program’s logistical schedule, designed by Somos Unidos, included a morning and
an afternoon session. The morning session ran from 8am – 12pm with one group of students and
a different group of students attended the afternoon session from 1pm – 5pm. The first hour of
each session was for student arrival and either breakfast in the morning or lunch in the afternoon.
The second and third hour were for the academic programming and the final hour was for either
lunch for the morning session or snacks for the afternoon session and for student pick up. My cofacilitators and I implemented English language arts (ELA) in the first academic hour and STEM
with a focus on science and math in the second hour. Somos Unidos allowed us to design and
implement all the academic activities during the ELA and STEM hours. My colleague Neftali
and I ran the ELA hour, and our colleagues Alma and Romeo ran the science and math hour.
Although the first hour was called ELA, Neftali and I incorporated ethnic studies content with
critical multimodal, multiliteracies, and arts-based activities. Below is a table illustrating the
daily schedule followed by a description of the Nuestra Escuelita curriculum including the
lessons, activities, and pedagogical plan as it occurred.
Table 4. Daily Schedule
Morning Schedule

Afternoon Schedule

8:00am: Students Arrive

1:00pm: Students Arrive

8:00-9:00am: Breakfast, Movies, Break

1:00-1:30pm: Lunch, Movies, Break

9:00-10:00am: ELA

1:30-2:30pm: ELA

10:00-10:15am: Break

2:30-2:45pm: Break

10:15-11:15am: STEM

2:45-3:45pm: STEM

11:15am-12:00pm: Lunch, Break, Dismissal

3:45-4:30pm: Snack, Break, Dismissal

Lessons and Activities
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In this section, I briefly describe the major curricular lessons and activities from our twoweek program indicating their guiding conceptual framework quadrant(s).
Reflective School Experience Share-out
On the first day of the program Neftali led both groups in a discussion on what they like
and do not like about school. The students wrote on their individual white boards and shared
their thoughts. We wrote their responses on the board. This brainstorming session led into the
students thinking about how they wanted Nuestra Escuelita to be in terms of structure and
content. This activity draws from the northeast quadrant of the decolonial wheel of wholeness
and humanity, drawing on the students’ voice and minds.
Community Guidelines
After sharing their likes and dislikes about their school experience, the students
brainstormed their ideas for community guidelines to help us all collaboratively run the program.
This activity is described in more detail in Chapter Four. This activity draws from the northeast
quadrant of the framework, including the youths’ voices. It also draws from the northwest
quadrant as a way to create a student-centered space.
Name Card and Share Four Things
On the first day, we gave each student construction paper and markers to write their name
and draw or write their pronouns, favorite food, favorite school subject, favorite extra-curricular
activity, and favorite non-academic, in-school activity.
In Lak’ech Poem Reading
At the beginning of every ELA segment of the program, we would read the In Lak’ech
poem. In Lak’ech is a Mayan phrase that means “You are my other me.” The poem, lines
extracted from Luis Valdez’s Early Works, expresses the ways in which we are all interconnected
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(Valdez, 1990). Neftali and I chose to incorporate the poem into our ELA class not only to
express our love and care for the students and to share the idea that we are interconnected but
also as part of bringing in aspects of the students CLI. The poem consists of five bilingual
stanzas. “Tú eres mi otro yo, You are my other me; Si te hago daño a ti, If I do harm to you; Me
hago daño a mi mismo, I do harm to myself. Si te amo y respeto, If I love and respect you; Me
amo y respeto yo, I love and respect myself” (Valdez, 1990). This activity draws from the
southeast and southwest quadrants of the conceptual framework. This activity connects to the
youth’s CLI, which is emphasized by the southeast quadrant, and connects to building
community which is highlighted in the southwest quadrant.
Power Flower
This activity was based around a worksheet that had a large flower on it with eight inner
and outer petals. The students filled in the petals of the flower by choosing which aspects of their
identities they wanted to fill in. For the inner petals, they chose identities for themselves based
on the categories listed: Race, Ethnicity, Color, Linguistic Identities, Gender, Sexual Orientation,
Ability Religion, Nationality, Socioeconomic Status. We then discussed which group would be
the dominant for each label, based on the ideas of power and privilege. Then they completed the
outer petals with the dominant identities within each category. This activity is guided by the
inclusion of CLI and agency as represented in the southeast quadrant of the conceptual
framework.
Interconnectivity Activity
On the second day we did an interconnectivity ice breaker activity with a ball of yarn to
illustrate our interconnectedness. Holding the ball of yarn, the students took turns stating their
name and one positive characteristic about themselves before holding one end of the yarn and
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then tossing the ball to another person in the circle until everyone has had a turn. After
everyone’s turn was completed, we had a web of yarn connecting us. We took turns pulling our
part of the yarn and could feel our interconnectedness and talked about the ways in which we are
connected and can affect each other. This activity was guided by the southwest quadrant to
continue emphasizing our interconnectivity and by the northwest quadrant to build up our safe
space.
Multiliteracies Overt Instruction & Discussion
Neftali led the students in a brainstorm answering the question “What is literacy?” and
then guiding the students through I conversation about other kinds of literacy beyond just reading
and writing. He led them to talk about emotional literacies, digital literacies, cultural literacies,
racial literacies, visual literacies. This activity was guided by the northeast quadrant and
activating the youth’s minds and intellect.
Brown is Beautiful
The students analyzed a reprint of a Chicanx painting called Brown is Beautiful. The
Brown is Beautiful poster has the image of a painted or illustrated face of a Chicana protestor
with her fist in the air, surrounded by other arms with fists. Behind her is a poster that says
Chicano Power and next to her is a poster with “Brown is Beautiful” written on it. There is also
an image of a monarch butterfly and the Virgen de Guadalupe, the Mexican catholic version of
the Virgen Mary. They analyzed the picture based on what they saw and then discussing what
they thought it meant using their visual literacies. Their analysis led to a discussion about human
and civil rights, beauty ideals, social movements. This activity was guided by the northeast and
southeast quadrants. The northeast is reflected in the cultivation of their intellect and literacies,
the southeast in cultivating their exploration of CLI and in understanding resistance and agency.
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Culture Poster
The students created posters that represented aspects of their cultures and we hung them
from the walls and talked about what they saw in each other posters. This activity was guided by
the northeast quadrant because it allowed them to explore their identities and to the southeast
quadrant in connecting them to their CLI.
Interactive Map Analysis
The students analyzed interactive maps. One showed the invasion of Indigenous land and
the forced relocation of Indigenous peoples to reservations and the other that illustrated the ships
carrying solen people from all over Africa as part of the trans-Atlantic slave trade. The students
wrote what they saw happening in the interactive maps, discussed their thoughts on the
significance of the maps, and then wrote their own opinions one the importance of the maps.
This activity was guided by all the quadrants. The northeast guided the integration of their
mental energies and voices their opinions; the southeast guided the focus on history; the
southwest guided the focus on the stories that the maps represented and the emotions that
emerged for the student in response; the northwest guided this activity in planting the seed for
what new educational futures could look like and a seed for activism.
Film Viewings and Summaries
We showed the students the movies Walkout (Olmos, 2006) and Precious Knowledge
(Palos, 2011). Walkout is a dramatization of the Chicanx high school student walkouts that
occurred during the national Civil Rights era in which Chicanx students organized and protested
for better schools and an end to discriminatory treatment. Precious Knowledge is a documentary
showing the attack on the Arizona public school’s Mexican American Studies program which
was banned in 2010. After watching segments of the movies, the students wrote reflections and
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summaries of what they saw. Teaching about the history of social movements and community
resistance, from the southeast and northwest quadrants guided the implementation of this
activity.
Social Movements and Critical History Mini-Lessons
Through the viewing of the films, the students learned about history and Chicans social
movements. Neftali also provided the youth with mini-lessons on the history of the Chicanx
Civil Rights and the Mexican American War. See Chapter 4 for details.
Timeline Activity
The students had to work together to put in order by year multiple printouts with major
moments throughout Indigenous and Black history. The activity included historical events
throughout North, South, and Central America. The students were each given a few pages with
the events for the Black history timeline and had to collaboratively arrange them in order. Next,
they did the Indigenous history timeline Teaching about the history of social movements and
community resistance, from the southeast and northwest quadrants guided the implementation of
this activity.
Poetry Analysis and SOAPStone Poster
The students read Gonzáles’ (1972) poem “Soy Joaquin” and watched Santa Cruz’s
(1978) performed poem “Me Gritaron Negra” and discussed their interpretations. “Soy Joaquin”
is an epic poem by Rodolfo “Corky” Gonzáles in which the poetic narrator shares the struggles
Chicanxs have faced ranged from economic injustices, land theft, and inequality while also
touching on issues of identity and belonging. “Me Gritaron Negra” is a poem by Victoria Santa
Cruz, an Afro-Peruvian poet. Santa Cruz’s poem is a commentary on race and the ways in which
the Black body is othered. The poem also explores Santa Cruz’s own reclamation of her Black
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identity after reflecting on the racism she experienced as a child. The students read, analyzed,
and discussed these poems as a group and then created a SOAPStone poster on one of the poems.
The SOAPStone posters included the Speaker, Occasion, Audience, Purpose, Subject, Tone of
the poem. Connecting to the youth’s CLI and their storying, from the northeast, southeast and
southwest, quadrants guided this activity.
Name Poem
The students watched spoken word performances and listened to sample poems read in
class by Latinx and other BIPOC authors about their names and discussed how the poems talked
about more than just the authors’ names but also incorporated information about the authors
culture and experiences as a Latinx or BIPOC person growing up in the U.S. The students then
wrote their own poems. Connecting to the youth’s CLI and their storying, from the northeast,
southeast, and southwest quadrants guided this activity.
Reading of “Los Sheecago Buls”
The youth read the story “Los Sheecago Buls” which tells the story of a Salvadoran youth
named after Michael Jordan and who dreamed to go to the U.S. and who made the trip north only
to become one of the many who lose their life crossing the border (Hernandez, 2017). The youth
in our program then wrote their own endings to the story. They all wrote that he lived and made
it to the U.S. and shared their ideas for how he would live his life playing basketball, studying,
and being reunited with his mom and brother. Connecting to the youth’s CLI and their storying,
from the northeast, southeast, and southwest quadrants guided this activity.
PhotoVoice
de los Ríos (2017b) explained that photovoice is
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a participatory photo-elicitation methodology…[that] seeks to embolden participants to
take power and control over the research process through their documentation of the
social and political dimensions of their lives via photographs and accompanying written
narratives for the purpose of social transformation. (p. 15)
I asked the students to gather and take photographs that represent important people, activities,
places, or other aspects important in their lives. They sent me their photos and we printed them
using an instax printer. The students attached them to construction paper and wrote personal
reflections about what was in the photograph and why they chose it. Connecting to the youth’s
CLI and their storying, from the northeast, southeast, and southwest quadrants guided this
activity.
Reflections and Summaries
Throughout the program, we invited students to write summaries of the films or activities
and personal reflections. Some of the reflection prompts were “Why is this important” or “How
do you feel?”
Ice Cream Making and Portraits Stations
On the last day of the program, we set up station for the youth to make ice cream and to
paint abstract self-portraits. The ice cream making activity was guided by the southwest and
northwest quadrant as a way to build and celebrate our community. Painting the portraits was
guided by the northeast and southeast quadrants to connect to their CLI.
Nuestra Escuelita Room Set Up
The first day of the program we arrived to the room set up for us with six narrow,
rectangular tables set up in rows, three on one side of the room, three on the other. We decided as
a group that it felt too small and moved into their multipurpose room which was larger and
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offered us more space. We positioned four of the tables in a U-shape with the U opening up
towards the white board. The morning group sat two students to a table with one table sitting
three students. The afternoon group, with only six students, had two to a table sitting at three of
the four tables. I placed my audio recorder in the middle of the U to capture class audio. We
remained in the multipurpose room for day 1 and day 2 until we realized that the music that
Somos Unidos had playing constantly became too loud for our purposes and was also interfering
with the audio recording of the classes. While we appreciated the extra space, we wanted to be
able to play our own music and to ensure we were capturing all the class audio. Somos Unidos
played the music over building wide speakers to function as noise canceling for the privacy of
the clients who were seeking counseling and therapy appointments with their providers during
the day.
After the second day, we moved back into the original, smaller room however we
reconfigured the tables so that they created on big square table in the center of the room around
which the students and co-facilitators sat. My co-facilitators Alma and Romeo would sometimes
sit at the desk at the front of the room when they were not instructing and Neftali and I would sit
in chairs along the wall when we were not instructing. As the two weeks progressed, the walls
filled with sticky-backed chart paper on which the students culture posters and other activities
were created.
Neftali brought his portable speaker, and we created a collaborative playlist on Spotify
for which we invited students to add songs. Throughout the day when we were not actively
engaged in discussion, Alma would play music from the playlist. The music included traditional
corridos, ranchero and norteña music, cumbia, salsa, merengue, rock en español, classic rock,
trap and other music genres.
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Nuestra Escuelita Detailed Daily Schedule
Day 1
On day one, after moving into the multipurpose room, we opened the day off creating
name tags on which wrote their names, pronouns and words or pictures representing their
favorite subject in or aspect of school, their favorite food, and their favorite non-school activity.
After 5-10 minutes, my co-facilitators and I introduced ourselves by presenting our nametags and
then requested the youth to do the same. After the name tags, we played a name game in which
we had to think of an adjective that began with the same letter as our first name and then
introduce ourselves again, and the people who introduced themselves before us. Following the
introduction activities, Neftali led the youth in a discussion about what they like and do not like
about school. The details of this activity are discussed in chapter four. The discussion on the
likes and dislikes about school led into our brainstorming on how they wanted Nuestra Escuelita
to be in terms of guidelines and curricular topics. This was one of the primary YPAR
components to the program and one in which I inquired with the students. This activity is also
detailed below in chapter four. After creating the community guidelines collaboratively, Neftali
led the youth in an interactive activity called four corners in which each corner of the room was
designated one of the following: Yes, No, Maybe, and I don’t care. He then made statements and
we had to move to different corners of the room based on whether the statement was true, or not,
partially true, or we did not care. The statements included “I like to read” or “I have read texts by
Latinx authors.” After the four corners activity we moved into the STEM introductions and Alma
and Romeo led the youth in a hands-on, collaborative activity in which they had to keep pingpong ball within a construction paper pipeline created by the students. The students had to move
in a line to get the ball across the room without it landing on the floor.
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Day 2
For day two-ten, I will only present the activities for ELA portion of the program and
what we did. On the second day, we opened with the reading of In Lak’esh during which Alma
read one line and the rest of us repeated after them. After reading In Lak’esh, I led Power Flower
activity with the group, described above and in chapter four. I led the group to think about
identities, asked them what they thought the word identity meant, and if they could think of
examples of different identities. We then reviewed the identities on the side of the worksheet and
gave them time to fill their identity flower in with their choices of labels. After they completed
their flowers, Alma, Romeo, and I shared our completed our flowers and then we invited
volunteers from the group to share theirs. One student asked what the difference was between
Race, Ethnicity, and Nationality and we had a lively discussion talking about the nuances
between those identity categories, their overlaps, and their distinctions. We then discussed the
idea of dominant groups within each label and the students filled in the outer petals with the
dominant group for each label they had choses for themselves. We talked about how we
sometimes could be in a dominant group for one label but a non-dominant group for a different
identity label. After the Power Flower we ended the ELA segment with the interconnectivity
activity.
Day 3
Day three began with Neftali asking the youth to brainstorm how their identities
influence how they read and write. After this brainstorm, the wrote down all the words that they
think of when they think of the word literacy. They then worked together to collaboratively write
a definition for literacy. Most of their definitions included the idea that literacy is having the
skills to read and write. Neftali then talked the students through how they might read their mom
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when she comes into their messy room. This led the students to talk about how they would be
able to tell their mom was angry. The students shared many descriptions of how their mom’s
tone of voice, her facial expressions, her body language. Neftali circled back to the idea of
literacy and connected for the students that they had expressed their emotional literacy by
understanding what “angry” would look like for their moms. Neftali then led the youth to think
about other literacies they have for which they indicated digital literacies, musical literacies,
cultural, financial, and historical. After thinking about the different literacies, Neftali had the
youth analyze a reprint of the Brown is Beautiful Chicanx poster. On day three we also began
showing the youth the movie precious knowledge during lunch and part of ELA. Viewing this
movie continued throughout the rest of the week, during these same times.
Day 4

After a review of multiliteracies, the youth brainstormed what culture is, what it is made
up of and what practices are included. We invited the students to share and wrote their ideas on
the board. After the discussion the students made a poster on which they listed and drew picture
of aspect of their cultures.
Day 5
On day five Neftali led the students in a discussion about history. He asked them to think
about how we know history, who are the keepers of history and to share about what history they
learn in school. After this discussion, he led the youth through the analysis of and discussion
about the interactive maps on the Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade and the conquest of Indigenous
land. After the analysis and discussion on the maps, the youth completed the time-line activity.
Day 6
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On day six, we started with a review of what we did the previous week. Afterwards,
Neftali led the youth in a discussion about scanning, thesis statement development and close
critical reads. He then led the youth in scanning their culture posters and the timeline from the
week prior in which the youth looked around the room at the posters hanging on the walls and
wrote down what they saw after a quick scan. Then we asked the youth to take time to review the
timeline and develop a thesis statement based on their analysis of the content. We also began to
show the youth the movie walkout during part of ELA and lunch and continued throughout the
week. The students wrote reactions and summaries of what they saw in the movie.
Day 7
Day seven began with a review of scanning, thesis statements, and close critical read
followed by a mini-history lesson about Chicanx history and the history of the MexicanAmerican War using maps to illustrate to the youth the parts of the United States that were once
Mexican territory. After the mini-history lesson, we began reading “Soy Joaquin” with the youth
demonstrating the mechanics of doing a close critical read and inviting the youth to contribute
(Gonzales, 1972). After reading the first part of “Soy Joaquin” I introduced the youth to some
spoken word videos and read a few poems from the book Resistencia: Writing Across Borders
about names. I then had the students begin to brainstorm ideas for their name poem.
Day 8
We continued and finished reading the epic poem “Soy Joaquin” and then watched and
read “Me Gritaron Negra” (Gonzáles, 1972; Santa Cruz, 1978)/ After reading we discussed how
to analyze the texts using the SOAPSTone method. SOAPSTone analysis the test for the
following: Speaker, Occasion, Audience, Purpose, Subject and Tone. We then asked the youth to
create a poster illustrating their SOAPSTone analysis of one of the two poems. After the
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SOAPSTone, the youth watch another spoken word poem and I read them my name poem I
wrote that morning as another illustration for how they could write their own.
Day 9
On day nine, the youth read Los Sheecago Buls, a Central American story about a boy
named after Michael Jordan and who dreamed to go to the United States but whose story ended
tragically (Hernandez, 2017). The students wrote alternate endings, finished their name poems,
and started on their PhotoVoice project.
Day 10
On our final day, we reviewed with the youth everything they accomplished during the
two weeks in the program. Day ten was set up to be a freer day with celebratory stations set up.
We set up a station for them to make ice cream, paint their abstract portraits and to finish their
PhotoVoice projects. My co-facilitators and I wrote letters to each of the youth and put them in
small parting gift bags with snacks and fidget spinners.
These activities are also discussed throughout chapter four in conjunction with the final
findings.
Methods of Data Collection and Analysis
Data Collection
Data collection began during the Nuestra Escuelita Collaborative through observations,
audio recordings, and student generated artifacts and documents. Participant interviews were
conducted in August and October 2021 via zoom. Data from the program were generated and
collected each day of the collaborative. I only used the documents, artifacts, and recorded class
audio generated during the ELA hour of the program. I also only inquired about the ELA
activities during the interviews. For example, when I asked students during their interviews
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about the activities that were most impactful, I asked that they think of the ELA focused
activities. However, I also asked the students about their overall experience of the collaborative
and sometimes they pulled from general experience or experiences during the STEM hour. These
comments about their general experiences were also included in the data. The data included all
student generated artifacts and recorded class audio from both the morning and afternoon ELA
segments of the program. The artifacts were the students’ reflective notes and summaries, their
completed Power Flower worksheets, their Culture Posters, their name poems, their photovoice
projects, their Brown is Beautiful sheet with notes, and their painted abstract self-portraits. Their
reflective notes and summaries included their written summaries and personal responses to class
discussions, movies, interactive maps, poems and stories read, and class activities.
Semi-Structured Ethnographically Informed Student Interviews
I chose student interviews as one of my methods for data collection because they allowed
for me to inquire directly with the students about their experiences in the program. Madison
(2020) expressed the “beauty” of interviewing with a critical ethnographic lens. She wrote:
[It is] in the complex realms of individual subjectivity, memory, yearnings, polemics, and
hope that are unveiled and inseparable from shared and inherited expressions of
communal strivings, social history, and political possibility. The interview is a window to
individual subjectivity and collective belonging: I am because we are, and we are
because I am [emphasis in original]. (p. 35)
In this way, I wanted to get a deeper understanding of the students’ nuanced experiences through
an interview framed by questions inquiring about their perspectives, experiences, ideas, and
memories from the program with the hope that I could share their experiences with future
educators and other youth. The interviews I conducted were semi-structured which means I
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wrote questions to generate conversation around the students’ background, stories of their
experiences in school and in Nuestra Escuelita, and their perspective on the program in general
and about specific topics and activities. My interview protocol followed a general focus like
Madison’s description of personal narrative interviews and topical interviews. Madison
explained that personal narrative interviews seek to gain “an individual perspective of an event,
experience, or point of view,” whereas topical interviews encompass a focus on “a program,
issue, or a process” (p. 35). Critical ethnographically informed personal narrative and topical
interviews were an appropriate choice as one of my methods of data collection because they
allowed for me to gain the students perspective of the program. As such, the questions were
written with a focus on the students’ experiences, opinions, feelings as they related to their time
in our program.
I conducted the first interview with twelve of the fourteen participants and a second
member check interview with follow up questions with ten of the originally interviewed students.
The following are the students who participated in interview one: Ana, Araceli, Benicio, Diana,
Eduardo, Isabela, Leo, Linda, Luz, Miguel, Nelson, and Noe. I was unable to get a response from
Omar’s parents for the interviews, and Reina opted out of both interviews. For the second
interview, I contacted all twelve of the students interviewed during the first round of interviews
and all but two of them responded back to schedule. I was unable to get a response from Ana or
Linda to schedule their second interview. I contacted them a total of three times and then
determined that they were either not willing or able to participate in the second interview. The
interviews took place over zoom and were recorded. The audio from the recording were
uploaded to Otter.ai for automatic transcription and then I reviewed the autogenerated transcripts
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by listening to the audio and fixing any errors. Once finished, the transcripts were downloaded
from Otter, saved to my computer, and uploaded to NVivo coding software for analysis.
Participant Observation, Field Notes & Photo Documentation
Participant observation is observation of a group of people in a specific context within
which the researcher-observer is also a participant in the groups’ activities (DeWalt & DeWalt,
2011; Merriam, 2009). As a co-facilitator of the Nuestra Escuelita collaborative, I participated in
the space and led or supported the other co-facilitators in leading activities with the students
while also observing the participants behavior, comments, and dynamics. Daily, after each
session, I wrote field notes based on my observations and compiled the photographs taken. I
included descriptions of the students, the activities, their engagement with the activities, and
other insights based on the students and student-facilitator dynamics. Observations provided
firsthand insight into what happened in the context of the program. My cofacilitators and I also
took photographs of the classroom and students during activities. The photographs provided
another level of complexity to my observations allowing me to look more deeply at the activities
in action and selected moments in time. I added the photographs to a password protected album
after each day.
Student Generated Artifacts & Document
I included all the student generated documents and artifacts as part of the data for my
study. Bhattacharya (2017a) wrote “documents are used regularly to offer contextual and deep
understanding of the topic being studied. These documents could be things such as policies,
lesson plans, participants’ journals, letters, websites, or even visual materials such as photos” (p.
146). At the end of each day, before leaving Somos Unidos, I took photographs of all the
students’ work generated from each activity and organized them into locked notes on my iPhone.
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See Figures 6 -8. The notes were organized by each students’ pseudonym and categorized based
on whether they were in the morning or afternoon group. Within each student’s note I would add
the images of their work. I also took pictures of curricular material, such as the timeline activity,
and the board with teacher generated lists and instructional guides. These documents, as
Bhattacharya noted, provided context and a deeper understanding of the students’ experiences,
thoughts, beliefs, opinions, and learnings.
Figure 6. Data Folders in Notes App

Figure 7. Morning Student Group Data Notes in Notes App
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Figure 8. Morning Student Group Data Notes in Notes App

Class Audio Recordings
I recorded all four hours of both the morning and afternoon sessions for a total of eight
hours a day, for the ten days of the program. The audio data provided the opportunity for me to
return to the sessions and gain detailed insight into the interactions between students and
facilitators and into the space we created together, including our group dynamic. Having the
audio data also allowed me to crystallize my analysis of other data as well as provide details into
the context of activities and student experiences. The sessions were recorded using a Zoom H5 4track portable recorder. I had a total of eighty hours of recordings. At the end of each day, I
transferred the audio files to my password protected computer. The audio files were then
reviewed and edited to extract only the ELA segments of the program. The twenty hours of ELA
session recordings were uploaded to Otter.ai for automatic transcription and then the
autogenerated transcriptions were reviewed to fix errors. Once the transcripts were complete on
Otter, I downloaded the final transcripts onto my computer and uploaded them to NVivo Coding
Software for analysis. Table 5 illustrates the research questions and their supporting data.
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Table 5. Research questions and supporting data
Research Question (RQ) and
Sub Questions (SRQ)
RQ 1: What are the experiences of MLLs
during and in response to Nuestra Escuelita?
What do they say about these experiences?

Supporting Data
Student Generated Artifacts, Interviews, Class
transcriptions, Field notes

SRQ 1: How do MLLs explore, represent, and Student Generated Artifacts, Class audio
express their CLI generally, through creative
transcripts, Field notes
artefacts, and other assignments/activities
during Nuestra Escuelita Collaborative?
SRQ 2: What is the experience MLLs have
contributing to the Nuestra Escuelita
collaborative topics and guidelines? What do
they say about these experiences?

The photos of the written Guidelines, their
interview responses, Class audio transcripts,
field notes

SRQ 3: How do MLLs theorize about their
experiences in the Nuestra Escuelita
collaborative?

Interviews

Data Analysis
All the data were imported into NVivo coding software to support the analysis and
coding of the data. The data analysis was an iterative process using both inductive and deductive
analysis (Bingham & Witkowski, 2022; Grbich, 2013). Iterative refers to the continuous,
multiple, and simultaneous iterations of analysis and data collection that occur from the onset of
a research project and throughout all stages of the project. The deductive approach to my
analysis was informed by my research questions, the review of literature, and the interview
protocol. Bingham and Witkowski (2022) wrote “applications of deductive analysis vary, but can
include data organization, applying theory, and setting the stage for inductive
analysis…deductive practices help to organize the data, identify relevant data, and maintain
focus on the research questions” (p. 135). Per my research questions, literature review,
theoretical framework, and interview questions, I coded and categorized the data based on
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students’ identities, meaning-making experiences, experiences contributing to the collaborative
guidelines and topics, the students’ overall experience in the program, and their theorizing on the
experiences.
I also analyzed the data inductively which allowed for codes, concepts, categories, and
conceptual themes to emerge from the review of data. Because I was interested in what the
students’ experiences were, for the inductive approach, I primarily used in-vivo codes (not to be
confused with NVivo, the coding software) which were codes created using the participants’ own
words (Saldaña, 2021). In addition, I used descriptive codes to describe the data and to describe
categories of in-vivo codes. Bingham and Witkowski (2022) concluded that when used together
deductive and inductive analytical practices “provide a more complete perspective of the
phenomena being investigated” (p. 136). Further, I incorporated arts-based methods of analysis
specifically to analyze and represent the students’ feelings, opinions, and creative representations
(Barone & Eisner, 2012; Leavy, 2015). To illustrate the rigor of the study, I included multiple
sources of data from which I crystallized the findings. Crystallization is an aspect of qualitative
methodology that incorporates multiple methods of analysis and representation as well as
multiple genres which can be integrated into a single text or into various texts. Using
crystallization allows researchers to “[build] a rich and openly partial account of phenomena that
problematizes its own construction, highlights researchers’ vulnerabilities and positionality,
makes claims about socially constructed meanings, and reveals the indeterminacy of knowledge
claims even as it makes them” (Ellingson, 2009, p. 4). Crystallization allows for an
understanding that art and science are not opposites but rather the “[anchored] ends of a
methodological continuum” within which multiple varieties and combinations of qualitative
research and analysis exist (Ellingson, 2017). Crystallization underlies the decisions I made to
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integrate multiple qualitative methodologies and the ways in which I analyzed the data and
represented the findings. I also enhanced the rigor of my work by engaging in member checks.
During my second interview, when I had a solid list of categories, I reviewed them with the
youth to verify if they agreed with them as representative of their thoughts, feelings, and ideas.
In the next four sections, I describe my four phases of analysis in which I engaged in
multiple cycles of coding, categorizing, and conceptualizing the data. and ultimately determined
the four final findings and one overarching assertion to give meaning to the data.
Data Analysis Phase I
Data analysis began at the inception of data collection. The first phase of analysis in my
project included noticing and documenting initial thoughts and patterns observed, coding the
data using holistic and structural coding, and the splitting of the data into in vivo, concept, and
descriptive codes. The first cycle of phase I analysis included my initial thoughts and patterns
observed. This included also initial observations made when storing the photographic and audio
data. During the program after each day, I made notes of the students’ interactions and responses
in addition to documenting my general observations. Some of my observations included noting
smiling, laughter, and jokes that occurred between the students and facilitators. I also noticed the
ways in which they would have moments of quiet and concentration. I also noted the level of
engagement the students had with each activity. My notes also included descriptions of notable
teaching and learning moments and non-traditional facilitator and student engagement. They also
included my initial interpretations of my observations and other thoughts that occurred in
response to my observations. When I photographed their class generated work, I became aware
of their thoughts and insights when I read their responses, written reflections, and summaries.
For example, I noticed the labels they chose for themselves during the Power Flower activity and
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their thoughts about injustice through their movie reflections and their timeline post-it’s
responses. I also noticed patterns across the interviews before they were transcribed. In their
interviews, the students talked about feeling cared for as a description of their general experience
or that they had positive reactions to the collaborative nature of the program structure and the
YPAR component.
Based on the research questions and the interview protocol, I created nine deductive
codes to assist me in sorting the interview data into smaller, more manageable segments. Table 6
below is an example illustrating the connection between research questions, interview protocol,
and the deductive codes. These codes were both structural and holistic codes according to
Saldaña’s (2021) definitions. Saldaña explained that structural coding uses a “content-based or
conceptual phrase” based on a research topic to represent a segment of data (p. 129). Structural
coding is both a coding and categorizing process illustrating what is included in the code and
initiating the foundational work for subsequent detailed coding (Saldaña, 2021). Holistic codes
are very similar to structural codes in that they are also applied to larger segments of data using a
content generated phrase, but they also capture a sense of “the possible categories that may
develop subsequently” (Saldaña, 2021, p. 213).
Table 6. Research questions, deductive codes, & interview questions
RQ 2: What is the experience MLLs have contributing to the Nuestra Escuelita collaborative
topics and guidelines? What do they say about these experiences?
Deductive Code
Response to YPAR Components

Corresponding Interview Question(s)
What were the participatory aspects of the
Summer Camp like for you?
What was your experience in deciding on
community guidelines, writing name
poem, topics, and doing the activities?
How would your regular school experience
change or be different if you had the
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opportunity to make decisions like you did
in the Summer Camp?

In this second cycle of phase I analysis, I used these initial deductive codes not only to
help me to remember the general topic within them but also to guide me in the subsequent
direction I wanted to move with the coding. For example, I created the code “Response to YPAR
Components” not only reminded me that the interview data within were the comments the
students made about being able to contribute to the community guidelines, but also to help me
think forward about what the students’ comments said about their experiences in the program
which was something I moved towards in the next cycle of phase I coding.
The third cycle of phase I analysis moved towards splitting the data even further at a
granular level using an inductive analytical approach allowing for codes to emerge from the data.
During this cycle, I read through the data more closely, applying descriptive, concept, in vivo,
and emotion codes to smaller segments of the data. I used descriptive codes to capture connected
segments of the data across all the interviews. Saldaña (2021) explained that “descriptive coding
assigns basic labels to data to provide an inventory of their topics,” while “concept coding
extracts and labels ‘big picture’ ideas suggested by the data” (p. 129). For example, for the data
that reflected the students talking about moments when they experienced racism either firsthand
or observed, I used the initial deductive, structural/holistic code “Discrimination” from cycle 2 to
create the cycle 3, descriptive code “Discrimination/Racism” as a higher-level code to indicate
the main topic of the data within. However, I then created the concept codes “Reflecting on
discrimination/racism (experienced)” and “Reflecting on discrimination/racism (seen)” to give a
clearer picture of what the data represented. This process of creating descriptive and concept
codes helped to separate the data into smaller segments from the larger ones created during the
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first cycle of analysis. It also allowed me to group multiple interconnected data together across
participants and to have a descriptive and conceptual reminder of the topic of inquiry.
In the next step of cycle three of phase I analysis, I read the data, selected salient words
or phrases that connected to the topic of inquiry and created a new code with in the NVivo
software project. The codes that used the students’ exact words were Saldaña’s (2021) in vivo
codes. Saldaña noted that in vivo codes “draw from the participant’s own language for codes” (p.
129). He continued by explaining the following:
The root meaning of in vivo is ‘in that which is alive,’ and as a code refers to a word or
short phrase from the actual language found in the qualitative data record…[and] is
appropriate for virtually all qualitative studies but particularly…studies that prioritize and
honor the participant’s voice. (p. 137-138)
I chose to use in vivo codes primarily because of the YPAR methodological foundations of my
research design and the fact that in vivo codes foreground the students’ voices. Saldaña
explained that “the child and adolescent voice are often marginalized, and coding with their
actual words enhances and deepens an adult’s understanding of their discourses, cultures, and
worldviews” (p. 138). Examples of in vivo codes can be seen in Tables 7 and 8 below.
Continuing with the example of the descriptive code “Reflecting on discrimination/racism
(experienced)” in the previous paragraph, an example of an in vivo code that was selected among
the data within that particular descriptive code is the following: “The teacher be like ‘Don’t
speak Spanish, I don’t know what you’re saying.” Tables 7 and 8 below illustrates the process of
these cycles of Phase I analysis.
Table 7. Example coding cycle process
Analysis Phase and Cycle

Code Type

Structural Codes & Subcodes
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Phase I, Cycle 2

Deductive, Descriptive,
Structural/Holistic

Response to YPAR Components

Phase I, Cycle 3

Inductive, In
Vivo/Emotion, Splitting

Felt Important

Phase I, Cycle 3

Inductive, In Vivo,
Splitting

Like a community

Phase I, Cycle 3

Inductive, In Vivo,
Splitting

Like a family

Phase I, Cycle 3

Inductive, In Vivo,
Splitting

Like I had a voice

Table 8. Example coding cycle process
Analysis Phase

Code Type

Structural Codes & Subcodes

Phase I, Cycle 2

Deductive, Descriptive,
Structural/Holistic

Discrimination

Phase I, Cycle 3

Inductive. Descriptive

Discrimination/Racism

Phase I, Cycle 3

Inductive, Concept,
Splitting

Phase I, Cycle 3

Inductive, In Vivo,
Splitting

Phase I, Cycle 3

Inductive, Concept,
Splitting

Phase I, Cycle 3

Inductive, In Vivo,
Splitting

Reflecting on discrimination/racism
(experienced)
The teacher be like ‘Don’t speak Spanish, I
don’t know what you’re saying
Reflecting on discrimination/racism (seen)

My mom goes to the store and nobody's willing
to help her

Some of the in vivo codes were simultaneously emotion codes because while they were
the students’ exact words, they also represented the students’ emotional experiences. Using an
emotion code lens when pulling the in vivo codes added a depth to the data and the students’
voices, painting a more detailed picture of their experiences. Saldaña (2021) explained, “emotion
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coding [taps] into the inner cognitive systems of participants…[and] labels the feelings
participants may have experienced” (p. 159). The following are a few examples of emotion/in
vivo codes from Table 9 below: “I feel upset,” “This makes me feel angry,” “Me siento mal [I
feel bad].” The actual words selected for the codes emerged out of the data as an inductive
process in which patterns, repetitions, strong messages were noted as significant and salient and
were then assigned a code. Yet there was a deductive element with all my analysis, in that my
focus on the data was constantly filtered through the lens of the research questions and my
theoretical framework.
Table 9. Illustration of Analysis Phases from Initial Coding to Categories
Analysis Phase

Code Type

Code

Phase II, Cycle 1

Category,
Descriptive

Positive Experience

Phase I, Cycle 3

Descriptive

Felt respected

Phase I, Cycle 3

In Vivo/
Emotion

It made me feel like
I was respected

Phase II, Cycle 1

Category,
Descriptive

Phase I, Cycle 3

In Vivo/
Emotion

Me siento mal [I
feel bad]

Phase I, Cycle 3

In Vivo/
Emotion

Feel upset

Phase I, Cycle 3

In Vivo/
Emotion

This makes me feel
angry

Heavy Feelings (And
questions)

Notes/Memos
This category emerged out of
descriptive and in vivo codes
related to the youth’s
connection to care/safety

This also emerged from their
responses to the timeline
activity and the movies

Next, I analyzed the artifacts and class transcripts in a similar way. The artifacts were
captured in photographs and were analyzed for the content of the text on them. I applied the
same coding methods to them as described above for the interview transcripts, also noting the
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activity or reason behind the creation of each artifact. For example, when coding the students
written reflections in response to the timeline activity, I used a descriptive code “Timeline” to
ensure I remembered the context in which the subsequent subcodes were created. In fact, the
examples of emotions/in vivo codes in the previous paragraph are from the students’ written
reflections on post it’s in the timeline activity. Each of the three cycles within Phase I analysis
discussed in this section were repeated multiple times with the interviews data, the artifacts, and
class transcriptions. Mihas (2022) explained that “first-cycle coding invites us to attend to what
topics dwell in the data – an inventory of sorts – and second-cycle coding allows us to go further
in addressing what topics mean across data” (p. 275). While engaging in the cycles in phase I
analysis, categories and conceptual themes began to emerge and overlap, which is when phase II,
categorizing and theming began. In the next section I discuss the categorization and conceptual
theme building as part of phase II of data analysis.
Data Analysis Phase II
Phase II of analysis involved categorizing and theming the data. This included
interpreting and grouping the smaller, more granular in vivo and emotion codes into connected
categories. The categories were then regrouped to create another level of categories which were
then regrouped again to create major conceptual themes that became the initial findings for this
study of the data. The initial findings then guided the writing of a first draft of the findings. In
this section I walk the reader through the steps within Phase II analysis which involved the
interpreting the data towards the development of categories which ultimately led to the creation
of conceptual themes.
Categories were created as I grouped the in vivo and emotion codes together,
synthesizing meaning and experiences across the data. Mihas (2022) wrote, “As we move along
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the qualitative research life cycle, we are faced with the task of interpreting textual data and
codes, of identifying larger meaning lurking in the narrative (p. 275). Identifying meaning was
the process of looking across the data and interpreting it while also building it back up after
having sorted and separated it into smaller and smaller segments. I used focused coding to create
categories that combined in vivo and descriptive codes into larger segments of meaning. Saldaña
(2021) wrote, “focused coding searches for the most frequent or significant codes to develop the
most salient categories in the data corpus and ‘requires decisions about which initial codes make
the most analytic sense” (p. 303). Categories represent synthesizing codes that connect, relate,
and overlap in ways that move towards abstraction. This can also be understood as a process to
“code the code” (Saldaña, 2021, p. 292).
During the building of categories, I was seeking to answer the interpretive question “So
what?” of the data, a question that both Saldaña (2021) and Mihas (2022) indicate push analysis
towards interpretation. “So what?” is the question I asked myself about the data and then
subsequently about the categories. Mihas explained “Interpretation answers the question, ‘So
what?’ In a horizontal analysis, we look across data for what holds stories together, for
configurations that suggest meaningful coherence across multiple experiences and realities” (p.
275). My answer to “So what?” led me to create categories such as “Positive Experience” which
was built from descriptive and in vivo codes such as “Felt respected,” “It made me feel like I was
respected,” and “It made us feel like we have a voice, we could talk our opinions.” Another
example is the category “Heavy Feelings” which pulled together codes such as “Me siento mal [I
feel bad]” and “This makes me feel angry.” Table 9 above illustrates these coding process of the
first cycle of creating categories.
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After the first cycle of creating categories, I started the process over again for cycle 2,
reviewing the categories and the codes within, searching for even deeper meaning and more
abstractions, asking and seeking answers to more in depth questions like “How do these
categories connect and overlap?”; “What nuances or distinctions exist between and among these
categories and codes?”; and “How do the categories represent the youth and their experiences?”
At this point, I reached back again to my research questions and theory to support my thinking
towards finding meaning in the data. In doing so, I was reminded that one of the central topics of
inquiry was an inquiry into the students’ experiences and that my framework pulled from
Anzaldúa’s theory of conocimiento, a process of connection, reflection, and transformation. With
this reminder, I began to see smaller groupings of categories emerge. For example, when
thinking about the students’ experiences coupled with the idea of connection in conocimiento,
the category “Connection to Care thru safety & belonging” emerged absorbing the previous
categories “Positive experience” and “Authentic care was a new and rare experience” and the
codes within. Another example is the category “Shadow Work” which was formed out a
remembering of Anzaldúa’s (2015) notion of shadow work to mean grappling with difficult
emotions and experiences as part of our work towards healing and transformation. The “Shadow
Work” category pulled together the previous categories “Heavy feelings” and “Experiences with
Racism” and the codes within. Table 10 below illustrates the second cycle of creating categories.
Table 10. Illustration of Phase II Cycle 2 Analysis from of Categories
Analysis Phase &
Cycle
Phase II, Cycle 2

Code Type
Category,
Conceptual

Code
Connection to Care
thru safety &
belonging

Notes/Memos
Safe space, care & Authentic
Connection interconnect in a
synergistic relationship where
once students felt safe, they felt
an authentic connection. While
simultaneously when the
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teachers expressed and
demonstrated authentic care for
students, the students felt
connected and therefore safe.
Positive Experience

This category emerged out of
descriptive and in vivo codes
related to the youth’s
connection to care/safety

Phase II, Cycle 1

Category,
Descriptive

Phase II, Cycle 1

Category,
Descriptive

Phase II, Cycle 2

Category,
Conceptual

Shadow Work

Phase II, Cycle 1

Category,
Descriptive

Heavy Feelings (And This also emerged from their
questions)
responses to the timeline
activity and the movies

Phase II, Cycle 1

Category,
Descriptive

Experiences with
Racism

Authentic care was a This category emerged out of
new, rare experience descriptive & in vivo codes
where students talked about the
contrast between their school
experiences and experiences at
Nuestra Escuelita
This emerged out of
combination of their reflections
on racism, their response/heavy
feelings to the timeline activity

This pulled from all codes on
discrimination and racism

In the second cycle of category building in Phase II analysis, I also began to engage in
arts-based methods from which I drew upon the emotion codes in the data. Saldaña (2022)
explained that analysis that draws from the arts brings “emotion to the forefront” (p. 329). In this
way, I pulled together multiple in vivo/emotion codes from the data to create two poetic
representations of the students’ experiences, thoughts, and feelings. Leavy (2015) wrote,
“Somewhere between word and music, poems open a space to represent data in ways that for
some researchers, are attentive to multiple meanings, identity work, and accessing subjugated
perspective” (p. 78). I approached the creation of the poems represented in the data and more
importantly, the students’ voices as a means to illustrate their identity work and shadow work,
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their processing of difficult feelings and information, and their perspective on their subjugated
histories. Leavy indicated that “participant-voiced poetry can also be used during analysis as a
strategy for building trustworthiness into the data” (p. 82). The students’ words used to create the
poems merged with my conceptualization of their experiences to illustrate a depth and
crystallization of the students’ experiences. Leavy wrote “Interpretive poetry [emphasis in
original] is understood as a method of merging the participant’s words with the researchers’
perspective [offering] researchers a new way to account for merging the ‘voice’ of their
participants with their own insights (p. 82). This process occurred as I sought the best way to
illustrate the students “Shadow work” as part of their experience in the program. The arts-based
analysis and representation of the students’ words in the data allowed for a chorus of their voices
to be foregrounded through the lens of my interpretation.
In the third cycle of Phase II analysis, I developed conceptual themes by grouping
together various categories, moving towards the initial findings. Again, this occurred as a process
of reading through the data and asking myself what the categories were telling me about the
students’ experiences. At this stage, I also continued to revisit the research questions and my
theoretical framework to help guide my thinking. These themes and concepts emerged as a way
to bring wholistic meaning to the data (Saldaña, 2021). Saldaña wrote:
Themes are not descriptions but researcher interpretations that summarize our beliefs
about the data… [they bring] meaning and identity to a recurrent [patterned] experience
and its variant manifestations. As such, a theme captures and unifies the nature or basis of
the experience into a meaningful whole. (p. 258)
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I was tasked with staying true to the data, the participants’ words, and their experiences, while
also constructing conceptual themes through which the data could be represented. Mihas (2022)
explained:
The tension of interpretation lies in this dual process, in the quest to privilege the
participant’s view to the extent possible while also constructing concepts that tie their
stories to the individualistic accounts of others… In conceptualizing a phenomenon, we
are ‘reaching up to construct abstraction and simultaneously reaching down to tie these
abstractions to data. (p. 276)
As I dove deeper into the data, I had to simultaneously pull my view back out to the larger
meanings and listen further for answers to my inquiry. This stage of the analysis involved a
cyclical process of theorizing, crystallizing, representing, and drafting a narrative of the data.
Checking back again and again with the theory and research questions, reviewing the categories
that were formed across the multiple sources of data collected, I ultimately created the following
four initial findings: Connection to community, care, and heritage; Personal Activation through
shadow work and shifts; Inspiration to change; and Imagination towards new futures. Connection
to community, care, and heritage drew from categories such as “Connection to community,”
“Connection to Care thru safety & belonging,” and “Connection to heritage.” Personal
Activation was first pulled from the category “Transformation” but subsequently also formed out
of the categories “Shadow Work” and “Shifts.” Inspiration to change also drew from the
category transformation which had as a sub-category within it called “Changed-Inspired.”
Finally, the initial finding of Imagination towards new futures pulled from the categories “Ideas”
and “Theories.” With these four initial findings, the data was crystalized across all their sources
into multiple dimensions. Based on these initial findings, I wrote a first draft of chapter four.
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However, as I reviewed the draft based on the initial findings, I could sense a slightly different
conceptualization to conveying the meaning and experiences of the students which involved
another cycle or reviewing the conceptual themes and another round of theorizing. This brought
me to Phase III of my data analysis which is discussed in the next section. Table 11 below
illustrates these final two cycles of Phase II in which I developed the initial findings from
conceptual themes built upon conceptual categories.
Table 11. Illustration of Phase II Cycle 3 Analysis from of Categories
Analysis Phase &
Cycle

Code Type

Category/Theme/Finding

Phase II, Cycle 3

Conceptual Theme/
Initial Finding

Connection to community, care, and
heritage

Phase II, Cycle 2

Category, Conceptual

Connection to Care thru safety & belonging

Phase II, Cycle 2

Category, Conceptual

Connection to heritage

Phase II, Cycle 1

Category, Descriptive

Cultural & Linguistic Identities

Phase II, Cycle 1

Category, Descriptive

Historical Context and Ancestors

Phase II, Cycle 3

Conceptual Theme/
Initial Finding

Personal Activation through shadow work
and shifts

Phase II, Cycle 2

Category, Conceptual

Transformation

Phase II, Cycle 2

Category, Conceptual

Shadow Work

Phase II, Cycle 2

Category, Conceptual

Shifts

Phase II, Cycle 3

Conceptual Theme/
Initial Finding

Inspiration to change

Phase II, Cycle 2

Category, Conceptual

transformation
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Phase II, Cycle 2

Category, Conceptual

Changed-Inspired

Phase II, Cycle 3

Conceptual Theme/
Initial Finding

Imagination towards new futures

Phase II, Cycle 2

Category, Conceptual

Ideas

Phase II, Cycle 2

Category, Conceptual

Theories

Data Analysis Phase III
My theoretical framework coupled with the initial findings provided the foundation from
which I was able to create the final four findings from the data. This process involved another
cycle of reviewing the data that led to yet another cycle of interpretation of the initial primary
conceptual themes with another application of the theories framing the study. Through the
process, I was careful to maintain my integrity and keep in the forefront my responsibilities to
my participants and to authentically representing their experiences and ideas as presented in the
data. Mihas (2022) reminded me “Interpretation is a privileged act and one that we should not
take lightly” (p. 276). As such, I looked more closely to Anzaldúa’s (2015) theory from which
much of my framework pulled, and asked myself again “What were the experiences the students
had?” “What meaning can be found in these experiences?” and “How did the students’
experiences connect to the theory?” One of the thoughts that kept reoccurring to me was the
“heritage” aspect of the initial finding “Connection to community, care, and heritage” was more
than just a connection or even reconnection simply to their heritage. In my earlier coding
“Heritage” originally pulled from the categories “Cultural & Linguistic Identities” and
“Historical Context and Ancestors.” “Cultural & Linguistic Identities” included the students’
analysis and exploration of their cultural and linguistic identities, and the category “Historical
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Context and Ancestors” explored the students’ experiences with the new knowledge gained
about their historical context and ancestors. I determined that their experiences thinking about,
talking about, and exploring their cultural and linguistic identities needed to be prioritized as its
own finding, separated out of the “Connection to community, care, and heritage” finding while
also removing the experience of gaining historical knowledge. I made this decision based on the
fact that one of my supporting research questions is explicitly focused on understanding the
students’ expression and exploration of their CLI. As such, their identity exploration needed to
be established on its own and became the second final finding “Reweaving Tapestries of Identity
and Heritage.” I felt that this newly conceptualized theme more rigorously represented the
students’ experiences and more fully answered the research question.
Another major shift occurred in what was originally the second initial finding “Personal
Activation” which subsequently formed the third final finding “Activating Critical
Consciousness.” This newly conceptualized third finding pulled from the “Historical Context and
Ancestors” category that was previously part of “Connection to community, care, and heritage”
and from the sub-categories “Shadow work” and “Personal Shifts.” Drawing from these
categories, the third finding was reconceptualize into its final form, “Activating Critical
Consciousness.” Throughout my analysis I had a “critical consciousness” category but wavered
back and forth about whether it was to be conceptualized as a final finding as representative of
the students experience or more part of the discussion of the students’ experiences. As I
connected back to the process of conocimiento, I was reminded that awaking critical
consciousness comes out of the experience of exploring and grappling with subjugated histories,
shadows, and personal shifts. Therefore, the third finding was conceptualized.
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Next, I looked back at the first finding “Connections to community and care” and chose
to reword it to emphasize the students’ reflections of their feelings and decided that the first
finding reflected the students’ “Feeling connections of community and care.” While subtle in its
rephrasing, I believe the meaning shifted to highlight their feelings and emphasize that they were
feelings that connected them within the sense of community and care they experienced. These
shifts in the first finding and the creation of a new second finding were continuously undergirded
by the Anzaldúa’s (2015) theory of conocimiento and its theorizing on the connectivity of
nepantleras and the ways in which they connect into their identities, explore their fragments, and
put themselves back together in new form.
Lastly, I examined the original third and fourth initial findings “Inspiration to Change”
and “Imagination Towards New Futures” and determined that they worked nicely merged
together to become one finding “Inspiration for Change & Imagining a Decolonial Vision.” I
reviewed the categories and codes from which I had originally pulled for these initial two
findings and determined that the students were inspired with ideas of change and their theories
and ideas of new educational futures connected with the decolonial four-pronged theory
discussed in Chapter 2. What I determined was that their vision for educational futures was a
decolonial one. Making the connection between the study’s overarching decolonial framework
and the students vision brought me to my final phase of data analysis, the creation of my
overarching assertion. My assertion conceptualized the students’ experience as represented
across all four final findings. In the next section, I will discuss the fourth phase of analysis and
how I determined my final assertion. Figure 9 is a flowchart illustrating how I transitioned from
my initial findings to my final findings as discussed in this section.
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Figure 9. Transition of initial findings to final findings

Data Analysis Phase IV
My overarching assertion is that the students’ experiences while attending Nuestra
Escuelita was a decolonial journey of wholeness and humanity. I present the final findings in
detail with support from the data in Chapter 4 and discuss what the overarching assertion means
and how it connects to the final findings in Chapter 5. However, I briefly mention the assertion
here from an analytical perspective and to illustrate the full process of my methods of data
analysis from the beginning of the data collection to the writing of the findings and to developing
an assertion. Developing the overarching assertion occurred after having drafted the majority of
the findings in a narrative for Chapter 4. However, as a last step of thoroughly applying theory
and in answering the research questions, I unearthed the idea that the students in my study
courageously opened themselves up to the joys and challenges within Nuestra Escuelita and were
able to have a more whole and human experience with education. I took this realization and
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conceptualization, grounded it in conocimiento, and applied it to the findings. In turn, I
determined that their experience was a decolonial journey of wholeness and humanity that
mirrored the seven stages of Anzaldúa’s (2015) conocimiento. All four phases of the data
analysis process are illustrated in Figure 10 below.
Figure 10. Phases of data collection

Ethical Considerations
When working with human participants in empirical research, particularly research that
seeks to address historically traumatic topics such as colonization, slavery, and racism through
personal experiences, it is extremely important to maintain a high level of ethical integrity. As
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such, this study was reviewed by the Institutional Review Board and was not conducted until it
was approved. In addition, and as a result of being housed at Somos Unidos, we had access to
licensed therapists with whom the students could have met with if they had had a trauma
response. Thankfully, there were no obvious or immediate instances as such. Further, all
participants’ privacy was strictly protected using pseudonyms and oral consent forms. Participant
key charts continue to be kept separately from the data.
As with all research working with consistently marginalized youth, I remain aware of the
ethical dilemma of how research is inherently laden with unequal power dynamics and benefits.
In their article, “Using Others in the Nicest Possible Way,” Henderson and Esposito (2018)
remind researchers of the ethical dilemmas and situations to consider when researching people
and their lives, particularly vulnerable populations. I seek to remember that no one has asked for
this research and that I am responsible for how the research is presented. Yet I am also aware of
the inequities in the school system and hope to provide research-based implications for making
education more just and equitable.
Conclusion
In this chapter, I reviewed the research design, methodologies, context, pedagogical
context that was the Nuestra Escuelita collaborative, and the methods of data collection and
analysis. This research project drew upon critical ethnographic, arts-based, youth participatory
action research (YPAR) approaches. These combined approaches allowed for the exploration of
MLLs’ experiences as they learned about and made sense of their CLI in the context of a
multimodal, multiliteracies, ethnic studies, arts-based collaborative called Nuestra Escuelita. The
Nuestra Escuelita collaborative was a two-week, out-of-school, summer program during which
students participated actively in writing community guidelines and in learning about their
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subjugated cultural and historical context in the U.S. while also producing arts-based artefacts as
part of the YPAR pedagogical design. I note that the goal of most YPAR studies is to culminate
in a form of youth led research which typically results in social or political action. Yet, most
YPAR projects are often longitudinal with more time spent with the youth than the time my cofacilitators and I had with the youth in Nuestra Escuelita. As such, I emphasize that the YPAR
approach in this project was both pedagogical in the creation and facilitation of Nuestra Escuelita
and methodological with the research approach being grounded in YPAR principals of centering
the students’ experiences and their critical consciousness.
Methods of data collection included semi-structured ethnographically informed student
interviews, participant observation, field notes, photo documentation, student generated artifacts
and documents, class audio recordings. Methods of data analysis included four phases of
analysis, each with multiple cycles within. The phases of data analysis moved through a process
of initial deductive coding; inductive coding including descriptive, concept, in vivo and emotion
coding; categorizing the codes; and developing conceptual themes from the data. The process of
analysis culminated in conceptualizing four final primary themes which became the final
findings and crystallizing an overarching assertion of meaning within the data. The final
findings, presented in detail in Chapter four with support from the data are: Feeling connections
of community and care; Reweaving tapestries of identity and heritage; Activating critical
consciousness, Inspiration for change and imagining a decolonial Vision. My overarching
assertion is that the youth had a decolonial journey of wholeness and humanity that paralleled
Anzaldúa’s (2015) seven stages of conocimiento.
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4

FINDINGS

We’re each composed of information, billions of bits of cultural knowledge
superimposing many different categories of experience…As our bodies interact with
internal and external, real and virtual, past and present environments, people, and objects
around us, we weave (tejemos), and are woven into, our identities. Identity, as
consciously and unconsciously created, is always in process—self interacting with
different communities and worlds.
– Anzaldúa, Light in the Dark/Luz en lo Oscuro
Introduction
The students who attended Nuestra Escuelita engaged in critical identity and heritage
work much like that found in ethnic studies courses. What this means is that our relational
approach foregrounded the youths’ humanity with an intent to create a safe learning environment
while the curriculum sought to integrate critical literacies grounded in uncovering the colonial
and racist histories of the U.S. As discussed in the methodology section and woven throughout
this chapter, the students learned about their subjugated histories, explored their identities, and
reflected on their experiences in school and in the collaborative. As they journeyed through the
days of the program, they grappled with the colonial legacies found in history and in their current
school experience. They also lived, as part of our program, an alternative to what an educational
experience could be like if their cultural and linguistic identities (CLI) and their histories were
centered. Centering their CLI and histories means that we actively invited them to speak
whatever language they preferred, we incorporated activities, topics and texts that gave them
opportunities to reflect on and learn about their cultures, identities, languages, and history. Their
experiences reflect an overarching decolonial journey towards healing, wholeness, and humanity
that involved a process much like Anzaldúa’s (2015) seven stages of conocimiento. This journey
is reflected in the four primary findings: 1) feeling connections of community and care; 2)
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reweaving the tapestries of their identities and heritage; 3) activating critical consciousness
through historical learnings, shadow work and shifts toward power; and 4) feeling inspiration for
change and imagining a decolonial vision for new educational futures.
The following is a brief explanation of the findings. 1) The students’ connections of
community and care were through relationship and community building intentionally cultivated
in the program. The students were able to experience an ethic of authentic care in the community
and felt as if they were with family while attending the program. 2) Reweaving the tapestries of
their identities and heritage was illustrated through their work exploring, representing, and
making sense of their cultural and linguistic identities as part of the program activities. The
students learned about and applied new or previous identity labels, reflected on significant
cultural practices and symbols, and engage with bilingual, multimodal texts.
3) Activating critical consciousness was evidenced through the new perspectives and
knowledge gained through learning about the 1969 Chicanx student walkout, the 2010 banning
of ethnic studies in Arizona, the Mexican American War, BIPOC history and exploring Chicanx
and Afro-Latinx stories and poetry. The development of critical consciousness was also found in
the shadow work and personal shifts experienced and expressed by the students. Shadow work is
a process of exploring and reflecting on the challenging, complicated experiences, knowledge,
and issues with which a person engages in their life for the purposes of personal and community
growth (Anzaldúa, 2009; Bhattacharya, 2017b). Their shadow work involved grappling with
difficult feelings, ones that I describe as being heavy, that emerged as they gained knowledge
about the history of oppression and racism in the U.S. and as they reflected on their own
experiences of racism. Their shifts included activating their voices and reflecting on their
experiences in school. They did this by forming their own opinions related to the historic
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injustices they learned and by reflecting on lived or observed racist experiences. 4) The students’
inspiration for change was found in their expressions of wanting to take action of some kind after
completing the Nuestra Escuelita program. They expressed that they wanted to make changes in
their schools or learn more about the program topics. Finally, the students had opportunities to
imagine a decolonial vision for new educational futures which included theorizing on how
education could be different for bilingual Latinx students like themselves.
In the next four main sections and subsections, I illustrate through support from the data,
these four final findings and their subthemes. The findings represent a journey in which the
students experienced a sense of healing, wholeness, and humanity with intersecting layers of
connection, activation, inspiration, and imagination. The layers that are the findings overlapped
with each other. For example, in the moments represented in the data where I saw that the
students were exploring and rethinking their cultural and linguistic identities, I also saw how
those experiences coupled with gaining new knowledge about their historical contexts activated
the shadow work in which they reflected on challenging moments in their lives. In turn, the
experience of reflection and shadow work circled them back to a sense of connection which
further opened spaced for inspiration and imagination. While I have delineated the findings into
four primary sections, they were not linear, nor did they occur in isolation of one another but
rather were a crystallization of the students intertwining and layered experiences as illustrated in
the data presented in this chapter. This chapter focuses primarily on the findings whereas
Chapter 5 will discuss the interconnections between the findings, Anzaldúa’s Conocimiento, and
their decolonial journey towards healing, wholeness, and humanity.
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Feeling Connections of Community and Care
In this section, I discuss the ways in which the students’ experienced connections of
community and care. I noted throughout the data that the students talked about or made
comments regarding the connection they felt with our program community as participants in the
collaborative and that they felt a sense of authentic care from the facilitators. Their connection to
each other and the facilitators was found in their experience co-writing the community
guidelines, building relationships, and feeling like the group was a familiar community and a
family. The students expressed their feelings of authentic care when answering the interview
questions, “What was it like for you when we told you we loved you?,” “If you believed that we
meant it, what did we do that showed you we meant it?” and “How would you describe the
program to a friend?”
Connection to Community
The students’ connections to community were represented in three main themes. These
themes include their responses to co-writing the community guidelines which ultimately shaped
the camp space, schedule, and activities; their reflections on the relationship building in the
collaborative; and the ways in which they viewed everyone in the collaborative as friends or
family.
“It made me feel like a boss”: Community Guidelines
As described above in Chapter 3 Methodology, we named our collaborative, “Nuestra
Escuelita” and emphasized throughout the week that it is ours, with an emphasis that it was just
as much the students’ collaborative as it was ours as the facilitators. For example, my cofacilitator, Neftali asked both groups why they thought we called the program Nuestra Escuelita.
Students responded with their understanding that it is theirs and ours collectively. Further, he
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shared with both groups that it was a space they were going to help create. Neftali told the
morning group:
We are here to create a space together where y’all going to decide what goes on in here
and y’all get to help us shape this into what you need it to be. You guys have a voice. It’s
your education at the end of the day, right? You should be able to decide for your
education. So just make sure you do that. Right? Don’t be afraid to raise your voice,
don’t be afraid to disagree with us. We’re not here to be dictators. We’re here to learn
from you. And give you something to learn also, right? We’re gonna teach you and
you’re going to teach us and we’re learning from each other.
In the afternoon, he explained to the group the following:
What we’re building together, we’re building our own classroom, Nuestra Escuelita. We
are making decisions together about what this space is going to look like for the next two
weeks. It’s important that you take ownership of your education.
We made it clear to the students that they were collaborators with us in shaping foundational
aspects of the collaborative. The students in turn were able to connect into the community we
were building together.
As part of inviting the students to shape Nuestra Escuelita and part of the YPAR design
of the study, the students contributed to writing the community guidelines and suggesting topics
about which they wanted to learn over the two weeks of the program. The students were given
individual white boards on which they wrote their ideas. While writing their ideas for the
guidelines, the students were quiet and focused. Some were whispering about their ideas to each
and giggling in response. When we asked them to share, they were slow to speak in front of the
group. Neftali and Alma called on some of them to share, a couple shared on their own, and the
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rest showed us what they had written on their boards. We used their ideas to shape the structure
of their time and to create lessons. For example, the group suggested Latino history, astronomy,
math, and architecture as some of the topics to integrate into the program. We were able to
integrate all their suggested topics within the ELA and STEM sections of the program. They also
collectively agreed that they wanted to have breaks, to play outside, and to be able to use the
restroom and get water as needed. These requests were woven into the structure of the program.
The youth requested that the activities be active, hands-on, and fun which meant that they could
actively participate and not be in their seats the whole time, all of which were integral parts of
how we designed our activities. Lastly, the group collectively discussed and agreed that we
should communicate with respect, honesty, and accountability which meant to not speak over
each other and to listen and speak up if they had a concern. The words the students used to
describe what it meant to respect and listen to each other were “communication,” “support,”
“stand up for him,” “don’t yell,” “talk to you,” “let us talk,” “don’t talk over them,” and “wait.”
Figure 11. Community Guidelines AM
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Figure 12. Community Guidelines PM

During their interviews, the students were asked what it was like being invited to
contribute to the community guidelines and curricular topics. The students expressed feeling like
they had “control,” “privilege,” that they were “respected,” “important,” and that they
“mattered,” which in turn made them feel as if they were creating their own educational program
and as if we were a community. Eight of fourteen students expressed a variation of how
contributing to the guidelines and curricular topics gave them a sense of inclusion and authority.
Araceli shared the following that illustrates she had a sense of authority as part of her
contribution to the collaborative. She explained, “It felt like we, I'm not saying that we had all
the control, but like we actually had like the authority to do things.” Luz, Benicio, Noe, Leo, and
Miguel all noted in a variety of ways that it felt positive to have their opinions and ideas
included. Luz explained:
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It was like really good, I think, because we got to share the ways we learned better.
Instead of 'oh, you have to learn it this way. And this way only.' We got to share, like the
ways we like learn best and give opinions on how we want to learn things.
Linda explained boldly that she felt “like a boss,” and “respected,” when we invited her to
contribute. She said:
It made me feel like a boss. Like, students, they don't get asked, ‘what do you want to
do?’ Or ‘what do you want to learn about’ or ‘what rules do I want to have in this
environment?’ So just getting to ask that made me feel comfortable. And like a safe space
and being respected. It was a safe environment to learn.
When asked what his experience having his ideas included in the creation of the community
guidelines, Noe replied, “Good, because we could choose, like, what we want to learn and what
rules to make. I felt like y'all were wanting to know how we felt about something. And like our
opinion mattered.” Diana explained that contributing to the collaborative not only gave her a
sense of power and privilege, but it was different from her school experience and made Nuestra
Escuelita feel like a community. She said:
It's like y'all were giving us the privilege or the responsibility to tell y’all or to show y'all.
Cuz in school, they wouldn't do that. They will mostly just tell, they wouldn't want
students to say anything. But with y'all, it's like y'all gave us privilege to say, 'Oh, we
want you to teach us this,' 'oh we want you to give us this' like, in a nice way, in a more,
like, in a more, um, I don't know how to say it, in a more community way basically.
Araceli felt important being able to contribute to the collaborative and echoed Diana’s sentiment
that doing so connected her to a sense of community. She explained, “But like, over at Nuestra
Escuela, we were took into consideration. And it made me feel like we were just important. And
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we all just built up the community. And like the environment.” Contributing to the guidelines
gave the students the opportunity to invest in their experience in Nuestra Escuelita that not only
helped shape its design but also gave them a sense of ownership and connection.
“He knew that we were smart”: Relationship Building
The students emphasized the various ways in which we collectively built relationships
and that the relationships created in the collaborative were deeper than typically experienced at
school. They particularly highlighted the facilitators’ behaviors as expressions of authentic care
that contributed towards the sense of community. They noted that they felt we were relatable and
patient, they emphasized how we helped them, and that they felt like we would have their
‘backs.’ For example, during a discussion about their experiences at school, Noe shared that he
felt as if some of his teachers were “racist.” Neftali responded by telling Noe not only that he
believed him but also that he would support Noe if the teacher was racist towards him. Neftali
said:
Oh, I've heard stories from [high school name]. So, listen, you let me know when I need
to go like square up with your teacher. No tengo verguenza. [I have no shame.] Lemme
know, lemme know. I gotchu. Nobody messes with my kids.
Leo, who was in the room when Neftali made the above comment, explained in his interview that
hearing this from Neftali helped him feel like Neftali was like a friend who would have his back
if anything happened to him. Leo shared:
Neftali was like one of those friends that would be like, that would talk to the bully and
ask why they would do it. And he would protect me and take care of me if I ever got in a
real harmful situation. From what I remember, Neftali said that if we ever got like bullied
or a teacher would make fun of us because of our race or the way we look, he'd be there
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to back us up. And take care of us and help us move on from the teacher, feelings, or the
words they told us.
Leo’s recollection of this moment during the collaborative illustrates his feeling cared for and
supported in a way that he carried with him even after the program ended. The students also
noted that they were able to get to know each other and work as a team. During the breakfast or
lunch hour, we would engage in conversations with the youth about their personal lives or
continue conversations about the topics covered in the activities. These were often moments
when we would make jokes, laugh, and speak more informally with them. Luz highlighted the
relatable way in which Alma, Neftali, and Romeo would speak slang with the group and that
doing so helped build stronger relationships in the collaborative. She said:
I feel like the teachers related to us a lot. Like, they would be funny and because we
speak a lot of slang most of the time, and the teachers knew that, so they spoke with us in
the same way. It was really nice. You could talk to them about anything and like, share
your feelings.
When we transitioned from one activity to the other within each subject or between subjects and
breaks, we would allow for there to be a pressure-free shift. Diana explained that the way in
which we alerted them to class transitions with calmness and gave them time to clean up and
move to the next activity demonstrated our patience with the group and supported her feeling
connected to our community. She said:
The way y'all acted with us, the way y'all expressed, like, the patience y'all had with us,
like, y'all wouldn't tell us ‘Oh, times up, y'all better hurry up, clean this up fast.' Y'all
would be like 'okay, y'all got five minutes, y'all got time to clean up.' Like y'all would
give us heads up.
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Theses reflections and comments made by the students illustrate that they felt supported by us
and connected to us and to each other as a result of the ways in which we were patient, relatable,
and protective. These were the relationship building moments.
Relationship building extended into how we approached our lessons and the students’
engagement. At the beginning of each activity, we opened with a brainstorm session in which the
students would share their ideas and background knowledge related to the topic. During the
brainstorming, we were intentional in connecting their ideas and existing knowledge with the
topic by gently guiding them with probing questions or providing further examples. Even when a
student said something entirely off topic, we never shamed or chastised the students for not
knowing. For example, at the beginning of our lesson on multiliteracies we asked the students to
brainstorm their ideas in response to the question, “How does your identity affect the way you
read and write?” The students wrote their ideas down to be prepared to share them with the
group. This question was designed to elicit whether the students believe there are connections
between their cultural and linguistic identities and their literacy practices. However, when we
asked them to share, Noe acknowledged that he did not understand the question. Neftali than
reframed the question emphasizing that we are curious to hear their opinions and that there are
no right or wrong answers when we are looking for their opinions. Furhter, Neftali added more
context and asked other probing questions to give Noe a better understanding of the question.
When he brought the discussion back to the whole group, Neftali acknowledged that the question
may have been confusing or challenging to some of them and used that experience to normalize
for the students that the challenging experiences are the times in which we are building new
connections and pushing ourselves to learn. Other students responded with answers through the
lens of their personalities or cognitive abilities.
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Another example of relationship building during a brainstorm session was before they
created posters about their cultures. Before they made their posters, we asked them to write on
their individual white boards their ideas in response to the question, “What is culture?” While
they were writing, we put on a cumbia song as we often did, and the boys were singing along and
laughing and joking with each other. We often used their brainstorming time for bringing in
songs they added to our group playlist. We then invited them to share in a group discussion their
thoughts on the concept of culture. The students made suggestions and Neftali wrote them on the
board. During this particular brainstorm on culture, we made a concerted effort to really connect
into their cultural experiences and languaging, which is highlighted in the Linguistic Identities &
Translanguaging section below. Further, we also consistently reminded the students that they
could ask us questions if they did not understand or that we could explain something again.
There were also multiple moments, particularly during the first few days of the camp,
when Noe, Omar, and Eduardo answered our questions by making jokes or saying, “I don’t
know.” After several days in which they responded in that manner, Neftali felt discouraged.
However, even in those instances, Neftali illustrated a deep sense of care for the students and
used their behavior as a teachable moment to emphasize that he believed in them and in their
capabilities, encouraging them to dig deep and try to respond. He was also very frank with them
about how he believed they would be perceived in school for that kind of behavior and wanted to
remind them of their strength and their genius. Neftali said:
When you go back to school, there will be teachers who will look at your brown face and
will see a stupid human who is lazy doesn't give a fuck about school. There are teachers
who will look at you and already think that you're stupid from the jump, think that you're
lazy that you won't graduate. Right? When you come into this [Nuestra Escuelita] space,
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we fully expect you to reach your full potential because we know you to be smarter than
you think you are. We know you to be harder working. Our people cross deserts, our
people cross rivers, our people die crossing these deserts and rivers, our people came here
to live a better life so that you could go to school. And we are here, creating a space that
is different from the schools that you're used to. We know that you're so smart, we know
that you have all these brilliant ideas in your head. I don't accept, “I don't know” as an
excuse. If you don't know, ask questions, not knowing is gonna get you nowhere. I know
you're super smart. Eduardo, I know you got some brilliant questions. I know, Noe, that
you have some great ideas, because I hear you saying them in the back of the classroom.
You're not too cool to ask good questions, you're not too cool to do the work. I know that
you can do it. So, can we try to work together? To go beyond just “I don't know?”
The students quickly shifted from laughing and joking to being quiet and appeared to be actively
listening versus feeling shamed. Noe shared that this statement from Neftali was one of the ways
that showed him we really cared about him and the rest of the group. Noe said, “[Neftali] would
say that when we said, 'we don't know,' he [knew] we did know but we didn't want to say it.
Like, he knew that we that we were smart.” That Noe mentioned this experience in his interview
illustrates that it was this kind of interaction that built up his relationship with Neftali. Noe also
shared that our other words of encouragement supported him in feeling secure in asking
questions which was also part of our building relationships with the students. Noe said, “Y'all
would tell us, if we need help, we can ask y'all or do not be shy to ask for help.”
Araceli, Diana, and Luz also highlighted that our unconditional expression of support and
encouragement assured them that they could ask for help and that we would explain it better
without any judgment for their not knowing, something that came from our intentional
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supportive, understanding, and encouraging approach with the students as described above. In
her interview, Araceli reflected in a matter-of-fact tone, “[Y’all would] help us if we didn't
understand something or explain more.” Luz emphasized that she never worried about being
judged by us for not knowing the answer or not understanding, something she noted was
different than in school. When she shared her thoughts, she was clear and direct. She explained:
[Y’all] weren’t judgmental. Like, if you if you needed to ask question, [y’all] would
answer it like, without like judging without saying, ‘oh, but it's so easy.’ Most teachers
like would get mad at us, like not knowing or like not understanding the first time and
like they would like, show it like you could tell by their facial expressions, that they
didn't want to explain it again.
The students also expressed that in the collaborative they felt they could work as a team
and get to know each other at a deeper level. Diana shared her experience of getting to know the
group better and engaging in teamwork while attending the program. She said, “We like got to
know each other. We would all have our turn, like we would all respect the decisions [and] hear
other people's idea. And also, we could work as a team to come to an agreement.” Araceli
highlighted her impression that we were trying to build a sense of community with the group.
She said with a smile and a slightly higher pitch in her voice, “I think that y'all were like
teaching us so that we would like to understand and know, like, hey, like, we're all in it together.
The students’ reflections in this section highlight their experience developing
relationships with the facilitators and with each other. The students spoke about feeling cared for
because they felt we were patient with them, they felt supported because we reiterated that we
would support them if they faced racism and that we believed in them, even if they perhaps did
not, and we worked together as a team. The students expressed that they felt a connection with
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our community because they were able to build connected relationships with each other and with
the facilitators.
“Esa era como un convivio, like todos unidos”: Community Building
Throughout the program, we collectively engage in practices of joy, playfulness, and fun.
Some of these moments were initiated by the students and others by the facilitators. For example,
on the first two days of the program, the facilitators engaged the youth in intentional community
building activities including ice breakers. On the last day, we made ice cream as a science project
and painted abstract portraits as part of the art-based element of the program. As mentioned
above, the students requested breaks throughout the day. During the breaks, we listened to music,
played games, and had casual conversations with the youth. For example, on the second day of
the program, during the break, we played a student requested game, lotería, which is a Mexican
bingo style game with pictures whose names are called out and the players cover the pictures
they have on their card with a coin or dry bean until they fill their lotería card. In addition, the
students played soccer during the breaks, or we all played a game called Ninja together as a
group, almost daily. Ninja involved physical interaction where we stood in a circle and would
playfully strike each other from the elbow down eliminating each other until one person
remained. Ninja was one of the most requested games throughout the two weeks of the program;
one that every student played. When we played Ninja, everyone came together in a circle, and
laughed and joked with each other. There was an energy of joy in the space. Ninja opened the
space for us to play together as a group and interact in new and different ways. The students also
took time to play soccer together during the breaks.
Ultimately, the students described the relational aspect of the collaborative, their
experiences with all the explicit activities and impromptu words of support described above
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coupled with the ice breakers, breaks, and games as contributing to their feeling like being with
friends and family and as if they were in a convivio and in community. They not only highlighted
those components as aspects of the program that stood out to them, but they also noted that they
gave them the feeling as if they were not with teachers and classmates at school, but with friends
and family. When asked what stood out to him about the program, one of the things Leo
mentioned was playing Ninja. He said, “The one that stuck out to me was the one we played, that
game to hit their arm. The ninja one. That was fun.” Benicio mentioned the fact that we, as
facilitators, played ninja with the students gave him a sense that we authentically cared for him.
Araceli listened intently when asked how she would describe the collaborative to a friend, and
answered immediately with bright eyes, and a smile on her face She shared the following:
I tell them, it was amazing. And it's like, it's better than the actual school. And just
learning about stuff you don't learn in school, like the stuff was interesting. And it was
overall just like, the best thing. Because we did a lot of hands-on activities. And we were
just all like a community, a family.
Linda mentioned that she saw her relationship with us as something beyond the regular teacherstudent dynamic. She said, “I don't know how to explain it, I don't see [y’all] as a teacher I see as
like something better than a teacher.” Luz explained that she felt as if we were more than just
teachers, that we were like friends or family to her. She said, “you almost think of [Nuestra
Escuelita facilitators] as a friend or like a family member. Like you, they make us feel close to
them, rather than just ‘Oh, teacher-student type thing.”
In the collaborative we emphasized to the students that they could speak however they
felt most comfortable whether that was in English or Spanish or Spanglish. I will expand in
detail on the experience that the students had using both languages in the section below on
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Connection to Heritage, but I mention here that our approach to language use made the students
feel as if the other students and the facilitators were family. On the first day of the program,
Neftali explained to the youth that all their language repertoires were invited into the space. He
said:
There's so many ways that we are expressing ourselves, right? In English and Spanish
and Spanglish. Here [in Nuestra Escuelita] we speak all three, you speak all three, mostly,
right? Some of you maybe feel more confident in English or Spanish, maybe more
confident Spanglish than the other two, right? We want to encourage you to speak
however you want, right? En Nuestra Escuelita hablamos all of the languages, right? And
not many people can do that. That is a skill, to be able to move across languages, right,
across experiences. That is a talent that you have that other people don't. We're going to
be celebrating the art, the artistic ways that we express ourselves, the diverse ways we
express ourselves in language arts.
Miguel indicated having an open language invitation created a sense of being with family,
particularly because Spanish was invited into the space. He said:
I thought that it was that it was very nice to have teachers who spoke Spanish
comfortably with students. So, it made it more engaging and more comfortable. So, I
could feel like I was not just at school, but with somebody I could relate to with family or
with friends.
Leo also felt as if he could talk to the group as if with family. He said, “I could talk to people the
way I talk to my family.” He also noted the energy of genuine care and friendship with our
approach. He stated, “[y’all] just wanted to be friends with us and watch us grow and become
better people.” When asked how she would describe the camp and the space at the camp, Isabela
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was clear that it was like a convivio, the Spanish word for a meaningful gathering of close friends
and family during which people talk, celebrate, share food and love with each other. Isabela also
struggled to describe the collaborative simply in English, struggling to find the exact words, so
she shared through a translanguaged comment the following:
Aparte del ambiente de aprendizaje, es como, era muy, esa era como convivio, like todos
unidos y, [Apart of the learning environment, it’s like, it was, this was like a ‘convivio,’
like everyone united and], it was just like, you know, we would learn but we would also
share each other's company, each other's ideas, each other's experiences. And we would
talk like it was like a "talk-learn" all in one, which was really good.
The students were able to connect to a sense of community with each other and with the
facilitators through the invitation to contribute to creating the community guidelines, through the
intentional relationship building, and because of the invitation to bring their full linguistic
repertoires into the space. Contributing towards the community guidelines gave them a sense of
ownership within the collaborative while the relationship and community building actions and
activities gave them a sense of belonging to and with our community.
Connection to Care
All twelve of the students interviewed in the study expressed that they felt an authentic
sense of care while participating in the collaborative. This felt experience of care emerged from
the intentional relationship and community building in which we engaged with the students as
described in the previous section. The connection to care also emerged from other practices
woven throughout the program. For example, each day, we read the poem In Lak’ech as part of
our opening to the ELA section. In Lak’ech is a Mayan phrase that means “You are my other
me.” The poem, lines extracted from Luis Valdez’s Early Works (1990), expresses the ways in
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which we are all interconnected. It reflects that our treatment of others is a mirror for how we
treat ourselves and that if we love and respect others we are also loving and respecting ourselves
or if we harm others, we are in fact harming ourselves as well. Reading In Lak’ech was part of
the Mexican American Studies program in Tucson, AZ, as represented in the movie Precious
Knowledge (Palos, 2011). Neftali and I chose to incorporate the poem into our ELA class not
only to express our love and care for the students and to share the idea that we are interconnected
but also as part of bringing in aspects of the students CLI. The poem consists of five bilingual
stanzas. We would read the poem as a call and response where one person, either one of the
facilitators or a student, would read a line and then the whole group would repeat in unison.
Several times after we finished reading the poem, Neftali explicitly told the class that we loved
and respected them and reiterated how intelligent and brilliant we believed them to be. On one
occasion, he said:
Trust and believe when I tell you that I love and respect you, I mean it. No cap. [Slang for
no lie or I’m not lying] I don’t lie to people, that’s not something I do. So, when I’m
telling you that I love and respect you, I mean that shit because it matters. We love you.
We respect you. Because we know that you are brilliant, because we know that you are
hard workers, because we know that y'all have so many beautiful ideas in your head. So
don't sleep on yourselves.
Each time Neftali shared with them that we loved and cared about them, the students were quiet
and attentive. They also shared that they felt a connection to that caring experience in their
responses during their interviews. Their responses, discussed and shared below, included
descriptions of their positive feelings and statements of how the caring environment in Nuestra
Escuelita contrasted from their experience in their regular school.
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“It was a Safe Space”: Students’ Positive Experiences
During their interviews, the students were asked about their overall feeling during the
collaborative. I asked them what it was like to read the In Lak’ech poem each day and being told
that they were loved. I also asked how they would describe the program overall. The students
used words such as “comfortable” and “safe” while also sharing that they felt invited to voice
their thoughts and opinions and could be themselves. Below I have added the students’ direct
quotes digitally to their own or their fellow classmates’ abstract self-portraits that we painted on
the last day of the collaborative. This is part of an arts-based representation of the data, one that
illustrates the ways in which the students expressed their felt experiences overlayed onto their
creative representations of themselves.
Figure 13. Araceli Abstract Self-Portrait

Figure 14. Luz Abstract Self-Portrait
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Figure 15. Linda Abstract Self-Portrait
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Figure 16. Benicio Abstract Self-Portrait

Figure 17. Noe Abstract Self-Portrait
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Figure 18. Leo Abstract Self-Portrait

This data above reflects students’ overall positive experience and indicate that it was one that
was safe, nourishing, and supportive. Incorporating the students’ creative expressions with direct
quotes from them not only illustrates their positive experiences but also allows for a visual
representation for how they felt within that safe and positive space.
In addition to sharing their feelings of safety and comfort, the students were clear that
they felt we genuinely meant it when we told them we cared for them. Araceli noted, “When
y’all said ‘we love you,’ we would actually like take it seriously, it had a deeper meaning. It felt
like y’all truly meant it.” When I asked the students how they knew we meant it, they noted
many of the components discussed in the relationship and community building sections above.
However, they also indicated that it was in the tone or emotion in our voices, the number of
times we said it, or it was just something they could tell at an instinctual level. Miguel explained
that he sensed power and emotion in our voices. He said, “The power, like, when you when you
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say it, like you say it with emotion behind your voice, instead of just being like, dry, you know?
You say it with emotion behind your voice.” Noe and Eduardo both indicated that the high
number of times that we said “We love you” or “We care about you” conveyed to them that we
truly meant it. Noe said, “Neftali said it often” and Eduardo said, “The way y’all said it every
day.” Miguel and Noe expressed that they could also instinctually tell that we genuinely cared
for them. Noe explained, “he said it in a way that I believed he meant it.” Miguel shared this
instinctual sense of authenticity when he said, “You can tell when somebody is being real with
you.” The data above illustrate the students’ positive, safe, and cared for experiences while
attending Nuestra Escuelita.
In addition to expressing their connection to the authentic care, several students
expressed that overall, attending the program was one of the best experiences they have had and
one that they will never forget. Araceli said, “It was overall just like, the best thing!” Linda
echoed that sentiment when she said, “It was an experience I will never forget!” Leo summed up
his experience attending the program when he stated during one of our breaks, “this is the best
education I’ve ever had.” He reiterated this sentiment during his first interview when he
emphasized that he had never been in an educational setting where he felt as if he were “hanging
out” with everyone and where he could contribute to the rules. Leo’s statement indicates how his
regular education at school contrasted significantly from his experience with Nuestra Escuelita.
This notion of contrast between school and our program leads to the next component,
“Contrasting Experiences” that illustrate the ways in which the youth expressed that their
experience of connection during the Nuestra Escuelita collaborative was one that contrasted
significantly from their experiences in school.
“It’s not like in high school”: Contrasting Experiences
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As the previous section illustrated, the students had a range of positive feelings towards
the space we created and the authentic care they felt from us as facilitators. Nine of the students
expressed that their experience of authentic care in Nuestra Escuelita contrasted significantly
from their experiences at school. Diana noted, “It actually felt nice…It's not like in high school
they be like 'Oh, good luck on this' or ‘we want to see you graduated.' They wouldn't say like the
way y'all say it.” Luz also expressed in her interview that it felt nice receiving authentic care,
which she explained was care that felt real and that we meant it. She also noted that her
experience during the collaborative, like Diana’s, was different from her experience in school.
She stated:
I feel like it felt really nice actually. Because some teachers, like most of our teachers [at
school], don't necessarily like, care about you as a person. [They’re] just like 'Oh you do
the work, okay, you're done.' You either get a bad grade or a good grade doesn't matter.
Noe expressed this contrast between school and the Escuelita in the following statement, “It felt
nice because no teachers, not a lot of teachers, say that they care about their students and love
their students.” Isabela explained that not only do teachers not express their affection to students
like we did in the collaborative, but there is a lack of involvement from them as well. She said,
“It was definitely a good feeling, you know, how y’all make us feel like love, because, you
know, at school, no teacher approaches us or talks to us, or, like, they don't get involved with
our, our culture.” Miguel emphasized that teachers at school do not express themselves in the
same way that we did during the collaborative and that he felt more comfortable in Nuestra
Escuelita. He explained, “I felt more comfortable, because normally teachers don't express
themselves in that way or very vocal about how they feel. It makes me feel more comfortable in
that kind of setting.”
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Ana shared her impression that expressions of authentic care are not common at school
when she said “Me gustó bastante porque en ninguna escuela hacen esto” [“I liked it a lot
because they don’t do that in school”]. Araceli explained that she knew we genuinely cared for
her because we did not yell at her and the other students in the way she has observed at school.
She simply stated, “Y’all wouldn’t like yell at us.” Lastly, Linda expressed that hearing “we love
you” from us was the first time a teacher or someone in a teacher’s role had ever said that before.
The students in this study felt the strength of the authentic care in the collaborative because it
was in sharp contrast to their experience in school. They were clear that they felt connected to
our expression of care and love and that their experience in the collaborative was a positive one
that left a lasting impact on them. In the next section, I discuss how the students experienced a
deepening in their connection to their heritage through exploration and representation.
Reweaving Tapestries of Identity, Heritage and Language
The students were able to sift through and sort the fragments of their identities in and
through the creation of their artefacts, written reflections, and responses from their interviews.
They explored various contradictions, expressed their grapplings, and represented their sense of
self, of love, and of their CLI. They were also immersed in a space in which they were told they
could bring their full linguistic repertoires. These experiences allowed them to weave new stories
of themselves through the new perspectives gained in ways that felt different while also
deepening their connection to their heritage, roots, and family backgrounds. In this way, they
were able to bring their whole selves into the space, gathering fragments of themselves,
exploring them, and stitching them together in new and unique ways. In this section, I present the
students’ reflections on those experiences as shared in their interviews and the ways in which
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they represented themselves through the identity power flower activity, the culture poster, the
name poem, and the photovoice project.
As part of the Power Flower activity, we asked the students what they knew about
identity labels and shared with them our own examples and gave explanations for labels that
were new for them. The identities we discussed ranged from race, ethnicity, and color to
linguistic identities, gender identities, ability, religion, and socioeconomic status. For the Power
Flower activity, we asked the students to fill in the petals of the flower on a printout with the
identity labels they felt best reflected how they identify. After they completed their Power
Flower, the students shared how they had chosen to complete theirs with the rest of the group.
We also discussed the idea of there being a dominant group within each label. For example, for
linguistic identities, we explained that the dominant group in the U.S. are monolingual, and that
bilingual is the non-dominant group.
For the culture poster, briefly discussed above in the ‘Relationship Building’ section, we
had students brainstorm what culture is and then invited them to create a poster that represented
their cultures. The students engaged in lively discussion about their cultures, a segment of which
is shared in the next section to illustrate translanguaging that occurred in the conversation. They
were able to talk about celebrations, identities, and practices that they felt were representative of
their CLI. This was an activity that allowed for them to engage in thought and discussion about
what constitutes their cultural identities and practices.
For the name poem, we shared several printed poems and videos of spoken word
performances by Latinx or other children of transnational authors and performers. All but one of
the examples were about the authors’ or performers’ names. Further, all of the poems included a
sociocultural and/or political critique on the experience of being Latinx or the child of
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transnationals growing up in the U.S. As such, when we requested the students write their own
poems, we invited them to not only talk about their names and the meanings behind them but to
incorporate experiences or ideas that reflected their own unique experience as children of
transnational growing up in the U.S. One overall limitation within our program was the quantity
of activities and themes we wanted to cover in the very limited amount of time we had with the
youth. As such, the name poem would have been a more successful activity, we reflected, had we
had more time to spend on them. I mention this limitation because only five of the eleven
students present when we completed the activity finished their poems. The following is an
exploration and journey into the students’ experiences exploring identity labels, representing
their cultures, and writing about their CLI experiences through a poem as part of the finding of
reweaving the tapestries of their identities and heritage.
During the last two days of the program, the students worked on and completed their
photovoice projects. They were tasked with finding three to five photographs or taking new
photos that represented important aspects of their lives, such as activities, people, places, things,
or feelings. They sent me the digital photographs and I printed them using an Instax printer. We
then gave the youth time to write reflections about their photographs. Their reflections were to
include a description of what was in the photograph, why it was important to them, and how it
connects to their identities. Ten out of the fourteen study participants completed their
photovoice.
“Y’all Let Us Talk about Where We Come from”: Sifting and Sorting the Fragments
The students’ experiences completing these activities demonstrate that they were able to
sift and sort through various identity labels and aspects of their cultures so as to make sense of
their lived experiences and to seek more clarity on how they see themselves in their worlds.
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Diana noted that she had never completed an activity comparable to the Power Flower before
attending the program nor had she ever been asked to explore her own identities. Below, her
Power Flower illustrates the different identities she chose to represent and their labels.
Figure 19. Diana Power Flower

In her Power Flower, we see that even though this was the first time she had formally discussed
her identities and represented them on paper, she not only made choices that reflected her
identities but was also think through, with the support of our group discussion, the dominant
identities for the various categories for the labels she chose. When she reflected on the activities
during our interview, she shared “It was actually fun cuz we never done like anything like that.
We would never talk about that [at school]. I like that [at Nuestra Escuelita] we actually
experienced to write about our cultures and like our identities.” She expressed in her interview
that doing this activity and the ‘my culture’ poster helped her feel more “into” her identities and
her culture. She said, “Now, I feel like more into it like, once I talked about our identities,
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learning about our identities, where our family came from it made me realize how it really feels
to be that type of person.” Diana explained that being more “into” her culture meant that she
wanted to learn more about celebrations like the Day of the Dead and other spiritual practices.
She felt as if she did not know enough about her culture prior to the activities because she only
lived in Mexico for a few years and growing up in the U.S. makes it harder to feel as connected.
She explained:
I felt like more into my culture because at first, I didn't know a lot about it because like, I
was only over there for five years. I didn't know at first how we celebrated the day of the
dead, like, you know, like, make those stands for the Dead, and they put the bread and
stuff. I didn't really understand what that meant. So, like, [doing these activities] kind of
got me more saying ‘oh, this is what our culture does, we should do this, we should get
more into like, we should [be] more spiritual about it, like in our soul basically, or you
know [be] more proud of it.
Diana represented in her Power Flower and through her interview responses a reflection on her
connection to her culture and a sifting through what parts of her culture have meaning to her. She
expressed that the spiritual practices of her culture are ones that she holds as valuable and as part
of the tapestry of her identities. She talked about wanting to know more about how the practices
are enacted in Mexico and about deepening a connection to them on a spiritual, soul level.
Isabela also shared that the reflective identity and culture activities supported her in
sorting through her own identities. She said, “Like, if I wouldn't have gone to that camp, I
wouldn't have like been so informed about my culture, where I come from.” She explained that if
she had been asked to complete the Power Flower before attending the program, she would not
have known what to write. She explained, “Like before the camp, my flower probably would
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have been empty.” However, after being provided with the terminology and information, she was
able to think through what labels she would choose for herself. She found that not only was she
able to complete the activity, but she had an opportunity to examine her lived experiences and
name them with the labels of her choice. On her Power Flower, she wrote “Mex-Ame,” for
Mexican American, Brown, Bilingual, Hispanic, and she drew a cross to represent her Christian
faith. Her exploration of her identities gave her a chance to unravel the parts of her that she
wanted to represent through the newly learned labels.
Noe explained that the Power Flower activity left a lasting impression on him because it
was a rare opportunity to talk about his identities. In fact, Noe mentioned in both of his
interviews that the activities related to CLI helped him feel as if he did not have to hide parts of
himself, a feeling that he indicated he does have when he is at school. He said, “[I liked] the
identity [one] because it let us talk about where we come from and where we are [and] because
we didn't have to hide where we come from, like we could at least spoke about where we come
from, what we are.” That Noe had felt as if he needed to hide parts of his identities at school is
reflective of the fragmenting, colonial, and dehumanizing legacies in many schools. Yes, having
conversations about his CLI like he did at Nuestra Escuelita offered him the opportunity to
explore various parts of his identities and to have the experience of bringing his whole self into
Nuestra Escuelita.
Eduardo indicated that learning about identity was “weird” because he felt as if he did not
know much about identities, and he was surprised that there were so many ways in which he
could choose to identify. He said, “It was weird. I don't really know that much. Like, I don't
know that you had that much things to be, like, an identity or something like that.” However, his
Power Flower illustrated that even though he thought it was “weird” and that he lacked
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information about identities, he was still able and willing to think through his identities and
sorting out the labels to represent himself while also noting the dominant ones for several
identities. Eduardo’s acknowledgment that he did not realize there existed multiple ways to
identify himself highlights an awakening into identity articulations that afforded him moments to
reflect and explore his own identities and make meaning of his experiences. He was also able to
piece out parts of his culture through the ‘my culture’ poster. In fact, when asked what activity
stuck out to him the most, Eduardo indicated that the poster was the one that left the most lasting
impression. He explained that the culture poster was a positive way not only to connect to his
culture but also to hear the differences among the group. He said, “The poster where like, we're
talking about ourselves like, what we do in our culture. I got to see like other people's, like, what
they eat or what they celebrate. It was fun.” Eduardo’s culture poster illustrates his sifting
through various components of his culture and his reflection indicates that he also appreciated
learning from the others.
Figure 20. Eduardo's Culture Poster
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Luz sorted through various aspects of her culture, demonstrating that she sees it as being
a mix of the country in which she has grown up and the country from which her family comes.
This representation of her culture illustrates that she feels both countries shape her identities. She
drew a Mexican flag and the beginnings of a U.S. flag and created a list of mostly Mexican or
Latinx music but also included “rap” in the list. She also listed various foods that are typical
Mexican foods and added in “wings/fries” which represent foods from the U.S. She also listed
the languages she speaks as “English, Spanish, and Espanglish.” It is interesting to point out that
she did not call her third language that refers to the translanguaged variety of Spanish and
English that many children of transnationals speak as “Spanglish”, but she wrote it as if it were a
word in Spanish with the “Es” at the beginning – Espanglish. This furthers her illustration of the
mix that makes up her cultural sifting and sorting. As part of how she dresses, Luz drew a picture
of a shirt and wrote “rip jeans, long shirts, flower shirts” as the clothes she wears and listed
celebrations that represent her cultures such as a “15th” which is how she referred to the
Quinceañera, the large coming of age birthday party most Mexican and Latinx girls celebrate for
their fifteenth birthday.
Figure 21. Luz's Culture Poster
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Luz’s expression of her identity labels and that she felt clearer on what labels she could
use coupled with her representations on her culture poster and her interview reflections illustrate
her reflections on the complexity of her identities and cultures. Grappling with multicultural
identities is a complex emotional and cognitive process. For Luz, this kind of identity work was
also a way for her to do work reweaving her identity with the labels and activities during the
program, something that she had not had the opportunity to do prior.
Learning about identity labels and representing their cultures allowed the students to
disentangle the threads of their own identities to gain a clarity on the various aspects of who they
are and their cultures. They were able to think through understandings of their identities and
represent them through their choice of labels and representations on their culture posters. The
identity exploration as part of these activities gave them a foundation on the concepts of identity
and culture and opened the space for them to begin their own sense making around their lived
experiences. These experiences also gave them the tools and terminology to begin to weave
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together the tapestries of their identities and heritage, reflecting the ways in which they could
conceptualize through labels the parts that make up their whole being.
Conflicts, Contradictions, and Love
The students also engaged in reflections on their multiculturalism and the feelings they
have connected to being raised in the U.S. by transnational parents. Through the process of
sifting through the complexity of their identities they also recognized the challenges and the
beauties. They shared through their artifacts and reflections about their “mix” of cultures, feeling
“stuck” between cultures, or their tensions, conflicts, and struggles. However, they also pushed
back against misrepresentations and pushed forward the parts of themselves and their CLI that
they love and that bring them joy. These reflections and experiences represent their process of
grappling with the conflicting feelings and contradictions that exist within the bi- and multicultural experiences being the children of transnationals in the U.S. They also illustrate the ways
in which the youth were able to touch into their wholeness by thinking through their different
identities. In the next four sections, I present the ways in which the students grappled with
difficult feelings, pushed back against misrepresentations, pushed forward their love and joy.
“I’m Stuck in the Middle”: Grappling
The students grappled with their experiences being raised in the U.S. by transnational
parents. These reflections were layered with a feeling of being “stuck in the middle” or “mixed”
and a recognition of the complexity and fluidity of their multiple identities. Luz reflected on how
she felt like her cultural identity was a mix of aspects from having been raised in the U.S. but by
Mexican parents. She shared:
I'm not fully, like I was born here in the United States, but, I didn't grow up with their
[American] ways that they grew up with. I grew up with, like, manners that my mom and
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my dad who [are from] Mexico, that they've taught me, from over there. But I'm not like,
from there [Mexico]. Like, I don't have enough experience from both of them to be
considered like, you know, this or the other. Like, it's like a mix.
Luz is referring to what many children of transnationals experience when growing up in the U.S.,
that there is a feeling of not quite fully being from the U.S. or from their parents’ country or
culture. She highlighted this “mixed” feeling when she discussed that she uses ‘American’ slang
but is disciplined in a Mexican way by her mom. She explained:
Like, I learned English and like, you know, like their words and stuff. Like, there's slang
from here [the U.S.], versus the slang from like Spanish. And like, in Mexico, like, my
mom disciplines us more like, our parents discipline us more rather than theirs [white
American youth], so I grew up with that rather than this. Like, there's just little bits of
everything in it. So it's kind of different.
Luz also discussed the conflicting feelings many transnational youth like herself have when they
may be seen as pretending to be American or may only have direct contact with the American
practices in their culture, particularly because they do not have as much exposure or
opportunities to explore aspects of their family’s heritage. She said:
Other than us knowing how to identify ourselves [the activities] helps us know, in
general, more about ourselves, because, like, we can pretend to be like, you know,
American, even though we're not, so it's just like, we don't know, who we actually are, if
we don't learn about like our culture and stuff, and like how to identify ourselves. Like,
it's important for us to know as well. Just like [schoolteachers] teaching them [white
students] about themselves, like their culture and stuff like about themselves, they should
be able to teach us about ours, since it's not the same.
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In this reflection, Luz is grappling with the fact that she learns about white, European-American
history at school and not about her family’s history nor about the history of transnationals in the
U.S. Further, what she says in this quote above is a reflection of the oft cited experience of being
ni de aquí, ni de allá, (de los Ríos, 2016); a phrase in Spanish that means not from here nor there.
For children of transnationals, ‘Ni de aquí, ni de allá’ encapsulates the feeling as if they are not
from the U.S. nor from their family’s country of origin. Luz says, “We can pretend to be
American,” while also simultaneously lamenting that she has not had the opportunity to learn
about her Mexican heritage in meaningful ways at school; an experience leaving her to feel as if
she does not know who she is. Her statements reflect the tensions she feels as a result of feeling
like she cannot claim either culture fully or knows much about her cultural history. We can also
understand that she does not see the stand-alone label ‘American’ as one of her identity labels
but also does not feel as if she can fully embrace “Mexican” either. This is a reflection in which
she is grappling with the contradicting feelings she has about her identity and her lived
experiences.
Araceli also reflected on a feeling of being stuck in the middle of the two cultures in
which she finds herself immersed. She said:
I used to be like, you know what, I'm Mexican. But then, like, learning from the camp, I
was like, I was born here [in the U.S.]. But I wouldn't say I'm from Mexico, or from the
US, I'm, like, stuck in the middle.
For Araceli, being from two cultures felt like being stuck in the middle. She explained what
being “stuck in the middle” meant to her:
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I don’t know, I think, to me, being stuck in the middle is like growing up the American
way. But like, coming from, I come from, my parents are from Mexico. So basically, be
growing up the American way, but like, coming from the Mexican style.
Araceli’s two comments above reflect the complexity of her identities and the grappling that
many children of transnationals experience growing up in the U.S., an experience that is
exasperated by the lack of inclusion of their cultures in schools.
In addition, Linda explored the challenges that can arise from being part of two or more
cultures in her name poem. While the focus of her poem was to be her name, the mentor texts
she had seen and the guidance we had given, opened the opportunity for her to reflect on her
multicultural heritage and the communities within which she lives. The title alone, “In Which
Group,” illustrates the questions she has about which culture she can claim.
Figure 22. Linda's Poem
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Linda wrote about the color she associates with her mother’s home country of Honduras which is
mostly Brown and her father’s country of Argentina which tends to be considered the ‘whitest’
South American country by many Latinx communities because of its majority European heritage
population. Particularly for Linda, her father’s heritage is directly connected to Italy, which is
represented in her last name and connect her to whiteness. However, she emphasizes that her
curls and skin do not reveal her white ancestry because they are brown curls and brown skin, and
yet she acknowledges this part of her heritage. Next, she describes her proximity to Caribbean
culture by virtue of growing up in South Florida in and around Caribbean culture only to move to
a “white washed county in peach state.” She expresses her ability to understand Caribbean
culture more than her own from living in Florida, so much so that “by the time” she walked
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through “the door,” she is “not really a Latina,” illustrating her feeling less connected to Latin
culture than to Caribbean culture. However, when she “walks thru the door,” she is Latina. I
interpret this section of the poem to mean, she does not always feel, on the inside, as if she is
Latina, but when she walks through the door anywhere she goes, she is read as Latina by others.
Despite contacting Linda’s mother multiple times, I was unable to schedule her second interview
at the time of writing these findings. I had planned to inquire with her what this stanza of the
poem meant to her. Linda expresses conflicting feelings between how she feels on the inside
versus how she is read by others. Those contradicting experiences are complicated by her
reflections on her white and Afro-Latina heritage and from living in a white part of her county
while having felt connected to Caribbean culture in the past. Yes, it is through this poem that she
is making sense of her cultural and racial identities a process that I propose is part of her process
of reweaving her identities and heritage into her own unique tapestry.
“I’m a ‘Whiteboy”: Push Back
Nelson, Ana, and Diana all wrote poems that reflecting pushback against
misrepresentations the experienced with their identities or names. Nelson wrote a very short
poem, one that in some ways felt unfinished, but one that left a very powerful message of the
complex ways in which cultural identities reflect a mix of both how we feel on the inside and
how we are read by the world around us and the ways in which we are read by the world are not
necessarily the ways in which we identify.
Figure 23. Nelson's Poem
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The first day of the program, when I saw Nelson, I read him as white. I remember wondering
about how a white, male’s presence in a majority Latinx group would influence the ways in
which we would be able to talk about race, culture, identity, colonization, oppression and racism.
Yet, after the introductions, we learned that Nelson’s mother is from a northern state in Mexico.
During both of my interviews with Nelson, both of his parents were present. When I asked
Nelson about his poem, he said the following:
[The poem] wasn't based off of experience. I mean, granted, I will say that there has been
moments to where I have been, more of, like, just when I would speak Spanish, I would
have another person from a Hispanic heritage, or Latino heritage, where I would speak
Spanish, and since I don't speak fluently, they would critique me on it, like, 'Oh, maybe
you aren't as, as Latino as I think you were,' you know, or something like that. And they
don't understand that that's actually completely false.
Nelson was able to connect into uncomfortable experiences he has had when his Latinx
identity has been questioned by people within the Latinx community, yet he was also able to
communicate to me that he felt secure in his identity as a multicultural person. He said, “And I
don't have to speak that language in order to know that I'm multicultural. I don't have to speak
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Spanish in order to identify as a, you know, half of Latino” I suggest that Nelson had a cathartic
experience reconciling his conflicted feelings from when his identity had been questioned by
those from within the Latinx community. I also interpret this poem as pushing back against to
those who have questioned his identity through this poem, in which Nelson perhaps, if he would
have continued writing, he would have poetically expressed what he shared with me in his
interview, that he is clear about his identities and that no one can take away his connection to
them.
Ana also wrote a poem that spoke back. She talked about the way in which her name is
mispronounced in English because it is a common name in the U.S. She also modeled her poem
after the structure of the In Lak’ech poem writing it bilingually.
Figure 24. Ana's Poem
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Ana’s poem speaks to the common occurrence of children of transnationals’ names being
mispronounced in English. Often this happens when the names are perceived as being different
from English names and teachers do not take the time to learn to pronounce them. However,
Ana’s experience was that even the subtle difference between Ana (Ah-nah) versus Anna (Anuh) felt off enough in pronunciation that she felt as if it was not her name being spoken. This is
yet another example of the poems not only allow students to feel connected to their CLI but also
of a student speaking back against the way in which they were treated. Diana’s poem was also
about reflecting on the mispronunciation of her name, but it was her feeling that the name her
mother chose for her was a common one.
Figure 25. Diana's Poem
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Diana’s poem is an example not only of pushing back against the mispronunciation but also is a
reflection of her contradicting feelings towards her name’s commonality. I see her push to
emphasize the Spanish pronunciation of her name as a part pushing back and a way to weave her
Spanish language into her life and identities.
“The Weight on my Shoulders is Heavy”: Pressure
Luz wove aspects of her heritage into her poem by reflecting on the pressure she receives
from her transnational parents to “sobresalir” or to excel and be successful. She reflects that her
parents pressure her to do well so that she does not, as they say to her “end up like us, working a
job that you do not like.”
Figure 26. Luz's Poem
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Through this poem, Luz shared both an understanding of her parent’s desires for her to have
better options and choices in her life while also recognizing that their desires cause her to feel
pressure, discomfort, and frustration. Her feelings are conflicted, undergirded by a proud, yet
solemn understanding. She is connecting deeply in this poem to her family’s tapestry of heritage;
on that includes her parent’s journey, their high but pressuring expectations, and the challenges
she feels as a result. Her poem is an expression of her conflicting feelings.
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In grappling with their lived experiences in the context of reflecting on their CLI, the
students shared their feelings of challenges with begin children of transnationals growing up in
the U.S. They shared their experience processing through more difficult feelings of frustration,
confusion, pressure, and pain. The multiple layers of exploration and reflection brought the
students a clearer picture of their identities and gave them opportunities to articulate the new
labels they chose. Reweaving tapestries of identity and heritage allowed the students to represent
their experience on their own terms and in ways that more authentically, and holistically,
reflected their lived experiences.
“A lot of Mexicans Have Dogs”: Love and Joy
The photovoice is a window into the youth’s world outside of Nuestra Escuelita coupled
with their reflective voices. Through these snapshots of their lives, we were invited to have a
glimpse of that which brings them joy, what images they wanted to share as representative of
them and their lives, and what they had to say about those images. What I found through the
youth’s photovoice was that they chose to share about the joys and loves in their lives. Their joys
and loves were in their images of important aspects of their culture and languaging practices; of
themselves, their family, and friends; activities and celebrations; and in their reflections and
expressions of their feelings.
Love and Joy for Culture and Language
The aspects of their culture that they chose to represent on their photovoice projects were
quinceañeras, traditional clothing, languaging practices in their reflections, and the belief that a
lot of Mexican’s have dogs. Luz and Diana shared photographs of themselves at a quinceañera.
A quinceañera is the large coming of age birthday party most Mexican and Latinx girls celebrate
for their fifteenth birthday. For Diana, the photograph is of her own quinceañera and for Luz, it
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was a picture of her and her cousin attending someone else’s quinceañera. Luz’s photograph not
only illustrated the importance of quinceañeras in her life but also the significance of family,
which was another representation of love and joy for the youth. Diana’s picture is of her dressed
up in her quinceañera gown at the hall.
Figure 27. Diana's Quinceañera PhotoVoice

The photograph illustrates the grandeur that is a quinceañera with an elegant dress, flowers, and
the hall elaborately decorated. Diana noted her brothers and sister in the background and
reflected on the importance of this photograph because it represents something that was once in
her life. She also included in her reflection that Mexican quinceañeras are different from white
people. This last reflection emphasizes her connection into her Mexican culture through her
distinguishing this celebration as different from White cultures. Choosing this photo is an
illustration of joy for Diana because as she reflected, “it was a special day.”
Luz shared a photograph of her with her cousin at a quinceañera celebration. I share this
photograph in the section on cultural celebrations because of the significance of quinceañeras in
Mexican culture, even though Luz emphasized in her reflection her connection to her cousin. In
fact, as seen above, Luz listed quinceañeras as a significant celebration in Mexican culture on her
culture poster. While I discuss below the expressions of joy and love as seen through their
connection to family and friends as part of the photovoice project, I note the emphasis on family
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here because quinceañeras are just as much about family and friends coming together to be in
community together as they are about celebrating the young woman turning fifteen. Luz’s
photograph captures both the emphasis on the cultural practice of quinceañeras and the cultural
value on family.
Figure 28. Luz & Her Cousin PhotoVoice

Nelson shared a photograph of himself dressed in traditional Mexican clothing as a child.
We can see him dressed as a mariachi and holding a Mexican flag. His stance and the movement
captured in the flag suggest that he was waving the flag for the picture. I see a multicultural boy
who has both White-American and Mexican heritage, connecting into his love for his culture. A
love that he shared in his reflection that he enjoys.
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Figure 29. Nelson's PhotoVoice

I selected the following photograph from Araceli’s photovoice because through her
reflection, we can see her connection to her languaging practices.
Figure 30. Araceli Peaceful Place PhotoVoice

In this photograph and reflection, presumably taken by someone else, we can see Araceli taking
a picture of herself with a poster or wall-hanging with butterflies on it. She reflects “My peaceful
place with my best background con mariposas [with butterflies].” What struck me about this part
of her photovoice was her choice to use Spanish to say ‘with butterflies’ versus English. I see in
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this languaging choice her connection to her culture through her language. The youth had been
told throughout the program that they could use either language and, in this instance, Araceli
chose to translanguage, using both English and Spanish, to express her connection to butterflies
and to represent an important, peaceful place.
Diana shared a picture of her dog and in her reflection, in addition to sharing the joy that
her dog brings her, she shared that she believes a lot of Mexicans have dogs.
Figure 31. Luz's Dog PhotoVoice

I chose to include this photo in the love of culture section, versus family and friends’ section
below, partially out of a tongue-and-cheek-move, because of course it is not just a Mexican thing
to love and have a lot of dogs, but mostly because it illustrates Diana’s view of Mexican culture
and dog ownership. In fact, three students shared photographs of their dogs.
Love and Joy for Family and Friends
The students represented a deep love, joy, and connection to the value of their family and
friends. Their representations included moments of fun they shared together with family and
friends or simply reflections on the importance of their friends and family. Araceli shared a
photo of her with her family enjoying diner together.
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Figure 32. Araceli Dinner PhotoVoice

Her reflection was simple, “This is family, Important.” She also makes a comment about her
opinion of there being a lot going on this photo.
Luz shared a photograph of her sister emphasizing how important their relationship is to
her despite the fact that they fight “24/7.” She also notes that taking care of her sister helps Luz
to feel more responsible.
Figure 33. Luz's Sister PhotoVoice
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Leo’s photograph and reflection below shows an important moment of family together and a
moment of pride and joy when he overcame his intimidation of riding a horse.
Figure 34. Leo Riding a Horse PhotoVoice

The youth also shared moments with friends that were important. Linda shared a moment
in school not only with friends but with her favorite teachers.
Figure 35. Linda with Friends PhotoVoice
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Linda notes that she feels supported by her teacher and that this moment connects not only to her
being with her friends but also to her sense of her intelligence.
Ana had difficulty getting photographs from her aunt’s phone to mine to print. Instead of
not doing the project she chose photos I had taken of her with her new friends she made during
Nuestra Escuelita to put on her photovoice. These photos not only represent her connection and
friendship developed with the other students but also the love and joy felt and shared during the
collaborative.
Figure 36. Ana & Nuestra Escuelita

Her reflections read “I am with my Nuestra Escuelita friends sharing moments together;” It’s
important because they are fun moments together during our activities;” “It connects to me
because I am with classmates sharing a lot of really fund moments;” “Playing ninja with
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everyone.” While we can also see a love for activities in these photographs, even her love of
playing Ninja, I chose to keep this photo as representative of a love and joy of friendship because
of Ana’s emphasis on the fun aspect of being with her “friends” and “classmates.”
Love and Joy for Activities and Celebrations
The activities and celebrations they included that expressed joy and love were their
extracurricular activities, fun moments with friends and family, and celebrations such as
quinceañeras, the coming-of-age birthday celebration when a Mexican girl turns fifteen. The
celebration of quinceañeras overlaps with their expression of their love for their culture as
discussed above. Their fun moments overlapped with their emphasis of their love for family and
friends, also discussed above. As such, I focus on their extracurricular activities in this section
even though I could see their love and joy in their other activities as described above. Leo shared
his pride of participating in a karate tournament in an advanced belt. He also noted that this was
the last tournament before covid. Looking closely at this image, we can see Leo’s shoulders are
pulled back, his chest is lifted, and he is adorned with three medals. There is a joy that exudes
from this image and knowing that it was one of three photographs that he selected for this project
suggests that this is one of his greatest joys. In fact, when I conducted my second interview with
Leo, he was in the car while his mother was purchasing new karate pants for an upcoming
tournament.
Figure 37. Leo Karate PhotoVoice
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Noe and Diana both shared soccer as an important activity in their lives. Through their
representation of soccer in their lives we can see the joy and connection it brings for them. Noe
chose an action shot of him on the field while Diana shared a picture of her with her team. Noe’s
reflection is short and does not contain all the requested pieces, however, what I do see is that he
selected a photo of something that brings him joy and chose to share it on his photovoice. Noe
began the program snickering with two other students, would consistently answer with “I don’t
know” to many of our inquiries, and yet he completed this activity with a focus and diligence
that I had not seen in other activities. This was also the case when he painted his abstract
painting on the last day. This photograph of him playing soccer simultaneously represents his
love of soccer as well as his ultimate joy in the program.
Figure 38. Noe's Soccer PhotoVoice
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Diana chose to share a picture of her that represented not only her joy of playing soccer,
but also of the joy of community that comes with playing the sport. She highlighted here both the
love of sport and the love of being in a team. She noted the significance of the team having been
together since the start of the season and that their being her friends was part of her identity.
Figure 39. Daiana's Soccer Team PhotoVoice

Nelson’s extracurricular passion was music. In fact, it was a curricular and extracurricular
passion as he also takes as many classes at school as he can in music. However, he also shared
with the group that he plays music with his dad not only for fun at home but for family and
professional shows.
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Figure 40. Nelson's Guitar PhotoVoice

Nelson’s passion for music was a strong part of his identity. One that he shared on his culture
poster, in his interviews, and when having conversations during the program. This was an
activity that truly brought him great amounts of love and joy. Further, as noted on his culture
poster, he connected not only to classic American and European rock but also to Mexican music
such as corridos.
Feelings Expressed: Love and Joy
The photographs coupled with the students’ reflections exuded a sense of love and joy as
presented above however they also carried with them a poetic sense of these emotions. As such, I
strung together in a poetic representation the words from the students that most represented their
emotions that were filled with love and joy.
Places of Love
The moon is beautiful at night
Vibes felt stronger than seen
My peaceful place,
Con mariposas in the background
So much happiness and love.
Times of Joy
It’s once in your life,
A special day.
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My brothers and sister and me.
My 15th.
My dog, Bella
This is my dog, Bella. I love her a lot.
She’s a crackhead, she always makes us laugh.
When I feel down, she’s always there.
When I feel down, she helps let my feelings out.
Me and my dog.
I love her a lot.
Me and my dog.
Love.
People of love and joy
Me and my cousin,
we are the same age.
Me and my cousin,
we tell each other everything.
Me and my cousin,
we are very close.
Me and my cousin,
she is very important to me.
As reflected in this section through the students’ photovoice projects, I present the students’
experience of love and joy. The expressed these feelings by representing themselves, their
cultures, their families, and their languages through photographs and written reflections. The
exploration of their worlds provided them the opportunity to share with us how they see
themselves and their worlds, all of which are part of weaving together a sense of themselves
within the larger context of their identities and languaging.
“Now I Know My Identity”: Reweaving New Stories of Self and CLI
For Isabela, Araceli, and Luz, learning about the identity label Chicana helped them make
sense of and write a new version of their cultural identities. The identity label Chicana, one these
three students chose as a new identity label, was presented by co-facilitator, Alma, when they
presented their Power Flower to the students and shared their identity labels. Chicano/a was also
presented in the movie Walkout that we showed the students throughout the second week of the
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program (Olmos, 2006). Walkout is a movie about the 1969 Chicanx student walkouts in L.A.
during the civil rights era. We showed the movie to the students during part of the ELA sessions
and during their breakfast and lunch time. Both Alma and the characters in the movie explained
that Chicano (also Chicana/x/e) is an identity for those who were born and raised in the U.S. but
from parents or families who come from Mexico. I present the students experience watching this
move in more detail in the “Reclaiming Subjugated Histories” section below. I mention it here
because it was the source for understanding who a Chicanx can be and to illustrate the context
within which the youth learned about the labels and how Chicana was a label these three students
selected as part of a new version of their identities.
As part of rewriting her story, Isabela expressed newfound confidence in expressing her
identities when she said:
Before the camp, people asked me, “Are you Mexican? Are you born here?” [And] now I
can say like, “Oh, I'm Mexican-American,” or “Chicana.” And I can like, be more
confident in telling others who I am, where I come from. Now that I went to that camp, I
know my identity.
We can see in her Power Flower that she put “Mex-Ame” for Mexican American, however in her
interview she noted that she can choose whether she wants to use Mexican American or Chicana.
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Figure 41. Isabela Power Flower

Isabela’s articulation of her power to choose which labels she wanted for herself reflects her
agency in weaving together new patterns in the tapestry of her identities.
When we started the interview, I asked Araceli to tell me a little about herself and she
opened by saying, “I’m in 10th grade, and I go to Drake high school, my family’s from Mexico.
But I’m from here. So that kind of puts in the whole Chicana thing.” Yet when asked if she had
thought about her identity much before attending Nuestra Escuelita, she said, “No, honestly
never even put a single thought into it. I would be, ‘oh, like I'm Hispanic and Mexican,
whatever.” In fact, Araceli’s earlier quote above in the grappling section was the moment in
which she shared that it was from attending Nuestra Escuelita, that she decided that Chicana was
the best label to reflect her identity. I include the full quote again here to illustrate the new story
she wrote in her identities after having had the opportunity to learn about the meanings of
different identity labels and to reflect on her own lived experience. I asked her how she would
describe her identity now and she said:
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I used to be like, ‘you know what, I'm Mexican.’ But then, like, learning from the camp, I
was like, ‘I was born here.’ But I wouldn't say I'm from Mexico, or from the US, I'm,
like, stuck in the middle. I would just say like, I'm Chicana.
Araceli was able to reweave her understandings of her identities is ways that more fully reflected
her experience having Mexican heritage but living and growing up in the U.S.
Luz not only found the activities on her identities and culture provided her with new
information, but they were also an opportunity to learn how to articulate fresh nuances in her
identities. While she wrote, “Mexican/American,” and “Latina/Hispanic,” on her flower, she
reflected during her interview that, as a result of the collaborative, she also now considers
Chicana one of her identity labels. For Luz, the identity label Chicana was a more appropriate
label for her experience because, like Araceli, and as reflected in the grappling section above, she
was born in the U.S., but her parents are from Mexico. In her interview she shared, “Actually,
before I got to [Nuestra Escuelita], I didn't know what a Chicano was. That class actually helped
me learn what it was, and that I was a Chicana.” Through her experiences, a door was opened for
her to reweave her identities in ways that allowed her embrace Chicana to represent her complex
multicultural experience.
The experiences that Isabela, Luz, and Diana shared reflect the new stories that they were
able to begin to write about who they are and how they see themselves in the world. I suggest
that all the youth had the opportunity to think about their identities in ways that reflected a
reweaving of the tapestries of their cultural identities.
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"Wow, I could actually talk my language now?”: Languaging
As discussed above in the “Connection to Community” section, the students were told at
the beginning of the collaborative that they could speak which ever language they preferred
whether that was English, Spanish, or Spanglish. Most of the Spanish spoken and examples of
translanguaging during the program were modeled by the facilitators. However, the students also
translanguaged with us. The majority of the students indicated that having an open flexible
linguistic space in which they could bring their full linguistic repertoire regardless of whether
they actually translanguaged themselves or not, gave them a sense of comfort and happiness.
They indicated that they “liked” having the option to speak Spanish, to be able to hear others
speak Spanish, and it was a “great experience” being understood regardless of what language
they chose. The ways in which the youth talked about the presence of Spanish in the program
indicates a deepening of connection to their linguistic identities, especially in terms of their
metalinguistic observations and in terms of their pride and appreciation of their bilingualism.
Further, that they expressed a sense of ease from being in a bilingual space suggests that they
were comforted by the opportunity to bring in their linguistic wholeness. Benicio explained that
it felt good being in a bilingual space because Spanish is the language he grew up with. He said,
“It felt good, like my own language the language I grew up with. I liked seeing the whole class
like communicate in Spanish and English.” Leo felt like it was a great experience being invited
to speak both languages. He said, “It was a great experience to know I actually could speak our
language instead of English.” Isabela shared her love for the experience when she said, “I loved
the way we got to use Spanish because we could express ourselves better and they could still
understand us.” Miguel simply said, “It just felt more fun that way.”
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Some students indicated that the bilingual experience in the program felt significantly
different from experiences they have elsewhere and at school while others noted that the
experience was “normal,” because communicating bilingually is how they live their lives day to
day at home with their family. Araceli, Diana, and Benicio all noted that the bilingual space at
Nuestra Escuelita was rare and different then their experiences in the general public or at school.
Araceli shared that she felt happy and comfortable being able to speak Spanish, and that feeling
of comfort was in sharp contrast to feeling uncomfortable speaking Spanish in most other spaces
in the U.S. She said:
I just felt more comfortable and happy knowing that there was other people who are like
exactly like me and are able just to understand both languages. Because it's like the
United States, if you speak Spanish, somewhere else, people tend to look at you weird or
like, “What are they even saying?” So, kind of being [at Nuestra Escuelita] being able to
speak Spanish and hearing other people speak Spanish is like “Wow!” That's something
you can barely do outside of there.
Diana also felt it was a unique experience to have the option to speak Spanish while at the camp
because it is not common at school. She explained, “It was kind of weird. Because I don't usually
get that. So, I'm like 'wow, like, I could actually talk my language now.' Like, 'oh, they letting
me.' Because most of my teachers don't let me.” In addition, Benicio liked the open linguistic
context of Nuestra Escuelita because it was rare compared to his typical experience at school. He
said, “I actually liked that experience cuz, like, it's not common cuz schools don't do that.”
Eduardo and Leo, however, noted that being able to speak Spanish while attending
Nuestra Escuelita was “normal” or nothing special because they speak Spanish on a daily basis at
home and sometimes at school. Leo said “I didn't really care. Because most of the time I speak
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English, and sometimes Spanish. Those are my two most dominant language I can speak.”
Eduardo felt like it was normal as he explained in the following comment, “It just felt normal.
Cuz sometimes I already speak Spanish at school, with my friends because sometimes they're not
from the U.S. so I speak Spanish with them. And so, I feel like it's normal speaking Spanish in
class.”
As mentioned in the “Connection to Care” section above, the students felt as if the open
linguistic space of Nuestra Escuelita felt like family. The fact that they felt as if they were with
family as a result of their linguistic identities being honored and included in our space is
indicative of strong, potentially deepening, connections to their linguistic identities. Both Miguel
and Leo indicated that the invitation to speak Spanish and hearing the facilitators and others use
Spanish in the collaborative gave them a sense of being with family. Miguel said, “So I could
feel like I was just not just at school, but with somebody I could relate to, with family or with
friends.” Leo stated, “my parents, they usually speak Spanish, but they also speak a little English.
And it felt like I was just talking to them in Spanish and English.”
The students also noted that the open linguistic space of the program reminded them of
other bilingual situations in their lives, ones in which they go back and forth freely between the
two languages. Their reflections of previous experiences mixing both languages coupled with the
moments in the program when we used both languages were reflections and experiences of
translanguaging. The students also felt the presence of translanguaging was in tune with their
natural language practices. Further, the Latinx co-facilitators intentionally and naturally
translanguaged with the youth as part of how they engaged in our discussions. For example, after
co-writing the community guidelines, Neftali, Alma, and the students had an exchange in which
we can see translanguaging. In this example, Neftali emphasizes the invitation in Nuestra
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Escuelita to speak either language by asking the students about their understanding of the invited
languages.
Neftali
Do you only get to speak English here?
Araceli
No.
Neftali
No. Que otro idioma podemos hablar? [What other language can we speak?]
Araceli
Español [Spanish]
Neftali
Español, [Spanish] Spanglish, whatever moves your spirit, however you need to express
yourself, do that.
Alma
Are these [guidelines] good? Estamos bien con esto? [Are we ok with this] You have
something to add?
Neftali
Alright y’all. So, we now know what our rules are that we decided together ‘cause, whose
classroom is this?
Araceli
ours, nuestra
In another example, when the afternoon students completed their scan of their and the other
group’s My Culture Posters, they listed some of the celebrations listed on the posters and had a
conversation about birthday songs. Alma asked the group about which birthday song they
typically sing at parties with their family and community. This question evolved into a lively
attempt to sing the traditional Mexican song sung at birthdays, Las Mañanitas. Below we can see
the ways in which the facilitators and the youth go in and out of Spanish as they talk about their
cultural practices and birthday songs. During this exchange, the students and facilitators were
laughing and smiling and making eye contact in connecting ways.
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Neftali
What else do we see on the posters?
Araceli
Drawings
Neftali
Uh huh. What kind of drawings?
Araceli
Like food
Neftali
These drawings, food, uh-huh, like Chuchitos [Guatemalan Tamale]
Ana
Celebraciones [Celebrations]
Neftali
Celebraciones. [Celebrations.] Como cuales? [Like which ones?]
Ana
Dia del niño, [Day of the Child] Día de los Muertos, [Day of the Dead] Semana Santa,
[Holy Week] Cumpleaños, [Birthdays] baby shower
Alma
Que canción cantan en el cumpleanos? [What song do you sing for birthdays?] Do you
sing Happy birthday?
Araceli
Yeah, the feliz cumpleños [happy birthday] song
Alma
You sing feliz cumplaños [happy birthday] in Spanish? I'm talking about “Estas son las
mañanitas, Que cantaba el rey David…” [This is the morning song, that King David used
to sing…]
Araceli
I used to cry when they would sing happy birthday.
Alma
[humming las mañanitas because they forgot the words] “las cantamos aqui.” [we sing it
to you]
Miguel:
I just go along with everyone else, that's the only time I'll remember the whole thing.
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In this short excerpt of our class conversation, we can see the ease and flow of the conversation
in which the students and facilitators are able to have an almost familial exchange about their
cultural practices celebrating birthdays where they flow back and forth between the two
languages. Another example occurred when Neftali was brainstorming with the students about
the ways in which their identities influenced their literacies as a lead into our discussion on
multiliteracies. As part of the conversation, we discussed slang in English which evolved into a
conversation about slang and the regional varieties of the Spanish language. Below is an excerpt
from that conversation. Romeo is asking the students if they know things said differently in
different part of Mexico.
Romeo
Mexican regionalisms?
Neftali
Yeah. Um, “no mames güey” [don’t mess with me] versus “no jodás vos.” [don’t mess
with me] My people say “no jodás vos” Mexicans say “no mames güey” right?
César
Or aguags [watch out]
Neftali
Aguas! Or what’s an explanation that like Mexicans say?
Leo
Vale queso
Neftali
huh?
Leo
Vale queso
Jonathan
Vale queso.
César
I have never ever heard that.
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Jonathan
Is it like Vale ‘M?’ [I don’t give an eff?] Saying the same sentiment? Like vale beep?
Alma
How do you say cool in Spanish?
Class
Chido [cool]
Alma
Right. But that's usually for Mexicans.
Jonathan
En El Salvador, we say chivo [cool] Yeah. With a V? Or in South America they say
“chevere” [cool]
Not only do we see the translanguaging occurring in this conversation but also an example of the
students building on their metalinguistic understanding of language use and the ways in which
language varies from place to place and is interconnectedness with our cultures and identities.
The facilitators’ translanguaging as a model and the students’ own practice
translanguaging in the program helped the students feel at ease and that they could communicate
better. Diana explained, “In the camp, like, letting us talk in any language, like, if we didn't know
a word in English, we could say in Spanish, or we didn't know a word in Spanish, we could say
in English.” Isabela said that she loved having both Spanish and English invited into Nuestra
Escuelita. She said:
I loved it because you know, sometimes at school I'm writing essays and some transition
word or something in Spanish comes to me and I'm like, how do I say this in English?
You know, how do I translate it so that it makes sense in my English paragraph? And so,
I love the way we got to use Spanish because some Spanish words just are...they're good
for that moment that you really have to use it.
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Miguel noted that having the open invitation to use which ever language he wanted simply made
it easier to communicate. He said:
I mean it was easier to speak, in a way, because you know if you don't know a word in
English you can just say it in Spanish if you remember it in Spanish, so it was easier to
speak it was easier it was easier to communicate in whatever way you wanted.
Noe also described the experience as making it easier to communicate and he described his
translanguaging as a mix of English and Spanish. He said, “It felt like more easy to speak
because sometimes I mix English and Spanish together. I didn't have to think about the words, I
could like speak English and Spanish in the same sentence.” Benicio noted that he felt confident
as a result of being able to translanguage. He explained:
Like when I was at the Escuelita, I saw the communication back and forth in Spanish and
English and like I felt confident. If I like didn't know how to like express the meaning of
something I could say it in Spanish.
It is important to note that the students primarily spoke English during the camp, save some of
the moments like the examples above in which they translanguaged. What I see as noteworthy in
their reflections above is their awareness of their ability to flow linguistically in bilingual
situations and that having the safe space and invitation to do so gave them a sense of comfort and
ease that they do not always feel in their regular school experience.
As represented by the data in this section, the students wove together their linguistic
identities and languaging practices while also gaining a metalinguistic understanding of language
use in general. They were able to reflect on their experiences being in a space that not only
honored their bilingualism but also incorporated it into practice. They noted that they felt
comfortable and could communicate with ease. I propose that they were also able to feel more
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whole by having an experience in which they could bring their full, holistic, linguistic repertoire.
Being in a bilingual space opened opportunities for them to weave together their thoughts,
feelings, and understanding of language practices in ways that supported them in connecting with
their bilingualism.
Activating Critical Consciousness
In this section I present the third finding, activating critical consciousness, in which the
students’ reclaimed subjugated histories, engaged in shadow work, and emerged awakened
through personal shifts toward power. The data in this finding represent the way in which
reclaiming their histories led the students to make emotional connections between the learned
history and their own family and ancestors, particularly as they gained a clearer picture of
colonization, racism, and oppression throughout history. As a result of this clearer picture of
history, heavy feelings emerged for the students that they expressed through powerful written
reflections as part of their responses to the movies and history activities. These feelings also
fueled their awakening to injustice. They grappled with their heavy feelings through a process I
call shadow work, a term used by Bhattacharya (2017b) for a similar process. Bhattacharya drew
on the work of Gloria Anzaldúa and her stages of conocimiento – a cyclical process of reflection,
personal shifts, and transformation (Anzaldúa, 2009; Bhattacharya, 2017b). A person’s shadow
work involves looking inward and reflecting on complex issues, information, and experiences for
the purposes of personal and community growth. The heavier feelings towards historical
injustice that the students expressed intersected with and opened space for them to reflect on
their own personal experiences with racism and oppression or those they’ve witnessed happening
to others in their community. These personal reflections on racist experiences were also part of
the shadow work. The students’ shadow work then led to personal shifts towards power which
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are represented by their expressing an activation in their voices and sharing their strong and
informed stances related to injustice. In this first section of activating critical consciousness, I
present the students’ experiences gaining new knowledge and making emotional connections
between history and their own families. These connections were made as a result of the students
learning about and reclaiming their subjugated histories. Histories that have been withheld from
them in their formal education.
Reclaiming Subjugated Histories
As part of the collaborative, we presented the youth with information related to their
historical context including topics on Indigenous U.S. and Mexican history, history of the transAtlantic slave trade, the Chicanx social justice movement, and the Mexican American war.
Learning about these moments in history allowed the students to gain a clearer picture of their
and their families positioning within these historical contexts. It also enabled them to make
emotional connections between the reality of these movements and their own families. In the
next few paragraphs, I will paint a picture of the activities in which the students engaged before
sharing their reflections, connections, and feelings.
In one activity, we gave the students multiple printouts with major moments throughout
Indigenous and Black history with short excerpts explaining what occurred during those
moments. On each page was one historical moment or event with a year or span of years. The
activity included historical events throughout North, South, and Central America. The students
were each given a few pages with the events for the Black history timeline and had to interact
with each other to see what events and years they each had in order to collaboratively arrange
them in order. They did this activity with a mix of serious concentration and interaction with
each other as they collectively completed the timeline. Next, they did the Indigenous history
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timeline and noted that many of the moments on both timelines happened within similar
timeframes. Some examples of the historical moments are listed in Table 12 below. After putting
the events in order, the students were then invited to write their comments, responses to, and
questions about the events on both timelines. The students spent focused time quietly re-reading
the events, solemnly writing their reflections and question on post-its, and then placing them on
the pages. There was a quiet, serious tone in the room as they completed the activity.
Table 12. Timeline Moments
Timeline
African American History

Historical Moments Included
1619 Slavery Established
1739 Slave Revolts
1793 Cotton Gin Invented
1831 William Lloyd Garrison Publications &
the Abolition Movement
1831-1861 The Underground Railroad
1861-1865 Civil War
1881, Jim Crow Era begins
1960 Lunch Counter Sit-Ins
1955 Montgomery Bus Boycotts
1992 Rodney King Protests

Indigenous and Latinx History

1492 European Invasion
1830 Indian Removal Act
1831 Trail of Tears
1934 Indian Reorganization Act
1953-1968 Indian Tribe Termination Act
1968 Indian Civil Rights Act
1969 Occupation of the Alcatraz by
Indigenous Activists
1992 Rigoberta Menchu’s Nobel Peace Prize
1994 Zapatista Uprising
2005 Evo Morales Elected in Bolivia (first
Indigenous leader elected)

Another activity included having the students analyze interactive maps. One showed the
invasion of Indigenous land by colonizers and the forced relocation of Indigenous peoples to
reservations and the other that illustrated the ships carrying solen people from all over Africa as
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part of the trans-Atlantic slave trade. The students wrote what they interpreted in the interactive
maps, discussed their thoughts on the significance of the maps, and then wrote their own
opinions one the importance of the maps. This activity took time for them to conceptualize what
the maps were showing, and they asked a lot of technical questions. But once they grasped the
bigger picture, they noted the injustice of land and people being stolen and removed from their
homes.
Neftali also gave the students a brief presentation on the Mexican American war
emphasizing that Mexico was invaded by the U.S. He explained to the youth that he refers to that
particular war as the U.S. invasion of Mexico. We also showed the movies Walkout and Precious
Knowledge (Olmos, 2006; Palos, 2011). Walkout is a dramatization of the Chicanx high school
student walkouts that occurred during the national Civil Rights era in which Chicanx students
organized and protested for better schools and an end to discriminatory treatment. Precious
Knowledge is a documentary showing the attack on the Arizona public school’s Mexican
American Studies program which was banned in 2010. After watching segments of the movies,
the students wrote reflections and summaries of what they saw. Their reflections included a
disbelief about the treatment of the Chicanx students in the 1960s. The students were often quiet
and concentrated while watching and reflecting with periodic gasps or “for real?” vocalized in
response. They also analyzed a picture of the Brown is Beautiful poster which has an image of
Chicanx protesters.
Lastly, the students read the poem “Soy Joaquin,” watched the performed poem “Me
Gritaron Negra,” “Los Sheecago Buls” and discussed their interpretations of the poems and story
(Gonzalez, 1972; Hernandez, 2017; Santa Cruz, 1978). Soy Joaquin is an epic poem by Rodolfo
“Corky” González in which the poetic narrator shares the struggles Chicanxs have faced ranged
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from economic injustices, land theft, and inequality while also touching on issues of identity and
belonging. “Me Gritaron Negra” is a poem by Victoria Santa Cruz, an Afro-Peruvian poet. Santa
Cruz’s poem is a commentary on race and the ways in which the Black body is othered. The
poem also explores Santa Cruz’s own reclamation of her Black identity after reflecting on the
racism she experienced as a child. The students read, analzyed, and discussed these poems as a
group and then created a SOPAStone poster on one of the poems. The SOAPStone posters
included the Speaker, Occasion, Audience, Purpose, Subject, Tone of the poem. Los Sheecago
Buls is a Central American story about a boy named after Michael Jordan and who dreamed to
go to the United States but whose story ended tragically. The students discussed their feelings
about the story and wrote alternate endings.
During all these activities, the students reflected shock, disbelief, sadness, and anger
about the mistreatment of which they learned. They also found that they were able to connect
into a deeper sense of understanding of their own historical contexts and ancestors. In the next
section, I illustrate through the data the emotional and factual connections the students made
between the history and their feelings towards their families. Their reflections paint a picture of
their becoming more aware of and in tune with the historic injustice while simultaneously feeling
grateful for and connected to their ancestors.
“Cuz it’s in my blood”: Situated Historical Contexts & Ancestors
The students in Nuestra Escuelita noted that most of the information in these activities
and films was new to them. Further, they reflected that learning about these topics was very
important because they taught them what their ancestors did for them which helped them feel
more connected to their histories and where they came from. Isabela, Eduardo, Linda, Leo, Luz,
Miguel, and Diana all reflected on significant impact the movie Walkout had on them. Isabela
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shared how she had not known about the Chicanx student walkouts and that learning that they
fought for her rights was “powerful” for her. She said:
That movie we saw is so very powerful to us because I didn’t know that happened. Like,
if I wouldn’t’ve saw that documentary, I wouldn’t know that that took place. They were
fighting for us, and they gathered all the students and to make a change.
Luz and Diana both noted their shock when they found out that not only was Spanish banned
from the classroom but that the Chicanx students in the movie received corporal punishment
when they did speak Spanish in class. Luz wrote in her notes for her summary, “They really
banned Spanish bruh?” and “They get hit if they speak Spanish, that’s so dumb.” Diana wrote
that it was important to learn about that part of history because the students were fighting for
their rights. She wrote, “It’s important because they are showing their rights.” Linda explained
during her interview that she also had not previously learned about the struggles that happened in
the Chicanx student walkouts and that it was important to her to learn about it because it gave her
a deeper understanding of her current context. She shared:
I really don’t see movies like that, that show like, the struggle of being a LatinoAmerican in the United States. I think it’s important to learn what we did in America and
how it all started and how we’re all here.
Luz also felt blindsided by the fact that she had never learned about Chicanx history. She said, “I
didn’t know, personally, that before it was that bad. Like, they wouldn’t even let them use the
bathrooms and stuff like that. And I felt like after like watching that you can learn a lot.”
Isabela and Araceli reflected on the history timeline activity in which the group pieced
together two historical timelines, one with African American history and one with Indigenous
and Mexican history. Araceli reflected that she was more interested in that activity than she
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typically was in history lessons at school because it included BIPOC history, what she referred to
as “not American history” meaning the history of white/European Americans that is traditionally
taught in schools. She said:
What I liked about the activity…learning more about history, not American history, but
kind of like blended with African Americans and Hispanics. Because in school, we’re so
used to learning about like, American history. So, it’s kind of like, it was interesting
being able to learn what we don’t get taught in school.
Araceli connected with the focus on BIPOC history, specifically the history of African
Americans and Latinx folks. Not only was it something new for her but she also found that it
situated history in a way that she felt was more interesting than how history is presented in
school. Isabela highlighted that she learned about interconnections between African American
and Latinx histories by completing the timeline activity. She explained:
[The history timeline] did help me reflect a lot, because I have never really gone into
depth, like, how he put out the timeline, like, for example, like one event led to the other.
And that made me get that all of these are all related. We saw how it kept going and
going and going and going from Africans to Hispanics.
Leo shared how Neftali’s presentation on the U.S. Invasion of Mexico stood out to him because
he had never learned those details. He shared, “The one that stood out to me the most was about
some Mexican history that I didn’t even know happened. How America just decided to invade
Mexico’s territory. They just took over their land.” Luz explained that learning the truth about
the U.S. Invasion of Mexico changed her perspective on who invaded whose land. She
explained:
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There are a lot of facts about the past and like, the actual truth behind it, like, schools will
cover up. Like my school will say the war with Mexico and the United States was over
like land. Yeah, they would say that Mexico caused the war. And that’s why the U.S. had
to, like, fight back. But I ended up learning that the U.S. was actually the ones that
invaded us [Mexico].
The students were able to gain new insight and perspective into their historical contexts and
formulate their own understandings and opinions on those histories.
The youth were also able to articulate a sense of connection to the past that merged into a
sense of connection to their ancestors and to where they “come from.” Eduardo noted how
watching the movie Walkout not only helped him learn more about his history and rights, but he
emphasized that the movie was part of learning about his ancestors and his people. He said, “that
movie where like they protested and they like, they fought for, like their rights and stuff… you
could learn what our ancestors did, or our people did, to fight for our rights.” Noe expressed that
in general, after attending the camp and learning about his historical contexts and reflecting on
his identities and culture that he felt more capable in telling people about where he is from and
about his ancestors. He said, “When people will ask me ‘Where you’re from?’ and like, I would
say ‘Mexico.’ And like [they ask], ‘Do you know, like, the backgrounds? And about your
ancestors?’ I can tell them everything about it, like they history, like, where their parents come
from or their grandparents.”
Linda wrote in her reflection about why it was important to learn about the trans-Atlantic
slave trade that “it connects with our ancestors and culture.” She also shared in both of her
interviews how reading the poem by and about Afro-Latinas, specifically Afro-Peruvians, gave
her an opportunity to deeply connect into her own Afro-Latina heritage and to reflect on the
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experience of being Afro-Latina herself. In addition, she emphasized that it was a special
moment to know and learn about her ancestors. She explained:
I felt connected because my great grandmother is Afro Latina. And I just like, I wanted to
learn of if she felt that way, or just what Afro Latinos sometimes think. So, I feel
connected to the poem… Because I never done any of those activities in school. Or just
learning about it. So that gave me like, a moment to know about my ancestors, about my
family, about who I am, my culture and stuff, and I’m really proud of that. And I’m also
proud that my ancestors are Afro Latinos, también. I think it’s important because it’s
learning about our parents, learning about my ancestors. Cuz it’s in my blood.
Linda was able to gain a stronger feeling of connection and understanding not only with her
history and ancestors but also of her own experiences. The students’ reflections indicate that the
knowledge gained and the opportunity to write and share their responses part of the shadow work
they engaged in during the program. In the next section, I illustrate the shadow work youth
engaged in as part of activating their critical consciousness.
Shadow Work
The students engaged in shadow work throughout the program. Their shadow work can
be seen in the moments in the first two findings and the reclaiming subjugated section above in
which they grappled with challenging feelings, ideas, and information. Their complex feelings
associated with their identities and the contrasts between school and Nuestra Escuelita were part
of their shadow work because they were challenging moments and included an exploration of
contradicting feelings. The findings of this study interconnect with each other which means, for
example, in the first two findings when the students were connecting into community and care
while reweaving identities, they were also engaging in shadow work and activating critical
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consciousness. When the students explored their confusions about identity labels and noted the
lack of care in school, they were sharing the struggles that exist in their lived experiences as
bilingual, Latinx youth growing up and attending school in the U.S. Southeast. Exploring these
complicated and complex experiences is evidence of shadow work. What this means is that by
presenting the youth with an educational experience filled with authentic care and opportunities
to talk about and represent their identities, cultures, and subjugated histories they were able to
consciously reflect on their positioning and explore their complex feelings, they were ablet to
engage in shadow work.
The students’ shadow work was also evident in their responses to the knowledge gained
from the activities described in the previous “Subjugated Histories” section above. The students
made deeply emotional comments expressing strong and heavy feelings in response to learning
about the history of racism, colonization, and oppression in the United States. As a result of
learning about these histories, the students were later able to reflect on present-day racism that
either they experienced directly or observed happen to other. In the following two sections I
focus on the shadow work that is reflected in their responses to learning about the dark history of
the U.S. and their experiences of racism.
“Me Siento Mal”: Heavy Feelings
As presented in the subjugated histories section above, the students expressed heavy
feelings towards learning about the trans-Atlantic slave trade, the Indian removal act, the
mistreatment of Chicanx students and of Afro-Latinx people during the Civil Rights era, and the
truths they learned about the Mexican American war. In this section I string together their
feelings and comments in a poetic expression comprised of their direct quotes that represent their
shock and feelings of pain and rage. These quotes come from the comments they wrote on sticky
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notes as they reviewed the timeline and from their summaries and responses to watching
Walkout. Their comments illustrate some of the shadow work they did while in the program.
Me siento mal, I feel bad. I just don’t understand. I feel upset. Hopeless. It’s…it’s sad.
Very upsetting. No es justo. This makes me feel very angry!
Me siento mal, I feel bad. ME SIENTO MAL, I FEEL BAD. They hit them for
speaking Spanish. Two of the students were getting spanked! For speaking Spanish!
That hurt me.
Me siento mal, I feel bad. She had to change just because of the way she looked.
Because of the color of her skin. I just don’t understand.
Me siento mal, I feel bad. They’re teaching people that Mexicans are the ones who
invaded the U.S. We didn’t want a war to start with! No es justo, where is the justice.
Me siento mal, I feel bad. Porque los exploradores europeos invadieron una tierra que
no era de ellos. Les quitaron el hogar a otros. I just don’t understand.
Me siento mal, I feel bad. Because the European explorers invaded another’s land.
They took their homes. No es justo, where is the justice.
Me siento mal, I feel bad. The Indigenous shouldn’t have been forced to move from
their land. It’s not right.
Me siento mal, I feel bad. They thought that it was okay to just take the land or beat the
children because of their different point of views.
Me siento mal, I feel bad. Why should Africans be made slaves? These humans were
very mistreated. This makes me feel very angry! Me siento mal.
Me siento mal. Different points of view. Me siento mal. Speaking Spanish. Me siento
mal. Getting spanked. Me siento mal. Very Mistreated. Me siento mal. Una tierra que
no era de ellos. Me siento mal. Land that wasn’t theirs. Me siento mal. Made to be
slaves? Me siento mal. The color of her skin. Me siento mal. We didn’t want a war. Me
siento mal.

Represented in this poem is the rage, disbelief, sadness, and sense of injustice the students felt
coupled their thirst for justice. The students explored large amounts of information about
injustice, racism, colonization, and oppression during the program and processed big emotions as
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they responded to and reflected on what they learned. Their words crystalized together in this
poetic representation shares their deep emotional response to their learning. This rendering of
their words is a small attempt to share the emotions that they felt. By learning Latinx, Black, and
Indigenous history from the perspective of social justice movements and colonization, the
students gained an understanding of systemic injustices in the U.S., and beyond which then
allowed them to reflect into an understanding of present-day injustices. The next section
represents their reflections and explorations about their lived and observed experiences with
racism as shared in their interviews.
“They tell you ‘You don’t belong here”: Experiences with Racism
As the youth in the program reflected on their experiences during Nuestra Escuelita, they
made connections between the history of colonization and racism in the U.S. with their own
personal experiences with racism, including linguistic racism, and discrimination. They shared
these stories during their interviews either as examples of their connections with aspects of the
program’s content or when they reflected on the importance of their experiences during the
program. The prohibition of Spanish in school, being told they do not belong, and hearing
negative comments about the way in which they speak English are examples of some of the
experience that the students shared as instances of racism and discrimination. In this section,
these experiences with racism and discrimination are illustrated as part of their shadow work
through their reflections from their interviews when they discussed the ways in which they
connected the program topics, themes and activities to their CLI and other lived experiences.
Noe, Benicio, Araceli, Luz, and Isabela all shared that they had been told directly by a
teacher or had received messaging in school that they should not speak Spanish. Noe shared that
a teacher told him and a friend to stop speaking Spanish because they could be saying something
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inappropriate, and she could not understand them. He said, “because me and my friend were
talking [in Spanish] and she said that, like, we could be saying something inappropriate or
something. We weren't supposed to talk in Spanish because she couldn't understand.” Benicio
indicated that a teacher recently told some students in his class to speak in English after she
heard them conversing in Spanish. He was unsure of why she made that request but presumed
that it was because she thought they were speaking badly about her. He explained, “My teacher
said like, 'Can y'all please speak in English?' I don't know the reason, but I think the teacher
might have thought they were like, like speaking bad about the teacher.” Araceli also had an
experience where a teacher required students to stop speaking in Spanish because there was a
general feeling that the teacher thought they were speaking badly if they were speaking in
Spanish. She recalled:
There was one time I was in class and if we would speak Spanish, the teacher would just
be like, “Don't speak Spanish because I don't know what you're saying.” And I guess the
teacher just kind of made it seem like if we spoke another language, we were just talking
bad about other people.
Luz explained that she felt as if she should only speak English at school because English is the
only language her teachers speak and that she should strictly speak ‘their’ language so that they
can understand. She shared “Usually [the teachers] only know a certain language. So, we can
only speak that certain language. They've never openly told me we can't speak [Spanish]. But I
speak their language because they should be able to understand me.” Lastly, Isabela noted that
while there is no rule explicitly prohibiting Spanish, she has a general understanding that
teachers expect students to speak in English so that they can monitor what the students are saying
to ensure they are not speaking badly or saying anything threatening. She explained:
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We aren't allowed to, like, if the teachers not understanding what we say, we can't speak
in Spanish. It's not a rule, but it's just like, they want to know what we're saying. And
make sure we're not saying anything bad or threatening. You get looks, and the teacher
like stands up, and is like, “What are you talking about?”
In the data above, Noe, Benicio, Araceli, Luz, and Isabela each shared their experiences with
linguistic discrimination in which they were either told directly or felt the monolingual gaze in
the school that had them believe that they were not allowed to speak Spanish at school. These
reflections were moments of shadow work in which they recalled having to either leave part of
their CLI behind or risk being told to not express themselves in their heritage language.
Other reflections on linguistic discrimination occurred when Araceli and Luz
remembered they ways in which non-Latinx people commented on how they spoke English.
They each shared experiences about how they were made to feel like they did not speak English
according to other’s standards. They shared these experiences in their interviews when I asked
them whether anyone had ever commented on their Spanish or English language abilities Araceli
explained:
With the way I speak English, people sometimes point out an accent that I don't hear.
And I don't know. It's just kind of makes me feel like, 'Am I not speaking English
properly?' Or if I just sound like I speak more Spanish than English.
Luz reflected on her early years in school when she was in ESOL classes and her peers made fun
of her for having an accent. She said:
I used to have an accent back before when I was younger, because my first language was
Spanish. And so, I had to take a lot of classes, like ESL classes when I was younger, like
kindergarten, first grade around there. And the little kids would always, like, you know,
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like, make fun of it. And so, I ended up fixing it later on, as I got older, like learning the
language, but it was like, I don't know, it just made you feel like, 'Oh, you're so different
compared to them. Why can't you be the same?'
Whether reflecting on experiences related to speaking Spanish or to the way in which they speak
English, the students in the program expressed their feelings of having been linguistically
discriminated against. Connecting into their linguistic identities while sharing difficult
experiences illustrates their engagement with shadow work.
Other experiences of discrimination were when Isabela, Luz, and Diana had experiences
where they were told, or they received indirect messaging that they did not belong. The
belonging they reflected on was regarding either general belonging in the U.S. or in a specific
place in their communities. Diana recalled a time when a white girl in her class began verbally
accosting her for looking and being different. She shared this memory in her interview in
response to explaining why she connected to the “Me Gritaron Negra” poem by Victoria Santa
Cruz, the Afro-Latina poet from Peru whose performance we watched during class. Diana had
mentioned to me that one of the activities she connected to the most was watching Santa Cruz’s
spoken word performance. I inquired with Diana about what it was in the poem that she
connected to. She remembered:
I could relate to that [poem], because this is one time this one white girl came up to me
and she's like, 'Oh, you don't? You don't look like us. You have black hair. Or you
should, you should like, just go back to where you came from.
Isabela shared a similar experience when a girl in her school also told her to go back to her
country because she was speaking Spanish. Isabela recalled this moment when I asked her if she
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or anyone in her classes had ever received disciplinary action for speaking Spanish at school. She
explained:
Like I remember in in my ninth-grade social studies class, me and a group of friends, we
were in class, and we were talking Spanish. And this girl didn’t like how we were talking
Spanish. And she thought we were talking about her. She was like, ‘go back to your
country.’ And she said something racist. And then she started going off on us. And she
didn’t get in trouble for it. Because the teacher wasn’t in the class. But yeah, she did that.
Isabela also shared that she has noticed that employees at stores are impatient and unhelpful with
her mom, often do not help her or refer to Isabela who they feel speaks better English. This
memory emerged for Isabela when I asked her the question of whether she had ever received
comments about the ways in which she speaks Spanish or English. What she chose to speak
about instead were general moments she has observed about how her mom has been mistreated
in non-Latinx spaces. She shared that her mom is often ignored or mistreated in stores and when
she speaks in English, they are harsh in their interactions indicating that they cannot understand
her. She explained:
When we go to the store with my mother, they mistreat Hispanics too much like, they
don't think they're capable of ordering a meal or something so simple. Like, my mom,
many times she goes to the store, and she needs help and nobody, like everybody just
looks at her like, nobody's willing to help her or assist her with what she needs. My
mother, when she does talk English it’s not perfect. And, you know, they're like, 'Huh? I
can't understand you’ Or ‘What did you say?’ Or ‘Do you know what's going on?’ So
yeah, they've done many wrong things to her because she's Hispanic, like racism, overall.
And I see that a lot with others.
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Luz shared about a time when her white ballet teacher gave special bracelets to all the other girls
in her ballet class except Luz and her friend. All the other girls were white, and Luz had a strong
sense that the teacher left her and her friend out because they were Mexican and have brown
skin. This memory occurred to Luz when I inquired further with her about why she felt it was
important to learn about and connect with her CLI during the program. She used this experience
to illustrate how participating in Nuestra Escuelita supported her in re-connecting in a positive
way with her CLI. She walked through this painful memory of being mistreated which led her to
share the fact that she had once dreamed of being lighter skinned and blond which was
juxtaposed with her journey of coming to feel more connected to and prouder of her CLI and
heritage. It is representative of the shadow work involved in making that kind of re-connection.
She recalled:
I had a dance teacher [and] she was giving out bracelets to everyone, right? And she
wouldn’t—me and some other girl, we were best friends at the time. Actually, that's how
we became friends. We were both Hispanic and the rest were like all American. And the
teacher didn't give us our bracelets. And like she gave everyone bracelets except us
because of our skin color. And we ended up coming home crying. My mom got really
mad. She got the teacher fired, but irrelevant.
Luz continued by sharing that she emerged with more confidence and positive attitudes towards
her CLI which was partially a result from her experience in the program. She illustrated this shift
by explained that previously she wanted to change her skin and hair color to fit the white norms
that surrounded her. She said:
When I was little, like younger, I would always like want to be lighter skinned and have
blonde hair. But after learning [about my CLI] makes you appreciate your culture more. I
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started accepting the fact that I look like this and that I like looking like this, you know?
These were my genes given to me from who knows how long ago. Like, I started liking
my skin color.
Luz’s shadow work, reflecting on a painful experience, was part of her shadow work. Painful
experiences often provide insight and clarity into one’s internal world and can be the seed from
which new feelings and attitudes can emerge. Luz reflected in a personal shift, the next theme
within activation, in which she felt a greater appreciation for her CLI.
The experiences shared in this section reflect the shadow work in which the students
engaged, a process of sharing moments of linguistic and cultural discrimination. The youth were
able to reflect on the ways in which they observed or experienced the oppression of their
linguistic repertoires, discrimination in public spaces, or exclusion because of the color of their
skin. Their increased awareness of injustice, both personal and historical, is an activation of their
critical consciousness. These were moments when they engaged in critically examining their
histories and their lived experiences while becoming more conscious of the ways in which
history intersects with current experiences. As we saw in the last example above, Luz shifted
towards pride in her culture and color. Many of the students in the program also experienced
moments of personal shifts towards their power while exploring their CLI during the program.
Their shifts toward power were the ways in which their activated critical consciousness began to
manifest. These shifts illustrate the students’ internal awakenings that either occurred from or
were articulated after having attending Nuestra Escuelita and are presented in the next section.
Shifts Toward Power
The youth in the program experienced and articulated personal shifts as a result of
attending the Nuestra Escuelita. These shifts included activating their power and voice as well as
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feeling an increased confidence and positive attitude towards their CLI. These personal shifts led
to their making informed, political stands.
“I have power, and I can speak up”: Power and Voice
The activation of their voice and power is the augmentation of the voices and power they
already had but which are often oppressed because of discriminatory experiences like those
discussed above. I recognize that all students and humans are agentic beings with inherent voices
and power. The students who attended Nuestra Escuelita came into the program with their own
unique voices and powers, ones that previously have been activated and used elsewhere and
possibly even in their school experiences. Yet, they have also described being oppressed. What I
am highlighting in this finding, is that the students themselves emphasized that their experiences
in the program activated their existing voices and their sense of their power in a way that felt
different, stronger, or somehow changed.
Isabela noted feeling powerful after learning more about her history and cultural
background. She explained:
This experience was so important to me because I can defend where my family is from.
Being an American, knowing my history, like our history, our ancestors, I can, like, say
and defend if someone comes up to my family. You know, you feel like powerful when
you know who you are, what it took you to get there.
Araceli shared that analyzing the brown is beautiful picture highlighted the power she felt within
her culture and gave her a sense of pushing back against the negative rhetoric she hears about
Chicanx communities. She said:
Outside our community, people just think Chicanos are lazy people, [that] they just go to
school, don't do anything, and then end up dropping out. Or they just steal people's job
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and all of that stuff. So, it's kinda like, with the [Brown is Beautiful] drawing being [of]
people protesting, [it’s] saying that we do have power, [it’s] showing that we do.
Araceli, Miguel, Benicio, Noe, Eduardo, and Luz all expressed that being invited to contribute to
community guidelines activated their voice. Araceli explained that it also inspired an internal
desire to participate. She said, “I guess I kind of felt like we had a voice. With y'all asking for
input just made me wanna, like, participate. It kind of just felt like I had my voice in it.” Miguel
explained that being asked to contribute allowed him to voice his emotions as part of the process.
He shared:
I think it's good that I be able to add my opinion to that, because then I can express
myself. In a way, I can show how I feel. I can 'voz', I can 'voz' [laughing] voice my
emotion about it. So, it makes you feel more included than just what school policy says or
something.
Benicio explained that watching the movie Walkout (Olmos, 2006) and creating the guidelines
contributed to activating his voice. He explained:
Sometimes people don't know they have powers [and] those movies inspire people from
like the same culture and race. And let them know that they have a voice. They inspire
me, telling me that I have a voice, I have power, and I can like speak up. Yeah, like, I
should know I should be treated equally.
Noe also indicated that writing the guidelines ignited his voice. He shared that the experience let
him “know we have a voice to speak about what we want. You know like, so [y’all] can hear
how we feel, what we like, what we don't like, and what rules [we want].”
That the students expressed an augmentation in their voices as a result of their
experiences in the program illustrates an activation of their critical consciousness. One through
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which they were also able to articulate an energized pride in their cultures, as presented in the
next section.
“I should love myself, like how I was born”: Energized Cultural Pride
Other personal shifts in the students were related to an increase in positive feelings
towards their CLI. The students remarked that they shifted internally in regard to their
confidence and pride towards their CLI after attending Nuestra Escuelita. Their energized
positive attitudes are both an extension of their reweaving the tapestries of their CLI as discussed
above in the second finding as well as evidence of an internal personal shift. Diana explained
that reading and relating to Santa Cruz’s ‘Me Gritaron Negra’ poem and Gonzalez’s ‘Soy
Joaquin’ poem as discussed above not only helped her to to re-connect to her CLI but also to
have more confidence in her culture and skin color. In addition, it is worth noting, that Diana’s
comments below are also part of her shadow work because she reflected on racist experiences in
order to illustrate the personal shift of reclaiming her CLI, much like Santa Cruz and Gonzalez in
their poems. She shared the following:
I could relate to [the poems] because it has happened when people used to be racist and
stuff, like they're saying, like, names to me, are like saying, like, go back to where you
came from, or stuff like that? [And] it was good for me to relate to those poems because
it makes me realize that those things aren't true. I could believe more our culture, like my
skin color, where I came from and everything. It makes me feel like more proud of it. I
realized that I should love myself, like how I was born.
Benicio shared that watching the movie Walkout transformed his perspective towards his culture
making his attitude more positive. He said, “Once you watch movies like that, it can change your
perspective on the stuff you thought before, like all the negative thoughts. After watching [I had]
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positive thoughts about my culture” In addition, Benicio noted that the bilingual space created
during the program changed his attitude towards his own bilingualism. He indicated that his
attitude shifted after having been in a bilingual affirming space. He explained, “[Being there]
made me feel positive of the fact that I'm bilingual. It gave me a positive mindset about how my
bilingual skills are actually good. About how beneficial my bilingual skills could be, to actually
use it.” Diana indicated that she started talking more Spanish with her mom after attending the
program and that she felt as if her Spanish had improved. She said, “I talk more Spanish with my
mom [&] my Spanish got better than it used to be.” Lastly, Miguel noted that being in a bilingual
space highlighted his personal preference to preserve his bilingualism. He explained:
I get to keep my language, you know, instead of, because I see that other family members
that they don't, when they don't really speak Spanish, they sort of start to forget it. So, it's
like, I can see that I'd rather prefer keeping my language and I know how it can help me
in the future, and if I lost my Spanish, it'd be a lot more difficult to communicate with my
mom. So, it's sort of sort of just like a thing that I like to keep.
The students’ energized cultural and linguistic pride is a shift that represents the activation of
their critical consciousness. Their ability to merge previous negative experiences and the
affirming experiences in the program into a renewed energy towards their CLI show that they
were able to critically reflect on themselves and the world around them.
“Powerful Means to be Proud”: Taking a Stand
Activating their voices, articulating their power, and having increased confidence in their
CLI gave room for the students to speak and write informed statements about what they learned
during Nuestra Escuelita. In light of the oppressive moments the youth shared about their school
experiences, I see their statements as part of their personal shifts because they represent an
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unapologetic stand and voicing of their perspectives, something that was new for the students.
Further, the statements are an active representation of the critical consciousness that they
developed. The students made these powerful statements in their written summaries about the
movies, on their time-line sticky notes, and during their interviews. I compiled the statements
and wove them together into the following narrative poetic expression so as to hear the chorus of
their thoughts, opinions, and voices. This narrative poetic expression illustrates the bold stance,
gathered directly from ten of the participants.
The history. The timeline. The movies. They made me feel like I was there. Like I got to see it.
Like I did it. I just wanted to go back and see why they decided to think it was ok. It shouldn’t
have been okay.
They got beat by officers for protesting. They were just kids that didn’t get enough education
or books. They had it hard. We shouldn’t have to do that just to get a good education. No one
should go through that. That's what I think.
They should get the same rights as the other schools. Todos debemos ser tratados iguales. We
should all be treated equally. Pienso que no estuvo bien. Lo que hacen no es justo. It wasn’t
fair, the way they were being treated just because they weren’t white. It is the cause of only
2% of Chicanos going to college. This is very unfair.
They were able to stand up for themselves and not be scared of the outcome, even though it
could have been pretty bad. They have a right to speak up. They don’t teach that. The U.S.
hides a lot of things and it’s important to know that.
Our history is shut down, put away from people knowing. We need to know what actually
happened. Schools should teach it the way it happened, like with the truth, and not be one
sided and make them look good. Because in school, we're so used to learning about
‘American’ history, not our history.
Some people would believe that Mexico was a bad country, that no one should like it. When in
reality, it should be the United States they shouldn't like because of what they did to Mexico
and all the immigration and everything bad they're doing to Mexico. I see what our country
does to our culture, how they react to us, and it's it's sad. I felt like pretty bad for all of them
that got hurt.
But the important thing is that we know who we are. Learning about my culture. I feel
powerful. Powerful means to be proud even though Americans assume Hispanics are bad
people, that they are poor, that they are rapists. It’s powerful to know who you are and where
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you come from. We can prove to them that NO, it’s not like that for everyone. It’s not like that
at all! I should be treated equally. I am POWERFUL!
Activating critical consciousness involved the students’ shadow work intertwined with their
personal shifts. This activation involved a process in which the students reflected on difficult
moments while also re-connecting with and activating their voices and power in new and
inspired ways. The shadow work and personal shifts gave way for the students to voice their
perspectives boldly about topics that are likely not integrated into their regular school
experiences. The lack of criticality at school coupled with development of their critical
consciousness during Nuestra Escuelita opened the space and opportunity for the students to feel
inspired to make change and imagine a decolonial vision. The students’ inspirations for change
and imaginations for new futures make up the fourth and final finding I share from the data.
Inspiration for Change and Imagining a Decolonial Vision
The data for the fourth finding, inspiration for change and a decolonial vision, illustrate
that the youth in the program were inspired to make changes and imagine decolonial educational
futures. The inspiration for change emerged from the development of their critical consciousness.
Their critical consciousness coupled with the inspiration for change opened way for their
decolonial vision to emerge in which they imagined ideas and theorized about new educational
futures.
Inspiration for Change
The students expressed they developed new desires as a result of Nuestra Escuelita to
make changes. They expressed immediate changes they that wanted to make in school in
addition to wanting to learn more and do better in their academics. Further, the youth indicated
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that they felt a passion to share what they learned with the hopes that as a society we would not
repeat dark histories.
“It Made Me Think to Learn More about My History, Our Ancestors.”: Learn More, Do More
Benicio indicated that he wanted to inquire at school to see if they could start teaching
about Mexican culture in school. He said, “Cuz I have a Hispanic teacher. I think he knows
something. I think I will ask [him if] we could learn about culture soon. He might consider it.”
Whereas Benicio wanted to make changes in what he learned at school, Luz felt inspired to
ensure that the school provided more college access resources at school. She explained:
It made me realize changes schools actually need to do. They don't give us enough
resources for us to know like about college. Like, I don't know anything about it because
our school doesn't really inform us much. But I feel like they should change that.
Isabela and Linda both indicated that they were inspired to learn more about their history,
ancestors, and the camp topics. Isabela shared, “It made me think to learn more about my history,
our ancestors. I still don't know so much about it, so I want to learn more about it. The camp
made me very curious, it interests me now.” Linda remarked that since the camp, she started
researching some of the topics she learned while attending the program. She stated:
If I'm just like, curious in my head, I just search up stuff, like history about the Maya and
stuff. I actually I forgot the poem’s name, but I wanted to search it, but I forgot it. I'm
really motivated to know and like, grateful to know about that.
Diana, Luz, Eduardo, and Noe all indicated that they were either inspired to appreciate an
academic topic more or to do better in school as a result attending Nuestra Escuelita. Diana
explained that previously, she was not interested in poetry yet after reading poems and watching
spoken word poetry from Latinx authors and performers, she began to have an interest. She said:
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I've never liked reading or poems and nothing like that. But then afterwards I'm like, ‘oh,
okay, I kinda get it’ and the poems we read at the camp kind of made me like it a little bit
more because like, it was mostly about our culture. In school, the ones in school, it was
like it was like for white people.
Luz talked about wanting to push herself generally to do better in school so as to raise the
percentage of Chicanxs who graduate and go to college. She said:
[Watching Walkout] made me personally want to do way better in school, to raise like the
percentage of Chicanos like us to get into school. I personally do well in school, but like,
not necessarily trying, like, I naturally just get A's and B's, but it motivated me to actually
try to see how good I can actually do.
Eduardo simply stated that what he learned gave him inspiration to do better in life and at school.
He said, “It gave me like, to do better in life, and school.” Noe explained that at school, before
attending the program, if he did not know something or how to do something, he would simply
give up. He also admitted that he really did not want to attend Nuestra Escuelita because he
thought it was going to be like school. However, he acknowledged that he was inspired to do the
work at the camp and that his inspiration continued into his motivation at school this current
academic year. He explained:
It changed because at summer camp, at the beginning, I didn't want to go. But after, I
started liking it. And like at summer camp I changed because I feel confident, I started
doing the work. Like, right now [at school] I do the work. I don't give up easily, like, I
keep trying, or ask for help.
“I Got to Come Home and Tell them”: Sharing the Knowledge
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Isabela and Leo both felt inspired to tell others about the knowledge they gained during
the program. Isabela explained:
I get to learn about my people, my family, I get to learn in Spanish things that they don't
know. I was like, 'Oh, I should go home and tell them this. Maybe they didn't know this, I
got to come home and tell them.
Leo explained that he also wanted to tell people what he learned and was contemplating joining a
club at school that focuses on Mexican culture so he could teach them what he learned. He
explained:
With that information, maybe, I'll tell some people, maybe see if any of them would
believe me. All I know is that I'll tell people that they may want to know about Mexican
culture. There's this club in my school that talks about Mexican cultures. So maybe I'll
join it, and I'll tell them about it.
Lastly, Miguel expressed the inspiration he had to make a difference with the information he
learned so that history does not repeat itself. He shared:
I just think that it's good to learn about how the world just treats people differently, so
that we prevent history repeating itself. If like when I reach adulthood, I can try to make a
difference. Even now, I can just speak out my mind about how people shouldn't be
judged based on their skin tone, or how they speak their language, or things like that.
The desire to make changes, to learn more, and to do better so that we do not repeat past
atrocities illustrated the ways in which the students were inspired by the critical consciousness
they gained from the content learned and experiences had while in the program. These
experiences interconnect with the first three findings because connections to community and
care, the reweaving of identities and the activation of critical consciousness provided the students
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with the fuel to ignite their inspiration. Yet their inspiration to make change circle back into and
represent their connections and personal shifts. Further, the students also began to think through
what their schooling would be like with elements of their CLI and historical context integrated
and other ideas about how school could be improved for students like them. Their theories about
what school could be like formed their decolonial vision.
A Decolonial Vision
The students theorized about how teachers could improve and why learning about their
CLI, histories, and ancestors were important. In the data for this finding, they were imagining
futures for themselves and their peers for a better education. They discussed their ideas for
improving the school experience and their theories on what it would be like to have content,
activities, and programming like those from Nuestra Escuelita in their schools. Their visions for
their educational futures included incorporating care, culture, and mutual contribution into
schools. The students also theorized about what it would be like if schools changed according to
their vision. Their theories expressed the possibilities for increased comfort, improved
motivation, and continued connection.
Ideas
When asked what teachers could do the improve school for bilingual, Latinx students like
themselves, the youth in Nuestra Escuelita shared multiple ideas. In this subsection, I explore
their ideas as they shared them in our interviews.
“Teaching Means to Care about Your Students”: Care
The students indicated that it was important to them that teachers and school in general
should have more deliberate and authentic care for students. Linda shared:
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I think what makes a good teacher is obviously teaching but caring about your students. I
guess, a teacher doesn't just teach. It also means to care about your students and not
ignore them. I'm really grateful that there's teachers in the world, because they're teaching
us. So, they're helping us. Like, improve and giving us like an impact. So, I think they
should be grateful to have us as well as we're grateful to have them. So, like caring about
each other. I think that's a good.
Other statements by the student showed that care meant teachers taking the time to explain more
to the students, providing more resources, and creating more engaging and interactive lessons
and activities. Luz indicated that she would like to have more resources in math to support her in
being able to understand the material better. She said:
Put more resources out there for the kids who don't understand like certain subjects. For
me, I personally struggle on math. Some of us don't necessarily get it the first time and so
I feel like if they put more resources out, like, like Quizlet, and quizzes and stuff like that,
I feel like it's much easier for the person to learn.
Diana also talked about helping students as an idea for improving schools. She explained:
I would just say to always help their kids in activities. Cuz some teachers, they,
sometimes some teachers, they just give you paper, and they just tell you, ‘This was what
this means. This is what they said.’ But sometimes they don't like go step by step like
explaining it good.
Noe explained that extra help explaining would be a way to help student feel more confident, but
his experience has been that teaches often do not want to explain things more than once. He said,
“[Teachers could] give more confidence to the students [by] giving them extra help or
explaining. Sometimes they don’t like to explain twice [or] they wouldn’t explain in a different
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way, but they wouldn’t give you that extra help.” The youth also indicated that they believe
teachers should create more engaging, interactive, and fun activities. For example, Benicio
suggested, “Instead of teaching on the board, we can like actually do things.” Diana wanted to
see teachers intentionally trying to have fun with their students. She said, “Have fun with them.”
Lastly, Eduardo hoped to see teachers being active with students. He said, “Be active with
students.”
More authentic care in school was important to the students. They explained through
these suggestions that care looked like taking the time to listen, to provide more resources, and to
teach and help in creative and diverse ways so that students are able to connect and learn more
readily.
“Put [in] a Little Mix of Our Culture”: Culture
Next, the students suggested that schools include more explicit instruction on their
culture and diversity as another way to improve. Diana shared:
[Teachers could] communicate with their [students’] culture, their background [and in]
world history, we could learn more about our culture, not just like, not just like, white
people or like native, it's like, it could be all combined. Because other kids could also
learn about other cultures, not just like, two specific ones. But they could also learn about
their own culture
Araceli expressed that she would not only like to have aspects of her culture woven into the
school curriculum but also diversity in general. She said:
[Teachers should] put in a little mix of like our own type of culture. I feel like they
should teach diversity. They should teach about each one's culture. Like it doesn't matter,
which just like kind of, like I said, with diversity, I think would be good to learn about
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different things like religions, cultures, traditions. Or how they do things. And their like
background story.
Benicio also expressed that he would like to learn more about his culture in school. “I'd like it if
they teach about culture. Like in the summer camp. That'd be interesting to me.”
“Talk One-to-One, To See if They’re Struggling”: Mutual Contribution
The students also thought that teachers and schools should more clearly respect students
which included communicating with them, listening to them, and incorporating student ideas and
opinions into class community and curriculum. Miguel explained that he wanted there to be more
dialogue and discussion as part of an increased communication in school. He said, “I guess just
not as much just writing all the time and just taking down notes. And more students and teachers
both communicating and just students with students as well communicating. So, it's more
engaging in that way.” Noe suggested that teachers could talk one-on-one with students to see if
they are struggling. He said, “[Teachers could] talk one to one to students if they see that they're
struggling.” Diana simply said, “I would say communicate with them” when asked what teachers
could do to improve school for her.
Araceli shared that creating an environment of equal treatment would make school a
better experience for her. She said, “Honestly, I just tell them to, like, treat everybody the same.”
Benicio indicated that an increase in respect in school would help improve his school experience.
He said, “more respect, whether it's the teacher or the student, like not showing it, like more
respect in the classroom” He also indicated that teachers being more open to his opinions would
enhance school. He shared, “Maybe getting a feeling that we could tell our opinions to the
teacher. And knowing that they have like an open mind. That they'll like consider our opinions.”
Miguel and Noe also highlighted that the students sharing their opinions and providing their
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input would be an improvement they would want to see. Miguel said, “Just let everyone share
their own input and let people have their have their opinions and let people just talk, talk about
how they feel instead of like, just quieting down the classroom.” Noe reiterated this idea when he
said, “Let students talk about how [they] feel or like give their opinion about something.” Luz
noted that she would like her teachers to center her CLI by being open students teaching the
teachers about their culture which would encompass including culture in the classroom and
inviting students to contribute their ideas into the curriculum. Luz said:
I feel like that way, it would be nice, you could tell them about [your culture]. And
they're actually interested about our culture, and like, what we eat and what type of music
we listen to. It's nice to teach them. It's like, we're teaching them instead of them teaching
us like, nice.
The above comments shared by the students represent the ideas they have for changes they
would like to see in school, ones that would make it more comfortable, accessible, relatable, and
interesting. Also evident in these ideas is the students extending their connections and reconnections to care, community, and CLI while also voicing their inspired needs and wants.
Toward Theorizing the Centering of CLI
In their interviews, the students were invited to share what they imagined school would
be like if it were to center their CLI and historical contexts. The data that comes from their
responses shows that they theorize that centering their CLI and history would improve their
school experience generally as well as increase their interest and motivation towards academics.
Further, they also emphasized that it would allow for them to experience a sustained connection
to their CLI and history in a way that would be different from their current experience.
“That would be so good!”: Overall Better Experience
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The students expressed that if they experienced a high level of authentic care and a
centering of their CLI at school, they would feel great and have a general better and more
comfortable experience. Diana indicated that having activities that were more interactive and
engaging would allow her to feel “free.” She said, “For me, it would feel kind of free from
learning the same kind of things every day at school.” She also theorized that students would
interact with each other and get to know each other more. She explained, “People would, like,
communicate more. People will get to know each other more. There will be more, how you say
it, more interacting with each other.” Isabela shared that she thinks centering students’ CLI
would really impact other Latinx students to have a similar experience at school that she had
during Nuestra Escuelita. She explained:
Wow, that would be so good! Because, you know, not everyone gets to do what I did at
camp in school. And there's a lot of people that look like me, like Hispanics, and they
would love that. Learning about themselves, you know, informing themselves. I think it'll
be so, it'll be very, like, it'll impact them!
Miguel indicated that having an open, bilingual experience at school would help him feel
comfortable with the environment. He said, “I think it would be good that the teacher is
encouraging you to speak both Spanish and English instead of just, like, stopping you, but
encouraging you so that you feel comfortable with the environment.” Leo thought having more
bilingual experiences at school would be great, a similar experience to that which he had during
the program. He stated, “Honestly it would be the same experience I would have in my summer
camp, which would also be great!” Ana explained that it would be fun and would help the
students feel more trust with teachers. She said, “Sería divertido porque todos les tuvieran
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confianza, todos les contarían los problemas que pasan” [“It would be fun because they would
trust them and talk to them about their problems”].
Noe, Isabela, and Luz indicated that communication would be enhanced and stigmas
around language proficiency minimized if they were able to have a bilingual experience at school
like they did during Nuestra Escuelita. Noe stated, “I could like explain why, I could explain by
myself more.” Isabela shared that she believed students would be able to share what they want to
say or write more effectively. She stated:
I think we would show what we're trying to say better. Like, some, some English, some
Spanish words just are...they're good for that moment that you really have to use it. But
you know, you go on Google Translate, and you're like, that's not what that means. Like,
it would be so beneficial. And it would really help express what we want to say.
Luz theorized that bilingual education in school would remove stigmas that occur as a result of
ESOL classes and programming. She believes bilingual education should be used more often.
She shared:
I feel like it should be used more often by people, especially if there's like language
barriers. Because they'll offer, like, different classes for ESOL or something. But I feel
like that just makes like the kid feel bad. Knowing they have to be in a different class just
to learn. But I feel like they should provide like Spanish and English or like any other
language, if they don't understand the main language like English.
Imagining school with authentic care and a centering of their CLI felt freeing, comfortable, and
more culturally and linguistically assuring for the students.
“It'd make class interesting to talk about our culture”: Academics
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The students theorized an increased interest and motivation towards academics would
likely occur if their CLI and historical contexts were centered in school. They suggested that in
general students, including themselves, would have an increased interest in their class content
which would likely result in their being more motivated to do their work. The youth then
hypothesized that the increased motivation and interest would mean students getting better
grades and going to college. They envisioned schools centered their CLI and historical context
while also engaging in more interactive lessons and community. Benicio explained:
It'd make the class interesting to talk about our culture. Because like, in my classroom,
there's like, a lot of Latinos. Oh, it could have like a huge impact on school. Kids may be
more into school since the topics talk about us and our culture, it's could like hold the
interest and impact the graduation rates or something.
Linda also said she and other Latinx students would be very interested to read poems by Latinx
and Afro-Latinx authors at school. She shared the following:
Learning about this would make me so interested in school. I think the Latino kids would
understand it, maybe, or Afro Latino kids, probably the black kids, maybe they'll
understand it. I will, like other, like, Latino kids or Afro Latino kids will understand it, or
be interested or connected. I would be connected to the poem no matter in which
environment I'm learning in.
Eduardo said that he would be more interested in his social studies or history class at school if
they incorporated Mexican or Mexican American history. He said, “I would probably be more
like more interested into it because we don't really learn about other countries, religions, and
stuff. [It’s important] to see what they fought for and what they believe in.” Luz shared that she
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felt students would appreciate what they have at school if they were able to learn about the
Chicanx movement. She said:
Because if they know like the struggles that most of us or most of people went through,
like with school and stuff. Like I feel like they will learn to appreciate what they have
now. Because back then people didn't have that, like they didn't have as many rights or
privileges as we have right now. So, teaches you to appreciate what we have.
Luz continued by saying that she believed if Latinx students had the opportunity to learn about
their history and culture, they would not only do well in that particular class, but in the rest of
their classes as well. She explained:
I feel like if there was a class that teaches that there would be a lot of kids who enjoy the
class. And I feel like it would motivate them to actually do good in the rest of their
classes, not just that one. Because one, they're learning about themselves. And like, why
they need to do good, especially because most of our most Hispanic parents want you to
do good in school.
The youth in the program imagined that learning about their CLI and historical contexts in
school would support students in improving their academics. They believe that including their
cultures, languages, and histories would inspire them and other students to want to do their best
and participate in new and engaged ways.
“So You Know Your Roots” Continued Cultural & Linguistic Connections
The youth in the program also indicated that if schools were to offer classes that centered
their CLI and their historical contexts they would experience a continued connection to their
culture and heritage. Some students spoke about how having a bilingual experience at school
would also support their continued connection to their CLI. Eduardo noted that he is starting to
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lose his Spanish because of his limited opportunities to speak it and that he’d likely learn more if
there were opportunities as school. He said, “My first language is Spanish but like I'm starting to
lose it cuz it's really, sometimes there's nobody to talk to like in Spanish.” After making that
statement, I asked him how being able to read and write in Spanish at school would support him
in not losing his Spanish and he said, “I’d probably learn more.”
Benicio talked about the ways in which centering CLI at school not only would support a
safe feeling for students to share their voices but also allow them to sustain a positive cultural
and linguistic connection. He said, “[It would] make me feel proud of my culture, and other kids
as well. [It would] teach us as well about our voice, that we shouldn't be ashamed of the color of
your skin or our culture” He emphasized that learning about their culture would support other
Latinx students in filling in gaps by learning things they have not had the opportunity to learn.
He explained:
It could like, have a huge impact on us, like some of the kids like, well, like, some kids
like that don't know much about like their culture, like the power they have, like, if they
teach it in schools, they'll like, have like, most kids will have like a better mindset about
stuff about their culture. More kids will have a better perspective of stuff.
Araceli emphasized that learning about her culture and history would be important for someone
like her who may not feel confident in their knowledge or experience with their cultural
backgrounds. She shared, “Being a person who was actually like, raised here, you wouldn't know
anything about like, where you come from. I just think it's important. So, you know your roots.”
She emphasized that having classes at school that centered Latinx CLI would support youth in
knowing more about themselves and their identities. She explained:
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Cuz, it's important to know who you are. And I feel like we should that should be
connected to school in a way to. I honestly don't think I have a reason, but I just know it
should. I feel like we'd know more about ourselves. Or at least try. Like, know about our
identities, more of that.
Diana explained that it would be important for youth to learn about their culture in schools
because they might be embarrassed of their culture and start to distance themselves from their
heritage which other youth consider ‘acting white.’ She explained:
It's important because some people might get more interest[ed] in their culture, because
some people don't even act, like, if they were if they were, like, that type of person. Like
say, if you were Hispanic, and some people acted white. You always tell people ‘Oh, I'm
white' then you're like, not really into your culture. Like you're basically saying you're
embarrassed but yeah, it's like, yeah. It's better to like be like, more into your culture. It's,
like, important for you to know about it and not be embarrassed of it.
She also talked about the importance of learning about one’s heritage culture so that they can
stay connected to where their family came from. She explained:
In my opinion, it's important to learn about our culture and everything identity. Because
let's say if one day someone goes to where their family came from, and they didn't know
anything about it, they will be confused. They will sometimes not understand the
language or some words they say. So, it's best to get like a heads up and learn about their
cultures, identity, their language. And also, to see how also like their system works and
everything, like it's different.
Linda emphasized that even though she lives in the U.S., it’s important to learn about her culture
so she will not forget it. She said:
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It's my culture and stuff. It's important because even though we live in America, I still
think learning about my culture is important, so I won't forget about it. Because it's in me,
it's in my family. And it's just, it's something I cannot forget about it.
When asked and given the opportunity to offer suggestions and theorize about how
school could be different, the students were clear. They wanted to see more authentic care and
communication between the teachers and students, to have their CLI and histories centered in
meaningful way. The students believed that if school incorporated these elements into their
education, they would enjoy school while also improving their academics and maintaining a
connection to their CLI.
Conclusion
The findings show that the Nuestra Escuelita students felt into a connection of
community and care, rewove tapestries of their identities and heritage, activated their critical
consciousness, and were inspired to make change and imagine a decolonial vision for new
educational futures. The data presented in this chapter, pulled from interviews, class artifacts,
and segments of class audio recordings, illustrates the students’ stories, experiences, reflections,
reactions, growth, inspiration, and imagination that resulted from attending a critical multimodal,
multiliteracies, ethnic studies, arts-based summer collaborative. Through the data we see that the
students felt cared for, refashioned their CLI, and developed a critical consciousness which gave
them a refreshed perspective towards their education and inspired them to imagine what school
would be like if they could bring their whole selves, including their languages, cultures, and
histories. Feeling cared for and connected to community is a basic tenant of feeling human and
yet having the experience of authentic care during the collaborative was a surprise for the
students because, as they shared, authentic care and community is lacking in their schools.
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Reweaving the tapestries of their identities was a process of remembering previous ideas and
attitudes held towards their CLI and of re-membering, or putting together in a new way, the
fragments of their identities through new identity labels and a recognition of their languaging
practices. The students shifted towards a sense of wholeness by reflecting on and reweaving their
identities. They also activated their critical consciousness by learning about their subjugated
histories and transforming the fragments of knowledge and pain related to these colonial
histories and legacies into a desire to make change in the world. Having the opportunity to
process through observed and experienced injustice is both humanizing and an act of becoming
whole. The youth emerged energized, full of hope to make changes, and clear on a vision for
their future. The process of learning in which the students engaged allowed them to feel seen as
whole human beings. Their experiences were a decolonial journey towards healing, wholeness,
and humanity. In the next chapter, I discuss the significance of the findings through the lens of
the decolonial wheel of wholeness and humanity and the lens of Gloria Anzaldúa’s process of
conocimiento. Looking through conocimiento illustrates the ways in which the students’
experiences of remembering, re-membering, and emerging transformed and ready to engaged in
spiritual activism intersected with each of the seven stages.
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5 DISCUSSION
Ours is a healing agenda. Each of us, and ourselves as a group, needs to figure out exactly
how we’re going to go about doing the inner/outer work of healing and removing and
rewriting negative inscriptions. The chief premise of this epistemological model (world
view, philosophy) is the root word conocer, to know, and its connection with activism. To
be in conocimiento with someone or some group is to pool resources, share knowledge,
and do the work of repairing the wounds. I call this the Coyolxauhqui imperative – the
imperative includes fighting against fragmentation, and once fragmented, of pulling the
pieces of the self, of the soul, together.
– Anzaldúa, Light in the Dark/Luz en lo Oscuro

Introduction
This critical ethnographic, arts-based, youth participatory action research (YPAR) study
explored how bilingual, Latinx, multilingual language learner (MLL) high school youth made
sense of their cultural and linguistic identities (CLI) in the context of the Nuestra Escuelita
collaborative. Nuestra Escuelita was an out-of-school program that incorporated an ethnic studies
curriculum that was critical multimodal, multiliteracies, and arts-based. The primary objective of
the study was to observe the students explore their CLI, to see how they represented themselves
in and through the creation of art-based artifacts, and to observe and inquire directly with them
about their experience in the summer collaborative, particularly as it pertains to their reflections
on their CLI, histories, and the participatory aspects of the collaborative. The research design
integrated a critical ethnographic, arts-based methodological approach with youth participatory
action research (YPAR). Approaching the study critically and ethnographically allowed for a
focus on the students’ cultural and linguistic identities within the context of power, race, and
colonization, and to include participant observation and interviews as methods for data
collection. The arts-based approach opened opportunities to integrate creative, student activities,
such as the culture poster and the name poems, into the curriculum to serve as part of the data
generated and collected. The arts-based methodology also informed the creative analysis and
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representation of the data. YPAR as a pedagogical and methodological foundation guided the
incorporation of student contribution towards the program guidelines and curriculum content
topics as well as the empirical focus on the students’ experiences. The research question and subquestions that guided this study were as follows:
1. What are the experiences of MLLs during and in response to Nuestra Escuelita? How do
MLLs talk about and describe these experiences?
a. How do MLLs explore, represent, and express their CLI generally, through
creative artefacts, and other assignments/activities during Nuestra Escuelita
Collaborative?
b. What is the experience MLLs have contributing to the Nuestra Escuelita
collaborative topics and guidelines? How do MLLs talk about and describe these
experiences?
c. How do MLLs theorize their experiences in the Nuestra Escuelita collaborative?
In this chapter I discuss the findings as they connect to various layers of the fourpronged, four cardinal direction decolonial wheel of wholeness and humanity and its theoretical
underpinnings. I begin with an untangling of the significant theoretical components within the
wheel that have served as the primary conceptual framework for this study. Untangling the layers
of the framework allows for me to use the different layers of theory to interpret and discuss
different layers of the research project. This includes reviewing the development of the fourpronged decolonial framework and applying it to the findings as they interconnected with the cofacilitators’ pedagogical moves in the program. Next, I move to apply Anzaldúa’s (2015)
conocimiento to the findings of the students’ experiences. I briefly describe the seven stages of
conocimiento and then discuss the ways in which the findings are interconnected with each stage
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to offer a more nuanced perspective of their experiences. Following the discussion on
conocimiento and the findings, I explore the theoretical implications for interpreting the
students’ experiences through this framework and with the added framework of Anzaldúa’s
Árbol de la Vida, highlighting their experiences holistically as a decolonial journey towards
healing, wholeness, and humanity. Next will be a discussion on the practical implications for
education, which ends with a call for ethnic studies integrated into the education for the New
Latinx South. Lastly, I will examine the limitations of this study and share ideas for future
research to support listening to and learning from youth like those in this study.
Decolonial Wheel of Wholeness and Humanity Remembered & Untangled
This empirical study was grounded in the four-pronged decolonial framework presented
in chapter two; a framework that aimed to center wholeness and humanity. Building on the
decolonial framework, in chapter three, I conceptualized the decolonial wheel of wholeness and
humanity to guide the pedagogical approach of Nuestra Escuelita. Each layer of these
frameworks offers affordances towards understanding the experiences of the students in the
study while also highlighting the implications of their experiences from having attended Nuestra
Escuelita. In this section I untangle the interconnections of the theoretical underpinnings of these
layered frameworks. My intent for untangling the theoretical underpinnings is to explain why in
next two main subsections I have chosen to explore the findings first through the lens of the fourpronged framework and then to discuss the youth’s experiences primarily through the lens of
conocimiento. In addition, I explore this untangling to demonstrate the ways in which
understanding the youth’s experiences through the lens of varying layers of the conceptual
framework can point educators in the direction of building new educational futures.
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The decolonial wheel of wholeness and humanity emerged out of a review of
postcolonial, Chicana, and transnational feminist theories, critical resource pedagogies and
multiliteracies literature, and the integration of two Indigenous pedagogical frameworks. In
chapters one and two I illustrated the ways in which the four prongs within the framework
emerged out of a review of postcolonial, Chicana, and transnational feminist theories and critical
resource pedagogies and multiliteracies literature. The review of postcolonial theory and Chicana
and transnational feminist theories laid the foundation for which we can understand multiple
ways to approach decolonizing education for MLLs so that their CLI and their experiences are
centered. Examining resource and multiliteracies pedagogical theory and empirical literature
illustrated practices and approaches that also work towards centering MLLs’ CLI. I saw multiple
ways in which the theoretical criteria and the themes from pedagogical literature overlapped and
intersected. For this reason, as discussed in detail in chapters one and two, I merged the six
decolonizing criteria with the six pedagogical themes from the literature to create four primary
ways in which educators can approach decolonizing education for MLLs with an emphasis on
centering MLLs and their CLI. These four primary ways to approach decolonizing education for
MLLs are 1) open student-centered spaces for exploration; 2) facilitate identity healing; 3) open
opportunities for decolonial awakening 4) inspire authentic decolonial connection and imagining.
In chapter three I layered the four-pronged framework onto two Indigenous pedagogical
frameworks to create the decolonial wheel of wholeness and humanity which guided the
curriculum development, pedagogical plan, and the relational/community building approach for
the Nuestra Escuelita collaborative. I incorporated the layers of Indigenous educational
frameworks because they allowed for curricular moves and approaches that integrated identity,
heritage, history, storying, community building, critical consciousness development, and YPAR
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work with youth. In the next section, using the four-pronged decolonial framework, I offer a
brief review of the general pedagogical moves guided by the framework and their connection to
the four primary findings of the study and presented in chapter four. See chapter three for a
presentation of the ways in which the framework guided the creation of the lessons and activities.
The Four Prongs and the Findings
Peeling the layers back within the framework and remembering the four prongs brought
my awareness to the correlations between each prong and each finding. In this section, I briefly
explore the interconnections between the four-prongs and the findings, as part of one layer of my
discussion. Looking through the lens of the four prongs shifts the focus more to the pedagogical
moves we took as facilitators and away from the students and their experiences. As such, I keep
this discussion brief because the intent of the study is primarily to seek understanding and
meaning out of the students’ experiences.
Exploring the findings through each prong, we can see that our pedagogical moves
appear to have facilitated the aims of the prong. For example, the first prong of the framework
should guide educators’ pedagogical approaches to open student-centered spaces for exploration.
Inviting the youth to contribute to the guidelines and centering their CLI are examples of moves
we made as facilitators to opens the space as a student-centered space and providing multiple
lessons and activities for them to explore their CLI and histories opened the space for
exploration. The first and second finding “Feeling Connections of Community and Care” and
“Reweaving Tapestries of Identity, Heritage, and Language,” illustrate that the students
experienced a sense of being centered that allowed for them to feel connections of community
and care, particularly through the centering of their ideas and needs with the community
guidelines and the centering of their exploration of their CLI. The second prong of the
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framework guided us to facilitate identity healing by offering opportunities for the youth to
explore their identities and histories.
The second and third findings suggest that the students experienced identity healing.
Identity healing occurred as they rewove the tapestries of their identities, heritage, and language
while also activating their critical consciousness. Specifically, through the identity work woven
into activities, community building experiences that occurred throughout, learning about their
subjugated histories, and processing difficult feelings during and after Nuestra Escuelita, the
youth were able to reweave new stories of identities in ways that I suggest were healing for them
and their relationship with their identities, a point I discuss throughout this chapter. I point out
that the further development of their critical consciousness suggests that their healing led to
transformation.
The third prong led us to open opportunities for decolonial awakening. As part of the
collaborative design, we intentionally wove in layers of content that woke the youth up to
colonial legacies coupled with information on social movements and ways to make change in the
face of injustice. The youth’s development of critical consciousness, as presented in the third
finding “Activating Critical Consciousness,” illustrates that our moves to lay the foundation for
their decolonial awakening did in fact create a critical spark within the youth which inspired
them to want to make change, as is evident in the first part of the fourth finding, “Inspiration for
Change.” Lastly, the fourth prong of the framework invited us to inspire authentic decolonial
connection and imagining. This prong brings us full circle to the latter half of the fourth finding
and back to the first finding. The fourth finding presents they ways in which the youth were
inspired towards their own decolonial imagining through the creation of their own decolonial
vision. Meanwhile, throughout the entire program, our approach offering them authentic care and
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intentional ways to build community reiterates the first finding in which the youth expressed that
they felt deeply cared for and that we were connected in ways that felt like family. I highlight the
findings through the four prongs so as to remember that with the guidance of theory, educators
can make intentional pedagogical decisions to begin to decolonize educational experiences for
MLLs, much in the same way we did as facilitators of Nuestra Escuelita. I keep this discussion
short because I believe we can learn even more from listening to and understanding the students’
experiences and their responses to an educational experience in which their CLI and subjugated
histories were centered. In the next section I discuss my rationale for choosing to focus on one
specific layer of the entire decolonial wheel of wholeness and humanity framework to discuss in
depth the students’ experiences and what we can learn from them.
The Youth and Conocimiento
With the reminder of the multiple layers within the four-pronged decolonial framework
and the decolonial wheel framework, I now narrow my focus onto one of the first layers of the
framework; the postcolonial, Chicana, and transnational feminist theoretical origins, specifically
that of the seven stages of conocimiento offered by Anzaldúa (2015). I reach back to this
theoretical beginning of my framework because I see it as offering a lens for exploring the
findings to achieve a more nuanced understanding of the students’ experiences in Nuestra
Escuelita. Keeping in mind that my primary empirical focus for this study was to explore the
students’ overall experiences, and specifically their sensemaking experiences exploring their CLI
and situated histories, I wanted to choose from the framework a lens that would support that
focus. I determined that a lens guided by conocimiento would offer insights, illustrations, and
explanations through which I could discuss these experiences as represented by the findings.
Conocimiento is a self-reflective, transformative, and storying process that involves sorting
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through and re-membering fragmented parts of our identities so as to fashion them into new
stories of integration and wholeness. The re-membering that is part of conocimiento leads those
who travel through the process to a deeper sense of connection not only with themselves but with
others and guides them towards critical consciousness and spiritual activism. Engaging
conocimiento as a conceptual lens to situate the youth’s experiences foregrounds their
experiences as a central focus versus the facilitators’ pedagogical or relationship building moves.
It also offers meaning beyond the limits of the program to the inner work and transformation the
students illustrated. As discussed in the previous section, other layers of the decolonial wheel are
beneficial for interpreting the pedagogical and curricular aspects of the program. In this section, I
walk through the findings with a lens of conocimiento to highlight the reflective, storying, and
transformative experiences had by the students.
Looking at the findings through the lens of conocimiento, I suggest that the students in
Nuestra Escuelita journeyed through the seven stages towards identity healing, wholeness, and
humanity. Their journey through conocimiento was ignited by their experiences in the program
and was reflected in the findings: feeling connections of community and care; reweaving
tapestries of identity, heritage, and language; activating critical consciousness; and feeling
inspiration for change followed by imagining a decolonial vision. Each of these findings were
layers of their decolonial journey and overlapped and intersected with one or more of the seven
stages of conocimiento as laid out by Anzaldúa. The stages of conocimiento are detailed in
chapter one, but I present them briefly below for reference.
The first stage of conocimiento begins with an arrebato (ah-ray-bah-toe), or a jolt, be it
traumatic or joyous, that catapults us into a ruptured state of nepantla, the second stage, in which
our familiar world is fractured, and we gain multiple perspectives of reality and new awareness.
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From nepantla we travel into the Coatlicue state, the third stage, in which we realize the cost of
knowing that our new awareness brings us. Within the Coatlicue state, after grappling with our
shadows and the heaviness of the cost of knowing, we receive or unearth a call towards
connectivity that bridges our multiple, contradicting ways of seeing the world around us, which
leads us to the fifth stage. In the fifth stage we create a new story of self and identity sourced
from our fragments, our new awareness, and our understandings; much like the Moon Goddess
Coyolxauhqui did when she searched the earth for her dismembered body. Once we create new
stories, we test them out in connection with our older stories and the stories of others in the sixth
stage. The sixth stage where we can feel the clash between contradictions that exist among ours
and others’ stories. Yet, it is also in this stage that we can fashion connections across the
differences and contradictions among our stories and communities. Connecting across difference
with an awareness of our personal and collective stories, we enter the seventh stage where we
recognize the shifts in our personal realities and move our focus towards creating a vision of
spiritual activism, an activism that embodies spiritual and healing aspects and leads to collective
transformation. In the next seven sections, I trace the students’ journey through each stage of
conocimiento as reflected in the findings. Following the journey through conocimiento, I discuss
the ways in which the students’ experiences and their decolonial vision alert us to a
Coyolxauhqui Imperative in education, an imperative that leads us to abolish damaging aspects
of education and to create decolonial educational options for MLLs.
El Arrebato – The Jolt
The arrebato is a rupture in our realities. It is one or more experiences that mark an
ending of one reality or perception and the beginning of another; it is a moment of fragmentation
that symbolizes and encompasses all colonial fragmentations. While Anzaldúa (2015) primarily
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viewed the jolt as a difficult often traumatic “susto” or shock, she noted that the jolt can also be
joyous. She wrote that “Our habitual perspective changes when something jars us loose, when
something traumatic or joyful shocks us out of our habitual state…shocking us into a new way of
reading the world” (p. 86). The arrebato, or the jolt, for the students in Nuestra Escuelita was
twofold. It was both the joyous experiences and the challenging, reflective moments in the
program. Their joyous arrebato drew from the rare but enjoyable sense of care and community in
the program while the more challenging arrebato came from remembering previous racist
moments or learning about the oppression of Chicanx, Black, and Indigenous peoples in history.
With both arrebatos, the students were pulled out of a habitual way of being and began to reflect
and notice differences in their experiences.
The findings that connect with the joyous arrebato include the entire first finding,
“feeling connections of community and care,” and its subthemes coupled with four of the
subthemes in the second finding, “reweaving tapestries of identity, heritage, and language.” In
the first finding, the students consistently expressed their positive feelings towards their
experiences in the collaborative and that they allowed them to feel “safe,” “respected” and
“important” and in a community of family and friends. I conceptualize these positive feelings as
one of the jolts because the students expressed multiple times that the intentional care and love
they felt, the request for their participation, the academic content, and the interpersonal
relationship building and collaborative power dynamics in Nuestra Escuelita were a surprise and
extremely different from their regular or “habitual” experiences at school. This break from their
habitual experiences jolted them to have an awareness of how things could be different. Once the
experience of an arrebato occurs, our reality cracks, showing us what is lacking in our world.
Anzaldúa wrote that “Every arrebato rips you from your familiar ‘home,’…showing that
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something is lacking in your queendom…Cada arrebatada turns your world upside down and
cracks the walls of your reality…You are no longer who you used to be” (p. 125). It is through
these cracks in reality that a new awareness and perception of reality emerges. For the youth,
their educational reality included beliefs and experience that school existed with a lack of caring
and contribution. As such, and evidenced in their reflections throughout the findings, this
experience of care and community broke open a crack in their reality through which they could
see things differently.
Another aspect of the students’ jolt occurred from learning about identity labels and the
history of racism and oppression that Black, Indigenous and Chicanx communities experienced
throughout history. As quoted above, the arrebato thrusts one from their familiar place and
towards the unknown. However, this jolt from the knowledge about identity labels and history
was a mix of familiar and unfamiliar. The familiarity came from the fact that they had lived
moments in which they were asked about their identities and experienced or observed racism in
the present day. However, the moments in the program exploring their identities and histories
were jolting because they were given new information, such as labels and historical facts and
were provided the opportunity to reflect on their previous experiences in new ways or with a new
perspective. For example, being asked about their identities and family origins was a familiar
experience all the students had had previously, making that topic a familiar one. However, the
jolt out of the familiar occurred by having their CLI centered in the program curriculum, by
being given new labels with which to identify themselves through their own choosing, and by
being offered the opportunity during our program to explicitly think about, talk about, and make
sense of their cultures and identities. There was newness in the experience during Nuestra
Escuelita.
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In this way, these experiences opened the way for students to “question who [they] are,
[and] what the world is about” while giving them tools and information that supported them in
making sense of their identities (Anzaldúa, 2015, p. 125). For example, Isabela shared that prior
to attending the program she would not have felt confident in choosing labels to represent her
identities, but afterwards, she not only gained the confidence in selecting labels but that she felt
assured in being able to articulate her identities in a way that resonated with her lived experience.
Further, the students were able to share their love and joy of their cultures and identities through
the photovoice project which illustrates another aspect of the joyous arrebato they experienced.
The students were also jolted into the first stage of conocimiento through learning about
the history of the transatlantic slave trade, colonization, and Black and Chicanx civil rights in the
U.S. This part of their arrebato, learning about these histories, resonated with their cultural and
family histories and pushed them to reflect on their own experiences with racism. However, the
jolt of this experience was not only in the fact that it occurred in an educational setting but more
importantly because it was information that many of them had never learned prior to attending
the program. Seven of the students shared that they were shocked to learn about how the Chicanx
students were treated during the 1960s and that they had never learned that side of history before
in school. Their learning these histories was a shock, an arrebato that lunged them into
reflections of their own observed or lived experiences with racism. Reflecting in their interviews,
they shared that their experiences in the program pushed them to connect to these challenging
moments in their lives. Anzaldúa (2015) wrote that “for racialized people, managing losses, the
trauma of racism, and other colonial abuses affect our self-conceptions, our very identity,
fragmenting our psyches and pitching us into states of nepantla” (p. 87). The arrebato for the
students was in the learning of the racist trauma their ancestors endured and in remembering
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their own. Their path in conocimiento had begun through a deeper sense of knowing about their
identities and their histories. Anzaldúa explained how knowledge brings us into the light of
awareness when she wrote that “Through knowledge we liberate ourselves; through knowledge
we question limitations of single culture/nationalistic identity. Walking el camino de
conocimiento by the light of one's knowledge enables us to close the gaps, bridge the abysses"
(p. 91-92). The abysses in need of being bridged are the cracks in our realties created by each
arrebato. It is through conocimiento that we begin to build these bridges across the cracks.
Having an educational experience like the one we offered in Nuestra Escuelita, one that
centered their participation, their cultural and linguistic identities, and their histories coupled
with an ethic of authentic care, cracked their previous reality and perspective of education and
allowed them to see new possibilities. Anzaldúa (2015) explained that “cada arrebatamiento
[jolt] is an awakening that causes you to question who you are, what the world is about. The
urgency to know what you’re experiencing awakens la facultad, the ability to shift attention and
see through the surface of things and situations” (p. 125). This new experience during Nuestra
Escuelita gave the students a lens through which they could awaken a new awareness of their
lives and their educational experiences. Being catapulted into this new state of awareness and
this fracture in their realities pushed the students into experiences that mirrored the second stage
of conocimiento, Nepantla.
Nepantla – Torn between two ways
The joy and challenges the students experienced and reflected on created fissures in their
perceptions of themselves, their education, and their worlds more generally. The arrebatos, or
jolts, from the contrasts between school and the program coupled with their identity and history
reflections opened their awareness of contradictions and ambiguities which at times could feel
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uncomfortable, even painful. They became aware of contradictions present in their
understandings of their cultural identities and in their educational experiences and began to
grapple with the conflicting experiences in ways that helped them to make sense of themselves
and their position in the world. Anzaldúa (2015) explained the discomfort and intensity that is
part of the process when she wrote:
Although painful, this shift of shock is the first step in entering the territory of
conocimientos/knowledge…Once recognized, these understandings render identity
malleable, allowing greater freedom in constructing identity. Because change often
happens in Nepantla, we must learn to swim in this liminal space. (p. 86)
While Anzaldúa talks of pain, I want to highlight that my acknowledgment of the students’ pain
is not to glorify or fetishize it. There is no glory in having your cultures and languages invisible
in school, in experiencing racism, nor in having to process such traumas. These are, however,
experiences that the students have had, and their pain and sadness emerged in ways that were
important to their experience and to their developing a deeper understanding of their identities,
positions, and selves. Further, making sense of their identities, their school experiences, and the
observed or experienced racism were times in which the students were in Nepantla, the liminal
space of transition in which one can see the world from two or more perspectives and can be
pulled between two or more ways of being. Anzaldúa (2015) wrote:
Nepantla is the space in-between, the locus and sign of transition. In nepantla we realize
that realities clash…In nepantla we undergo the anguish of changing our perspectives and
crossing a series of cruz calles, junctures, threshold …to the creation of a new world. (p.
17)
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Keating, in the introduction to Anzaldúa (2015) explained that “During an Anzaldúan nepantla,
individual and collective self-definitions and belief systems are destabilized as we begin
questioning our previously accepted worldviews (our epistemologies, ontologies, and / or
ethics)” (p. xxxv). It is within nepantla that the students were cultivating different perspectives
and beliefs, particularly as they contemplated the differences in educational experiences or their
multicultural way of seeing themselves and their world, as seen in findings “It’s not like in high
school” and “conflicts, contradictions, and love.” Through the development of these differing
ways of seeing the world and self, they also cultivated their facultad, their ability to have a
deeper awareness of the multiple ways in which to view their world. The students’ heightened
awareness was evidenced in their thoughtful responses to the history lessons and their reflections
on the impact Nuestra Escuelita had on them.
Through learning about identity labels, creating culture posters, writing name poems, and
creating a photovoice project the students reflected on the ways in which they made sense of
their identities and experiences. These reflections demonstrate a time when the students were in
nepantla, the in-between space where they were able to explore their own perspectives of who
they are. As part of the “Conflicts, Contradictions, and Love” subfinding, the students shared in
their interviews that they had struggled with making sense of their identities because of having
been raised in the U.S. as children of transnational parents. Their struggles with and pride for
their cultural and linguistic identities were also evident in their artifacts. In her poem, Linda
questioned and grappled with which group of the many she identifies with as her group while
Luz’s reflected her multicultural identities in her culture poster, showing that her cultural and
linguistic heritage pulled from both Mexico and the U.S. Luz also shared in her interviews that
she pulls from her multicultural experiences to make sense of her identities sharing her
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experience of seeing the world through the two cultures within which she lives but also feeling as
if she does not have enough experience with either of them to consider herself fully from one or
the other culture. Yet they also shared about moments of joy and love on their photovoice
projects illustrating their multiple, and at times contradicting, feelings and experiences. These
reflections from the students illustrate the in-between space within the multiple perspectives
from which they were able to view themselves.
The “clash of realities” and being torn between two ways was also evident in the students
consistently expressing the differences observed between their education in school and the
education they experienced during Nuestra Escuelita (Anzaldúa, 2015, p. 143). Differences that
ranged from the level of care between teachers and students to the differences in course content
taught and they ways in which it was taught. As part of the program and curriculum design, my
co-facilitators and I intentionally integrated relationship building and the students’ cultures,
languages, and histories which, as the students noted, was missing at school. The students noted
in their interviews that they felt a stronger sense of care while in Nuestra Escuelita and that they
connected deeply to the centering of their cultural, linguistics, and historical contexts. Further,
their shock and disbelief to learning about the history of racism and colonization in the U.S.
illustrates their position within nepantla where they sat in a liminal space between not knowing
and knowing about these histories or realizing that the way they learned about them in school
was incomplete. Their reflections illuminate their ability to see the world and school through a
clearer lens of awareness, one that afforded them more than one perspective. This multiple
perspective included seeing clearly on the one hand that school was not teaching them a
complete version of history and on the other hand, seeing the ways in which Nuestra Escuelita
was incorporating these histories. This liminal experience and development of awareness were
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evident in the findings “It’s not like in high school’: Contrasting Experiences” and “Cuz it’s in
my blood’: Historical Context and Ancestors.” In these findings they expressed their
understanding and disbelief not only about the fact that these atrocities happened but that in
school the information had either never been presented to them or had been sugar coated and
presented in a way that felt false. The students developed a deeper understanding of the past
coupled with a knowing that school had not been providing them with the kind of education they
truly want. Their awareness allowed them to see that things could be different. Yet this knowing
comes at a cost, one that allowed the students to deepen this new awareness and process the pain
and discomfort as it emerged. This cost of knowing, what Anzaldúa called the Coatlicue state, is
the next stage of conocimiento.
The Coatlicue State, The Cost of Knowing
Coatlicue (Kwat-LEE-kway or Co-aht-lee-kway) is the earth goddess of life and death in
Indigenous-Mexica mythology whose name means “Serpent Skirts” (Anzaldúa, 2015, p. 242).
She was murdered by her daughter Coyolxauhqui (Co-yol-shauw-key) for hiding her pregnancy
that resulted from a ball of feathers. For Anzaldúa, Coatlicue represented inner struggles that
occur when new knowledge emerges and conflicts with previous perspectives causing “psychic
conflicts” such as cognitive dissonance and even depression (Anzaldúa, 2015, p. 242).
The Coatlicue state is a response to the cracks in reality resulting from el arrebato which
draws forward a state of nepantla in which multiple stories or perspectives are manifested and
through which we begin to see the world differently. For the students, they could see the world
of schooling through the lens of the education system, as they live it every day. This is an
educational story that tells them they are not cared for, they should not bring their cultures and
languages to school, and their histories are not to be centered. However, after attending Nuestra
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Escuelita, they began to see their education through the lens of new educational possibilities.
These new stories of education included their CLI and histories and allowed for their voices and
power to be heard and honored. Further, as a result of their learnings in the program, they were
able to touch into the darker, shadow feelings they had in response to the knowledge gained
about the history of colonization and racism in the U.S.
Anzaldúa (2015) explained that the Coatlicue State is a stage in which one feels more
deeply their despair particularly the despair that results from the overwhelm of dwelling in
nepantla and holding two or more perspectives at the same time. She wrote, “When
overwhelmed by the chaos caused by living between stories, you break down, descend into the
third space, the Coatlicue depths of despair…” (p. 123). In this Coatlicue state, paralysis or a
sense of stagnation can occur while one attends to their pain or makes sense of the shifts in
perspective. Often deep contemplation occurs in this space, one that centers our shadows and
heavy feelings. Anzaldúa (2015) wrote that when we enter the path of conocimiento we begin to
engage in shadow work. She wrote:
Our collective shadow—made up of the destructive aspects, psychic wounds, and splits in
our own culture—is aroused, and we are forced to confront it. In trying to make sense of
what’s happening, some of us come into deep awareness (conocimiento) of political and
spiritual situations and the unconscious mechanisms that abet hate, intolerance, and
discord. (p. 17-19)
Shadow work involves a recognition and exploration of the heavier feelings that arise when one
learns the depth of atrocities that have occurred in the past and when reflecting on challenges in
the present moment. It is through reflection on both personal discomfort and collective pain
throughout history and in present moments that allows for us to attend to it and begin to heal and
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shift into transformation. However, there must be a conscious awareness of the events and of the
pain as part of the process. Anzaldúa (2009) explained that by having this heightened awareness
through remembering the past, we can rework the personal memories so that we can make sense
of them in ways that they become fuel for our inner work and our personal shifts. She wrote:
Our strength lies in shifting perspectives, in our capacity to shift, in our “seeing through”
the membrane of the past superimposed on the present, in looking at our shadows and
dealing with them…Encrucijadas, haunted by voices and images that violated us, bearing
the pains of the past, we are slowly acquiring the tools to change the disabling images
and memories, to replace them with self-affirming ones, to recreate our pasts and alter
them - for the past can be as malleable as the present. So, throwing caution to the wind,
rechazamos esas falsas imagenes, we refute those false images, quebramos los falsos
espejos para descubrir las desconocidas sombras, we break the false mirrors in order to
discover the unfamiliar shadows, the inner faces, las caras por dentro. To make face is to
have face – dignity and self-respect. (p. 138)
Anzaldúa speaks of shifting perspectives so as to see past the blurry visions of the past and to
look our shadows in the eyes and to address the moments of pain so that they can be replaced by
‘self-affirming ones. This is a process of shadow work through which we can emerge affirmed
and healed.
The students in Nuestra Escuelita engaged in shadow work in which they remembered
culturally or linguistic racist experiences, as seen in the findings “They tell you ‘You don’t
belong here’: Experiences with Racism.” In these reflections, they were exploring traumatic
experiences in school of not feeling permitted to speak Spanish or when other students or
teachers mistreated them because of the color of their skin. Noe, Benicio, Araceli, Luz, and
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Isabela all had been told or received messaging that Spanish was not allowed in school. Further,
Isabela, Luz, and Diana reflected on times they were told or felt as if they did not belong in local
dance classes, at nearby stores, or generally in the U.S. Their experiences in Nuestra Escuelita
opened the space for them to remember these experiences, yet their memories were couched in
their understanding of the content learned, both within the context of the history presented and in
the themes of the poems they read about being proud of their cultures, colors, and names. The
findings in “Cuz it’s in my blood’: Historical Context & Ancestors;” connects to their shadow
work in that it was the historical knowledge that gave them context within which to frame their
own experiences. In “Me Siento Mal’: Heavy Feelings” the students’ own words, represented in
a poetic rendering, express the pain, sorrow, and disbelief they processed as part of their shadow
work. Their reactions and thoughts are imbued with the deep emotion felt by the students as they
processed the cost of knowing. The shift into knowing brought up an element of pain and
discomfort that they explored and expressed as part of their passing through this third stage of
conocimiento. Once in this deep state of emotional and informational knowing, the students
reflected an inner call towards new ways of seeing themselves and their education. This is where
the seed for critical consciousness began to crack through its shell and sprout into personal
changes. The call in the next stage is the beginnings of transformation, the initial stirrings of
newness, as they slowly begin to emerge.
The Call, The Compromise, The Crossing, The Conversion
From within the darkness of shadow work, often emerges a call towards a crossing and a
conversion. Much of the work in conocimiento is the inner work of remembering, reflecting,
noticing, and transforming. This work is initiated from the initial jolts out of our habitual ways of
being and continues as we develop new awareness. Once we descend into the depths of our
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darkness and explore the shadows, something in us shifts and changes; we are pulled out of the
darkness by this conversion. For the students, the conversion was the development of their
critical consciousness. Freire (1968/2018) defined critical consciousness – conscientização – as
“learning to perceive social, political, and economic contradictions, and to take action against the
oppressive elements of reality” (p. 35). Critical consciousness emerges out of dialogue,
reflection, and knowledge about ones’ history and context.
The students’ critical consciousness emerged out of their entire experience in the program
from the arrebatos, to nepantla, and through their shadow work. Beginning with the arrebato of
their feelings of connection and care, extending into the jolt from their historical learnings,
continuing into nepantla where their perceptions split and finally emerging out of their shadow
work in the Coatlicue state, the students received a call of critical consciousness. They were able
to deepen their critical consciousness because of their reflections and shadow work. Going
inward, as part of the shadow work, allowed them to listen to themselves and their own inner
knowing. This inner knowing became their call and conversion. Anzaldúa (2015) explained:
Your inner voice reveals your core passion, which will point to your sense of purpose,
urging you to seek a vision, devise a plan. Your passion motivates you to discover
resources within yourself and in the world. It prompts you to take responsibility for
consciously creating your life and becoming a…contributing member of all your
communities, one worthy of self-respect and love. (p. 136)
Experiencing this new way of education opened opportunities for the students to see new
possibilities within themselves and in their world. The findings within reweaving tapestries of
identity, heritage, and language coupled with activating critical consciousness illustrate the work
in which the students engaged in developing their critical consciousness though the connections
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of community and care provided a foundation and inspiration for the work. In reweaving the
tapestries of their identities, heritage, and language, the students were able to perceive the social
contradictions of identities while also explore their own desired labels for how to represent their
identity experiences. Another aspect of critical consciousness development was evident in the
students’ personal shifts as represented in the findings. In the moments in which the students
shared their shifts toward power, we can see their critical consciousness as the lens through
which they see themselves and their position in the world. They recognized their power and
voice after recognizing the historical power and voice of their ancestors. Their cultural and
identic pride was energized in ways that opened them to loving themselves more deeply, and
they took a stand against the social and political injustices about which they learned. In many
ways, their call of critical consciousness was also the throwing away of parts of their old selves
and the previous habitual reality from which they emerged at the onset of the arrebato. Their old
selves are also the fragmented selves whose cultural and linguist identities were invisible in
school, who felt they had to hide parts of themselves or could not speak their family language in
school. Their old self was the one whose critical consciousness lay dormant or was not honored.
The conversion and crossing for the students included the emergence of their new selves, the
parts of them that they reconstructed into new form and took with them after leaving Nuestra
Escuelita changed and inspired. The parts emerged with new identity labels that represented their
cultural and linguistic identities. The parts that felt cared for by and in community with others.
The parts that felt inspired to imagine. In the next stage, putting Coyolxauhqui together again,
the fragmented self is put back together through the new stories that emerge.
Putting Coyolxauhqui together, new personal and collective “stories”
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The colonial legacies in schools create fragmentations in children of transnationals by
making their cultural and linguistic identities and their historical contexts invisible. Further,
individual and collective experiences of racism and discrimination can create fissures in our
psyches and ways of being. In addition, joyous experiences when juxtaposed with challenging or
even traumatic ones can also create a split in our perceptions effecting how we view and engage
with the world around us. The students’ experiences and reflections in this study illustrated all
three of these ways in which fragmentation can occur.
Anzaldúa (2105) wrote about these cracks and fissures from a personal and collective
perspective and found the myth and symbol of Coyolxauhqui to represent both the fragmenting
experiences of those who are consistently marginalized as well the re-membering and new ways
of seeing and being that emerge out of the process of conocimiento. Coyolxauhqui is the
Mexican moon goddess who had to find and put her fragmented self back together after her body
was dismembered and spread around the world. The process in this fifth stage is about
reconstructing our fragments into wholeness through the writing of new stories. Anzaldúa wrote,
“In the fifth space, your desire for order and meaning prompts you…to sift, sort, and symbolize
your experiences and try to arrange them into a pattern and story that speak to your reality…And
putting all the pieces together, you re-envision the map of the known world, creating a new
description of reality and scripting a new story” (p. 123). During the program and continuing
after as evident in their interview responses, the students sifted and sorted through their
identities, languages, cultures, and experiences. Their experiences illustrated in reweaving
tapestries of identity, heritage, and language show the ways in which they explored their
language use, identity labels, and then grappled with and explored what it means to be someone
born in one country but with parents from another.
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Anzaldúa notes that the stages in conocimiento are cyclical and that an experience that
initiates one stage lays the foundation for subsequent stages. At the same time, that same
experience that initiated an earlier stage can simultaneously represent the work to be done in an
event later stage. This means that the aspects of identity work discussed in the second stage,
nepantla, in which the students learned about identity labels and reflected on their contradicting
identity experiences, laid the foundation for the students to rewrite their identities in this
Coyolxauhqui, re-membering stage. As such, it is within this same work, the identity work, that
the youth wove new tapestries or stories of identity. These new stories emerged in the “Now I
know my identity’: Reweaving new stories of self and CLI” and in the “Wow, I could actually
talk my language now!’: Linguistic identities and translanguaging” sub-findings.
Anzaldúa (2015) also explained that there is no end to this process of re-storying
ourselves because identities are not stagnant. In fact, much of her work revolves around
deconstructing rigid identity boundaries (e.g., deconstructing nationalist Chicanx identities and
rigid White feminist exclusions). Her work explores the multiplicity and fluidity of identity and
the experience many marginalized, particularly children of transnationals, have of moving in and
out of multiple worlds. What she emphasizes is that we have the agency to examine, explore, and
rewrite ourselves, our stories, our identities. Further, the stories we write and rewrite for
ourselves include our questions, doubts, and wonderings about our identities. For the youth in
our program, their stories were the gathering up of their confidence, pride, and connections to
their cultures while also recognizing the complexities and contradictions of their multicultural
selves. As part of their identity work, the youth in Nuestra Escuelita engaged in making meaning
of their lived experiences, describing, in new ways, their identities and shifting their
understandings of who they are. The experiences of identity work were moments in which the
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youth sifted, sorted, and explored their identities and began to write new stories of self and
world.
In addition, Anzaldúa explained that these new stories emerge from our examination of
our current realities as part of the process of re-membering. She highlights that our personal,
inner stories can ripple out into the world around us creating new collective stories. She wrote,
“When creating a personal narrative, you also co-create the group/cultural story. You examine
the description handed to you of the world, picking holes in the paradigms currently constructing
reality” (Anzaldúa, 2015, p. 140). As we “pick holes” in the world as we see it, we expose its
fragments. Reflecting on our colonized experiences reveals the fragments of our inner worlds.
Through conocimiento and putting Coyolxauhqui back together, we can make a conscious
decision to reconstruct both the world around us and our own internal worlds. This process of
putting oneself and ones’ world back together is done with an awareness of our previous stories
and pieces, using our histories and past pieces as the parts out of which to create the new whole.
The students’ “picking holes” in their reality involved reflecting on the racist experiences
they have had or observed in ways to expose the reality of discrimination that exists for BIPOC
youth and their families. They also picked apart history which further helped them to understand
their current reality. This was seen in the activating critical consciousness finding in which the
students learned about their historical contexts and remembered their ancestors. Their critical
consciousness shifted the way in which they saw themselves and the world, giving them the tools
to reconstruct their stories. These new stories were written through their reflections and their
shadow work through which they shared the challenging emotions and awareness that emerged
out of the knowledge gained. Their stories were revealed through their personal shifts towards
power; the shift to augment their voices and power, their shift towards an energized cultural
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pride, and the shift to take a stand against injustice. The youth were able to emerge anew through
this process of putting themselves back together in new order. Their stories of transformation
illustrate the cycle of dismemberment and reconstruction of Coyolxauhqui that Anzaldúa (2015)
wrote about when she explained the following:
Remember that while Coyolxauhqui in her dismembered state (depicted as a disk with
topsy-turvy body parts) embodies fragmentation, she also symbolizes reconstruction in
new order. Her round disk (circle) represents the self’s striving for wholeness and
cohesiveness. The Coyolxauhqui process is currently working on each person and her or
his culture as both attempt to become more inclusive, more whole. (p. 89)
In this sense, the students’ experiences and reflections illustrate their process of creating
wholeness out of their fragmented experiences in school and in life. Nuestra Escuelita provided
the space for them to do their own work of writing these new stories and reconstructing their
ways of seeing themselves and being in the world. The new stories were representations of the
journey they had during the program, one that was imbued with the stages of conocimiento. The
stories of their changed selves.
The Blow Up, A Clash of Realities
A clash of realities occurs when different identities, perspectives, and stories collide.
Clashes happen when we recognize contradictions within one of our environments, such as
school or work. For the youth in our study, as evident in their interviews, one example of their
clashes of realities came in the form of their contrasting experiences between school and Nuestra
Escuelita. Participating in Nuestra Escuelita was a joyous, educational experience that centered
their CLI and historical contexts. Tensions the students’ experience in school became apparent
from this contradiction as seen in the “It’s not like in high school”: Contrasting Experiences
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finding. The contrasting experience acted both as an arrebato as discussed above and as a clash
of realities for the students.
For those who are bicultural, like the students in this study, this clash can be felt
internally as a struggle with the contradictions between the two or more cultures from which they
come. The youth in my study illustrated this clash of realities when they explored, shared, and
represented their conflicting feelings, questions, and curiosities about their cultural identities as
evidenced in their artefacts and interview responses. The grappling they engaged in as part of
these activities illustrates both being torn between two ways as seen in nepantla but also a clash
of realities. The youth exist in multiple cultural environments going from their homes, to school,
to extracurricular activities and as they noted in several findings, they felt clashes between these
cultural realities. These were seen in all the reweaving tapestries of identity, heritage, and
language findings but also in the activating critical consciousness findings. Reflecting on the best
identity label to reflect their lived experience or feeling stuck in the middle of two cultures
represents the clash of realities that is their cultural and linguistic identities. Recalling racist
experiences, processing difficult emotions, and experiencing personal shifts were clashes
between their previous realities and their current realities. Anzaldúa (2015) wrote, “New
conocimientos (insights) threaten your sense of what’s ‘real’ when it’s up against what’s ‘real’ to
the other. But it’s precisely this threat that triggers transformation” (p. 147). The students
reflected on what was real to them in terms of their identities, their school experience, and their
emotional and intellectual responses to racism and colonization. They were coming up against a
new reality in which they understood their historical contexts through the lens of clarity that
accompanies the kind of learning in which they engaged in our program. This new reality was
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one in which their identities were reconceptualized, their ideas of school experience decolonized,
and the trauma from racism recognized with the potential to heal.
As the students in the study rewrote their identities through new stories of personal shifts,
they experienced clashes that can occur when our inner world and identities clash with the outer
world and their expectations of us. Anzaldúa (2015) wrote:
Inner conflict arises from clashing ideas and emotions in your body, mind, soul, and
spirit; personal conflicts arise from antagonism with family, friends, and colleagues;
extra-personal conflicts occur when you clash against social institutions such as
government, church, school, and business. (p. 77)
The students’ clash was one between their internal worlds and the social institutions of
our society. This clash occurred when the shifts in their voices, power, and cultural pride guided
them to take a stand against injustice; a clash with the ways in which society has treated them
and oppressed people of the world. For the students this was where their critical consciousness
clashed with the racism and colonization that has existed and continues to exist. Gaining a
critical consciousness gave the students a more critical lens through which to view racism, both
their own experiences with it and the historical evidence learned. The clarity that came with their
critical consciousness clashed with the reality that their schools mistreated them and their
classmates. Keating wrote in the introduction for Anzaldúa (2015) about the flow from nepantla
to the clashes, painting a picture of the deep, complex work within conocimiento. She wrote,
“It’s as if nepantla shoves us partially outside of our previously comfortable frameworks; pushes
us into a frictional, contradictory clash of worldviews; challenges us to make some sort of
meaning from chaos; and thus forces us to change” (Anzaldúa, 2015, p. xxxv). Taking stand
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against injustice was one of the students clashes of realities, one that stood between the status
quo and visions for new futures.
The students’ experience with various clashes and their general experiences learning and
reflecting opened space for them to shift their own realities which, in turn, inspired them to want
to make changes in themselves and the world, imagining decolonial visions for their educational
futures. These were moments and reflections that added to their developing la facultad, the
ability to become nepantleras, those who dwell in nepantla but also who build bridges of
connection. Anzaldúa (2015) explained that nepantleras are able to create bridges of connection
because of their ability to shift between two or more realities, cultures, and worlds. For the
students, their nepantlera connections were when they became inspired to want to share the
knowledge they gained during the summer program with their families, friends, and schools.
This was evident in the “I Got to Come Home and Tell Them’: Sharing the knowledge finding.
They also illustrated nepantlera bridging abilities when they connected the learning from the
program to their new ideas for how schools change. Their nepantlera ability of building bridges
of connection leads into the next stage in which I discuss the ways in which the students’ new
reality and stories laid the foundation for their becoming dreamers, or nagualas, who developed
ideas for change and visions of new possibilities.
Shifting Realities, Acting Out the Vision or Spiritual Activism
This study was guided by a youth participatory action research methodology in which
participatory entry points opened space for various types of student participation. These included
having the students co-write our community guidelines and suggest topics to integrate into the
program. We also grounded the content of the program in an ethnic studies curriculum that
centered the students’ cultures, languages, and historical contexts. As discussed in chapter 3,
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YPAR often leads to an increase in critical consciousness coupled with a call towards and an
engagement in activism or political or social direct actions. Our program ran for two weeks when
most fully developed YPAR programs and studies run for much more time, often for multiple
years. Even though we did not have time to facilitate and direction action with the youth, within
the span of two weeks, as the findings illustrate, the students developed their critical
consciousness which led to their having a desire to make change, a reflection of their shifts in
realities.
In this seventh stage of conocimiento, Anzaldúa talks about how we can use our shifts in
reality to support both personal and community transformation. The students in our study used
their critical consciousness, which had become a new reality for them, to make commitments to
personal and structural changes coupled with the creation of a decolonial vision for new
educational futures. The fourth finding from this study, “Inspiration for Change and Imagining a
Decolonial Vision,” indicates that a spark was ignited within the youth to see their educational
worlds differently. The fourth finding also shows that they were inspired to use their new
perspectives and stories to make change. The structural changes the students envisioned included
Benicio’s desire to ask his teacher to start teaching about Mexican culture in school or Luz
noticing that her school needs to provide more college access resources. Some of the inspiration
for change was personal. Isabela and Linda wanted to learn more about their personal histories,
Diana had an increase in interest in poetry while Luz, Eduardo, and Noe felt a general inspiration
to do better in school.
The students also engaged with their creative energy to imagine or dream new ideas and
theories much like in Anzaldúa’s nagualismo, which draws from Mexican Indigenous
philosophy. Nagualismo includes the capacity for “traveling to other realities” and dreaming new
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ones into existence. Anzaldúa (2015) wrote, “Imagination opens the road to both personal and
societal change – transformation of the self, consciousness, community, culture, society” (p. 44).
The students’ inspiration for change and vision for new futures illustrate the journey they
embarked on to dream for a different reality than the one they currently experience. Anzaldúa
(2015) wrote “dreaming is the nagual’s journey” (p. 34). Dreaming brings us closer to our
observations of the world and to our perceptions of this world and our lived experiences within
it. She wrote, “I use ‘dreaming’ or ensueños (the making of images) to figure out what’s wrong;
foretell current and future events; and establish hidden, unknown connections between lived
experiences and theory” (Anzaldúa, 2015, p. 5). Dreaming is a way to become in tune with
ourselves so that we can feel into what does and does not sit right for us and gives us the capacity
to create something new.
Anzaldúa (2015) also believed that dreaming and imagination were the foundation to
transforming our worlds and realities. She explained, “In addition to community building, we can
transform our world by imagining it differently, dreaming it passionately via all our senses, and
willing it into creation” (p. 20). The students’ dreams formed their decolonial vision; one that
involved reflections on their current school experience, included ideas for how school could be
different and better, and expressed theories for why learning about their CLI, histories and
ancestors was important. Linda, Luz, Diana, Noe, and Eduardo shared that an authentic sense of
care is the foundation for improving their experiences in school. They indicated that care meant
being patient, providing more resources, supporting students when they do not understand, and
creating interactive lessons and activities. The youth also dreamed for their education to include
their CLI and for their teachers to communicate more with their students. Diana, Araceli, and
Benicio noted that their vision for changes in their education would include topics connected to
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their culture while Miguel, Noe and Araceli shared that they wished the teachers would create an
environment of equal treatment in their classrooms which would include equal dialogue between
teachers and students and an increase in discussion on content. Noe indicated that
communication would allow for teaches to check in with students to see if they are struggling
and would give students the opportunity to express their challenges. The youth were also asked
what school would be like if it centered their CLI and historical contexts. Their theories illustrate
that they would have an overall better experience at school, they would feel more interested and
motivated in academics, and would have a continued connection to their cultural and linguistic
practices.
In this seventh stage of conocimiento, Anzaldúa (2015) described a type of activism that
not only seeks to make fundamental changes in the worlds’ social and political systems and
structure but one that includes the inner, personal work of conocimiento; work that she saw as a
spiritual, mind-body-soul transformation that holds the potential to transform the world. She
wrote:
Conocimiento urges us to respond not just with the traditional practice of spirituality
(contemplation, meditation, and private rituals) or with the technologies of political
activism (protests, demonstrations, and speakouts), but with the amalgam of the two:
spiritual activism, which we’ve also inherited along with la sombra. Conocimiento
pushes us into engaging the spirit in confronting our social sickness with new tools and
practices whose goal is to effect a shift. Spirit-in-the-world becomes conscious, and we
become conscious of spirit in the world. The healing of our wounds results in
transformation, and transformation results in the healing of our wounds. (p. 19)
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The students’ inspiration for change and decolonial vision for new educational futures illustrate
the power internal work and critical consciousness has to inspire spiritual activism. As part of
their journey during Nuestra Escuelita, their contemplations occurred through feeling into their
emotions and reactions related to their personal racist pain or that which they learned about
through the content in the program. They felt a desire to make changes in their world guided by
their reactivated power, voice, and pride which sprouted out of understanding their own pain and
the pain of their ancestors. Their contemplations were also the moments in which they felt love
and joy about their culture expressed through their photovoice project, and from the sense of
community and care developed in the program. The love they experienced and expressed led
them to graft the need for care and community into their decolonial vision. Their words and
artefacts paint a picture of personal transformation that became the seeds of their spiritual
activism which is evident in their ideas and theories for new educational futures, their decolonial
vision. As Diana noted:
So, like, [doing these activities] kind of got me more saying ‘oh, this is what our culture
does, we should do this, we should get more into like, we should [be] more spiritual
about it, like in our soul basically, or you know [be] more proud of it.
Their entire journey was one that was contemplative and inspired them to make change
indicating that it was a journey that ignited the potential for spiritual activism.
The students’ journey through the seven stages of conocimiento was a decolonial journey
of healing, wholeness, and humanity. Their experiences of shock led to seeing new ways of
being and learning which brought them through their shadow work equipped with critical
consciousness and deeper understandings. With deeper understandings and new perspectives,
they wrote new stories of self and the world, inspired to make change and leaving us with their
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decolonial vision for educational futures. I believe their ideas and vision are to be heeded as a
new direction for education for MLLs in the New Latinx South. See Table 13 for a summary of
the stages and their connected findings. In the next section, I discuss the imperative we have as
educators to listen to the youth in my study to craft new educational possibilities per their vision.
Table 13. Stages of Conocimiento and Correlated Findings
Conocimiento Stage
Stage #1 – El Arrebato – the jolt

Findings & Subthemes
Feeling Connections of Community & Care
Reweaving Tapestries of Identity, Heritage, &
Language
Y’all Let Us Talk about Where We
Come From”: Sifting & Sorting the
Fragments
A lot of Mexicans Have Dogs”: Love &
Joy
“Now I Know My Identity”: Reweaving
New Stories of Self & CLI
"Wow, I could actually talk my
language now?”: Linguistic Identities
& Translanguaging
Activating Critical Consciousness
“Cuz it’s in my blood”: Historical
Context & Ancestors
“They tell you ‘You don’t belong here”:
Experiences with Racism

Stage #2 – Nepantla – Torn between two
ways

Feeling Connections of Community & Care
“It’s not like in high school”: Contrasting
Experiences
Reweaving Tapestries of Identity, Heritage, &
Language
Conflicts, Contradictions, & Love
“I’m Stuck in the Middle”: Grappling
“I’m a ‘Whiteboy”: Push Back
“The Weight on my Shoulders is
Heavy”: Pressure
“A lot of Mexicans Have Dogs”: Love
and Joy
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Activating Critical Consciousness
“Cuz it’s in my blood”: Historical Context
& Ancestors
Stage #3 – the Coatlicue state, the cost of
knowing

Stage #4 – the call, the compromise, the
crossing, the conversion

Activating Critical Consciousness
“Cuz it’s in my blood”: Historical Context
& Ancestors
Shadow Work
“Me Siento Mal”: Heavy Feelings
“They tell you ‘You don’t belong here”:
Experiences with Racism
Feeling Connections of Community & Care
Reweaving Tapestries of Identity, Heritage, &
Language
Activating Critical Consciousness
Shifts Toward Power
“I have power, and I can speak up”:
Power and Voice
“I should love myself, like how I was
born”: Energized Cultural Pride
“Powerful Means to be Proud”: Taking a
Stand

Stage #5 – putting Coyolxauhqui
together…new personal and collective
“stories”

Reweaving Tapestries of Identity, Heritage, &
Language
“Now I Know My Identity”: Reweaving
New Stories of Self and CLI
"Wow, I could actually talk my language
now?”: Linguistic Identities &
Translanguaging
Activating Critical Consciousness
Shifts Toward Power
“I have power, and I can speak up”:
Power and Voice
“I should love myself, like how I was
born”: Energized Cultural Pride
“Powerful Means to be Proud”: Taking a
Stand

Stage #6 – the blow up…a clash of realities

Feeling Connections of Community & Care
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“It’s not like in high school”: Contrasting
Experiences
Reweaving Tapestries of Identity, Heritage, &
Language
Activating Critical Consciousness
Stage #7 – shifting realities…acting out the
vision or spiritual activism

Change
“It made me think to learn more about my
history, our ancestors.”: Learn More, Do
more
“I Got to Come Home and Tell them”:
Sharing the Knowledge
A Decolonial Vision
Ideas
“Teaching Means to Care about Your
Students”: Care
“Put a Little Mix of Our Culture”: Culture
“Talk One-to-One, To See if They’re
Struggling”: Mutual Contribution
Theories
“That would be so good!”: Overall Better
Experience
“It'd make class interesting to talk about
our culture”: Academics
“So You Know Your Roots” Continued
Cultural Connections

The Coyolxauhqui Imperative
The students engaging in identity and heritage work like in Nuestra Escuelita was part of
the healing work embedded in the Coyolxauhqui imperative. Anzaldúa (2015) explained that the
Coyolxauhqui imperative is “a struggle to reconstruct oneself and heal the sustos resulting from
woundings, traumas, racism, and other acts of violation que hechan pedazos nuestras almas, split
us, scatter our energies, and haunt us” (p. 1). This imperative involves constructing something
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new in a continuous process of “making and unmaking” with no resolution just a healing process
that strives for integrating into wholeness and restoring humanity (Anzaldúa, 2015, p. 20).
The students’ experiences in Nuestra Escuelita, when framed by the decolonial wheel of
wholeness and humanity broadly, and more specifically by conocimiento, illustrate the ways in
which education can be healing and humanizing, opening spaces for youth to move towards
wholeness. Healing blooms out of conocimiento, when we re-member, bring our scattered
fragments back together, and reweave them into something new. Anzaldúa (2015) defined
healing “as taking back the scattered energy and soul loss wrought by woundings” (p. 89). I see
the students’ time in the program as a healing time, one in which they were able to cultivate a
deep awareness of their personal and societal scattered, colonized energies and losses, engage in
inner work and emerge with a new story of wholeness that included clarity, inspiration, and a
decolonial vision; a vision for how school should be. However, that vision came at a cost of
knowing and experiencing the pain of their own racist and discriminatory experiences as well as
the pain of their ancestors of whom they learned about. Yet, the students’ experience of healing
encompassed identity development and an educational inspiration.
This healing also occurred as a result of the connection, reweaving, activation, inspiration
and imagination that the students experienced. Their journey through the program, was a journey
through conocimiento; it was a decolonial journey towards healing, wholeness, and humanity.
Understanding the students’ experiences as a decolonial, healing journey while also heeding their
decolonial vision for their education to center their CLI, provides educators with a call towards
their own spiritual activism within education. In the next two sections, I discuss the need for
educators to engage in educational spiritual activism not only towards ends for centering CLI in
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their classrooms and curriculum, but also towards abolishing harmful practices and developing
new, decolonial futures using the youth as our guides.
Call for Educational Spiritual Activism
Anzaldua’s (2015) Árbol de la Vida, the Tree of Life is a symbol for the inner work that
occurs within the stages of conocimiento. It is also a framework that encompasses our wholeness
and humanity. El arbol’s roots symbolize our connections into our cultural, linguistic, and
spiritual worlds and the branches are representative of the communities and other cultures around
us. On the trunk we can imprint our new tribalism, an imagined community that pulls from our
ancestral roots and our branches of communities. The árbol, a symbol for conocimiento,
illustrates that we can engage with the world as part of a new tribalism. We enter into a new
tribalism through conocimiento – through connecting to our cultural and linguistic roots,
contemplating on and transforming our own anger, pain, and suffering, and then connecting into
the joy and love within the communities around us. Anzaldúa wrote, “As a people who have
been stripped of our history, language, identity, and pride, we attempt again and again to find
what we have lost by digging into our cultural roots imaginatively…” (p. 48). New tribalism is
an imagined community made possible by connecting to our roots and connecting across
differences while honoring our shared humanity.
Anzaldua (2015) explained that “new tribalism is about working to create new 'stories' of
identity and culture, to envision diverse futures. It's about rethinking our narratives of history,
ancestry, and even of reality itself” (p. 85). In this way, when we harness the cultural and
linguistic identities of our MLL students and form communities around our differences and our
shared humanity, while also engaging in conocimiento we become empowered with the
connectionist facultad, or ability. The connectionist facultad allow us to transform the anger, pain
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and suffering in the world through knowledge, care, joy, and love. bell hooks (2001) wrote that
love is “the will to extend one’s self for the purposes of nurturing one’s own or another’s
spiritual growth” (p. 4). The students in this study emphasized that the care and love they felt
while attending Nuestra Escuelita was fundamental to their inspiration and imagination. They
were also very clear not only in their reflections on their experience in the program but also in
the creation of their decolonial vision for education that their cultures and languages must be
centered.
Drawing from the mandates from the students themselves, educators working with MLLs
must strive towards centering the CLI of their students with an ethic of authentic care coupled
with creating opportunities for them to re-member their cultural and linguistic roots and making
humanizing connections with each other. Valenzuela (1999) wrote:
To make schools truly caring institutions for members of historically oppressed
subordinate groups like Mexican Americans, authentic caring, as currently described in
the literature, is necessary but not sufficient. Students’ cultural world and their structural
position must also be fully apprehended, with school-based adults deliberately bringing
issues of race, difference, and power into central focus. (p. 109)
Authentic care must include centering students’ CLI and addressing issues of racism and
colonization in our schools. Students must be cared for and seen authentically for who they are
as full, culturally, and linguistically rich, humans with unique, diverse backgrounds and cultural
knowledge that can be sources of rich growth, both personal and academic.
New tribalism represents a space where, among other things, nepantleras enact their
connectionist facultad to draw together our collective powers and support so that we can base our
transformative work in care, love, joy, and social change. For the students, their connectionist
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facultad was taking the clashes of reality they felt and then being moved forward towards a joy
and pride in their cultures and language, to want to share their new knowledge and perspectives,
and to make changes. They wanted to connect what they learned to making personal and societal
changes while also continuing to be able to connect into their cultures and languages. They also
were very clear that they found the fun, joyous parts of Nuestra Escuelita as a desired component
of education.
Joy is a fundamental part of creating education that centers students’ wholeness and
humanity. Price-Dennis (2017) explained that she and her co-authors “use the term joy to convey
a feeling of great pleasure and happiness that comes from the process of understanding that
despite what have happened to young Black girls and the ways in which they have had to resist
dominant discourse, they can still move forward, live and claim space” [emphasis in original]
(Price-Dennis, p. 13). I also suggest we use joy in this way when presenting the experiences had
by the youth in Nuestra Escuelita, as they emerged inspired and energized despite their
recognition of what has happened to their ancestors and what continues to happen to them in
schools. Muhammad (2022) asked the question “What would happen if making the world a
better place and developing student joy were the ultimate goals for education? And policy
makers spent their time in these two areas. How beautiful time would be spent” (Muhammad,
2022). These questions beg for answers that include developing joy in education as a critical call
for all educators, but particularly for those working with BIPOC MLLs.
We enter into new tribalism with what Anzaldúa (2015) calls a “spiritual mestizaje – an
awareness that we are all on a spiritual path and share a desire that society undergo
metamorphosis and evolution, that our relationships and creative projects undergo
transformations” (p. 44). There is also a recognition that we are interconnected and that our work
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is striving towards healing. In fact, Anzaldúa was clear that “activism is engaging in healing
work,” and that the two cannot be separated (2015, p. 90). Personal and collective healing and
political and social change are the basis for spiritual activism. Our personal healing unfolds as
we put ourselves back together again while our collective healing emerges as we dismember the
damage-based systems around us and reconstruct them in a new order that is grounded in love
and joy; one that centers our students’ wholeness and their humanity. The Coyolxauhqui
imperative is the imperative that we, as educators, must dismember the damage centered
educational practices that so many MLLs experience in school and reconstruct their education so
they have the opportunity to connect, activate, inspire, and imagine themselves back into their
wholeness and humanity. Abolitionist scholar Bettina Love (2019) calls this reconstruction of
education a call for the abolition of the oppressive, racist, and colonial legacies in education.
Love wrote:
We must struggle together not only to reimagine schools but to build new schools that we
are taught to believe are impossible: schools based on intersectional justice, antiracism,
love, healing, and joy… Abolitionist teaching is built on the creativity, imagination,
boldness, ingenuity, and rebellious spirit and methods of abolitionists to demand and
fight for an education system where all students are thriving, not simply surviving. (p. 11)
Further, Love (2019) also speaks about the imperative that fighting oppression is not just an
intellectual act but is also “personal, emotional, spiritual, and communal [and calls] ‘for the
recognition of one’s inherent humanity’ with the courage, persistence, vigilance, and the
visionary imagination of an abolitionist” (p. 51). The students in Nuestra Escuelita highlighted
the feeling of being in community and with family when they attended the program. Diana even
mentioned the need to connect into spirit as part of connecting into her CLI when she said, “we
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should [be] more spiritual about it, like in our soul basically, or you know [be] more proud of it.”
The work of spiritual activism, fighting injustice, processing through conocimiento, and
centering students’ histories and CLI goes beyond the intellectual and enters into the spiritual
and emotional realms, the realms that make us whole and human.
Yet the imperative for working with MLLs in ways that center their wholeness and
humanity is that the students are the ones to put themselves back together again in the ways they
want. Not only putting themselves back together in terms of identity but also in terms of their
humanity, their relationality among each other, and in reconstructing schools. Anzaldúa (2015)
wrote:
Though it is hard to think and act positively en estos tiempos de Coyolxauhqui, it is
exactly these times of dislocation /separation that hold the promise of wholeness. We
must bear witness to what our bodies remember, what el corazón con razón experiences,
and share these with others…These healing narratives serve not just as self-nurturing
“therapy,” but actually change reality. We revise reality by altering our consensual
agreements about what is real, what is just and fair. We can trans-shape reality by
changing our perspectives and perceptions. By choosing a different future, we bring it
into being. (p. 21)
The youth in Nuestra Escuelita wrote new narratives of identity, of community, of education.
They shifted their perspectives and spoke about a different future for their educations. They left
the program with inspiration to make change and be change. They did this even with the
awareness of so much pain and damage that has happened and continues to happen in their
communities and schools. Schools are sites of colonial legacies, and the students see and feel
these legacies every day. Yet they also imagine beautiful, joyful possibilities, if we only listen.
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Reflections and New Visions
The journey of wholeness and humanity that the students in Nuestra Escuelita
experienced connects back to the decolonial wheel of wholeness and humanity which includes
the overarching framework for this study and the guiding pedagogical frame for the program
curriculum. See figure 5 above. The decolonial wheel of wholeness and humanity was guided by
a four-pronged decolonizing framework, the Indigenous medicine wheel, and the four directions
(See Chapter Two for details). The decolonial four-prongs showed that decolonizing education
for MLLs should create student centered spaces for exploration, facilitate identity healing, open
opportunities for decolonial awakening, and inspire decolonial connection and imagining.
Starting in the northwest quadrant and spiraling clockwise through all the cardinal directions, the
Indigenous medicine wheel illustrates and guides the creation of a student-centered space that
allows for community building and an exploration of languages, identities, and history that leads
to a spark or augmentation of critical consciousness, storying, activism, and new futures. A
framework like the wheel of wholeness and humanity provides a foundation for educators to
decolonize education for MLLs. Anzaldúa (2015) explained that the seven stages of
conocimiento “illustrate the four directions (south, west, north, east), below and above, and
seventh, the center” (p. 123). Thus, coupling the framework with conocimiento and el árbol de la
vida, can provide educators with a map for inviting their students to create and participate in
their own journey of wholeness and humanity.
The Making and Unmaking
In this section, I briefly sketch practical applications of the framework and the
understandings gained from the students experiences so as to guide educators towards cultivating
comparable and equally powerful experiences for their own students. However, I would be
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remiss if I did not note that each group of students and each educator are unique in their own
ways and when they come together, they create a unique experience and space. Much of the
work of educators lies in developing our relationship with ourselves and then with each unique
group of students so that we can pull together our knowledge, our tools and resources, and adapt
them as necessary for the groups of students with whom we work. Another large part of this
work invites us to maintain continuous self-evaluation which entails an undoing of our own
biases, an unraveling of the colonization in our minds about what we believe education and
learning are and what it should look like. We must then ask ourselves, how do these biases and
beliefs affect our behaviors with our students and we must engage in a continuous reflection on
and an undoing of these behaviors while creating new ones that aim to create authentic care and
connection. Some practical guidance includes taking time to examine our understandings of
history and to gain new knowledge about our own contexts and communities of students. Engage
in individual and group reflections where we unpack our behaviors, experiences, with a balance
of self-compassion and criticality. We must interrogate our behaviors as well as the reactions and
interactions we have with our students, and we do so with awareness and reflection.
Below in Table 14 is a chart that illustrates the prongs and quadrants that guide the
creation of practical, on the ground activities that educators can use to center their students’ CLI
and histories, while also cultivating authentic care and relationships with their students.
Table 14. Decolonial Prongs & Activities

Decolonial Prong & Quadrant*

Examples from Nuestra Escuelita**

1st Prong: Open Student-Centered

Students co-write community guidelines

Spaces
Northwest (Space)
Northeast (Identities & Language)

Students provide input into topics and content
Students offer suggestions for program structure and
schedule
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Name cards and share four things
Interconnectivity Activity
Reflective School Experience Share-out
Ice Cream Making & Portraits Stations
2nd Prong: Facilitate Identity Healing Power Flower
Northwest (Space)

Brown is Beautiful

Northeast (Identities & Language)

Culture Poster
PhotoVoice

3rd Prong: Open Opportunities for
Decolonial Awakening

Multiliteracies Overt Instruction
Critical History Lessons & Explorations

Northeast (Identities & Language)

Timeline Activity

Southeast (Spirit, History,

Interactive Map

Resistance, CLI, Agency)
Southwest (Storying, Building
Community, Emotions)
4th Prong: Authentic Decolonial
Connection & Imagining
Southeast (Spirit, History,
Resistance, CLI, Agency)
Southwest (Storying, Building

Film Viewings & Summaries
Poetry Analysis & SOAPStone Poster
Name Poem
Reading and rewriting of “Los Sheecago Buls”
PhotoVoice
Written reflections with prompts
Film Viewings & Summaries
In Lak’ech Poem Reading

Community, Emotions)
*Many activities correspond to more than one prong and quadrant
**See Chapter 3 for details on the program activities, their connection to the framework, and
our daily schedule
Limitations & Significance
These frameworks, coupled with the research methodologies allowed for the students in
Nuestra Escuelita to contribute towards the creation of the program. Further, listening to their
experiences, ideas, and theories, gives us a clearer picture of the kind of education they want.
While this study was in part guided by youth participatory action research methodology, I was
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not able to fully integrate all of the YPAR components. Typically, YPAR studies are longitudinal
with the researcher working with the community or group for many months up to several years
(Cammarota & Fine, 2008; Morrell, 2010; Patel, 2015). In this study, I only worked with the
youth for a total of two weeks, which means that the students were not able to create their own
research projects or organize their own direct actions. However, YPAR did serve as a
participatory and pedagogical foundation from which we invited students to contribute to the
guidelines and content topics. YPAR also guided our integration of other cultural, linguistic, and
historical critical literacies content which led to the students activating their critical
consciousness. I believe if we had had more time with the students in Nuestra Escuelita, based on
the data, that the students would have responded with enthusiasm to participate in a more fully
developed YPAR project with direct action. This means that my future research would include a
longitudinal YPAR project in which I would more fully develop the YPAR component of the
research design and support students in their own research.
The significance of this research is that it parallels previous work with Black girls and
Latinx youth in other parts of the U.S. that shows the importance and benefits of centering
BIPOC youth’s CLI (de los Ríos, 2013; 2017b; Muhammad, 2015). The multilingual language
learners in this study benefited from an education that centered their CLI and histories. However,
it varied from other studies in that it provides insight into the experiences of the students drawing
from their own words about their perspectives. Further, this study is bridging a gap by adding to
scholarship on work being done with youth in the New Latinx South. Little research has been
done reflecting the voices of Latinx youth growing up in the South. It is important to hear from
the youth in the New Latinx South because while there are parallels with the experiences among
all Latinx youth growing up in the U.S., there are also distinctions (Peraza Campos, 2021a,
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2021b; Powel & Carrillo, 2019). For example, the Latinx communities in the Southeast began
emerging in the late 80s and early 90s, whereas in Florida and the Northeast there are longer
established communities, and, in the Southwest, there are multiple generations whose families
have been there since it was Mexico before the border crossed them. Further, the southwest has
historically had access to ethnic studies, whereas those programs have yet to be created in many
parts of the south (Peraza Campos, 2021a, 2021b). One of the primary implications of this
research that draws from New Latinx South youth is the call for ethnic studies programs in the
Southeastern part of the U.S. Ethnic studies programs would benefit MLLs like the students in
this study not only because they center their CLI and histories but also because they integrate
humanity and criticality into education (Caraballo, et al., 2017; Morrell, 2010). Students are
hungry for an education that satiates their desire for an education in which they can see
themselves represented and one through which they can process through conocimiento and
emerge inspired to make changes in their worlds much like the youth in this study. Offering
ethnic studies courses and curriculum in k-12 public education is one answer to the call for
centering MLLs CLI and histories. The pedagogical and curricular components of ethnic studies
offer safe, connected spaces for youth and opportunities for them to re-member their CLI and
histories in ways that can lead toward critical consciousness and collective action. An ethnic
studies curriculum not only provides critical literacy skills but develops youth into sociopolitically engaged members of our collective society who seek ways to better the world.
Conclusion
The bilingual, Latinx youth in this critical, ethnographic, arts-based participatory action
research study illustrated the benefits and transformations that occur when they are able to
engage actively in their learning and explore their CLI and histories. The findings show that the
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youth felt connections of community and care, rewove the tapestries of their identities and
heritage, activated their critical consciousness, and were inspired to make change and imagine a
decolonial vision for their educational futures. The students emphasized that the education they
envision for themselves includes authentic care, a safe space within which their teachers connect
with them and centers their cultures, languages, and histories. They believe an education with
those components would not only be more enjoyable and interesting but that it would support
them in continuing to remain connected to their roots and heritage. Their experiences reflect a
decolonial journey of wholeness and humanity that incorporated processing through the seven
stages of Anzaldúa’s conocimiento. Through the process of traveling through the stages of
conocimiento, the youth were able to grapple with the conflicts and contradictions among their
lived experiences and make sense of them through a more fully developed critical consciousness.
From this decolonial journey they emerged with new tapestries of identity and heritage ready to
engage in spiritual activism with a heart full of passion to make changes in the world for
themselves and their communities.
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